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SUMMARY 

This thesis presents the development and testing of an online lovingkindness 
meditation (LKM) intervention. Previous studies were systematically reviewed, 
showing complex but encouraging evidence that LKM can enhance the wellbeing of 
individuals and communities by promoting pleasant emotions and empathic attitudes. 
However, previous randomised controlled trials (RCTs) are small and have 
methodological limitations. 

An online RCT was conducted, which recruited 809 adult volunteers to test whether an 
LKM intervention offered to the general population improves wellbeing through 
pleasant emotions, psychological resources, empathy and altruism. LKM was 
compared to a light physical exercise course (LE). Participants followed prepiloted 
videobased instruction, wrote about their experiences in online diaries and interactive 
fora, and completed questionnaires and an objective measure of helping behaviour. 
The data were analysed using a mixed methods approach. 

Both courses led to greater wellbeing. LKM participants were significantly less anxious 
and more likely to donate money to charity than LE participants. Differences in other 
outcomes were not significant. Attrition was high but generally unrelated to the 
interventions’ content. 

The pathways to wellbeing differed. LKM was an emotionally intense experience, 
generating deep reflections and an increased connectedness with self and others. LE 
led to increases in relaxation and physical wellbeing which generated a sense of 
achievement. Some participants had early difficulties with LKM, in which personal 
factors played an important role.  

The study provides suggestive evidence that both LKM and LE enhance pleasant 
emotions, psychological resources and wellbeing, and that LKM specifically stimulates 
empathy and altruism. The LKM training platform used in this study is available for 
immediate largescale implementation as an inexpensive public health intervention. 
However, future research is needed to confirm present findings and devise LKM 
interventions that reduce the negative impact of initial training. Completion rates 
might be improved by nesting online RCTs within cohort studies. 
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Turned away from it all like a blind man 

Sat on a fence but it don't work 

Keep coming up with love but it's so slashed and torn 

Why, why, why? 

 

 

 

 

From the song ‘Under Pressure’, by Queen and David Bowie. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction and background 

1.1 Introduction to the chapter 

This chapter has two sections. The first section describes the aims and the structure of 

the thesis. The second section contextualises the area of research, defines the main 

concepts and explains the rationale behind conducting this study. 

1.2 Introduction to the thesis 

This thesis describes the work that was carried out for a Ph.D. in Medicine at the 

Cochrane Institute of Primary Care and Public Health, Cardiff University. 

1.2.1 Aims of the thesis 

The aim of this thesis is to gain a better understanding of the potential to improve 

wellbeing that training in lovingkindness meditation (LKM) could bring if delivered 

over the Internet, from a general population perspective. For this, a literature review 

of the existing evidence and an Internetbased randomised controlled trial (RCT) were 

undertaken. 

The literature review comprised a systematic review of existing RCTs that evaluated 

kindnessbased meditation, a narrative review of nonRCT studies, and a critical 

appraisal of Internetbased research to date. The RCT investigated the effect of an LKM 

training intervention on the wellbeing and altruism of a sample of the general public 

when delivered via the Internet. 

1.2.2 Outline of the thesis 

This thesis has 10 chapters. Following an introductory chapter (Chapter 1), the 

kindnessbased meditation literature (Chapter 2) and the online studies literature 

(Chapter 3) are described. The rationale underlying the present work and its objectives 

are then given (Chapter 4), followed by the design (Chapter 5) and methods (Chapter 
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6). Initial pilot work (Chapter 7) led to a trial involving quantitative (Chapter 8) and 

qualitative (Chapter 9) analyses. Findings are discussed in the context of previous 

research, strengths, limitations and implications are described, and suggestions for 

future research are made before conclusions are drawn (Chapter 10). 

1.3 Background 

This study focuses on wellbeing. This concept will be defined and its importance for 

public health discussed. Empathy and altruism will be explored in relation to wellbeing. 

Then, definitions and types of meditation and their links to wellbeing will be examined. 

Finally, the potential of the Internet for the conduct of studies will be presented. 

1.3.1 Defining wellbeing 

Wellbeing, like health, is an ideal state. We have a sense that wellbeing is something 

broader than happiness and deeper than excitement, but what is it exactly? Wellbeing 

is a multidimensional concept that can be classified and described according to 

different criteria. We can talk about mental versus physical wellbeing, individual versus 

social wellbeing, objective versus subjective wellbeing, cognitive versus affective 

wellbeing, and hedonic versus eudaimonic wellbeing (World Health Organization 1948; 

Guillén Royo and Velazco 2006; Luhmann et al. 2012).  

This thesis will study subjective wellbeing. Subjective wellbeing depends on how each 

person experiences their life, and what they consider important (Diener and Suh 

2000). It refers to optimal psychological functioning (Ryan and Deci 2001), which has 

affective and cognitive components. However, this is a broad definition. In an attempt 

to define which constructs are involved two main approaches exist: the hedonic 

approach, which focuses on happiness and defines wellbeing in terms of pleasure 

attainment and pain avoidance; and the eudaimonic approach, which focuses on 

meaning and selfrealisation and defines wellbeing in terms of the degree to which a 

person is fully functioning (Ryff et al. 2004). These approaches appear to be two 

aspects of wellbeing that complement each other. However, more recently a third 

aspect was added to provide a more complete picture of the concept of subjective 
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wellbeing: the social aspect (Keyes 1998; Son and Wilson 2012; van Lente et al. 2012). 

Social wellbeing is a multidimensional concept that refers to how people see their 

relations to others and the wider community (Keyes 1998). This study will consider 

hedonic, eudaimonic and social wellbeing as three interlinked but complementary 

aspects of subjective wellbeing. 

1.3.2 Wellbeing and public health 

Wellbeing has been linked to a variety of beneficial physiological processes such as 

reductions in mortality rates (Danner et al. 2001; Pressman and Cohen 2005), 

incidence of stroke (Ostir et al. 2001), symptoms of disease (Robinette et al. 2013), and 

improvement of immune function (Ryff et al. 2004). In the constitution of the World 

Health Organisation the definition of health is inextricably linked to wellbeing: ‘a state 

of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing and not merely the absence of 

disease or infirmity’ (World Health Organization 1948, p. 100).  

Programmes that promote wellbeing have generated great interest among health 

researchers and policy makers (Diener and Seligman 2004; Frey 2008; Huang 2010; 

Office for National Statistics 2013). An increase in wellbeing of the general population 

can lead to a reduction in the burden of disease of highly prevalent mental and 

somatic conditions (Huppert 2004; Bhui and Dinos 2011). Health interventions usually 

target individuals with a disorder. However, interventions with a broad population

based approach, even if they only cause a minor improvement in the underlying risk 

factors, may have a greater population impact than interventions with symptomatic 

individuals (effect known as the ‘prevention paradox’, Rose 1981; Huppert 2009). It is 

essential, therefore, to develop effective interventions that could improve populations’ 

wellbeing and to test the effectiveness of traditional or popular techniques that claim 

to do so. 

1.3.3 Defining empathy and altruism 

The word empathy has been used to refer to different concepts. In this work, empathy 

will be used to refer to ‘otheroriented emotions elicited by and congruent with the 
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perceived welfare of someone in need’ (Batson 2011, p. 11). Other authors use the 

word compassion for this concept and refer to empathy as simply coming to feel the 

same emotion as another person feels (De Vignemont and Singer 2006; 2013a). 

Empathy is considered to be an important precursor to altruism (Kristeller and Johnson 

2005; Batson 2011).  

Definitions of altruism also vary. Here, altruism will be defined as a motivational state 

with the ultimate goal of increasing another’s welfare (Batson 2011). It has been 

suggested that the ultimate goal of altruistic behaviour is never to increase another’s 

welfare but to satisfy egoistic needs (Cialdini et al. 1997; Maner et al. 2002). In other 

words, that authentic altruism does not exist. The definition of altruism used in the 

present study would not fit in with psychological hedonism theories, which assert that 

attainment of personal pleasure is the goal of human behaviour. However, a less 

prescriptive form of hedonism asserts only that goal attainment brings pleasure. Thus, 

the pleasure obtained can be a consequence of reaching the goal (which could be an 

altruistic goal) without being the goal itself. The existence of altruistic motivation is 

therefore not inconsistent with this less prescriptive form of hedonism (Batson 2011; 

Konrath 2014). Under this theory, altruism would impact on eudaimonic (goal 

attainment) and hedonic (pleasure) dimensions of wellbeing. 

Experimental evidence supports the existence of altruism, showing that altruistic 

ultimate goals are possible and ubiquitous in people’s daily lives (Batson 2011). 

Evolutionary and genetic evidence suggest that the origins of altruism may be in 

parental nurturance, which as a prototype may provide a genetic substrate for our 

capacity to care for others, even for strangers (de Waal 2008; Konrath 2014). Altruistic 

behaviour, both in the form of everyday small actions and heroic acts, appears to have 

been strongly selected in our evolutionary history. 

1.3.4 Be good, feel good 

The evolutionary predisposition to altruism may explain the fact that giving money or 

time enhances the giver’s health and wellbeing (Post 2005; Dunn et al. 2008; Konrath 

2014). This has been shown by several crosssectional (Borgonovi 2008; Anik et al. 
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2009; Priller and Schupp 2011), longitudinal (Piliavin and Siegl 2007; Choi and Kim 

2011), and experimental studies (Dunn et al. 2008; Aknin et al. 2012). Most studies 

have been conducted with older adults (Field et al. 1998; Onyx and Warburton 2003; 

Choi and Kim 2011), and this is the age group where links between giving and health 

are strongest, but studies in younger adults still show significant effects (Musick and 

Wilson 2003; Borgonovi 2008; Cosley et al. 2010). Even thinking about giving 

significantly increases happiness as has been suggested by an experimental study 

(Aknin et al. 2012).  

There is evidence for a positive feedback loop affecting happiness: people who feel 

better and healthier volunteer and donate more, and in turn voluntary work has a 

positive effect on health and wellbeing (Thoits and Hewitt 2001; Aknin et al. 2012), 

probably through enhancing the eudaimonic and social aspects of wellbeing (Son and 

Wilson 2012). Simple and everyday kindness acts such as those that can be found 

among neighbours in cohesive neighbourhoods significantly enhance wellbeing 

(Robinette et al. 2013), even independently of the deprivation level of the area (Gale 

et al. 2011). In such environments the positive feedback loop could be operating 

continually. Given its impact on wellbeing, altruistic behaviour has been incorporated 

into therapeutic schemes such as Alcoholics Anonymous’ twelve steps (Alcoholics 

Anonymous 1981).  

From a public health point of view an empathic and altruistic population is not only 

desirable because givers are likely to experience more health and wellbeing, but also 

because of the impact of altruistic actions on receivers. Empathy has proved to 

produce better care of those in need, improve attitudes towards stigmatised out

groups, increase cooperation in potentially competitive situations and increase mutual 

care among students (Batson 2010). Volunteers represent a significant resource for 

meeting some of the service needs of more vulnerable groups such as children, 

disabled or frail older people (Wheeler et al. 1998). Encouraging the population to be 

more empathic and altruistic could potentially reduce inequalities, promote peace, 

strengthen communities, generate hope and reinforce positive societal values.  

The benefits of improving communities’ wellbeing through facilitating kindness and 

empathy are farreaching. The case has been made for governments to take more 
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advantage of the links between altruism and wellbeing and find ways of promoting 

altruism as a matter of public health policy (Post 2005; Dunn et al. 2008). Experimental 

studies demonstrated the potential teachability of giving money and time to others 

(Switzer et al. 1995; Dunn et al. 2008), and that playing prosocial games led to 

subsequent prosocial behaviour (Rosenberg et al. 2013). Cultivating kindness may 

have a strong potential as a public health intervention for improving wellbeing. 

1.3.5 Meditation and wellbeing 

The term meditation refers collectively to a myriad of techniques which come from 

different cultures in the world and moments in human history. Bond et al. used a five

round Delphi technique to develop a definition with the aim of facilitating the 

operationalisation of meditation in the context of comparative meditation research 

(2009). The Delphi technique involves recruiting a group of experts to participate in an 

iterative process of answering a questionnaire, receiving controlled feedback regarding 

group responses, and revising their opinions in light of the feedback. Participants 

agreed that essential to a meditation practice is its use of (a) a defined technique, (b) 

logic relaxation, and (c) a selfinduced state/mode. This thesis will use this broad 

definition but will also adopt an additional essential characteristic: that meditation 

involves a fully conscious state, as opposed to selfhypnotism or semiconscious 

relaxation technique. However, Bond’s definition does not address the aims of 

meditation. 

The longterm aim of meditative techniques in many traditions is attaining ‘higher 

states of consciousness’ (Sedlmeier et al. 2012, p. 1145). In the scientific literature, 

other definitions of meditation mention improving wellbeing as an important aim. 

According to Walsh et al., meditation is ‘A family of selfregulation practices that focus 

on training attention and awareness to bring mental processes under greater voluntary 

control and thereby foster general mental wellbeing and development and/or specific 

capacities such as calm, clarity, and concentration’ (2006, p. 228). Another definition 

describes meditation as ‘an exercise in which the individual turns attention or 

awareness toward a single object, concept, sound, image, or experience, with the 
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intention of gaining greater spiritual or experiential and existential insight or of 

achieving improved psychological wellbeing’ (West M. A. (Ed.) 1987, p. 10).  

A variety of meditation techniques have shown evidence of increasing health and/or 

wellbeing (Ospina et al. 2007; Brand et al. 2012; Davidson and McEwen 2012; 

Sedlmeier et al. 2012; Kaliman et al. 2014). The evidence accrued so far invites a 

thorough exploration in order to assess the usefulness of meditation in public health. 

1.3.6 Loving-kindness meditation 

The development of kindness, an empathic and altruistic disposition (Peterson and 

Seligman 2004), is a wellrecognised goal in many spiritual traditions (Kristeller and 

Johnson 2005).  Meditation techniques developed to elicit kindness can be found in a 

variety of contemplative traditions although the names, details and context vary 

widely. Kindnessbased meditation is used here as a general rubric covering these 

practices. Because of its prosocial objectives, kindnessbased meditation could 

provide additional benefits from a societal point of view in comparison to other 

meditation techniques.  

Lovingkindness meditation is one of the most popular kindnessbased meditation 

techniques and consists of the inner cultivation of a loving acceptance feeling towards 

all sentient beings (Salzberg 1995). Its name and most traditional format come from 

Buddhism. It belongs to the group of focused or directed meditations, in which the 

focus of the exercises is to engage a particular aspect of self, but in a mindful rather 

than analytic or judgmental way (Kristeller and Johnson 2005).  

Traditional LKM advocates the following structured approach: directing caring feelings 

towards oneself, then towards loved ones (although some people prioritise directing 

LKM to loved ones before directing it to oneself as it may be easier for highly self

critical practitioners), then towards acquaintances, then strangers, then towards 

someone with whom one experiences interpersonal difficulties, and finally to all beings 

without distinction. Exercises most often involve the repetition of short phrases (e.g., ‘I 

wish you peace and joy’) or the visualisation of light flowing from oneself to others. 
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These exercises are aimed at generating a feeling of loving kindness towards the object 

of the meditation.  

Lovingkindness meditation was described as a social lubricant that allows 

relationships to operate in a much more smooth and cohesive way (U Pandita 2006). 

While other forms of meditation may cultivate a more secluded type of personal 

growth, LKM may more strongly induce a harmonisation with the needs of others, 

making feelings and acts of compassion emerge more readily (Kristeller and Johnson 

2005). 

There are some philosophical and moral standpoints that are more accepting of LKM 

(U Pandita 2006). Some exercises are less controversial such as directing kindness to 

loved ones, but directing kindness to enemies or difficult people could lead to 

reflections on the righteousness of doing so. People with altruistic values may find LKM 

exercises natural. However, for others it could be difficult to begin LKM training 

without some justification for why they are taught, for instance, to direct kindness to 

their enemies. In religious contexts, the underlying religious teachings may well explain 

the reasons behind the lovingkindness techniques. Some traditions view ethics not in 

terms of conventional morality, but rather as an essential discipline for training the 

mind (Walsh 1999). However, in secular contexts a philosophical position may or may 

not be explicitly established (Rosch 2007; Samuel 2013). 

1.3.7 Loving-kindness meditation and public health 

Lovingkindness meditation promises to be an efficient means of improving both the 

health of individuals by promoting their wellbeing, and the health of communities by 

promoting helping behaviour and empathic attitudes. A cohort study following 1000 

children from birth to the age of 32 found that childhood selfcontrol, a composite 

measure including impulsive aggression control and modulated emotional expression, 

predicts physical health, substance dependence, personal finances, and criminal 

offending outcomes even after controlling for intelligence, social class and mistakes as 

adolescents (Moffitt et al. 2011).  It was suggested that wellbeing ought to be viewed, 

at least in part, as a product of trainable skills: ‘just as we as a society are learning to 
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take more responsibility for our physical health by engaging in regular physical 

exercise, we can also take more responsibility for our minds and brains by engaging in 

certain mental exercises that can induce plastic changes in the brain and that may 

have enduring beneficial consequences for social and emotional behaviour’ (Davidson 

and McEwen 2012, p. 690). Lovingkindness meditation could be one of these mental 

exercises.  

Just like physical exercise, LKM requires regular and dedicated practice. Facetoface 

training sessions could be expensive and resource intensive from a public health point 

of view. However, there are other ways of delivering these teachings. Cdbased, book

based and videobased meditation courses of varied types and qualities are widely 

available today. A search in the ‘Mind, Body and Spirit Selfhelp Books’ section of 

amazon.co.uk using the word ‘meditation’ retrieves over 8000 results and many of 

these books teach LKM. A number of online meditation courses are available with 

different formats and degrees of automation (e.g., Insight Meditation Center [no date]; 

Wellmind Media & Mental Health Foundation [no date]). This suggests that many 

meditation techniques can be adapted to be selftaught or taught using distance 

learning methods. An effective Internetbased LKM intervention could therefore be a 

highly costeffective public health tool.  

1.3.8 Introducing the Internet as a platform for 

studies 

Imagine a console in your office combining the features of a Touch-Tone 
[pushbutton] telephone, a television set, a Xerox machine, and a small 
electronic computer. Tuned into a system of synchronous satellites, this console 
will bring the accumulated knowledge of the world to your fingertips. 
  
By punching a few digits, you can verify a check, get the data on some historical 
event, or hear an illustrated lecture on any subject you wish. Or you can hold an 
electronic conference with any group of people scattered all over the world, 
seeing each other as you talk. And the console will even provide you with a 
document to seal an agreement. 
 
Once we all have such a console, we’ll have little need for business trips, and 
will limit our travelling to the pursuit of fun. 
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Arthur C. Clarke, science fiction writer and futurist, 1970 (von Braun 1970, p. 

66) 

On April 2013 the World Wide Web, a system of interlinked documents accessed via 

the Internet, was 20 years old (BBC News 2013).  The Internet, a global system of 

interconnected computer networks, was progressively developed in the 1980s as a 

governmental network, but widespread worldwide use began in 1990 (Stewart 2000). 

It currently hosts not only the World Wide Web but also the infrastructure to support 

highly used systems such as email, instant messaging, videoconferencing, streaming 

media, message boards or fora, peer to peer networks, file sharing networks, social 

networking and online shopping. 

In less than 30 years the Internet has dramatically changed human societies and the 

usage indicators display a continuing growth, anticipating a similar trend for the future. 

In the developed world, 77% of households are estimated to have Internet access in 

2013, versus 45% in 2005 (International Telecommunication Union 2013). This falls to 

28% in developing countries (versus 8% in 2005), where more individuals use it outside 

the home. On average, 41% of households have Internet access worldwide.  

In the U.K. in 2012, 33 million adults (16+) accessed the Internet every day, more than 

double the 2006 figure of 16 million (Office for National Statistics 2012). In 2006, 36% 

of the adult population in the U.K. had never used Internet, but this was reduced to 

16% in 2012, mainly to people over 75 years old. Almost all 16 to 24 yearolds (99%) 

used the Internet. Sending sensitive information over the Internet is being increasingly 

accepted with 67% of the adults in the U.K. buying goods or services over the Internet 

and 47% doing Internet banking (Office for National Statistics 2012). 

On closer scrutiny, every element of technological development successfully predicted 

by Arthur C. Clarke has the potential to be used in epidemiological research studies, 

replacing and expanding current offline research resources. His prediction that people 

will travel less for business purposes is becoming true and this could well apply to the 

inconvenience and costs of studies involving facetoface contact, both to participants 

and staff. 
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Internetbased interventions are already seen as a promising public health tool (Webb 

et al. 2010). It has been noted that populations’ demands for mental health resources 

are virtually impossible to meet by national health services and that online courses 

could be a valid way of exponentially improving accessibility while reducing costs and 

providing a convenient and not intrusive alternative (Krusche et al. 2012). The option 

of evaluating online interventions using Internetbased studies is a straightforward 

and convenient extra step (van Gelder et al. 2010). The technology to conduct an RCT, 

the gold standard for evaluating the efficacy an intervention, entirely online is 

available. 

1.4 Chapter summary 

In this chapter it was argued that there is a need to develop and test effective 

interventions to improve populations’ wellbeing. Facilitating empathy and altruism 

could improve individuals and communities’ wellbeing, and LKM has the potential of 

being a readily available facilitator. An online LKM intervention delivered to the 

general population could be highly costeffective, and could be evaluated in an 

Internetbased RCT. 
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Chapter 2. Literature review: Effect of 
kindness-based meditation on 
health and wellbeing 

2.1 Introduction 

Chapter 1 concluded that interventions that facilitate kindness could be of benefit in 

improving populations’ health and wellbeing. This chapter will review the evidence 

that kindnessbased meditation may be a suitable intervention for this purpose. 

The chapter is divided in three main sections. In the first section the results from 

kindnessbased randomised controlled trials are systematically reviewed, as they 

constitute the best quality evidence. In the second section a narrative review 

summarises other relevant evidence. Finally, findings of both reviews are integrated 

and discussed in the last section of the chapter. 

2.2 Systematic review of randomised controlled 

trials1 

The number of scientific studies assessing the effects of kindnessbased meditation on 

health and wellbeing is growing. Reviews covering a variety of aspects have been 

published (Hofmann et al. 2011; Ozawade Silva et al. 2012; Boellinghaus et al. 2014) 

but a comprehensive and systematic evaluation of the best available evidence is 

needed to provide fuller understanding. The aim of this systematic review was to 

identify and summarise the evidence available from RCTs investigating the effects of 

kindnessbased meditation on health and wellbeing in patients and in the general 

population. 

                                                      

1
 This section has been published as Galante J, Galante I, Bekkers MJ, Gallacher J. 2014. Effect of 

KindnessBased Meditation on Health and WellBeing: A Systematic Review and MetaAnalysis. J Consult 

Clin Psychol, Jun 30, doi: 10.1037/a0037249. 
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2.2.1 Methods 

The review protocol has been prospectively registered in PROSPERO, an international 

prospective register of systematic reviews (Galante et al. 2012a). It can be seen in 

Appendix 1 Figure 1. 

2.2.1.1 Literature search and study selection 

In March 2013 the following databases were searched: CENTRAL (Issue 2 of 12, 

February 2013), MEDLINE (1946 to March week 2 2013 plus inprocess), EMBASE (1947 

to March 2013), AMED, PsycINFO (1806 to March week 3 2013), CINAHL Plus, ASSIA 

and Google Scholar. For the search strategy the search terms love, kindness, 

compassion, forgiveness, empathy, maitri, metta, mudita, karuna, upekkha, chesed, 

sympathetic joy, equanimity and Christian were combined with the terms meditation, 

selfinduction, training or cultivation and adapted to each search engine using sensitive 

filters for RCTs (see Appendix 2 Table 1 for enginespecific search strategies). Articles 

written in English, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, French, Dutch and German were 

included. 

Two reviewers independently excluded reports that did not meet inclusion criteria 

based on title and abstract. Full published reports were obtained for the remainder, 

and inclusion criteria were applied. References were scanned for further RCTs. 

2.2.1.2 Inclusion criteria 

Inclusion criteria for studies were: (a) RCTs; (b) published in peerreviewed journals, 

theses or conference proceedings; (c) included adult participants only; and (d) included 

an intervention which was mainly a form of kindnessbased meditation. The last 

element requires further clarification. Interventions were considered as mainly a form 

of kindnessbased meditation if: (a) the explicit main objective of the intervention was 

to purposively generate kindness in some of its forms; and (b) kindnessbased 

meditation exercises were predominant (i.e. more than 50% of the exercises or 

sessions included some form of kindnessbased meditation). Where this was not clear 

the full text was retrieved and if it was still not clear the study was excluded.  
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In some traditions, such as Buddhist or Christian, kindness is at the very roots of their 

teachings, therefore studies that examine meditation practices in the context of these 

traditions are implicitly aimed at purposively generating and expanding kindness. For 

the purposes of this review explicit objectives were taken into consideration rather 

than those referenced by the context in which the practices took place.  

Interventions aimed at eliciting predominantly selfkindness, provided they were 

meditationbased, were included as a subgroup, as selfkindness and kindness 

towards others have shown to be closely linked (Neff and Pommier 2012). Methods of 

exploring and eliciting kindness in a conscious way other than through meditation 

(Rein et al. 1995; Standard 2004; May 2005; Kelly et al. 2010; Kelly 2012; Lincoln et al. 

2013), although worthy of study, are beyond the scope of this review. Studies without 

outcomes related to health and/or wellbeing (e.g., basic science imaging) were not 

included. Similarly, for the included studies, outcomes not related to health and/or 

wellbeing, or analyses other than comparing randomised groups with each other are 

not reported. 

2.2.1.3 Data extraction  

Study characteristics and risk of bias data were extracted independently by two 

reviewers and entered into data extraction forms piloted and designed for the review. 

A third review author was consulted regarding any discrepancies and these were 

resolved by discussion until consensus was reached. Studies were assessed for 

methodological quality according to the Cochrane Collaboration’s tool for assessing 

risk of bias (Higgins et al. 2011). This tool is neither a scale nor a checklist. It is a 

domainbased evaluation, in which critical assessments are made separately for each 

of seven different domains: sequence generation, allocation concealment, blinding of 

participants and personnel, blinding of outcome assessment, incomplete outcome 

data, selective outcome reporting and ‘other issues’. Within each domain, what was 

reported to have happened in the study is described in sufficient detail to support a 

judgment about the risk of bias. This judgment can be ‘Low risk’ of bias, ‘High risk’ of 

bias, or ‘Unclear risk’ of bias.  
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2.2.1.4 Analysis 

Primary outcomes defined for this review were wellbeing, quality of life, pain, 

depression, anxiety and stress. Secondary outcomes were altruism, empathy, 

compassion, mindfulness and adverse effects. 

Studies were grouped according to the comparison being made, type of outcome 

investigated and followup period. If appropriate data from at least two studies 

informing the same outcome were available a metaanalysis was conducted using 

Review Manager Software (version 5.2: Nordic Cochrane Centre, Copenhagen, 

Denmark). Data using the same measure which were reported as continuous variables 

(or scales with a sufficient number of points to treat variables as continuous) were 

pooled using the mean difference (MD) with a 95% confidence interval (95% CI). When 

different measures were used to evaluate the same result in a comparison, data were 

grouped by calculating the standardised mean difference or Hedges’s g (SMD) with 

95% CI (Hedges and Olkin 1985). Its magnitude can be interpreted using Cohen's 

convention as small (0.2), medium (0.5), and large (0.8) (Cohen 1988). Dichotomous 

outcomes were analysed by calculating relative risk (RR) grouped in each comparison. 

Final values were used where possible. To obtain more conservative estimates a 

random effects model was fitted.  

 To determine whether combining results was appropriate, χ2 (Cochran’s Q) and I2 tests 

of heterogeneity were performed (Higgins et al. 2003). The Pvalue for χ2 was set 

conservatively at 0.1. I2 band values were interpreted according to the Cochrane 

Reviewers’ Handbook (Higgins and Green 2011), which considers the possibility of 

moderate heterogeneity with I2 values above 30% and the chance of substantial 

heterogeneity with values above 50%. In addition, prespecified subgroup analyses 

were conducted according to the studied population (patients or general population), 

the length of the intervention (short – less than 1 week – versus long – more than 1 

week), and the type of intervention (interventions cultivating kindness in general 

versus those focused on selfkindness). 
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When authors presented their data as means and standard deviations it was assumed 

that the data were normally/nearnormally distributed. Data were also assumed to be 

independent although this may not always be the case in interventions with a strong 

group component. Subscales were not reported if they formed part of a reported 

scale. 

Prespecified sensitivity analyses were conducted in metaanalyses of at least three 

studies to explore the influence of studies with low methodological quality. In order to 

do this, the studies in the metaanalysis with the lowest number of low risk of bias 

judgments in the risk of bias assessment were removed and the result was considered 

stable if significance was maintained. Funnel plots were used to investigate publication 

bias if a metaanalysis of at least five studies could be performed with no significant 

heterogeneity.  

The following sections will present the results of the systematic review. Results were 

reported according to PRISMA guidelines (Moher et al. 2009). 

2.2.2 Results of the search 

Thirtythree records meeting the selection criteria were identified (see Figure  2.1). 

Eight of these were found through reference search or authors’ communication. Eight 

records were dissertations (Humphrey 1999; Templeton 2007; Weibel 2007; Cohn 

2008; Kleinman 2010; Law 2011; Lipizzi 2011; Mascaro 2011) and three were 

conference papers (McGillicuddy et al. 2010; Desbordes et al. 2012b; Weng et al. 

2012). Detail of records that were close to meeting the eligibility criteria can be found 

in Appendix 2 Table 2. No records were excluded for language restrictions. All the 

relevant fulltext articles could be retrieved. 
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Twentytwo studies (1747 participants) were included. Some studies reported their 

outcomes in multiple publications. Five studies were only reported in dissertations 

(Humphrey 1999; Templeton 2007; Weibel 2007; Kleinman 2010; Law 2011). The 

studies reported in conference papers were also published in fulltext format. Eight 

records (Pace et al. 2009; Kleinman 2010; Lipizzi 2011; Mascaro 2011; Desbordes et al. 

2012a; Desbordes et al. 2012b; Mascaro et al. 2013a, b) belong to the same study (B. 

M. Kleinman, personal communication, April 17, 2013) but used different sub

populations. Because these publications differ in various aspects (subpopulations, 

arms, outcomes and analyses) they were treated as separate studies throughout this 

Duplicate records 

removed (n=56)  

(n=56) 

Total records identified through 

electronic searches (n=196) 

Embase 

  

(n=3) 

AMED  

 

(n=4) 

Google 

Scholar  

(n=30) 

Medline 

  

(n=31) 

CENTRAL 

  

(n=17) 

CINAHL 

  

(n=35) 

 

PsycINFO 

 

(n=68) 

Records removed by 

abstract or title (n=81) 

 

Records identified 

through references or 

authors (n=8) 

 

Records potentially eligible (full text 

retrieved) (n=59) 

Records failing to meet 

inclusion criteria (n=34) 

 

Records included in review 

(n=33) 

Studies included in review 

(n=22) 

ASSIA  

 

(n=8) 

Studies included in metaanalyses 

(n=9) 

Figure  2.1. Study selection flow chart. 
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review. The only exception was for the metaanalyses, in which these publications 

were treated as one study in order to avoid participant overlap. 

2.2.3 Characteristics of included studies 

The characteristics of included studies are provided in Table  2.1. More than 60% of the 

included studies have been published from 2010 onwards, reflecting a growing interest 

in this research area. Studies were small, with a median total number of participants of 

65 (range 23 to 202). All but two studies (Crane et al. 2010; Wallmark et al. 2013) took 

place in the U.S.A. 

2.2.3.1 Intervention 

Although all the included studies used kindnessbased meditation as the predominant 

component of their interventions, the formats, foci and names of the interventions 

varied. Eleven studies used LKM, eight studies focused their interventions on 

compassion, one study focused on selfcompassion, one focused on Buddhist concepts 

and one on forgiveness.  

Fourteen studies used interventions which lasted more than one week, one 

intervention lasted three days and the others lasted less than half an hour. Most of the 

long interventions (i.e. more than a week) had weekly group sessions and encouraged 

participants to practice daily at home, usually through audio recorded instructions. 

Four of these long interventions were entirely or almost entirely distancebased using 

audio recorded sessions and two of them included feedback sessions. 

Most studies with long interventions reported rates of attendance to the sessions 

which were high (75% or more) (Carson et al. 2005; Weibel 2007; Fredrickson et al. 

2008; Pace et al. 2009; May et al. 2012; Condon et al. 2013; Jazaieri et al. 2013; 

KoopmannHolm et al. 2013; Weng et al. 2013).  
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2.2.3.2 Comparisons  

Twelve studies compared the intervention against passive control groups (waitlists, 

standard care, rest, noninterventions) whilst fourteen compared it against active 

interventions (massage, progressive relaxation, neutral imagery induction, face 

visualisation, health discussion, breathing meditation, mindfulness meditation, 

concentration meditation, cognitive appraisal, improvisational theatre). Seven studies 

had more than two arms (either a combination of passive and active control groups, or 

two active groups, or factorial designs combining interventions).  

2.2.3.3 Participants  

Ten studies recruited adults from the general population, nine studies recruited 

undergraduate students and three studies recruited patients. Most studies included 

more women than men and three included women only. Ten studies reported that 

their participants had little or no prior meditation experience (Carson et al. 2005; 

Fredrickson et al. 2008; Hutcherson et al. 2008; Crane et al. 2010; Feldman et al. 2010; 

Desbordes et al. 2012a; Condon et al. 2013; KoopmannHolm et al. 2013; Wallmark et 

al. 2013; Weng et al. 2013) and one reported that most participants had prior 

meditation experience (Neff and Germer 2013).  

In most studies participants were rewarded for taking part with money (USD10 to 

USD65) (Carson et al. 2005; Templeton 2007; Weibel 2007; Fredrickson et al. 2008; 

Hutcherson et al. 2008; Kleinman 2010; Condon et al. 2013; Weng et al. 2013), raffles 

(Condon et al. 2013), small prizes(Crane et al. 2010), reduced fees for the course (Neff 

and Germer 2013) or credits for undergraduates (Weibel 2007; Pace et al. 2009; 

Feldman et al. 2010; Kleinman 2010; Law 2011; Hunsinger et al. 2013). One study 

reported that no reward was offered (Jazaieri et al. 2013).  

 



 

 

Table  2.1. Characteristics of included studies. 

Study NR Participant 
characteristics 

Mean 
age (ys) 

Women Intervention Control(s)                       Measurement point(s) 

1 (Humphrey 1999) 23 Patients of 
gynaecological medical 
practice who have 
experienced hurt in the 
past 

45 
(range 
2363) 

100% Stress Management with 
forgiveness as the goal ‘The 
Heart of the Matter’ (20min 
home taped practice for 8 
weeks+ feedback) 

Waitlist Baseline, post
intervention 

2 (Carson et al. 
2005)**, (Carson 
2006) 

61 Chronic low back pain 
patients 

51.1 
(range 
2680) 

61% LKM (8 x 90min group weekly 
sessions + 1030 min daily taped 
home practice) 

Standard care Baseline, post
intervention, 3 months 
followup 

3 (Williams et al. 
2005a)**, (Williams et 
al. 2005b) 

58 Patients with AIDS near 
the end of life non
demented & living in a 
nursing residence  

45.09 
(SD 8.5) 

43% LKM (15min daily taped 
practice for 4 weeks+ feedback) 

(A) Massage (30min 5 
days a week for 4 
weeks). (B) Standard 
care 

Baseline, mid
intervention, post
intervention, 1 month 
followup 

4 (Templeton 2007) 85 Undergraduate students No data 54% LKM (1 taped session) Progressive relaxation 
(SSc) 

Baseline, post
intervention 

5 (Weibel 2007) 71 Undergraduate students 19.1 (SD 
1.17) 

77% LKM (4 x 90min weekly 
sessions + home practice)  

No intervention Baseline, post
intervention, 2 months 
followup 

6 (Fredrickson et al. 
2008)**, (Cohn 2008), 
(Cohn and Fredrickson 
2010) 

202 Company white collar 
employees 

41 (SD 
9.6) 

60% LKM (6 x 60min weekly 
sessions + 5 days a week 20 min 
home taped practice) 

Waitlist Baseline, daily reports, 
postintervention or 
postintervention only 



 

 

Table 2.1 (continued). Characteristics of included studies. 

 

Study NR Participant 
characteristics 

Mean 
age (ys) 

Women Intervention Control(s)                       Measurement point(s) 

7 (Hutcherson et al. 
2008) 

93 Appears to be general 
population 

23.6 
(range  
18–40) 

57% LKM (7min single taped 
session) 

Neutral imagery 
induction (SSc) 

Baseline, post
intervention 

8 (Pace et al. 2009)**, 
(Lipizzi 2011) 

89 Medically healthy 
undergraduate students  

18.5 
(SD. 0.7) 

56% Compassion meditation (50min 
sessions twice a week for 6 
weeks + daily taped home 
practice) 

Health discussion 
group (SSc) 

Baseline, post
intervention (pre & 
postTSST) 

9 (Crane et al. 
2010)**, (Crane et al. 
2011) 

55 Adult general population 
with no serious mental 
condition 

27 (SD 
9.62) 

56% LKM (15min single session) (A) Breathing 
meditation (SSc). (B) 
Rest (SSc) 

Baseline, post
intervention 

10 (Feldman et al. 
2010)**, 
(McGillicuddy et al. 
2010) 

190 Undergraduate students  
(women's college) 

19.83 
(SD 
1.34) 

100% LKM (15min single taped 
session) 

(A) Mindful breathing 
(SSc). (B) Progressive 
muscle relaxation (SSc). 

Baseline, post
intervention or post
intervention only 

11 (Kleinman 2010) 59 Undergraduate students 18.42 
(SD 
0.57) 

40% Compassion meditation (6 x 2
hr weekly sessions + 30min 
daily taped home practice) 

 (A) Mindful attention 
training (SSc). (B) 
Health discussion 
group (SSc) 

Baseline, post
intervention 
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Study NR Participant 
characteristics 

Mean 
age (ys) 

Women Intervention Control(s)                       Measurement point(s) 

12 (Desbordes et al. 
2012a)**, (Desbordes 
et al. 2012b) 

51 Medically healthy adult 
general population 

34.1 (SD 
7.7) 

61% CognitivelyBased Compassion 
Training (8 x 2hr weekly 
sessions + daily 20min home 
taped practice) 

(A) Mindful attention 
training (SSc). (B) 
Health discussion 
group (SSc) 

Baseline, post
intervention 

13 (Hunsinger et al. 
2013) 

97 Undergraduate students 20.5 65% LKM (3 x 20min sessions in a 
week) 

No intervention Postintervention 

14 (Jazaieri et al. 
2013) 

100 Adult general population 
with no serious mental 
condition 

43.06 
(SD 
12.11) 

72% Compassion  training (8 x 2hr 
weekly sessions + 1530 min 
daily home taped practice) 

Waitlist Baseline, post
intervention 

15 (Law 2011) 113 Undergraduate students 18.97 
(SD 1.6) 

57% LKM (10min single taped 
session) 

Faces visualisation 
exercise (SSc) 

Baseline, mid
intervention, post
intervention (pre/post
TSST, postrecovery). 

16 (Mascaro et al. 
2013a)**, (Mascaro 
2011), (Mascaro et al. 
2013b) 

29 Medically healthy adult 
general population 

31 (SD 
6.02) 

45% CognitivelyBased Compassion 
Training (8 x 2hr weekly 
sessions + daily home taped 
practice) 

Health discussion 
group (no homework) 

Baseline, post
intervention 

17 (May et al. 2012) 31 Undergraduate students no data 71% LKM (20min guided meditation 
once as an instruction + 15 min 
at home per day on 3 days per 
week during 5 weeks).  

Concentration 
meditation (SSc) 

Baseline, mid
intervention, post
intervention 
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Study NR Participant 
characteristics 

Mean 
age (ys) 

Women Intervention Control(s)                       Measurement point(s) 

18 (Wallmark et al. 
2013) 

60 Adult general population 
with no serious mental 
condition 

33.8 (SD 
12.93) 

86%  Four immeasurables & Tonglen 
meditation (8 x 75min sessions 
+ daily home taped practice) 

Waitlist Baseline, post
intervention 

19 (Weng et al. 
2013)**, (Weng et al. 
2012) 

63 Adult general population 
with no serious mental 
condition 

22.21 
(SD 
4.92) 

61% Compassion meditation (30min 
daily webbased or taped 
sessions for 2 weeks) 

Cognitive reappraisal 
(SSc) 

Postintervention 

20 (Condon et al. 
2013) 

67 Adult nondemented 
general population 

25.23 
(SD 
4.66) 

74% Compassion meditation (8 x 2
hr weekly sessions + 20min 
home taped practice) 

(A) Mindfulness (SSc) 
(B) Waitlist 

Postintervention 

21 (Neff and Germer 
2013) 

54 Adult general population 50.16 
(SD 
11.81) 

80% Mindful SelfCompassion (8 x 2
hr weekly sessions + halfday 
retreat + 40min daily home 
practice) 

Waitlist Baseline, post
intervention 

22 (KoopmannHolm 
et al. 2013) 

96 Female students with no 
psychiatric symptoms 

21.13 
(SD 
3.49) 

100% Compassion meditation (8 x 2
hr weekly sessions + daily  home 
taped practice) 

(A) Mindfulness (SSc) 
(B) Improvisational 
theatre class (SSc) 
(C) No intervention 

Baseline, mid
intervention, post
intervention 

** Main study.  Abbreviations: hr: hour; LKM: loving-kindness meditation; min: minute; NR: Number of participants randomised; SD: standard deviation; SSc: 

similar schedule; ys: years. 
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2.2.4 Methodological quality 

Half of the risk of bias criteria could not be clearly defined due to lack of reporting 

detail. All authors were contacted with the aim to achieve a more informative risk of 

bias assessment as recommended by recent evidence (Vale et al. 2013), although not 

all of them replied. No studies had a low risk of bias in every category. On average, 

29% of the categories per study had a low risk of bias. Table  2.2 presents each study’s 

risk of bias assessment. Appendix 2 Table 3 contains study descriptions that support 

each risk of bias judgment. 

Thirteen studies (60%) reported adequate randomisation sequence generation 

procedures (Humphrey 1999; Carson et al. 2005; Williams et al. 2005a; Weibel 2007; 

Pace et al. 2009; Crane et al. 2010; Kleinman 2010; Desbordes et al. 2012a; Jazaieri et 

al. 2013; KoopmannHolm et al. 2013; Mascaro et al. 2013a; Neff and Germer 2013; 

Wallmark et al. 2013). Nine studies (41%) reported adequate allocation concealment 

procedures (Humphrey 1999; Carson et al. 2005; Weibel 2007; Pace et al. 2009; Crane 

et al. 2010; Kleinman 2010; Desbordes et al. 2012a; KoopmannHolm et al. 2013; 

Mascaro et al. 2013a). Due to the nature of the intervention double blinding could not 

be implemented, but in some lab studies with oneday interventions and very similar 

control groups it is possible that participants who had no previous experience of 

meditation failed to realise their allocation to control or intervention group 

(Templeton 2007; Hutcherson et al. 2008; Feldman et al. 2010; Law 2011). 

Unfortunately, not enough details were provided in order to confirm this likelihood so 

the risk of bias is unclear. Eight studies reported that support staff (excluding 

intervention facilitators) were blind to allocation (Carson et al. 2005; Williams et al. 

2005a; Pace et al. 2009; Kleinman 2010; Desbordes et al. 2012a; Condon et al. 2013; 

Hunsinger et al. 2013; Mascaro et al. 2013a). There were selfreported outcomes in 

almost all the included studies (i.e. participants acted as outcome assessors). However, 

assessors were blind to those outcomes that were not selfreported in four studies 

(Pace et al. 2009; Desbordes et al. 2012a; Condon et al. 2013; Mascaro et al. 2013a).  

Eleven studies, many of them with oneday interventions, had low risk of attrition bias 

(Templeton 2007; Hutcherson et al. 2008; Crane et al. 2010; Feldman et al. 2010; 
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Kleinman 2010; Law 2011; May et al. 2012; Weng et al. 2012; Hunsinger et al. 2013; 

Jazaieri et al. 2013; Mascaro et al. 2013a). The main problems in studies with long 

interventions were high attrition and the fact that no reasons were provided for 

droppingout. Attrition was unbalanced in many cases but no study had more attrition 

in the kindnessbased intervention group compared to other active control groups. 

Therefore, dropouts may be related to the time and duration of commitment required 

rather than to the content of the intervention (e.g., adverse effects). 

 Seven studies performed an intentiontotreat analysis, almost all of them having one

day interventions (Williams et al. 2005a; Templeton 2007; Fredrickson et al. 2008; 

Hutcherson et al. 2008; Crane et al. 2010; Feldman et al. 2010; Jazaieri et al. 2013). 

One study was at low risk of selective reporting because a publicly available protocol 

was published before the study took place (Desbordes et al. 2012a). One study 

reported a primary outcome on which sample size calculations were done (Williams et 

al. 2005a). 

 



 

 

Table  2.2. Risk of bias assessment of the included studies.  

Study (main publication) Random sequence 
generation 

Allocation 
concealment 

Blinding of 
participants/staff 

Blinding of outcome 
assessment/s 

Incomplete 
outcome data 

Selective 
reporting 

Other sources 
of bias 

Humphrey 1999 Low  Low  High /Unclear  High  Unclear  Unclear  Unclear  

Carson et al. 2005 Low  Low  High /Low  High  Unclear  Unclear  Unclear  

Williams et al. 2005a Low  Unclear  High /Low  High  Low /Unclear  Unclear  High  

Templeton 2007 Unclear  Unclear  Unclear  Unclear  Low  High  Unclear  

Weibel 2007 Low  Low  High /Unclear  High  Unclear  Unclear  Unclear  

Fredrickson et al. 2008 Unclear  Unclear  High /Unclear   High  Unclear  Unclear  Unclear  

Hutcherson et al. 2008 Unclear  Unclear  Unclear  Unclear  Low  Unclear  Unclear  

Pace et al. 2009 Low  Low  High /Low  Low /High  Unclear  Unclear  Unclear  

Crane et al. 2010 Low  Low  High /Unclear  High  Low  Unclear  Unclear  

Feldman et al. 2010 High  High  Unclear  Unclear  Low  Unclear  Low  

Kleinman 2010 Low  Low  High /Low  High  Low  Unclear  High  

Desbordes et al. 2012a Low  Low  High /Low  Low /High  Unclear  Low  Unclear  

Hunsinger et al. 2013 High  High  High  High  Low  Unclear  Unclear  

Jazaieri et al. 2013 Low  Unclear  High /Unclear  High  Low  Unclear  Low  

Law 2011 Unclear  Unclear  Unclear  Unclear  Low  Unclear  Unclear  

Mascaro et al. 2013a Low  Low  High /Low  Low /High  Low  Unclear  Unclear  

May et al. 2012 Unclear  Unclear  High /Unclear  High  Low  Unclear  High  



 

 

Table 2.2 (continued). Risk of bias assessment of the included studies. 

 

Study (main publication) Random sequence 
generation 

Allocation 
concealment 

Blinding of 
participants/staff 

Blinding of outcome 
assessment/s 

Incomplete 
outcome data 

Selective 
reporting 

Other sources 
of bias 

Wallmark et al. 2013 Low  High  High /Unclear  High  Unclear  Unclear  High  

Weng et al. 2013 Unclear  Unclear  High /Unclear  Unclear  Low  Unclear  High  

Neff and Germer 2013 Low  High  High /Unclear  High  Low  Unclear  Unclear  

Condon et al. 2013 High  High  High /Low  Low  High  Unclear  Unclear  

Koopmann-Holm et al. 2013 Low  Low  High  High  Unclear  Unclear  Unclear  

A low, high or unclear risk of bias was assigned to each domain. 
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2.2.5 Effects of the intervention  

The results for each comparison are presented below. Kindnessbased meditation was 

tested in RCTs against eight comparison groups, seven of them active. Followup 

measures were generally not made. One study had a followup period of 64 weeks 

(Williams et al. 2005a), one of three months (Carson et al. 2005) and one of two 

months (Weibel 2007).  

In relation to this review’s prespecified primary outcomes, there were no studies 

which used a direct wellbeing scale, although associated concepts were analysed. 

Metaanalyses could be conducted for two comparisons and nine outcomes. Some 

metaanalyses gave heterogeneous results so the subgroup analyses or individual 

studies were reported. Sensitivity analyses were conducted for two outcomes. Funnel 

plots could not be performed. Results of metaanalyses are presented in the text, 

while results of individual studies and sensitivity analyses are presented in Appendix 2 

and discussed in the text. 

2.2.5.1 Comparison 1: Kindness-based meditation versus passive control 

groups.  

A summary of the results can be found in Appendix 2 Table 4. Twelve studies 

contributed to this comparison (Humphrey 1999; Carson et al. 2005; Williams et al. 

2005a; Weibel 2007; Fredrickson et al. 2008; Crane et al. 2010; Condon et al. 2013; 

Hunsinger et al. 2013; Jazaieri et al. 2013; Neff and Germer 2013; Wallmark et al. 

2013).  

2.2.5.1.1 Improving wellbeing  

No significant differences were found in satisfaction with life (MD 0.19, 95% CI [0.83, 

1.21], significant heterogeneity: χ2 = 4.05, df = 1 (p = 0.04), I2 = 75%; see Figure  2.2) 

quality of life (Williams et al. 2005a) and happiness (Neff and Germer 2013). Positive 

emotions were significantly higher in one study’s adherent analysis (Fredrickson et al. 

2008), but this was not confirmed in the intentiontotreat analysis and in another 

study (KoopmannHolm et al. 2013). However, when ideal affect (how people ideally 
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want to feel) was measured, intervention participants valued lowarousal positive 

states such as calm more than control participants (KoopmannHolm et al. 2013).  

Figure  2.2. Meta-analysis: mean difference. Comparison: passive control group. Outcome: 

Satisfaction with life scale. 

Study or Subgroup

1.24.1 long, general, others

Koopmann-Holm 2013
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.03 (P = 0.30)

1.24.2 long, general, self

Neff 2013
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.73 (P = 0.08)

Total (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.41; Chi² = 4.05, df = 1 (P = 0.04); I² = 75%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.37 (P = 0.71)

Test for subgroup differences: Chi² = 4.05, df = 1 (P = 0.04), I² = 75.3%

Mean

4.75

4.48

SD

0.96

1.61

Total

24
24

24
24

48

Mean

5.02

3.7

SD

0.85

1.61

Total

24
24

27
27

51

Weight

56.1%
56.1%

43.9%
43.9%

100.0%

IV, Random, 95% CI

-0.27 [-0.78, 0.24]
-0.27 [-0.78, 0.24]

0.78 [-0.11, 1.67]
0.78 [-0.11, 1.67]

0.19 [-0.83, 1.21]

Experimental Control Mean Difference Mean Difference

IV, Random, 95% CI

-4 -2 0 2 4
Favours [experimental] Favours [control]

 

Subgroups: Long/short: Intervention lasting more / less than one week; General/patients: 

participants belonging to general population or students / participants being patients; 

Others/self: Kindness-based meditation directed mainly to others / mainly to self. 

Abbreviations: 95% CI:  95% confidence interval; IV: Inverse variance; SD: standard deviation. 

2.2.5.1.2 Reducing suffering 

A metaanalysis of three studies found that intervention participants reported 

significantly less stress (SMD 0.46 , 95% CI [0.82, 0.10]; heterogeneity tests: χ2 = 

2.21, df = 2 (p = 0.33), I2 = 9%; see Figure  2.3), but this significance was lost in the 

sensitivity analysis (SMD 0.29, 95% CI [0.70, 0.12]; heterogeneity tests: χ2 = 0.09, df = 

1 (p = 0.77), I2 = 0%; see Appendix 2 Figure 1). The effect was greater in the subgroup 

of participants from the general public and kindnessbased meditation directed mainly 

towards others, although there was only one study in this subgroup (Wallmark et al. 

2013). Studies evaluating the reduction of anxiety against control participants yielded 

mixed results and there was statistical heterogeneity in the metaanalysis (MD 5.60, 

95% CI [12.96, 1.76]; heterogeneity tests: χ2 = 14.67, df = 0 (p = 0.0007), I2 = 86%; see 

Figure  2.4), although an intervention focused on selfcompassion significantly reduced 
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anxiety (Neff and Germer 2013). No significant differences were detected for negative 

emotions (Fredrickson et al. 2008; KoopmannHolm et al. 2013). 

Figure  2.3. Meta-analysis: standardised mean difference. Comparison: passive control group. 

Outcome: Stress. 

Study or Subgroup

1.4.1 long, general, others

Wallmark 2012 (1)
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.63 (P = 0.008)

1.4.2 long, patients, others

Carson 2005 (2)
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.72 (P = 0.47)

1.4.3 long, general, self

Neff 2013 (3)
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.23 (P = 0.22)

Total (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.01; Chi² = 2.21, df = 2 (P = 0.33); I² = 9%

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.48 (P = 0.01)

Test for subgroup differences: Chi² = 2.21, df = 2 (P = 0.33), I² = 9.4%

Mean

34.4

0.57

2.8

SD

5.57

0.61

0.7

Total

20
20

18
18

24
24

62

Mean

40.59

0.7

3.03

SD

8.27

0.54

0.6

Total

22
22

25
25

27
27

74

Weight

29.7%
29.7%

32.2%
32.2%

38.0%
38.0%

100.0%

IV, Random, 95% CI

-0.85 [-1.49, -0.22]
-0.85 [-1.49, -0.22]

-0.22 [-0.83, 0.38]
-0.22 [-0.83, 0.38]

-0.35 [-0.90, 0.21]
-0.35 [-0.90, 0.21]

-0.46 [-0.82, -0.10]

Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference

(1) Perceived Stress Scale 14-item

(2) Brief Symptom Inventory

(3) Perceived Stress Scale 10-item

Std. Mean Difference

IV, Random, 95% CI

-2 -1 0 1 2
Favours [experimental] Favours [control]

 

Subgroups: Long/short: Intervention lasting more / less than one week; General/patients: 

participants belonging to general population or students / participants being patients; 

Others/self: Kindness-based meditation directed mainly to others / mainly to self. 

Abbreviations: 95% CI:  95% confidence interval; IV: Inverse variance; SD: standard deviation; 

Std.: standard.  

A metaanalysis for the outcome depression revealed that intervention participants 

were significantly less depressed than their peers in the control group (SMD 0.61, 95% 

CI [1.08, 0.14]; heterogeneity tests: χ2 = 0.03, df = 1 (p = 0.85), I2 = 0%; see Figure 

 2.5). There was no evidence of pain being reduced in patients with chronic low back 

pain in comparison to treatment as usual (Carson et al. 2005). 
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Figure  2.4. Meta-analysis: mean difference. Comparison: passive control group. Outcome: 

Anxiety measured with Speilberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory – Trait form. 

Study or Subgroup

1.5.1 long, general, others

Humphrey 1999

Weibel 2007
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 3.81; Chi² = 1.26, df = 1 (P = 0.26); I² = 21%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.65 (P = 0.51)

1.5.2 long, general, self

Neff 2013
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 10.85 (P < 0.00001)

Total (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 34.20; Chi² = 14.67, df = 2 (P = 0.0007); I² = 86%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.49 (P = 0.14)

Test for subgroup differences: Chi² = 8.53, df = 1 (P = 0.003), I² = 88.3%

Mean

36.6

36.82

48.8

SD

9

9.56

3.31

Total

9

35
44

24
24

68

Mean

42.8

36.96

58.8

SD

12.5

9.6

3.26

Total

11

28
39

27
27

66

Weight

24.6%

35.2%
59.8%

40.2%
40.2%

100.0%

IV, Random, 95% CI

-6.20 [-15.64, 3.24]

-0.14 [-4.90, 4.62]
-1.74 [-6.98, 3.50]

-10.00 [-11.81, -8.19]
-10.00 [-11.81, -8.19]

-5.60 [-12.96, 1.76]

Experimental Control Mean Difference Mean Difference

IV, Random, 95% CI

-20 -10 0 10 20
Favours [experimental] Favours [control]

 

Subgroups: Long/short: Intervention lasting more / less than one week; General/patients: 

participants belonging to general population or students / participants being patients; 

Others/self: Kindness-based meditation directed mainly to others / mainly to self. 

Abbreviations: 95% CI:  95% confidence interval; IV: Inverse variance; SD: standard deviation; 

Std.: standard. 

Figure  2.5. Meta-analysis: standardised mean difference. Comparison: passive control group. 

Outcome: Depression. 

Study or Subgroup

1.6.1 long, general, others

Humphrey 1999 (1)
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.57 (P = 0.12)

1.6.2 long, general, self

Neff 2013 (2)
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.03 (P = 0.04)

Total (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.00; Chi² = 0.03, df = 1 (P = 0.85); I² = 0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.56 (P = 0.01)

Test for subgroup differences: Chi² = 0.03, df = 1 (P = 0.85), I² = 0%

Mean

6.2

1.33

SD

5.2

0.29

Total

11
11

24
24

35

Mean

11.2

1.56

SD

8.5

0.46

Total

12
12

27
27

39

Weight

30.6%
30.6%

69.4%
69.4%

100.0%

IV, Random, 95% CI

-0.68 [-1.52, 0.17]
-0.68 [-1.52, 0.17]

-0.58 [-1.14, -0.02]
-0.58 [-1.14, -0.02]

-0.61 [-1.08, -0.14]

Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference

(1) Beck Depression Inventory 21-item

(2) Beck Depression Inventory 20-item

Std. Mean Difference

IV, Random, 95% CI

-4 -2 0 2 4
Favours [experimental] Favours [control]

 

Subgroups: Long/short: Intervention lasting more / less than one week; General/patients: 

participants belonging to general population or students / participants being patients; 

Others/self: Kindness-based meditation directed mainly to others / mainly to self. 

Abbreviations: 95% CI:  95% confidence interval; IV: Inverse variance; SD: standard deviation; 

Std.: standard. 
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2.2.5.1.3 Kindness and social domains 

Participants randomised to the intervention were more compassionate (SMD 0.61, 

95% CI [0.24, 0.99]; heterogeneity tests: χ2 = 0.07, df = 1 (p = 0.78), I2 = 0%; see Figure 

 2.6) and more selfcompassionate (SMD 0.45, 95% CI [0.15, 0.75]; heterogeneity tests: 

χ2 = 0.22, df = 2 (p = 0.89), I2 = 0%, see Figure  2.7; stable in sensitivity analysis, see 

Appendix 2 Figure 2). Effects on selfcompassion were greater in the study delivering 

an intervention focused on self compassion (Neff and Germer 2013), and may be 

longerlasting than other effects as one study showed evidence of impact after two 

months of follow up (Weibel 2007). Compassion in one trial was not significant but this 

was measured using a single item (Fredrickson et al. 2008). Regarding anger, results 

suggest kindnessbased meditation reduces the expression of anger towards other 

persons or objects by improving control (Carson et al. 2005). 

Figure  2.6. Meta-analysis: standardised mean difference. Comparison: passive control group. 

Outcome: Compassion. 

Study or Subgroup

1.1.1 long, general, others

Weibel 2007 (1)
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.19 (P = 0.03)

1.1.2 long, general, self

Neff 2013 (2)
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.33 (P = 0.02)

Total (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.00; Chi² = 0.07, df = 1 (P = 0.78); I² = 0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 3.18 (P = 0.001)

Test for subgroup differences: Chi² = 0.07, df = 1 (P = 0.78), I² = 0%

Mean

109.24

4.46

SD

15.68

0.47

Total

35
35

24
24

59

Mean

99.96

4.16

SD

16.79

0.41

Total

28
28

27
27

55

Weight

55.5%
55.5%

44.5%
44.5%

100.0%

IV, Random, 95% CI

0.57 [0.06, 1.07]
0.57 [0.06, 1.07]

0.67 [0.11, 1.24]
0.67 [0.11, 1.24]

0.61 [0.24, 0.99]

Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference

(1) Compassionate Love Scale – Humanity Version

(2) The Compassion Scale

Std. Mean Difference

IV, Random, 95% CI

-4 -2 0 2 4
Favours [control] Favours [experimental]

 

Subgroups: Long/short: Intervention lasting more / less than one week; General/patients: 

participants belonging to general population or students / participants being patients; 

Others/self: Kindness-based meditation directed mainly to others / mainly to self. 

Abbreviations: 95% CI:  95% confidence interval; IV: Inverse variance; SD: standard deviation; 

Std.: standard. 
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Figure  2.7. Meta-analysis: standardised mean difference. Comparison: passive control group. 

Outcome: Self-compassion. 

Study or Subgroup

1.2.1 long, general, others

Jazaieri 2012 (1)

Wallmark 2012 (2)

Weibel 2007 (3)
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.00; Chi² = 0.22, df = 2 (P = 0.89); I² = 0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.96 (P = 0.003)

1.2.2 long, general, self

Neff 2013 (4)
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 4.21 (P < 0.0001)

Total (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.09; Chi² = 6.44, df = 3 (P = 0.09); I² = 53%

Test for overall effect: Z = 3.16 (P = 0.002)

Test for subgroup differences: Chi² = 6.22, df = 1 (P = 0.01), I² = 83.9%

Mean

3.29

88.2

88.09

3.78

SD

0.82

13.15

17.37

0.6

Total

50

20

35
105

24
24

129

Mean

2.89

80.32

81.68

2.93

SD

0.69

18.38

18.71

0.67

Total

30

22

28
80

27
27

107

Weight

28.8%

22.1%

26.9%
77.8%

22.2%
22.2%

100.0%

IV, Random, 95% CI

0.51 [0.05, 0.97]

0.48 [-0.14, 1.10]

0.35 [-0.15, 0.85]
0.45 [0.15, 0.75]

1.31 [0.70, 1.92]
1.31 [0.70, 1.92]

0.64 [0.24, 1.04]

Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference

(1) Self-Compassion Scale 26-item

(2) Self-Compassion Scale 26-item

(3) Self-Compassion Scale 26-item

(4) Self-Compassion Scale 12-item

Std. Mean Difference

IV, Random, 95% CI

-4 -2 0 2 4
Favours [control] Favours [experimental]

 

Subgroups: Long/short: Intervention lasting more / less than one week; General/patients: 

participants belonging to general population or students / participants being patients; 

Others/self: Kindness-based meditation directed mainly to others / mainly to self. 

Abbreviations: 95% CI:  95% confidence interval; IV: Inverse variance; SD: standard deviation; 

Std.: standard. 

Fears of Compassion Scales measure worries about showing that one is compassionate 

to self and others, with items like ‘I fear that being too compassionate makes people 

an easy target’. Kindnessbased meditation appears to reduce these fears (Jazaieri et 

al. 2013). No significant differences were found for empathy (Wallmark et al. 2013), 

forgiveness (Humphrey 1999), or social connectedness (Neff and Germer 2013). 

Helping behaviour was greater in the intervention group although the difference was 

not significant (Condon et al. 2013). 

Affective learning refers to the process of associating positivity or negativity with 

neutral stimuli. Findings showed that participants in the intervention group associated 

neutral stimuli with positivity, but not with negativity, to a greater degree than control 

participants, even after a short training in kindnessbased meditation (Hunsinger et al. 

2013). 
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2.2.5.1.4 Mindfulness and related concepts 

Intervention trainees were significantly more mindful (SMD 0.63, 95% CI [0.22, 1.05]; 

heterogeneity tests: χ2 = 0.06, df = 1 (p = 0.81), I2 = 0%; see Figure  2.8). Self

compassion training reduced the avoidance of difficult thoughts and feelings after a 

stressful event (Neff and Germer 2013). 

Conditional goal setting refers to ‘the tendency of some people to regard happiness 

and other similar highorder goals, as pursuable and achievable through attainment of 

particular lowerorder outcomes (e.g., I can only be happy if I am financially secure, 

doing well at work or in a romantic relationship)’ (Crane et al. 2010, p. 205). Contrary 

to expectation, 15 min of kindnessbased meditation increased conditional goal setting 

compared to passive controls. In spite of kindnessbased meditation encouraging 

unconditional kindness and selfkindness, after the intervention participants felt their 

happiness was more conditional upon attainment of lower order goals than before the 

intervention. 

Figure  2.8. Meta-analysis: standardised mean difference. Comparison: passive control group. 

Outcome: Mindfulness. 

Study or Subgroup

1.3.1 long, general, others

Wallmark 2012 (1)
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.17 (P = 0.03)

1.3.2 long, general, self

Neff 2013 (2)
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.04 (P = 0.04)

Total (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.00; Chi² = 0.06, df = 1 (P = 0.81); I² = 0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.97 (P = 0.003)

Test for subgroup differences: Chi² = 0.06, df = 1 (P = 0.81), I² = 0%

Mean

139.5

2.92

SD

19.04

0.51

Total

20
20

24
24

44

Mean

123.59

2.6

SD

25.31

0.56

Total

22
22

27
27

49

Weight

44.7%
44.7%

55.3%
55.3%

100.0%

IV, Random, 95% CI

0.69 [0.07, 1.32]
0.69 [0.07, 1.32]

0.59 [0.02, 1.15]
0.59 [0.02, 1.15]

0.63 [0.22, 1.05]

Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference

(1) Five-Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire

(2) Cognitive and Affective Mindfulness Scale – Revised

Std. Mean Difference

IV, Random, 95% CI

-4 -2 0 2 4
Favours [control] Favours [experimental]

 

Subgroups: Long/short: Intervention lasting more / less than one week; General/patients: 

participants belonging to general population or students / participants being patients; 

Others/self: Kindness-based meditation directed mainly to others / mainly to self. 

Abbreviations: 95% CI:  95% confidence interval; IV: Inverse variance; SD: standard deviation; 

Std.: standard. 
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2.2.5.1.5 Cognition 

After three training sessions, intervention participants performed significantly better 

than control participants in the Stroop test, a measure of cognitive control which 

involves managing conflicting stimuli (i.e. naming the colour of a word when that word 

is the name of one colour printed in the ink of another colour) (Hunsinger et al. 2013). 

2.2.5.2 Comparison 2: Kindness-based meditation versus progressive 

relaxation 

A summary of the results is presented in Appendix 2 Table 5. Two studies contributed 

to this comparison (Templeton 2007; Feldman et al. 2010).  

2.2.5.2.1 Improving wellbeing 

Intervention participants experienced significantly more positive emotions (SMD 0.42, 

95% CI [0.10, 0.75]; heterogeneity tests: χ2 = 1.36, df = 1 (p = 0.24), I2 = 27%; see 

Figure  2.9). 

Figure  2.9. Meta-analysis: standardised mean difference. Comparison: progressive 

relaxation. Outcome: Positive emotions. 

Study or Subgroup

2.2.1 short, general, others

Feldman 2010 (1)

Templeton 2007 (2)
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.02; Chi² = 1.36, df = 1 (P = 0.24); I² = 27%

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.55 (P = 0.01)

Total (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.02; Chi² = 1.36, df = 1 (P = 0.24); I² = 27%

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.55 (P = 0.01)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

Mean

25.42

1.82

SD

8.69

1

Total

59

42
101

101

Mean

22.92

1.25

SD

8.98

0.82

Total

63

42
105

105

Weight

57.4%

42.6%
100.0%

100.0%

IV, Random, 95% CI

0.28 [-0.08, 0.64]

0.62 [0.18, 1.06]
0.42 [0.10, 0.75]

0.42 [0.10, 0.75]

Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference

(1) Positive and Negative Affect Schedule

(2) Differential Emotions Scale - Revised. The number of participants in each arm was not reported so an equal distribution was assumed.

Std. Mean Difference

IV, Random, 95% CI

-4 -2 0 2 4
Favours [control] Favours [experimental]

 

Subgroups: Long/short: Intervention lasting more / less than one week; General/patients: 

participants belonging to general population or students / participants being patients; 

Others/self: Kindness-based meditation directed mainly to others / mainly to self. 

Abbreviations: 95% CI:  95% confidence interval; IV: Inverse variance; SD: standard deviation; 

Std.: standard. 
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2.2.5.2.2 Reducing suffering 

No significant differences were detected for negative emotions (Feldman et al. 2010). 

2.2.5.2.3 Kindness and social domains 

Compassion was metaanalysed but there was evidence of statistical heterogeneity 

(SMD, 95% CI 0.54 [0.29, 1.37]; heterogeneity tests: χ2 = 8.28, df = 1 (p = 0.004), I2 = 

88%; see Figure  2.10). The individual studies gave mixed results.  

There is no evidence of intervention participants judging moral transgressions less 

harshly than those assigned to progressive relaxation, indicating that increased 

compassion may not necessarily result in increased tolerance of behaviours that harm 

others (Templeton 2007). Despite kindnessbased meditation being associated to a 

heightened spirituality, groups did not significantly differ on spiritual transcendence 

(Templeton 2007). 

Figure  2.10. Meta-analysis: standardised mean difference. Comparison: progressive 

relaxation. Outcome: Compassion. 

Study or Subgroup

2.1.1 short, general, others

Feldman 2010 (1)

Templeton 2007 (2)
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.31; Chi² = 8.28, df = 1 (P = 0.004); I² = 88%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.27 (P = 0.20)

Total (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.31; Chi² = 8.28, df = 1 (P = 0.004); I² = 88%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.27 (P = 0.20)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

Mean

14.75

1.98

SD

3.78

1.17

Total

59

42
101

101

Mean

14.26

0.95

SD

3.84

0.91

Total

63

42
105

105

Weight

51.4%

48.6%
100.0%

100.0%

IV, Random, 95% CI

0.13 [-0.23, 0.48]

0.97 [0.52, 1.43]
0.54 [-0.29, 1.37]

0.54 [-0.29, 1.37]

Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference

(1) Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (compassion subscale added ad hoc)

(2) Differential Emotions Scale - Revised. The number of participants in each arm was not reported so an equal distribution was assumed.

Std. Mean Difference

IV, Random, 95% CI

-10 -5 0 5 10
Favours [control] Favours [experimental]

 

Subgroups: Long/short: Intervention lasting more / less than one week; General/patients: 

participants belonging to general population or students / participants being patients; 

Others/self: Kindness-based meditation directed mainly to others / mainly to self. 

Abbreviations: 95% CI:  95% confidence interval; IV: Inverse variance; SD: standard deviation; 

Std.: standard.  
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2.2.5.2.4 Mindfulness and related concepts 

A further outcome is decentering, which involves ‘view[ing] thoughts as events in the 

mind rather than necessarily being reflections of reality or accurate selfview’ 

(Feldman et al. 2010, p. 1002). Decentering was not significantly higher in the 

kindnessbased meditation group in comparison with the progressive relaxation group. 

Frequency and negative reactions to repetitive thoughts were not significantly 

different between groups. 

2.2.5.3 Comparison 3: Kindness-based meditation versus mindfulness/ 

concentrative meditation 

A summary of the results can be found in Appendix 2 Table 6. Seven studies 

contributed to this comparison (Crane et al. 2010; Feldman et al. 2010; Kleinman 2010; 

Desbordes et al. 2012a; May et al. 2012; Condon et al. 2013; KoopmannHolm et al. 

2013).  

2.2.5.3.1 Improving wellbeing 

Results were mixed regarding positive emotions, with two studies indicating no 

differences (May et al. 2012; KoopmannHolm et al. 2013), and one study showing that 

kindnessbased meditation practitioners felt more positive than those practicing 

mindfulness (Feldman et al. 2010). There were no differences in ideal affect or 

satisfaction with life (KoopmannHolm et al. 2013). 

2.2.5.3.2 Reducing suffering 

Anxiety, depression (Desbordes et al. 2012a), and negative emotions (Feldman et al. 

2010; May et al. 2012) were not significantly different between groups. 

2.2.5.3.3 Kindness and social domains 

No significant differences were detected for the outcomes helping behaviour (Condon 

et al. 2013) and compassion (Feldman et al. 2010; Kleinman 2010), nor was there 

evidence of less attachmentrelated avoidance (discomfort depending on others) and 
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attachmentrelated anxiety (anxiety regarding trust in others’ availability) with 

kindnessbased meditation compared to mindfulness (Kleinman 2010). 

2.2.5.3.4 Mindfulness and related concepts 

Mindfulness was not significantly different in these groups (May et al. 2012). 

Decentering was higher in those randomised to mindfulness meditation, which is not 

surprising given that this is one of the objectives in mindfulness meditation (Feldman 

et al. 2010). Frequency and negative reactions to repetitive thoughts were not 

significantly different between groups (Feldman et al. 2010). Similar to studies with 

passive controls, 15 minutes of kindnessbased meditation increased conditional goal 

setting compared to controls practicing mindfulness (Crane et al. 2010). 

2.2.5.4 Comparison 4: Kindness-based meditation versus health 

discussion group 

A summary of the results can be seen in Appendix 2 Table 7. Four studies contributed 

to this comparison (Kleinman 2010; Lipizzi 2011; Mascaro 2011; Desbordes et al. 

2012a).  

2.2.5.4.1 Reducing suffering 

Intervention participants were more stressed than participants attending a health 

discussion group (Mascaro 2011). No significant differences were found in depression 

and degree of aversion to experiencing pain or aversion to watching pain in others 

(Desbordes et al. 2012a; Mascaro et al. 2013b). There were no differences in coping 

styles (Kleinman 2010), and selfreported issues related to body image (Lipizzi 2011). 

2.2.5.4.2 Kindness and social domains 

No significant differences were detected for the outcomes helping behaviour (Mascaro 

2011), compassion, connectedness and attachmentrelated anxiety or avoidance 

(Kleinman 2010). Participants practicing kindnessbased meditation had more 

empathic accuracy (the ability to infer others’ mental states from facial expressions) 

than those in the health discussion group, but there is no evidence they had more 
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empathic concern (Kleinman 2010; Mascaro et al. 2013a). In addition, there were no 

differences in post socialstress task plasma concentrations of interleukin IL6 (an 

indicator of immune response) and cortisol (Pace et al. 2009). 

2.2.5.5 Comparison 5: Kindness-based meditation versus neutral 

visualisation 

A summary of the results is available in Appendix 2 Table 8. Two studies, both with 

oneday interventions, contributed to this comparison (Hutcherson et al. 2008; Law 

2011).  

2.2.5.5.1 Improving wellbeing 

Postintervention positive mood scores were significantly improved (Hutcherson et al. 

2008). Postintervention physiological measures were not significantly different 

between groups (Law 2011). However, kindnessbased meditation practitioners had a 

lower respiratory rate and an increased respiratory sinus arrhythmia during the 

intervention, indicating greater relaxation. 

2.2.5.5.2 Reducing suffering 

Negative mood was not significantly different between groups (Hutcherson et al. 

2008). 

2.2.5.5.3 Kindness and social domains 

Helping behaviour did not show any significant differences between groups (Law 

2011). Explicit (selfreported) and implicit (affective priming) evaluations of 

photographs of the self and others were significantly different between groups: 

intervention participants felt more connected, similar and positive towards the subject 

shown (Hutcherson et al. 2008). However, a very similar protocol used in another 

study showed no significant differences (Law 2011). None of the outcomes assessing 

social stress tasks were significantly different between groups (Law 2011). 
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2.2.5.5.4 Cognition 

Cognitive control was not significantly different between groups (Law 2011). 

2.2.5.6 Comparison 6: Kindness-based meditation versus cognitive 

reappraisal  

Cognitive reappraisal is a psychological technique that aims to teach the client to 

reinterpret personally stressful events in order to decrease negative affect. A summary 

of the results can be seen in Appendix 2 Table 9. One study contributed to this 

comparison with one outcome (Weng et al. 2013). Helping behaviour was significantly 

different between groups: intervention participants gave more money to a victim of an 

unfair situation in a redistribution game. 

2.2.5.7 Comparison 7: Kindness-based meditation versus massage 

A summary of the results is available in Appendix 2 Table 10. One study contributed to 

this comparison with one outcome (Williams et al. 2005a). Quality of life for endoflife 

HIV positive patients was not significantly different between these groups either at 

one month or 64 weeks’ followup. 

2.2.5.8 Comparison 8: Kindness-based meditation versus improvisational 

theatre  

A summary of the results is available in Appendix 2 Table 11. One study contributed to 

this comparison with one outcome (KoopmannHolm et al. 2013). Satisfaction with life 

was not significantly different between these groups. 

2.2.6 Discussion 

Generally speaking, kindnessbased meditation has shown encouraging but 

inconsistent evidence of benefit for the health of individuals through its positive 

effects on outcomes related to wellbeing, and for the health of communities through 

its positive effects on outcomes related to social interaction. 
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2.2.6.1 Primary review outcomes and related concepts 

Results indicate that kindnessbased meditation facilitates positive emotions, although 

they are not entirely consistent. There were no significant improvements in more 

stable measures of wellbeing such as quality of life or satisfaction with life. As has been 

noted before (Fredrickson et al. 2008), there is no evidence that kindnessbased 

meditation practice affects negative emotions.  

Kindnessbased meditation, as mindfulness meditation, promoted the valuing of low

arousal positive states. A main objective in most meditation practices is to attain a 

calm state that facilitates attentional processes and awareness. When learning to 

meditate, people may start to value lowarousal positive states such as calmness or 

peacefulness more. This may happen independently from the actual states so that the 

newly idealised states may be achieved later on or may never be achieved. It has been 

theorised that ideal affect is influenced by culture and may serve as a guide that 

directs individuals’ behavioural choices, providing structure and meaning (Tsai 2007). 

Kindnessbased meditation reduces depression compared to passive controls, but the 

nonsignificant results against active controls (health discussion) are obscure. The 

evidence regarding the reduction of anger, anxiety and stress is inconsistent. 

Physiological measurements revealed an increased state of relaxation during the 

intervention, although there is no evidence of such state being extended beyond the 

meditation period. 

2.2.6.2 Secondary review outcomes 

The favourable effect of kindnessbased meditation on selfreported compassion 

(including selfcompassion) compared to a passive control group was a robust 

outcome. Compared to active control groups the results were mixed. These self

reported results should be interpreted with caution as they could derive from 

expectancy effects given that kindness and compassion are explicitly addressed during 

kindnessbased meditation training. Helping behaviour, in turn, is an objective 

measure. Only one out of four measurements of helping behaviour was significant, and 

it was against active controls. 
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Another outcome not likely to be affected by biases derived from selfreport is 

affective learning: participants in the intervention group associated a larger proportion 

of neutral stimuli with positivity than passive controls. Shifts in affective learning are 

likely to have downstream effects on psychological processes such as attitude 

formation. For instance, individuals inclined to learn to associate positivity with neutral 

stimuli tend to show relatively lower levels of explicit and implicit racial prejudice 

(Livingston and Drwecki 2007). 

There was no evidence of an increase in empathic concern. This may be because the 

scale that was used (Davis 1980), which measures a trait, may not be sensitive to 

change. Outward direction of anger and fears of compassion were significantly 

reduced and perspective taking and mindfulness increased, although there was no 

direct evidence of the intervention enhancing social connections. 

Kindnessbased meditation improved cognitive control compared to a passive control 

group but results were not replicated against neutral visualisation, a type of mental 

training. Nonspecific effects derived from mental exercise may have influenced these 

results. The fact that participants had more empathic accuracy than controls also 

indicates that kindnessbased meditation may improve cognitive processes, in this case 

linked to emotional processes. This result was obtained against a health discussion 

intervention which, like passive controls, lacks focused mental exercises. 

Adverse effects were not explicitly measured by any of the studies. However, kindness

based meditation increased conditional goal setting. Further analyses indicated that 

this effect was restricted to participants low in goal reengagement (the ability to re

engage with new goals when existing goals become unattainable). It is recognised that 

people differ in their initial reactions to kindnessbased meditation and that it may 

take time for benefits to be noticed (Salzberg 1995; Fredrickson et al. 2008). For some 

people ‘initial exposure to LKM may only serve to increase the desire to be happy and 

hence the salience and importance of existing goals, without generating sufficient 

unconditional positive affect to enable alternative paths to fulfilment to become 

apparent’ (Crane et al. 2010, p. 212). Kindnessbased meditation is challenging in that 

it involves revising deepseated emotions and it may initially generate an internal 

conflict with impulses and past experiences. Law found that receiving a brief session of 
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LKM while being in a negative mood led to greater implicit negativity towards self and 

others, lower selfesteem during a social exclusion stressor and less reduction in heart 

rate after it (Law 2011). This may have been due to LKM bringing attention to 

whatever feelings the participant was having in the moment, therefore negative 

feelings may have become accentuated in short training as there would have not been 

enough time to work with them (Law 2011). Counterintuitive effects resulting from 

initial exposure to kindnessbased meditation may be a reason for attrition early in the 

training. 

2.2.6.3 Effects in sub-groups 

The variety of comparisons and outcomes made subgroup analyses difficult. 

Moreover, only two RCTs used clinical populations and only one tested a kindness

based meditation intervention focused on selfcompassion. Most studies tested long 

interventions (i.e. more than one week). However, six studies tested short 

interventions so differences between these subgroups could be assessed non

quantitatively. A trend towards more significant results in long interventions compared 

to short interventions was not detected.  Longer or more intensive interventions may 

be required. 

Some benefits appear to be restricted to those participants who practice the most. 

Several studies found a doseresponse gradient in the kindnessbased meditation arm 

(Carson et al. 2005; Fredrickson et al. 2008; Pace et al. 2009; Jazaieri et al. 2013; 

Wallmark et al. 2013). The need to practice in order to get benefits may be a reason 

why significant improvements in positive emotions were seen in adherent analyses but 

not in intentiontotreat analyses (Fredrickson et al. 2008). However, Leppma et al. 

found no evidence of consistent correlation between quantity of kindnessbased 

meditation and empathy, perceived social support, and problemsolving appraisal 

(Leppma 2011). These inconsistencies could be related to individual differences in 

responsiveness to meditation practice (May et al. 2012).   

2.2.6.4 Comparisons 
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Even though most studies compared kindnessbased meditation against passive 

controls, a variety of active control groups was used. Active comparators control for 

nonspecific effects such as receiving caring attention, taking time out from one's 

regular schedule or taking positive action. Kindnessbased meditation performed 

better against passive control groups than against active controls, suggesting that at 

least some of its effects are nonspecific.  

The generally nonsignificant results in the comparison against mindfulness/ 

concentrative meditation are not surprising considering that the comparison groups 

were other meditative techniques. Compassion and helping behaviour are the areas 

where a significant difference in favour of kindnessbased meditation would have been 

expected but results do not confirm this, indicating that other types of meditation may 

have an indirect effect on these areas.  

Compared to progressive relaxation (a nonmeditative exercise but certainly relaxing) 

kindnessbased meditation generates more positive emotions and may generate more 

compassion, confirming prior findings that this meditation is not just a relaxation 

technique (Sedlmeier et al. 2012). Results favour the intervention when compared to 

cognitive reappraisal, a much less emotional and more selffocused way of reflecting 

on relationships with others. The lack of significant differences in these areas when 

kindnessbased meditation was compared to health discussion is inconsistent because 

health discussion is neither relaxing nor reflective. 

Neutral visualisation was a closely matched nonmeditative mental control task, 

therefore participants without prior meditation experience may have been blind to 

assignment. Positive emotions were significantly stimulated by the intervention. In 

spite of kindnessbased meditation specifically addressing social domains, social stress 

was not significantly diminished in comparison with this control group. 

2.2.6.5 Limitations of the reviewed studies 

The main limitations in the studies reviewed were small sample sizes, high attrition 

rates, low methodological quality and poor reporting.  
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Small sample sizes are underpowered to detect small to moderate effect sizes (Cohen 

1992). Lack of power in individual studies is suggested for outcomes where individual 

studies were null but using a combined estimate did suggest an effect (see Figure  2.3, 

Figure  2.5, Figure  2.7 and Figure  2.9). The general lack of statistical power suggests 

that negative results should be considered as uninformative rather than definitively 

null.  

High attrition was widely reported and is a major methodological issue in this area. 

However, high attrition is not specific to kindnessbased meditation but to course 

based interventions that are demanding for participants. Strategies for more informed 

recruitment and incentivising for completion of psychological interventions are 

urgently required. 

Many studies were poorly designed. Adequate randomisation and concealment of 

allocation procedures were not reported in 40% and 60% of the studies respectively. 

Effect estimates from trials with inadequate or unclear randomisation and 

concealment of allocation have been shown to be biased (Schulz 1995; Kjaergard et al. 

2001). Sample size calculations were absent in almost all of the studies. Underpowered 

sample sizes lead almost inevitably to an imbalance in baseline values between groups. 

A more extreme view is that unrealistic underestimates of trial size are unethical, as 

the results are unreliable and misleading (Pocock 1983). It is apparent that studies 

involving psychological interventions are generally underresourced. 

Reporting standards need to be improved. Complete, clear and transparent 

information on the methodology and findings in published reports are necessary for 

readers to assess trials accurately (Kenneth et al. 2010). Prospective trial registration in 

publicly available databases (e.g., ClinicaTtrials.gov) allows readers to understand the 

context of study results and discard design and publication biases (Irwin 2007). 

2.2.6.6 Constraints of this review 

By limiting the review to RCTs, the best available evidence on the impact of kindness

based meditation was considered. Many nonrandomised studies containing valuable 

data were omitted. Because of the nature of the included studies, this review focused 
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on the effect of meditation practices on beginners. Kindnessbased meditation may 

generate different effects with longterm practice (Salzberg 1995), therefore results 

should not be generalised to advanced or even intermediate practitioners. Non

randomised studies, including studies in advanced practitioners will be narratively 

reviewed in section  2.3. 

Effect sizes have to be interpreted with caution. A statistically significant difference or 

a standardised mean difference (Hedges’s g) indicating a large standardised effect size 

do not necessarily mean they are clinically significant. 

2.2.6.7 Other reviews 

Although this is the first systematic review of kindnessbased meditation, other 

reviews have covered similar ground. A narrative review about lovingkindness and 

compassion meditation including varied designs was published in 2011 (Hofmann et al. 

2011). After reviewing psychological, neuroendocrine and neurobiological effects 

authors concluded that lovingkindness and compassion meditation may be useful for 

targeting psychological problems that involve interpersonal processes and agreed with 

the present review that existing studies are in many ways preliminary, rather than 

definitive hypothesis tests. Two more recent narrative reviews also highlight the need 

for robust largescale designs (Boellinghaus et al. 2014), even blinded and with active 

control groups (Kok et al. 2013). It was also suggested that future research could 

identify the characteristics of and solutions for people who find LKM challenging 

(Boellinghaus et al. 2014). 

A systematic review and metaanalysis of crosssectional studies exploring the 

relationship  between  selfcompassion  and  mental health  found that higher  levels of 

selfcompassion  were  associated  with  lower  levels  of  mental  health  symptoms, 

although the crosssectional design preclude inferring causality. The reviewers 

commented that ‘longitudinal datasets on changes in compassion over time, or indeed 

over treatment, are urgently required’ (Macbeth and Gumley 2012, p. 551). In 2007, an 

extensive systematic review of the effects of meditation on health concluded that the 

methodological shortfalls generally found were the main hindrance to making 

evidencebased claims (Ospina et al. 2007). 
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2.2.6.8 The way forward 

To date, mindfulness has received much of the interest in the meditation research 

community. Over the last decade the quality of mindfulness research has progressively 

improved and training programmes have become more standardised, leading to more 

robust and consistent findings (Keng et al. 2011; Galante et al. 2012b). A consequence 

of this process is the inclusion of mindfulnessbased techniques into mainstream 

healthcare settings including provision by public health systems (Kendrick and Peveler 

2010).  Studies showing positive effects of mindfulness meditation on health and 

wellbeing paved the way for kindnessbased meditation to be examined (Samuel 

2013). This review shows that kindnessbased meditation has a promising potential for 

improving the health of individuals and the lives of entire communities. However, 

various issues still need to be addressed before a robust evidence base can be 

established. 

The RCTs reviewed here show that current kindnessbased meditation research is in its 

infancy. Trials tend to be small and with significant methodological limitations. The 

objectives tend to be mixed and exploratory – without setting primary 

outcomes/sample size calculations and without stringent measures to control for well

known biases – rather than focused and confirmatory. Judging by the growth in 

kindnessbased meditation research and increasing rigour in mindfulness meditation 

studies, it may be anticipated that the quality of kindnessbased meditation research 

will also improve with better designed and larger RCTs. 

2.3 Narrative review of studies other than RCTs 

A wealth of evidence exists on kindnessbased meditation that did not come from 

RCTs. In the present section this evidence is reviewed with the aim of integrating 

findings and exploring other ideas. 

2.3.1 Method 

A search strategy similar to the one used for the systematic review of RCTs was applied 

without using filters for RCTs. Inclusion criteria were similar too with the exception 
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that studies did not have to be RCTs or have adult participants to be included, and 

basic science studies (e.g., neuroimaging) were reviewed too. Two reviewers 

independently excluded reports that did not meet inclusion criteria based on title and 

abstract. Full published reports were obtained for the remainder, and inclusion criteria 

were applied by one reviewer. References were scanned for further studies. Data 

extraction and methodological assessment were not systematic and conducted by one 

reviewer. No metaanalyses were planned. 

2.3.2 Results 

2.3.2.1 Controlled studies 

Seventy foster care atrisk adolescents were randomised to cognitivelybased 

compassion training or a waitlist (Pace et al. 2013; Reddy et al. 2013). No statistically 

significant differences were found between groups on measures of psychosocial 

functioning (hope, anxiety, depression, emotion regulation, kindness, compassion, joy 

and acceptance toward self and others) or on an inflammatory marker (salivary 

concentrations of Creactive protein) after training. However, practice frequency was 

associated with increased hopefulness and a decreased inflammatory tone.  

Ninetyeight nurses were nonrandomly assigned to a onemonth kindnessbased 

meditation intervention or a passive control group. No statistically significant 

differences were found between groups in perceived stress, spiritual wellbeing and 

resilience (Walker 2006).  

Another nonrandomised controlled trial found that, compared to control participants 

who went on a short holiday, participants in the LKM 4day retreat showed decreased 

depression, increased presence of meaning, and higher reported sense of common 

humanity. In contrast, scores on a happiness scale increased for both groups with no 

significant differences (Wong 2011). 

One to three days of compassion meditation marginally improved prosocial behaviour 

towards a stranger in a computer game (onesided test, p=0.05) compared to memory 

training in a nonrandomised controlled study (Leiberg et al. 2011). Another finding 
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was that helping in noreciprocity trials, but not helping in reciprocity trials, was 

related to interindividual differences in reported training hours in the compassion 

group. According to the authors, helping after having been helped may rely on a felt 

obligation to reciprocate cooperation, while helping without the possibility for 

reciprocity may be motivated more by feelings of compassion. 

Some controlled studies assessed the relation between LKM and the attentional blink 

(failure to detect a target in a rapid serial visual presentation of stimuli if it follows too 

quickly after a previously detected target). One study compared participants in an 8

week LKM course against a matched control group and found that LKM, only if done 

immediately prior to an attention task, caused a state reduction in the attentional blink 

(May et al. 2011). However, attentional blink was not reduced if participants had a 

short LKM practice before the test but had not taken part in an LKM course before 

(Burgard and May 2010). 

Finally, a study measured relative telomere length, a biomarker associated with 

longevity, in fifteen experienced LKM practitioners versus matched nonmeditators 

and found longer telomeres in meditators (Hoge et al. 2013). However, the difference 

was only significant among women. This subgroup analysis was not planned so the 

results are difficult to interpret.  

2.3.2.2 Uncontrolled studies 

A 15month followup survey of participants from an 8week LKM RCT revealed that 

the participants who had been allocated to the LKM course continued practicing 

meditation at least occasionally (Cohn and Fredrickson 2010). Continuing meditators 

experienced significantly more positive emotions than those who had stopped 

meditating after the course. In an uncontrolled study, six sessions of LKM increased 

empathy in 103 counselling students, although perceived social support or problem

solving appraisal were unchanged by the intervention (Leppma 2011).  

In a crosssectional study with experienced meditators, practicing Taiwanese Buddhists 

showed more evidence of self–other integration in the social Simon task than well

matched atheists (Colzato et al. 2012). This could be attributed to Buddhist LKM 
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practices but an underlying common characteristic in people who decide to turn to 

Buddhism (i.e. reverse causality) cannot be ruled out. 

Two uncontrolled studies were conducted in clinical populations. A twentyminute 

LKM session significantly reduced pain and tension in 27 meditationnaive migraineurs 

(Tonelli 2014). After six sessions of LKM and  three months of followup, eighteen 

outpatients with schizophreniaspectrum disorders and significant negative symptoms 

experienced increases in positive emotions, environmental mastery, selfacceptance 

and satisfaction with life, and decreases in anhedonia, negative emotions and 

asociality (Johnson et al. 2011). 

2.3.2.3 Studies on self-compassion 

Some interventions were specifically developed to work on increasing compassion for 

the self (Barnard and Curry 2011). Selfcompassion is different from selfesteem. Self

esteem tends to vary with successes and depends upon comparisons with others, 

whereas selfcompassion is of aid in processing failures and focuses on similarities and 

common humanity with others (Gilbert 2009).  

One of such interventions is mindful selfcompassion, an approach for clinical and non

clinical populations that uses predominantly but not only kindnessbased meditation 

exercises (Neff and Germer 2013). It has been studied in one RCT which was included 

in the systematic review. Another wellknown selfcompassion intervention is 

compassionfocused therapy, a multimodal approach that uses some elements of 

kindnessbased meditation such as visualisations (Gilbert 2009). Compassionfocused 

therapy has been studied in two RCTs, in which it showed to be useful for smoking 

reduction (Kelly et al. 2010) and paranoid thoughts (Lincoln et al. 2013).  

Results from a crosssectional survey showed a significant correlation between self

compassion and concern for the wellbeing of others (Neff and Pommier 2012). The 

outcomes were selfreported but controlled for social desirability. In a review of self

compassion interventions, selfcompassion has consistently been found to be related 

to wellbeing (Barnard and Curry 2011). 
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2.3.2.4 Qualitative research 

Following negative results in a nonrandomised controlled trial with nurses (Walker 

2006), a content analysis of the kindnessbased meditation group’s replies to post

intervention open ended questions found that the majority of the nurses had positive 

experiences as a result of practising the techniques (Walker 2008). They said their 

feelings had changed about interactions with others. Half of the nurses, however, had 

some difficulties with remembering to practise the techniques, found it difficult to 

practise during stressful situations, or had problems with some aspect of the exercises 

(e.g., visualising, transferring loving feelings to others or staying focused). 

Another qualitative study that was conducted alongside an RCT indicated that atrisk 

adolescents found compassion meditation useful for dealing with daily life stressors 

and managing emotions. Almost all responded that they would recommend 

compassion meditation to a friend (Pace et al. 2013; Reddy et al. 2013). 

A study was conducted using interpretative phenomenological analysis to explore how 

twelve therapists experienced six sessions of LKM (Boellinghaus 2011). For most 

participants, the LKM course seemed to be part of a journey to a more compassionate 

attitude or way of life. Participants perceived LKM as soothing or grounding, and to 

have led to increased awareness and acceptance of self and others, compassion for 

self and others, and increased therapeutic skills. Participants talked about starting to 

feel more secure and more able to cope with difficulties in their relationships. Some 

participants described having internalised the lovingkindness experience as a new 

skill, a resource, an ‘alternative mindset’, ‘ethos’, or ‘different perspective’ participants 

could draw on, even despite irregular practice. 

At the same time, LKM was experienced as challenging (Boellinghaus 2011). For the 

majority of participants the meditation practices have been ‘really intense’ and 

brought up difficult feelings at times, such as anger, guilt, sadness, or anxiety. They 

found it difficult to intellectually engage with the concept and task of the LKM whilst 

experientially connecting with it. Some participants assessed whether they had the 

emotional resources to practise and decided to avoid the meditation when they did 

not. Additionally, some found it difficult to wish themselves well. Most participants 
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found that meditating together was a motivating factor to practice. Through discussing 

experiences with the group participants felt supported in their struggles which 

appeared to have made engaging with the practice safer. Among beginners experience 

in mindfulness was mostly seen as helpful in engaging with LKM, however, one 

participant struggled to intellectually integrate the two practices as mindfulness 

stimulated a passive attitude whilst LKM prompted to action. 

Experienced LKM practitioners’ experiences were studied in depth by two qualitative 

grounded theory analyses (Corcoran 2007; Pryor 2011). Pryor et al. explored both LKM 

and mindfulness meditation experiences to differentiate the longterm effects of each 

type of meditation. Unlike beginners’ reports (Boellinghaus 2011), every advanced 

practitioner interviewed endorsed the primary theme of mindfulness and LKM being 

mutually supportive of one another.  Both practices were said to increase 

concentration, relaxation and overall wellbeing, and to be integral in their daily lives. 

Even though mindfulness offered the most dramatic changes in terms of insights and 

reperceiving phenomena as a passive observer, mindfulness experiences were 

described with adjectives such as ‘impersonal’ and ‘detached’. In contrast, the 

adjectives used to describe LKM experiences referred to universal connectedness, 

heightened intimacy, genuine and authentic care, as well as tenderness (Pryor 2011).  

Major perceived changes by experienced participants included decreases in anger, 

fear/anxiety, increases in wellbeing, compassion for self and others, and openness to 

varied emotions and to other people by being less judgemental (Corcoran 2007). 

Participants seemed to be able to reinforce and potentially draw on LKM to adjust or 

modify their perceptions in the world (Pryor 2011). This, in turn, was reported to have 

a beneficial effect on their behaviour and lead to caring and ethical conduct. 

Participants found they felt a heightened degree of care for other beings in distant 

parts of the world, shifting away from dividing the world into good and bad people 

(Pryor 2011).  

Experienced practitioners found LKM to act as a ‘tool’ in difficult circumstances. It was 

noted that LKM could be applied at times when no other meditative technique was 

feasible, being particularly helpful when feeling emotionally overwhelmed or 

traumatised (Corcoran 2007). Almost every experienced participant reported using 
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LKM to ease and cope with an interpersonal conflict, negative affective states, or 

negative cognitions (Pryor 2011). 

In Pryor’s study, three participants who were raised as Catholics equated the practice 

of LKM with prayer (2011). This finding lends support to the assertion that LKM is not 

unique to Buddhist thought and practice, but is indeed a universally recognised virtue 

cultivated by the teachings and practices of the world’s religions. Pryor concluded that 

LKM is a potent practice that can be secularised and incorporated for use with clinical 

populations with no familiarity with or interest in Buddhism, as it has been done with 

mindfulness. 

Individual differences appear to play an important role in experienced practitioners’ 

early experiences with LKM practice. Some participants spoke of LKM as being 

particularly ‘simple’ from the beginning. They described LKM as concrete, with the 

instructions for practice being straightforward and easy to follow, and expressed that 

they would have preferred to start their meditation practices with LKM rather than 

mindfulness (Pryor 2011). On the other hand, other experienced participants had 

found early practice emotionally overwhelming, difficult to practise for oneself, or 

simply experienced an absence of effect (Corcoran 2007). 

2.3.2.5 Neuroimaging evidence from beginners in meditation 

Neuroimaging findings from RCTs will be initially described. Some of these RCTs were 

included in the systematic review for other findings. Then, studies other than RCTs will 

be reported. 

Twentynine participants were randomised to compassion meditation or health 

education to study the effects of the intervention on brain activity in response to a 

‘Pain for Self and Others’ paradigm (Mascaro et al. 2013b). Following the intervention 

there was no difference between the groups. However, baseline activation of the 

anterior insula (an area thought to be important for empathy) in response to the 

‘other pain’ task was correlated with engagement with compassion meditation, 

suggesting that a certain baseline empathic responsiveness may be important to 

successfully engage in kindnessbased meditation. 
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An RCT assessing the effect of compassion training against cognitive reappraisal found 

that increased altruistic behaviour after compassion training was associated with 

activation in brain regions implicated in social cognition and emotion regulation 

(inferior parietal cortex and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and its connectivity with the 

nucleus accumbens) (Weng et al. 2013). 

Another RCT randomised participants to compassion meditation, mindfulness or 

health education and assessed brain activity in a nonmeditative state (Desbordes et 

al. 2012a). A trend was found in the compassion meditation group for an increased 

activity upon images of negative valence in the right amygdala, an area related to 

affective empathy, but it did not reach statistical significance.  

Fifteen minutes of LKM or mindfulness meditation showed left prefrontal activation 

(linked to approach motivation and positive affect) in previously depressed individuals 

(Barnhofer et al. 2010). This activation was not present after fifteen minutes of rest, 

but there were no significant differences between the meditation groups. This study 

also found that participants who were high in ruminative brooding responded more to 

mindfulness than to loving kindness meditation, while those low in brooding showed 

the opposite pattern of response. The authors concluded that individuals with strong 

tendencies towards brooding may find, at least initially, the practice of loving kindness 

difficult to relate to. 

A nonrandomised trial showed videos depicting people in distressing situations to 

healthy participants before and after two days of LKM training or memory training. 

Researchers explored whether LKM would turn an initial negative response to the 

videos characterised by personal distress, an aversive reaction to another’s pain, into a 

more positively affected  and compassionate response (Klimecki et al. 2013b). As 

predicted by the researchers, participants’ initial responses to high emotion videos 

were accompanied by negative affect and activations in the anterior insula and 

anterior medial cingulate cortex, which are the core regions of the empathy for pain 

network. In comparison with memory training, LKM training elicited a response to the 

videos characterised by more positive affect and activity in brain regions previously 

associated with loving responses: medial orbitofrontal cortex, putamen, pallidum, and 
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ventral tegmental area. It is worth noting that at posttraining, participants were 

encouraged to make use of their trained competences when viewing the videos.  

One uncontrolled study studied brain function patterns in charity volunteers instructed 

to selfgenerate a feeling of unconditional love toward individuals depicted in pictures, 

a typical kindnessbased meditation exercise (Beauregard et al. 2009). They found that 

unconditional love is mediated by a distinct neural network relative to other forms of 

love and attachment. This network includes key structures of the brain's reward 

system and regions not implicated in romantic and maternal love, although there is 

some overlap. 

2.3.2.6 Neuroimaging evidence from expert meditators 

Structural differences in gray matter volume between LKM experts and novices were 

examined (Leung et al. 2013). Compared with novices, more gray matter volume was 

detected in the right angular and posterior parahippocampal gyri in LKM experts. The 

enlargement of the right angular gyrus gray matter has been previously associated to 

affective regulation and empathic responses, and it has not been linked to other types 

of meditation.  

A study examined the effects of longterm LKM and focusedattention meditation on 

cognitive and affective processing (Lee et al. 2012). Results suggested that practicing 

focusedattention meditation may be associated with enhancing attentionspecific 

brain areas, whereas no evidence of association with these areas was found in LKM 

expert practitioners in comparison with novices. The techniques, however, appeared 

to affect differentially the neural responses to negative pictures. For viewing sad faces, 

the regions activated in focusedattention meditation practitioners were consistent 

with attentionrelated processing; whereas responses of LKM experts to sad pictures 

were more in line with compassion/emotional regulation processes. 

In one study LKM experts and novices listened to neutral and emotional human 

vocalisations during meditation and rest states. They found significantly higher 

activation in areas related to empathy in response to emotional stimuli in LKM experts 

than in novices (Lutz et al. 2008). They also found that heart rate increased more 
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during blocks of compassion meditation than neutral states, especially for experts, 

indicating that functional brain changes induced by LKM could be tied to the visceral 

system (Lutz et al. 2009). A study examining brain activation patterns in one expert 

compassion meditation practitioner found activation in brain areas involved with 

empathy as well as with happy and pleasant feelings (Engstrom 2010). 

Eight longterm Buddhist LKM practitioners showed sustained electroencephalographic 

highamplitude gammaband oscillations and phasesynchrony during meditation in 

comparison with novices (Lutz 2004). Synchronisations of neural discharges are 

thought to constitute transient networks that integrate neural processes into highly 

ordered cognitive and affective functions and induce synaptic changes. The authors 

concluded that the practice of LKM in experts involves integrative mechanisms that 

may induce shortterm and longterm neural changes.  

Comparing brain activity in expert meditators with meditationnaive controls, a study 

showed that LKM practice, as well as other meditation techniques, reduces mind

wandering, an activity related to selfreferential processing and present in about half 

of our awake life (Brewer et al. 2011) and associated with lower levels of happiness 

(Killingsworth and Gilbert 2010). The study found that nodes of the mindwandering 

network were relatively deactivated in experienced meditators.  

2.3.3 Discussion 

A wide variety of study designs and outcomes were reviewed. Results are mixed, 

complex and intriguing, but usefully point to areas which need more attention in the 

future.  

Kindnessbased meditation appears to share some effects with other types of 

meditation (Barnhofer et al. 2010; Brewer et al. 2011), but may have less effect on 

tasks which demand focused attention (Lee et al. 2012), and more effect on tasks that 

require emotional processing (Desbordes et al. 2012a). Indeed, qualitative research 

indicates that LKM is generally perceived as an intense but worthwhile emotional 

experience. Beginners and advanced practitioners appear to share a shift in their 

perceptions of the world, but using LKM as a tool in difficult situations appears to be 
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possible for experts only, since beginners appear to have more problems to elicit LKM 

during stressful situations (Corcoran 2007; Boellinghaus 2011; Pryor 2011). 

There are a number of trials that showed no significant differences between groups 

but found through qualitative studies that at least some of the intervention 

participants benefited (Walker 2006; Wong 2011; Pace et al. 2013; Reddy et al. 2013). 

This may be due to a variety of reasons that need to be explored, but may be related 

to interindividual differences. Qualitative studies showed that beginners have varied 

experiences (Walker 2006; Corcoran 2007; Boellinghaus 2011; Pryor 2011), suggesting 

that there could be subgroups that dilute the main effect in trials. Individual 

differences may determine engagement with the training and thus lead to more hours 

of practice, which have been found to predict effects of kindnessbased meditation 

(Cohn and Fredrickson 2010; Leiberg et al. 2011). 

In the future, identifying predictors of engagement with the training might help to 

identify individuals most likely to benefit. A baseline degree of empathy and a low 

tendency to engage in brooding are related to a better initial engagement with 

kindnessbased meditation (Barnhofer et al. 2010; Mascaro et al. 2013b). A rapid 

positive impact of the training is associated with longer term practice (Cohn and 

Fredrickson 2010). Starting with selfcompassion may be more suitable in people who 

would find otherdirected kindness based meditation difficult. This needs to be 

explored further. So far, qualitative research has shown to be useful in exploring inter

individual differences in depth, warranting the inclusion of strong qualitative 

components in future trials. 

The quality of the neuroimaging evidence in beginners is high because most of the 

evidence comes from RCTs. However, the findings are ambiguous, with mixed results. 

A review of the social influences on neuroplasticity concluded that the functional and 

structural changes observed with some forms of meditation, kindnessbased 

meditation included, suggest that wellbeing and prosocial characteristics might be 

enhanced through training (Davidson and McEwen 2012). They may generate a state 

of neurobehavioral functioning that is better than normal, rather than a simple 

modulation of the adverse effects of stress. 
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Studies on expert kindnessbased meditation practitioners suggest links with empathy 

and emotional regulation processes and mechanisms that may induce neural changes. 

However, the longterm effects of kindnessbased meditation have only been studied 

crosssectionally. This constitutes an important limitation, because in these studies 

reverse causality (i.e. that longterm practitioners had distinctive baseline 

characteristics which led them to practise kindnessbased meditation) cannot be ruled 

out. A longterm cohort study, preferably with a large sample size with greater power 

to control for confounding, would be valuable in determining the longterm effects of 

kindnessbased meditation. 

2.4 Integration of results in both reviews 

Kindnessbased meditation showed evidence of benefits for the health of individuals 

and communities through its positive effects on outcomes related to wellbeing and 

social interaction. Metaanalyses showed improvements in selfreported depression 

(SMD 0.61, 95%CI [1.08, 0.14]), mindfulness (SMD 0.63, 95% CI [0.22, 1.05]), 

compassion (SMD 0.61, 95% CI [0.24, 0.99]) and selfcompassion (SMD 0.45, 95% CI 

[0.15, 0.75]) against passive controls, and positive emotions (SMD 0.42, 95% CI [0.10, 

0.75]) against progressive relaxation. In line with these results, kindnessbased 

meditation training has been described as a deep experience, providing new 

perspectives about oneself and the world, new skills, and new attitudes to life. Loving

kindness meditation has led to an increased valuing of low arousal positive states, 

confirming participants’ impressions about it being grounding and soothing. 

However, results in many studies were mixed and complex. This should not be 

surprising. Kindnessbased meditation is a rich behavioural intervention that may have 

effects at many levels and with wide variation, making it difficult to evaluate. In 

addition, although the core exercises are stable, there is a variety of kindness

meditation techniques, as well as different teaching styles, and teachers with different 

abilities. This adds extra layers of complexity.  

Kindnessbased meditation specific effects need to be better defined. Results were 

inconclusive for many outcomes against active control groups. It shares some of the 
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effects with other meditation techniques and other mental exercises, for example 

increases in mindfulness and cognitive control. It performed better against passive 

control groups than against active controls, suggesting that some of its effects are non

specific. 

The initial exposure to kindnessbased meditation appears to be crucial as it defines 

future engagement and predicts effects. Initial experiences are diverse and contrasting 

depending on factors such as the ability to reengage in new goals (Crane et al. 2010), 

the mood at the moment of practising (Law 2011), baseline empathy (Mascaro et al. 

2013b) and a low tendency to engage in brooding (Barnhofer et al. 2010). Results of 

studies in experienced meditators and the doseresponse gradient found in studies in 

beginners suggest that continuing practice levels out these contrasting initial 

experiences as internal work is aided by the tools LKM presents, although many people 

may quit well before this happens. After all, kindnessbased meditation may not be a 

‘one size fits all’ type of practice. 

Only two RCTs and two uncontrolled studies evaluated clinical applications of 

kindnessbased meditation (Carson et al. 2005; Williams et al. 2005a; Johnson et al. 

2011; Tonelli 2014). Given its effects on positive emotions, mindfulness, depression, 

compassion and selfcompassion, the therapeutic potential of kindnessbased 

meditation is relevant to a wide range of mental and physical conditions. This needs to 

be explored, although care should be placed because initial exposure to kindness

based meditation could be problematic in people with illness if their mood is very 

negative. Mixed methods feasibility studies could be useful for initial assessment of 

kindnessbased interventions in patient populations (Leydon et al. 2012). 

Although a good proportion of the evidence comes from RCTs, these RCTs suffer from 

methodological shortcomings. The main limitations are small sample sizes, high 

attrition rates, low methodological quality and poor reporting. In addition, RCTs 

studied beginners only, and studies in advanced practitioners have so far been cross

sectional. Being kindnessbased meditation a complex intervention, qualitative insights 

were helpful in interpreting quantitative results. Well designed and well powered RCTs 

with a strong qualitative component are needed to investigate effects on beginners, 

and long term cohort studies are needed to study effects on experienced practitioners. 
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2.5 Chapter summary 

A variety of studies were comprehensively reviewed, showing complex but 

encouraging insights that suggest that kindnessbased meditation can improve 

populations’ health and wellbeing. A well conducted and good sized RCT is needed. 

The next chapter will explore the Internet’s potential for the conduct of an RCT 

evaluating a kindnessbased intervention. 
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Chapter 3. Literature review: Internet-
based studies 

3.1 Introduction 

Chapter 2 showed the need for an RCT evaluating kindnessbased meditation training. 

This chapter explores how the Internet has been used for conducting research studies 

in general and RCTs and meditation studies in particular. 

3.2 Method 

A narrative review was conducted to provide: a) a historical account of the 

development of Internetbased research; b) a critical appraisal of the opportunities 

Internetbased research offers and the limitations it currently has; and c) a review of 

existing Internetbased RCTs and online meditation research. The results are presented 

in the following sections. 

3.3 The beginnings 

Internetbased health research started shortly after the Internet’s birth.  In 1994 

Hewson et al. emailed questionnaires to participants who had been contacted 

through school and discussion group networks. Later, Hewson published a review 

reflecting on ‘the Internet as a mode of access to participants in experiments in 

scientific research and offer[ing] sound methodologies for using the Internet to collect 

data from questionnaires and software instruments for more directly interactive forms 

of experimentation’ (1996, p. 186). Technology has certainly advanced since the 

publication of this review, when ‘more than 100 kilobytes [would] overwhelm many 

mailers’ (Hewson et al. 1996, p. 189). 

From early on the use of the Internet for various aspects of the research process was 

highlighted: ‘from identifying research issues through qualitative research, through 

using the Web for surveys and clinical trials, to prepublishing and publishing research 
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results’ (Eysenbach and Wyatt 2002, p. 1). Rothman et al. said about Internet users 

that ‘[a]s a potential study population, this group is an epidemiologist’s dream come 

true’ (1997, p. 124). Since then, the use of the Internet in the research process has 

seen an everwidening increase.  

3.4 Expansion, opportunities and limitations 

Already in the year 2000 it was recognised that an explosion in Internetbased surveys 

was taking place, as they were much faster, more flexible and costsaving than offline 

methods (Cook et al.). In 2008 a survey of 750 university human research ethics boards 

in the U.S.A. revealed that Internet research protocols involving online surveys were 

the type most often reviewed (Buchanan and Hvizdak 2009). In 2010 over 100 medical 

publications had been based on Internetbased survey data alone (via email or on the 

web) and described telephone and mail based surveys as ‘virtually obsolete’ 

(Oppenheimer et al. 2011, p. 1). 

Although much more complex to undertake than online surveys, online trials are 

accumulating (Mathieu et al. 2013). The Internet is becoming an important tool in 

epidemiology, especially for the recruitment and followup of large cohorts (van 

Gelder et al. 2010) including geneenvironment interaction studies (Galante et al. 

2011; Gallacher et al. 2013). The Internet offers opportunities and limitations for 

different kinds of research designs.  

3.4.1 Convenience 

In comparison with offline studies, Internetbased studies allow for highly automated 

processes and fast communication with participants. Online questionnaires are quicker 

to complete than offline questionnaires, and emailed questionnaires are returned 

more rapidly (Miller and Sonderlund 2010; van Gelder et al. 2010).  

The investment that is required for an Internetbased study tends to be lower than its 

offline equivalent (Miller and Sonderlund 2010; Oppenheimer et al. 2011). Major costs 

of Internetbased research occur at the beginning during website construction, 

placement on the web and subsequent testing. Costs dramatically decrease once the 
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website is up and running, mostly due to low marginal costs for adding more 

participants, in particular for studies with automatic intervention delivery or data 

collection (van Gelder et al. 2010). 

Internetbased surveys can be designed and implemented with little computer 

knowledge thanks to userfriendly online platforms. However, if the information is not 

anonymous the encrypted connections and high safety standards for storage that are 

needed to comply with data protection requirements are not generally provided by 

free and low cost online packages (van Gelder et al. 2010).  

3.4.2 Samples 

Internetbased studies may be able to recruit faster and larger samples from the target 

population than offline studies. The Internet greatly increases geographic and 

demographic reach (Gray et al. 2000; Miller and Sonderlund 2010). Using offline 

methods it can be difficult to reach participants who live in isolated communities, 

healthy participants or participants with certain health conditions. The Internet 

provides a mechanism for researchers to reach these participants particularly in 

countries where Internet penetration (i.e. percent of the population using the 

Internet) is high (Miller and Sonderlund 2010; van Gelder et al. 2010; Mathieu et al. 

2013). 

Comparison studies concluded that Internetbased samples were as representative of 

the population of interest as offline samples (Gosling et al. 2004; Ekman et al. 2006). 

As Internet access around the world continues to increase the subgroup of the 

population without Internet access will decrease (Cohen et al. 2012), but the digital 

divide is still present between countries and inside countries. In the U.K., the digital 

divide is mostly dependent on patterns of use rather than on Internet access (White 

and Selwyn 2011).  Education, class and age influence the use people give to the 

Internet (Fan and Yan 2010), but a study conducted in the U.S.A. in 2005 comparing 

telephone and Internetadministered questionnaires found that ethnicity and income 

did not affect the psychometric properties of most Internetadministered measures 

examined (Graham and Papandonatos 2008). 
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Multiple registrations (i.e. the same person registering more than once as if they were 

different persons) are a problematic issue in Internetbased studies. Participants may 

register multiple times for a variety of reasons. Some may do so inadvertently, thinking 

that their first registration did not work. Others may do so intentionally, for example, 

to receive incentives (Mathieu et al. 2013). For a controlled enrolment or for studies 

requiring specialised populations or representative samples, official email address lists 

could be used (Braithwaite et al. 2003), although institutional review boards may be 

reluctant to approve such approaches (van Gelder et al. 2010). Alternatively, recording 

Internet protocol addresses and personal data may detect at least the most 

straightforward multiple submissions, while advanced methods of pattern analysis 

could detect some of the most sophisticated malicious resubmissions (Bowen et al. 

2008). However, one study showed that Internet findings were not adversely affected 

by nonserious or repeat responders (Gosling et al. 2004). 

Currently, new ways are being developed in which potential participants can be 

attracted. Health research studies are being crowdsourced (Swan 2012) and generic 

online marketplaces are being used as research platforms (Buhrmester et al. 2011). 

3.4.3 Response and retention rates 

Response rates to web questionnaires are comparable to offline questionnaires at 

least in settings with high Internet access (Balter et al. 2005; Oppenheimer et al. 2011). 

In an online trial testing the efficacy of stretching to reduce injury after exercise, less 

than half of the participants said they would have taken part had it been conducted 

using other means of data collection (Mathieu et al. 2012). Overall, more advantages 

were noted by participants when asked to compare their experience to conventional 

study participation. The main perceived advantage was the flexibility and convenience 

of participating, whereas the main perceived disadvantage was the lack of 

connectedness and understanding. Efforts should be made to make participants feel 

supported, wellinformed and wellunderstood. 

Participants also noted that it is easy to become distracted while on the Internet by 

other Internet applications. Study websites’ appearance and usability are important 
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factors for making participants’ experiences pleasant and thus increase response and 

retention rates (Fan and Yan 2010; van Gelder et al. 2010). Questionnaires need to be 

adapted for web use. For instance, if all the replies will be compulsory the provision of 

‘not applicable’ or similar options is desirable (Mathieu et al. 2012). One of the 

advantages of computerbased questionnaires is that a behindthescenes filter can be 

used so that questions are displayed to the participant based on their responses to 

previous questions, simplifying their experience and in some cases shortening the 

questionnaire (Oppenheimer et al. 2011). 

Internetbased studies have an additional constraint due to the complex technology 

that is needed: the potential technical problems due to programming bugs, design 

shortcomings or sheer incompatibility of the study website with the participant’s 

software (e.g., Internet browsers, email clients, media players and extensions) or 

hardware (Fan and Yan 2010; van Gelder et al. 2010; Oppenheimer et al. 2011; 

Mathieu et al. 2012). Extensive testing is needed to avoid programme failures and 

minimise compatibility problems. However, needing computer access is seen as 

burdensome per se by some participants (Mathieu et al. 2012). 

The use of email reminders has been shown to increase response rates, especially 

when emailed to nonresponders (Oppenheimer et al. 2011), and is viewed by the 

participants as a desirable feature (Mathieu et al. 2012). Some studies have used 

mixed modes of contacting participants to enhance response and retention rates. This 

implies contacting them using the web or email but also using SMS, mail, or 

telephone. Some studies showed that this increases response rates while others found 

no differences (Fan and Yan 2010). 

3.4.4 Privacy and identity 

In 2005 Paul et al. viewed security risks of electronic data as an important barrier for 

potential participants to sign up for an online study, but highlighted that ‘evolving 

Internet technology will bring enhanced security measures, thereby adding to the 

general public's comfort with electronic data’ . The impact of this barrier may be 

currently lower as the number of online commercial and financial transactions has 
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increased in the last years (Office for National Statistics 2012), indicating that people 

feel more comfortable with sharing data over the Internet. In addition, although 

Internet studies involve a disclosure of sensitive data, no financially sensitive data is 

usually needed and this can potentially alleviate some of the concerns. 

The lack of facetoface contact makes some people feel more comfortable to take 

part in Internetbased studies and reply more honestly to questionnaires (van Gelder 

et al. 2010; Mathieu et al. 2012). Even online consent to largescale genetic studies is 

likely to be acceptable to the public, provided the website evidences authenticity and 

provides access to a wide range of information (Wood et al. 2011). However, there is 

some evidence that Internet research may not be perceived as being as rigorous as 

other forms of research (Mathieu et al. 2012). 

There are also concerns about the possibility of identity fraud. However, it is accepted 

that because studies rely on bonafide volunteering and fraud brings little benefit to 

fraudsters, the likelihood is low and the consequences are unlikely to go beyond 

adding noise to the data (Gallacher et al. 2013). 

3.4.5 Outcomes 

Studies in various areas of health research have shown that traditional epidemiologic 

risk factors can be collected with equal or even better reliability in Internetbased 

questionnaires compared with traditional approaches (van Gelder et al. 2010). Paper

andpencil and Internet data collection methods have been found to be generally 

equivalent (Lassale et al. 2013; Weigold et al. 2013). 

Most outcomes in Internetbased studies are selfreported. However, other types of 

outcome measurement are available for online studies apart from selfreported 

questionnaires or open text (qualitative) data. Cognitive tests have been successfully 

delivered with no systematic differences between lab and webtested samples 

(McGraw et al. 2000; Germine et al. 2012; Gallacher et al. 2013). Biosamples (dry 

blood and buccal cell samples) were remotely obtained by mailing a biosampling kit 

with a sample donation rate of over 70% (Gallacher et al. 2013). Selftracking devices, 

cameras and smartphone applications could be used for research purposes (Swan 
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2009; Paton et al. 2012). For example, watchsized activity monitors were sent through 

the post to 100,000 UK Biobank participants to measure their physical activity for a 

week (Mannini et al. 2013; UK Biobank 2014).  

3.4.6 Interventions 

Evidence suggests that the online nature of Internetbased interventions does not 

affect per se the effect of the interventions. A metaanalysis of behavioural change 

outcomes compared the effect sizes of Internetbased interventions with offline 

interventions and showed an improvement in outcomes for individuals using Internet

based interventions to achieve the specified knowledge and/or behaviour change 

(Wantland et al. 2004). Another metaanalysis of 92 studies examining the 

effectiveness of online psychotherapy found that the effect size was similar to the 

average effect size of facetoface therapies (Barak et al. 2008). 

Internetbased interventions can have high fidelity (Christensen and Mackinnon 2006). 

If they are fully automated, the exact same intervention is potentially available to all 

the participants and usable in future studies. Even partially automated online 

interventions (e.g., including an online forum for interaction or delivering live 

interactive tutorials) may be more reproducible than their offline counterparts. 

The main challenge posed by Internetbased interventions is the lack of facetoface 

contact between the participant and the intervention facilitator. A systematic review 

looking at how differences in the design of ehealth interventions influence their 

effectiveness found that providing synchronous (e.g., chat session) or asynchronous

mediated (e.g., email or forum) communication with peers and information about 

other real users may have a positive effect on intervention outcomes (Morrison et al. 

2012). Another systematic review of Internetbased interventions to promote health 

behaviour change found that interventions with additional methods of communicating 

with participants (in particular through short message service or SMS) tended to have 

more effect on behaviour change (Webb et al. 2010).  
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3.5 Internet-based randomised controlled trials 

In 2013 a systematic review evaluated the methodological quality of Internetbased 

RCTs (Mathieu et al.). In order to qualify for inclusion in this review, RCTs not only had 

to deliver the intervention online but had to be conducted online too. In the fully 

online RCTs the trial information, eligibility screening, consent procedures, 

randomisation, interventions and outcome data collection were performed 

electronically (via the website or email). Primarily online trials had offline consent, 

randomisation, or nonresponder contact attempts, and some their interventions were 

delivered by post or mobile phone. 

The review identified 23 fully and 27 primarily Internetbased RCTs evaluating health 

interventions (Mathieu et al. 2013). The first primarily online trial was conducted in 

2000 and the first fully online trials were conducted in 2002. Randomised participants 

ranged from 54 to more than 12,000 and mean age of participants ranged from 18 to 

77 years (this last tested an intervention to prevent falls). The median recruitment rate 

was 231 participants per month.  

Substantial methodological shortcomings and poor reporting were identified in most 

Internetbased RCTs (Mathieu et al. 2013). Many flaws appear to be unrelated to the 

Internetbased nature of the studies (e.g., inadequate randomisation methods, 

insufficient blinding, and inadequate treatment of missing values). However, the most 

important and consistent methodological limitation was high rates of loss to followup. 

The mean attrition rate in fully online trials was 47%, ranging from 84.8% in a trial 

lasting three months to 0% in a trial with a onesession intervention. Attrition rates for 

primarily online trials were somewhat lower with a mean of 36% and ranging from 83% 

to 7%. This is probably due to additional offline resources used. Trials other than RCTs 

reported completion rates as low as 1% for a 12week intervention (Eysenbach 2005). 

In 2009 the BBC popular science programme ‘Bang Goes the Theory’ launched an 

online RCT to evaluate the effects of six weeks of brain training. Although over 52,000 

members of the public signed up for the study, only 22% completed the study with a 

very low adherence to the training sessions (13% of the sessions done on average) 

(Owen et al. 2010).  
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Eysenbach makes the case for attrition in Internetbased trials to be interpreted and 

treated in a different way than attrition in facetoface studies (2005). According to 

him, eHealth researchers should not see their studies as failures because high dropout 

rates may be a typical and natural feature, especially for selfhelp interventions. It is 

usually easier to enrol in Internetbased trials, and easier too to lose interest. Content 

competing for the attention of the participant is only a few mouseclicks away. 

Eysenbach proposes that instead of filing the results of their trial in a cabinet, 

researchers should describe, analyse, discuss and publish usage metrics, differential 

dropout rates and determinants of attrition. They should also analyse and report the 

characteristics of those who completed the study, and should not underestimate the 

impact of the intervention on this subpopulation. 

Multiple registrations constitute a threat to online RCTs because participants could 

purposively register again if they were unhappy with their initial treatment allocation. 

Mathieu et al. found in their systematic review that multiple registrations were only 

checked by one study in which participants were flagged if their personal details were 

the same as others (Mathieu et al. 2013). These participants were required to provide 

further verification (e.g., copies of valid documents) and 20% of registered users were 

excluded because verification could not be achieved. 

In some online trials the potential for contamination (when individuals randomised to 

the intervention and those randomised to the control group are exposed to the wrong 

condition through having contact with each other) may be high, for instance if 

members of the same household sign up and are randomised to different arms 

(Mathieu et al. 2013). 

Blinding participants in online trials involves the same challenges than in offline 

population trials, but blinding investigators is less important in Internetbased trials 

due to the limited contact (or null contact in case of fully automated trials) that 

investigators have with participants (Mathieu et al. 2013). 
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3.6 Studies assessing online meditation training 

Two RCTs were published assessing online mindfulness meditation training and 

another two evaluated interventions with a mindfulness component. Forty depressed 

epileptic patients were randomised to mindfulnessbased cognitive therapy delivered 

over the phone, to the same intervention delivered over the Internet, or to a waitlist 

(Thompson et al. 2010). The trial was not fully online as participants were recruited in 

a clinic and gave consent face to face. The telephone intervention consisted of hour

long sessions including instruction and discussion. The online intervention comprised 

video instruction and a discussion board. Internet participants posted to the discussion 

boards on average two times per session and more than 80% reported that they read 

all or most of each session's information. Both intervention groups experienced a 

significant decrease in depressive symptoms – the main outcome – compared to the 

waitlist and there were no significant differences between modes of delivery. 

Another RCT testing Internetbased mindfulness meditation training randomised 49 

members of the general public to the intervention or a waitlist entirely online (Gluck 

and Maercker 2011). Participants were required to train six days a week, 20 minutes a 

day for two weeks using an online platform with audio files, flash animated exercises 

and written text. Reminders were sent weekly and the interaction with the study team 

was limited to a contact form for assistance. The intentiontotreat analysis revealed 

no significant improvement for the treatment group. Attrition was low (8%) but the 

perprotocol analysis for people who participated over 50% of the time revealed a 

significant effect of the intervention on stress and negative affect. After three months 

of followup more than half of the participants continued to use exercises from the 

training in their daily lives. 

Two RCTs evaluated interventions with a mindfulness component. One of them 

compared a webbased stress management intervention against a facetoface format 

and found no differences between groups (Eisen et al. 2008). Both groups reduced 

stress levels postintervention but stress returned to baseline levels at one month 

followup. Attrition was high in both groups, but significantly higher in the Internet 

group (88% versus 64% in the facetoface group). The other RCT compared an online 
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intervention of irritable bowel syndrome with a mindfulness component against an 

online control group (patient discussion forum) and found significant differences 

favouring the intervention with a large effect size (Ljótsson et al. 2010). 

An online fourweek mindfulness course was assessed in an uncontrolled feasibility 

study (Krusche et al. 2012). The course consisted of ten interactive sessions using 

instructional videos, assignments, home practice logs and email reminders. The 

weakest point of this online course, according to the researchers, was the lack of group 

interaction. The presence of others is believed to be an important part of the learning 

in mindfulness courses because participants can provide support to each other. The 

mean completion time was six weeks. Perceived stress was reduced after the course 

and maintained at onemonth follow up, and the effect size was comparable to levels 

found in facetoface mindfulness programmes. The authors concluded that ‘given that 

the needs of the general public to find ways of reducing stress are enormous, research 

of such an accessible and cheap treatment intervention, so long as the quality and 

integrity is assured, can only be constructive to health services around the world and 

to those people who for whatever reason are unable to attend a class’ (Krusche et al. 

2012, p. 6).   

Other uncontrolled studies evaluating online interventions with a mindfulness 

component were conducted with positive results (Kristjansdottir et al. 2011; Baños et 

al. 2012). Chittaro and Vianello summarised a number of online interventions with a 

mindfulness component which have not been evaluated yet, including applications for 

smartphones (2014).  

No studies assessing online kindnessbased meditation training were found, but four of 

the RCTs included in the systematic review used entirely or primarily distance training 

through audio recorded sessions (Humphrey 1999; Williams et al. 2005a; May et al. 

2012; Weng et al. 2013). Weng et al. offered participants to listen to audio instructions 

via the Internet or compact disc. Two of these studies included feedback sessions in 

person (Williams et al. 2005a) or over the phone (Humphrey 1999). An uncontrolled 

study tested a computer meditation intervention that included many kindnessbased 

meditation exercises (Cutshall et al. 2011). 
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3.7 Discussion 

Online studies are here to stay.  They have been found to be comparable to offline 

studies in aspects like reliability of responses (even allowing for more honest 

responses) and response rates. Moreover, they need a lower investment (although 

more resources are required upfront), increase geographic and demographic reach at 

least in countries with high Internet usage, and offer a quicker turnaround of 

responses. Most of the outcomes in online studies are measured using selfreported 

questionnaires, but more objective outcome measurements are starting to be used. 

From the participants’ point of view, online trials offer more flexibility and 

convenience. The main disadvantages are lack of connectedness and information, 

distractibility, and the burden of having to use a computer. Some perceive online 

research as less rigorous, but this perception is likely to change as the number of 

online studies increase and the Internet is used for business or health purposes rather 

than just entertainment. 

Technology imposes additional constraints in online studies. The most important, due 

to their frequency, are technical problems. Theft of electronic data, identity fraud and 

multiple registrations are potential problems, but the likelihood is low and there are 

methods available to reduce it even more.  

Interventions can be fully automated, increasing reproducibility and reducing 

uncontrolled variability. Its efficacy has been found to be comparable to offline 

studies, but it is important to provide channels for communication with peers and with 

the research team. 

Since 2000 more than 20 fully online RCTs have been conducted. Up to 52,000 

participants were recruited of all ages. However, Internetbased trials had substantial 

methodological shortcomings and poor reporting. Many flaws were not related to the 

Internetbased nature of the studies, although the most important limitation, high 

dropout rates, appears to be related to it. Dropout rates are higher with longer 

interventions. Researchers should describe usage metrics, differential dropout rates 

and determinants of attrition. Website appearance and usability, and the use of 
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reminders (emails, SMS, or phone calls) are important to improve response and 

retention rates.  

Some of the characteristics of Internetbased trials make them more suitable to be 

pragmatic – measuring the benefit an intervention generates in reallife settings –  

rather than explanatory – measuring the benefit in highly controlled conditions (Singal 

et al. 2014). The difficulties found in online trials at gaining control over intervention 

delivery (e.g., problems ensuring high adherence) and outcome measurement (e.g., 

problems with identity fraud or distractions) can have a high impact on explanatory 

trials but are not a problem in pragmatic trials. In addition, nonclinical populations, a 

usual target in pragmatic but not in explanatory trials, are more easily reachable by 

online studies.  

No online studies assessing kindnessbased meditation were found although some 

offline studies used distancebased delivery of some or all kindnessbased meditation 

sessions. Online mindfulness meditation was assessed.  There were no differences 

between Internetbased, facetoface and telephonebased mindfulness meditation 

courses. The main limitation of an entirely automated course delivering mindfulness 

training online was expressed as lack of group interaction. However, group interaction 

is feasible over the Internet by incorporating fora or chat rooms into the interventions. 

Disadvantages are that they represent a source of uncontrolled variation, and that as 

participants are able to influence each other’s outcomes variables are no longer 

entirely independent. However, the same problems are faced by offline meditation 

studies since interaction among peers is usually considered part of the meditation 

training. 

3.8 Chapter summary 

This chapter showed that Internetbased research, RCTs included, is feasible and 

growing rapidly due to the advantages it has over offline studies. Full control over the 

measurement of outcomes and the delivery of the interventions is challenging in 

Internetbased studies, but there are benefits in improved data collection procedures, 
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more recruitment opportunities and a reduction in time and resource investment. It is 

possible to address the limitations of online studies and measure their impact.  

Studies testing distancebased meditation training and online mindfulness research 

suggest that online LKM training may be feasible and could be assessed through a fully 

online RCT. The next chapter will integrate these findings with those of Chapter 2 and 

present the rationale for a new study. 
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Chapter 4. Rationale and objectives 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter starts by presenting a new study that addresses gaps in the evidence on 

kindnessbased meditation (Chapter 2) and exploits opportunities offered by Internet

based research (Chapter 3). The objectives, theoretical model, research questions and 

hypothesis of the new study are described. 

4.2 Rationale for conducting a new study 

The systematic review uncovered that existing kindnessbased meditation RCTs tend to 

be small and with significant methodological limitations. Primary outcomes were not 

set and sample size calculations were not made. Studies generally lacked stringent 

measures to control for wellknown biases, such as adequate randomisation and 

allocation concealment procedures.  

The new study presented in this chapter essentially addresses the need for larger and 

better designed RCTs. It was designed following widely agreed standard procedures for 

RCTs. Transparency was achieved by making the study protocol prospectively available 

to the public. It was conducted over the Internet to achieve a larger sample with 

limited resources.  

The new study also adds to the growing evidence base on kindnessbased meditation 

by assessing LKM online training, potentially the most costeffective format. The 

evidence presented in Chapter 3 suggests that LKM can be successfully adapted to be 

taught and evaluated over the Internet.  

By using prerecorded material and delivering LKM training online, this study stands 

out for being highly standardised and reproducible. Lovingkindness meditation 

training can be categorised as a complex intervention because it contains several 

interacting components and requires a number of behaviours from those delivering 

and those receiving the intervention, allowing for variability in the delivery (Mason et 
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al. 2002; Craig et al. 2008). Complex interventions are difficult to standardise because 

they often depend on the expertise of person who delivers them and the setting in 

which this happens (Craig et al. 2008). However, standardised interventions are 

desirable in RCTs in order to be reproducible at the point of implementation and for 

further confirmatory studies. 

4.3 Objectives 

This study aimed to investigate the effect of an LKM training intervention on wellbeing 

in a population sample when delivered through the Internet. It also aimed to improve 

the understanding of the mechanisms of this effect and the processes associated with 

it. 

4.4 Theoretical pathways model 

This section describes a theoretical pathways model presenting some of the possible 

mediators by which LKM could exert influence over wellbeing. The model integrates 

some of the currently more robust theories in the field. 

There may be at least two main ways through which LKM training could generate 

wellbeing: a pathway involving pleasant emotions and a pathway involving empathic 

processes. These pathways are based on Fredrickson’s Broaden and Build theory 

(1998) and Batson’s EmpathyAltruism theory (2011) respectively. 

The starting point in Fredrickson’s theory is what she terms ‘positive emotions’ – 

emotions that share a pleasant subjective feeling such as joy, interest or love. 

However, the adjective ‘positive’ implies a value judgement, rendering unpleasant 

emotions as negative, i.e. not being helpful in any way.  Because unpleasant emotions 

can be helpful and ‘positive emotions’ have shown to be harmful in certain contexts 

(Wohl and Thompson 2011; McNulty and Fincham 2012; Tamir and Ford 2012), a more 

precise name for them would be pleasant emotions. This is how they will be referred 

to in this study.  
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The Broaden and Build theory posits that pleasant emotions broaden an individual's 

momentary thoughtaction repertoire, enabling them to draw on higherlevel 

connections and a widerthanusual range of precepts or ideas. This in turn has the 

effect of building physical, intellectual, and social resources. Thus, the personal 

resources accrued through frequent experiences of pleasant emotions are posited to 

later increase wellbeing. One study has shown using a combined latent growth curve 

and pathanalysis structural equation model that LKM training increases pleasant 

emotions, which in turn increase psychological and physical resources, leading to 

improvements in global wellbeing and satisfaction with life (Fredrickson et al. 2008). 

Following this evidence, the first pathway included in the model for the present study 

can be seen in Figure  4.1.  

 

The second pathway of the proposed model is based on Batson’s ideas. He posits that 

the experience of empathy for a person in need leads to a genuinely altruistic 

motivation that in turn could lead to helping behaviour. This theory has received wide 

support from a variety of welldesigned studies (Batson 2011).  

As was described in section  1.3.4, many studies have shown that helping other people 

increases the helper’s wellbeing (Konrath 2014). The second pathway of the proposed 

model also incorporates this relationship. Therefore, it was theorised for the present 

study that the practice of LKM leads to an increase in empathy, which in turn increases 

helping behaviour, leading ultimately to an increase in wellbeing (Figure  4.2).  

 

Figure  4.1. Theoretical pathways model - pleasant emotions pathway. 

Figure  4.2. Theoretical pathways model - empathy pathway. 
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The result of combining these pathways into a single model can be seen in Figure  4.3. 

An arrow connects pleasant emotions with helping behaviour as there is experimental 

evidence showing that pleasant emotions also foster helping behaviour (Rosenhan et 

al. 1981). However, as has been speculated before (Leiberg et al. 2011), LKM training 

might produce an additional prosocial effect (helping behaviour) apart from that 

created by pleasant emotions. 

 

4.5 Research questions 

From the evidence presented in the literature review the following research questions 

were formulated: 

1. Does Internetbased LKM training increase wellbeing (main outcome), pleasant 

emotions, resources, empathy and helping behaviour compared to an active 

control group? The hypothesis of this study is that Internetbased LKM training 

increases them. 

2. If Internetbased LKM training increases wellbeing, how does this effect take 

place? To answer this question, the role of secondary outcomes as mediators 

of the effect of LKM on wellbeing were explored in accordance with the model 

proposed in section  4.4.  In addition, the recipients’ experiences of the 

intervention were explored by collecting and analysing qualitative data. 

Figure  4.3. Theoretical pathways model – complete. 
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4.6 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has presented the rationale, objectives and research questions of a new 

study that builds upon previous kindnessbased meditation research. This study was 

conducted to investigate the effect of an LKM training intervention on wellbeing when 

delivered through the Internet. It also aimed to improve the understanding of the 

mechanisms involved.  A theoretical pathways model was created that proposes two 

routes through which LKM could increase wellbeing: a pathway mediated by pleasant 

emotions and a pathway mediated by empathy. 

The new study aspired to achieve a larger sample and a better methodological quality 

than existing kindnessbased meditation RCTs. The next chapter describes the 

characteristics of this study. 
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Chapter 5. Methods: Study design  

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the study that was conducted to answer the research questions 

and test the hypothesis presented in Chapter 4. The chapter starts by defining the 

study’s epidemiological design, and follows by expanding on the main aspects 

involved: study arms, eligibility criteria, data collection, outcomes, randomisation, 

sample size, blinding, ethics and analyses.  

5.2 General design 

An Internetbased parallel randomised controlled trial was designed. In accordance 

with the recommendations for complex interventions like LKM training, this study was 

primarily a pragmatic trial because it was designed to measure effectiveness, i.e. the 

benefit the intervention produces in reallife rather than in highly controlled conditions 

(Roland and Torgerson 1998; Craig et al. 2008; Thorpe et al. 2009; Singal et al. 2014). 

However, it also investigated possible causal pathways from LKM to wellbeing and 

explored the participants’ experiences of the intervention. Both understanding how 

interventions work and exploring data in depth looking for additional insights on 

mechanisms, unanticipated effects, and contextual factors is considered highly 

valuable in the evaluation of complex interventions (Craig et al. 2008). 

A study flowchart can be seen in Figure  5.1. The study was entirely conducted via the 

Internet. Because it not only used the World Wide Web but also other Internet 

networks such as email messages, the study is Internetbased rather than webbased 

(Eysenbach 2011). 

5.3 Study arms 

The intervention group received training in a secular version of LKM similar to previous 

trials (e.g., Carson et al. 2005; Fredrickson et al. 2008). In contrast with most other 

LKM trials that were not laboratorybased, the duration of the training was shorter 
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(one month instead of two) and with shorter sessions. This was to try to avoid the high 

attrition rates observed in previous trials. However, the frequency of training sessions 

was greater (daily instead of weekly) and each session included new exercises.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  5.1. Study flowchart. 

Recruitment 

Video-based online training 

10 minutes a day, 5 days a week for 4 weeks 

Personal diary 

Forum 

Baseline measures 

Self reported: Demographic questions, past spiritual activity, satisfaction with life, 

wellbeing, emotions, stress, outward and inward irritability, anxiety, depression, empathic 

concern, perspective taking and illness symptoms. 

Randomisation 

Loving-kindness meditation training  Light exercise training 

Post-intervention measures 

Self reported: Satisfaction with life, wellbeing, emotions, stress, outward and inward 

irritability, anxiety, depression, empathic concern, perspective taking and illness 

symptoms. Behavioural: helping behaviour. 
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Given that LKM has been beneficial compared to passive control groups, in this trial 

LKM was compared against an active group to control for nonspecific effects. The 

control group learned a set of light physical exercises. Light exercise (LE) training was 

chosen because of the following reasons: 

 In contrast with active control groups used in previous studies, exercise is a 

very popular activity among members of the public who wish to improve their 

wellbeing. This facilitates recruitment and reduces the chance that participants 

will drop out after being randomised to the nonpreferred arm. 

 It is ethically acceptable for healthy participants. Although according to 

established evidence exercise is likely to increase wellbeing, it would not be 

acceptable to engage healthy participants in a highly demanding onemonth 

course that provides no benefits at all. Just like novel medical treatments are 

compared against the best available treatment (‘treatment as usual’), LKM can 

be compared to physical exercise, one of the best available, popular, and well

studied (Penedo and Dahn 2005) methods to increase wellbeing.  

 It does not involve cognitive training, which could overlap with the 

intervention. 

 It allows for a similar delivery format. 

 Light physical exercise, as opposed to vigorous exercise, is accessible to most 

people. 

The Internetbased and automated mode of delivery ensures that procedures are 

standardised across study arms so that the control group can match the intervention in 

every aspect not specific to the intervention (e.g., duration, settings, voiceover, 

structure), as recommended for ‘treatment as usual’ control groups (Mohr et al. 2009). 

This way, the possibility that an intervention proves superior due to aspects not 

related to the intervention itself (e.g., that the teacher in one arm was kinder than the 

teacher in the other arm) was reduced to a minimum. 
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5.4 Recruitment and eligibility criteria 

Recruitment was aimed at the general public. Eligibility criteria were reduced to a 

minimum in order to be as inclusive as possible, reflecting what would happen if the 

studied intervention was offered to the general population in the future. Eligibility 

criteria can be found in Table  5.1. 

Table  5.1. Eligibility criteria. 

Inclusion criteria U.K./U.S.A resident 

Fluent English speaker 

Aged 18+ 

With access to Internet at home or at a place where the participant will 

not be disturbed. 

Able to operate a PC unaided 

Exclusion criteria Instructed by their GP not to engage in regular physical activity 

 

Eligibility criteria were selfreported. There were no exclusions due to health problems 

except for the GP’s instruction not to engage in physical activity. However, it was 

stressed in the information about the study that any concerns about taking part in the 

study should be discussed with a doctor. 

The study initially planned to restrict recruitment to the U.K. to make administrative 

tasks more straightforward. Later on, after reviewing partial recruitment and retention 

figures, the study was opened to participants from the U.S.A. as will be described in 

Chapter 8.  
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5.5 Collection of baseline population data 

Demographic data and baseline levels of outcome variables were collected on each 

participant before randomisation in order to describe the sample, to assess 

comparability of randomisation arms and adjust comparisons, and to undertake pre

specified subgroup analyses (Assmann et al. 2000). The collected demographic 

characteristics were: age, gender, country, postcode, ethnic background, marital 

status, education level, employment status, health status, financial status, previous 

individual spiritual activity, and spiritual identity. 

5.6 Study outcomes 

After finishing their training participants were presented with the postintervention 

questionnaires. The primary outcome was wellbeing, a broad concept that has the 

advantage of encompassing a range of essential aspects of human experience. As LKM 

is a complex intervention, a number of secondary outcomes were also measured (Craig 

et al. 2008). They were used to test the theoretical pathways model explained in 

section  4.4 but were also analysed as individual outcome variables. Process measures 

and data for qualitative analysis were collected too. 

5.6.1 Primary outcome 

Wellbeing was measured using the WarwickEdinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale 

(Tennant et al. 2007), a psychometrically robust 14item scale validated via computer 

assisted selfadministration (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.91) with reported good sensitivity to 

change and orientated to how the person has been feeling in the previous two weeks. 

The scale covers hedonic, eudaimonic and social aspects of wellbeing including feelings 

of optimism, cheerfulness, satisfying interpersonal relationships and positive 

functioning (energy, clear thinking, self acceptance, personal development, 

competence and autonomy). Scores range from 14 (less wellbeing) to 70 (more 

wellbeing). 
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5.6.2 Secondary outcomes 

The secondary outcomes were chosen to test the theoretical pathways model. 

Pathways are shown in Figure  5.2 and Figure  5.3 including measured variables (i.e. 

outcomes) for each latent variable (i.e. not measured). Lovingkindness meditation 

practice was a binary variable defined by randomisation. 

For the pleasant emotions pathway (Figure  5.2), pleasant emotions were measured 

directly and resources were measured indirectly. ‘Resources’ is a convenient term to 

group independent mechanisms that aid in coping with life events, but it is not a 

functional outcome in itself. Some observable variables were measured as a proxy to 

this umbrella term: the management of outward and inward irritability, stress and 

anxiety, and the absence of physical discomforts such as headaches or weakness, as 

used by Fredrickson et al. in a previous study (2008). Results from this study also 

suggest that unpleasant emotions are not modified by LKM practice. Therefore, 

unpleasant emotions were not included in the model but were measured to confirm 

this finding. 

 

Rectangle: measured variable. Oval: latent (not measured) variable. 

The empathy pathway can be seen in Figure  5.3. Strict laboratory conditions would be 

required to determine the real motivation behind the act of helping, and selfreported 

empathy is not as reliable because social desirability (the tendency of participants to 

Figure  5.2. Theoretical pathways model – pleasant emotions pathway including measured 

variables for each latent variable. 
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give answers that they think will be viewed favourably by others) is likely to influence 

the replies. With these limitations in mind, empathy was assessed by questionnaires 

measuring empathic concern and perspective taking. For the helping behaviour 

variable a sum of £10.00 /$10.00 was offered to the first 200 participants after 

completing their training and postintervention questionnaires. A choice was given as 

to whether to receive the money in the form of Amazon vouchers or to donate all or 

half to a U.K./U.S.A based charity of their choice. This constituted a behavioural 

objective measure of helping behaviour. Helping behaviour due to social desirability 

was reduced by stressing that the choice to donate was anonymous. Also, because the 

participants worked hard to get to the end, keeping the money as a token of 

appreciation for their efforts would not be seen as immoral. 

 

Rectangle: measured variable. Oval: latent (not measured) variable. 

The complete model can be seen in Figure  5.4. Three observable variables were used 

to capture a global sense of wellbeing: satisfaction with life, wellbeing (primary 

outcome) and the absence of depression. It was expected that LE training would 

activate the pleasant emotions pathway and increase wellbeing. However, only LKM 

training was expected to increase wellbeing through both pathways, therefore a 

greater increase in wellbeing was postulated. 

Figure  5.3. Theoretical pathways model – empathy pathway including measured variables for 

each latent variable. 
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Rectangle: measured variable. Oval: latent (not measured) variable. 

All the instruments that were used to measure the outcomes are listed in Table 5.2 

and described below. Usage permission was obtained in writing by authors when the 

scales were not in the public domain. Because of the number of constructs to be 

measured, brief instruments were preferred over long ones provided they had been 

previously validated and showed acceptable measurement properties. An exception is 

the scale that measures illness symptoms, which was not previously validated but is a 

simple symptom checklist used in a previous LKM study to measure resources 

(Fredrickson et al. 2008).  

To avoid confusing instructions, all the questionnaires requested participants to 

respond based on what they experienced during the past week so some of the 

instruments that had different timeframes had to be adapted. Appendix 3 contains all 

the questionnaires that were used in this study. 
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Figure  5.4. Theoretical pathways model – complete including measured variables for each 

latent variable. 
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Table  5.2. Quantitative outcomes. 

Construct Instrument 

Wellbeing * WarwickEdinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale (Tennant et al. 2007) 

Satisfaction with life Satisfaction with life scale  (Diener et al. 1985) 

Emotions  International Positive and Negative Affect Schedule ShortForm 

(Thompson 2007) 

Empathic concern Interpersonal Reactivity Index subscale (Davis 1980). 

Perspective taking  Interpersonal Reactivity Index subscale (Davis 1980) 

Illness symptoms Illness Symptoms scale (Fredrickson et al. 2008) 

Stress management Perceived Stress scale (Cohen et al. 1983) 

Anxiety Irritability, Anxiety and Depression Scale (Snaith et al. 1978) 

Outward irritability  Irritability, Anxiety and Depression Scale (Snaith et al. 1978) 

Inward irritability  Irritability, Anxiety and Depression Scale (Snaith et al. 1978) 

Depression Irritability, Anxiety and Depression Scale (Snaith et al. 1978) 

Helping behaviour Behavioural measurement (see text) 

* Primary outcome. 

The Satisfaction with Life Scale is a 5item scale that assesses global satisfaction with 

life (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.87)  (Diener et al. 1985). It has been often used to measure 

the life satisfaction component of wellbeing (Pavot and Diener 2008). It has items like 

‘So far I have gotten the important things I want in life’ and uses a 7point Likerttype 

scale. Scores range from 5 (less satisfied) to 35 (more satisfied). The scale does not 

require respondents to reply based on a temporal timeframe. However, it has shown 

sufficient sensitivity to detect change in life satisfaction during the course of an 

intervention (Pavot and Diener 2009).  

The International Positive and Negative Affect Schedule ShortForm is a 

multidimensional 10 item scale that assesses two subscales: unpleasant emotions 

(upset, hostile, ashamed, nervous, afraid, Cronbach’s alpha = 0.76) and pleasant 

emotions (inspired, active, determined, attentive, alert, Cronbach’s alpha = 0.78) 

(Thompson 2007). It has shown good psychometric properties for people from a range 

of cultural backgrounds. It uses a 5point scale to rate the frequency of each emotion. 

The original scale is designed to measure trait so does not require respondents to reply 
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based on a temporal timeframe. However, because emotions are of a transient nature, 

it was judged acceptable to adapt the scale to measure emotions over the past week. 

Scores for each subscale range from 5 (less pleasant emotions/less unpleasant 

emotions) to 25 (more pleasant emotions/less unpleasant emotions). 

Empathic concern and perspective taking are subscales of the multidimensional 

Interpersonal Reactivity Index (Davis 1980; Davis 1983). The instrument consists of 

four 7item subscales with a 4point Likerttype response format. Each subscale 

measures a different aspect of the global concept ‘empathy’. The empathic concern 

subscale (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.72 for males and 0.70 for females) measures the 

tendency to have feelings of compassion for unfortunate others, with items like ‘I 

often have tender, concerned feelings for people less fortunate than me’. The 

perspective taking subscale (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.75 for males and 0.78 for females) 

assesses the tendency to spontaneously adopt the psychological point of view of 

others in everyday life, with items like ‘Before criticizing somebody, I try to imagine 

how I would feel if I were in their place’. Scores range from 0 (less empathic 

concern/perspective taking) to 28 (more empathic concern/perspective taking). The 

original scale is designed to measure trait so does not require respondents to reply 

based on a temporal timeframe. Other studies have used this instrument to measure 

change after an intervention (Kleinman 2010; Mascaro et al. 2013b; Wallmark et al. 

2013), although sensitivity to change has not been assessed. 

The Illness Symptoms scale assesses 13 common symptoms, including headaches, 

chest pain, congestion, and weakness (Fredrickson et al. 2008). It uses a 7point scale 

to rate the frequency of each symptom over a period of time. Although adapted from a 

longer scale (Emmons 1992), and used repeatedly to assess physical wellbeing (Elliot 

and Sheldon 1998), this scale has not been validated. It ranges from 0 (less symptoms) 

to 79 (more symptoms). 

The 10item Perceived Stress scale (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.84) measures the degree to 

which situations in one's life are appraised as stressful, with items like ‘How often have 

you felt that you were unable to control the important things in your life?’ (Cohen et 

al. 1983; Cohen and Williamson 1988). It uses a 5point scale to rate the frequency of 

each feeling. The timeframe in the original scale is one month but the author states 
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that smaller shorter periods would be acceptable. The score ranges from 0 (less 

perceived stress) to 40 (more perceived stress). 

The Irritability, Depression and Anxiety scale is a multidimensional instrument that 

consists of subscales measuring four constructs: outward irritability (Spearman–

Brown formula coefficients = 0.77, 0.80, 0.88) with items like ‘I lose my temper and 

shout or snap at others’, inward irritability (Spearman–Brown formula coefficients = 

0.70, 0.92, 0.93) with items like ‘I get angry with myself or call myself names’, 

depression (Spearman–Brown formula coefficients = 0.72, 0.77, 0.81) with items like ‘I 

can laugh and feel amused’, and anxiety (Spearman–Brown formula coefficients = 0.74, 

0.80, 0.87) with items like ‘I have an uncomfortable feeling like butterflies in the 

stomach’ (Snaith et al. 1978). The first two constructs have 4 items while the last two 

have 5 items. They use a 4point scale to rate the frequency of each feeling. Scores 

range from 0 (less irritability) to 12 in the case of the irritability subscales and from 0 

(less depression/anxiety) to 15 (more depression/anxiety) in the case of depression 

and anxiety subscales. The timeframe in the original scales is the last two days. 

5.6.3 Process measures 

A series of measures were collected to assess the trial process and performance. In 

order to evaluate recruitment, the number of recruited participants per day, how they 

heard about the study (closeended question), online promotion channels statistics 

and queries to the research team were collected. Once people signed up for the trial, 

date and time of videos played and questionnaires completed per participant were 

registered to evaluate their participation. 

Clarity, compliance and interest were measured using the following single items asked 

at the end of the trial (closeended questions): ‘To what extent did you feel that the 

course instructions were clear enough for you to understand what you were being 

asked to do?’, ‘To what extent did you follow the course instructions?’ and ‘Are you 

interested in going on practising what you have learnt?’. 
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5.6.4 Collection of qualitative data 

Complementing trials with qualitative approaches is a widely recommended strategy 

for complex interventions, as these involve behavioural processes that are difficult to 

capture using quantitative methods alone (Mason et al. 2002; Verhoef et al. 2002; 

Craig et al. 2008; Lewin et al. 2009). In addition, including a qualitative component was 

shown to be beneficial in previous kindnessbased meditation trials as shown in the 

literature review (see section  2.3.3). 

The primary aim of qualitative data collection in this trial was to explore more in depth 

the participants’ experiences of the intervention. This way it would be possible to 

unpack processes of change, to capture whether the intervention worked in ways 

other than expected, to examine the appropriateness of the underlying theory, to 

explore reasons for the findings of the trial or to explore whether some individuals 

benefited from the intervention more than others. 

The qualitative data set consisted of three sources. Participants were encouraged to 

write about expectations and course experiences in an electronic personal diary and to 

interact with each other and with the study team through an online forum. The 

personal diary could only be seen by the participant while the forum entries could be 

seen by all the participants who were randomised to the same course. There were two 

fora, one for each arm of the trial. They were unmoderated (i.e. posted messages did 

not need to be approved by a moderator to become visible). A third set of qualitative 

data were the replies participants who abandoned the course gave when asked to 

explain the reasons for abandoning.  

5.7 Sample size calculation 

The minimum sample size required was calculated to detect a change in wellbeing, the 

primary outcome. A combined national Scottish representative dataset of 1749 

random subjects surveyed between 2006 and 2007 found a near normal distribution of 

the WarwickEdinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale with a mean of 50.7 points and a 

standard deviation of 8.79 points (StewartBrown and Janmohamed 2008). To detect a 
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change of 4 points in this scale (approximately half standard deviation) at p<0.05 with 

90% power, 100 participants per group were estimated to be required (Whitley and 

Ball 2002). The aim was to recruit at least an extra 20% per study arm to account for 

the expected attrition rates (as observed from previous LKM studies, see section  2.2). 

5.8 Randomisation methods 

Randomisation was done automatically using computer generated random numbers. 

This procedure was hardcoded into the website, therefore assignation was concealed 

from the researcher, who could not access the website’s programming code in order to 

view or manipulate participants’ assignments. Simple randomisation was performed 

because it provides optimal bias reduction in large (more than 200 participants) and 

unmasked trials (Lachin et al. 1988). 

5.9 Blinding 

Blinding participants was not possible because of the behavioural nature of the 

interventions. However, the study was advertised as a comparative trial about the 

effects of meditation and exercise on wellbeing and efforts were made not to refer to 

the LE group as a control group but as a beneficial and equalquality course to the LKM 

course. This was done to avoid participants behaving differently by knowing that they 

were in the intervention group (e.g., feeling excited because it will be something new) 

or in the control group (e.g., feeling deprived or bored because they will not try 

anything new). 

Outcome assessment was blind because automatic Internetbased questionnaires 

were used for data collection. Intervention delivery was blind because the 

interventions were videobased, however, the researcher interacting with participants 

in the LKM and LE fora could not be blind. 
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5.10 Ethical assessment, protocol registration and 

reporting 

Ethical approval from Cardiff University Medical School Research Ethics Committee 

was obtained for the study (see Appendix 1 Figure 3). The protocol for this trial has 

been prospectively registered in an official public database and can be seen in 

Appendix 1 Figure 2 (Galante 2012). CONSORT and CONSORT EHEALTH checklists were 

used to report the trial (Moher et al. 2010; Eysenbach 2011). 

5.11 Quantitative analysis 

The quantitative analysis had two main aspects. First, outcomes were compared 

between the two arms of the study using inferential statistics. This step incorporated a 

strategy to deal with missing data. Second, possible causal pathways from LKM to 

wellbeing were explored using a structural model. In addition, descriptive statistics 

were presented. All statistical analyses were conducted by the author at an alpha level 

of p=0.05 (twosided) and using Stata, a generalpurpose statistical software package 

(StataCorp 2013). Mplus, a latent variable modelling programme (Muthén and Muthén 

2001), was used to run diagnostic tests for generalised structural equation models, a 

function not available in Stata. 

5.11.1 Preparation of the data 

During the trial outcome data was automatically stored online using SQL databases. 

For the analysis these databases were queried and imported into Stata. Then, 

databases were merged into one, variables were prepared and labelled, and 

questionnaire scores were calculated. 

5.11.2 Descriptive statistics 

Flow of participants, randomised and completer sample demographics, baseline 

variables, retention figures, participation process indicators and missing data figures 
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were described. Significance tests of baseline differences between arms were 

conducted to assess potential imbalances produced by chance during randomisation 

(Kenneth et al. 2010). Differences between completers and noncompleters were also 

assessed. For categorical variables, differences between groups were analysed using χ2 

or Fischer test (when categories had five or less participants). Ttests were used for 

continuous normally distributed variables or big sample sizes (considered as more than 

100 participants per group) applying the central limit theorem. Twosample Wilcoxon 

ranksum tests were used for nonnormal continuous variables with small sample sizes. 

Regression analyses were used to find predictors of attrition. Attrition curves were 

plotted using KaplanMeier survival estimates and predictors of early attrition were 

analysed using a Cox proportional hazards model. 

5.11.3 Comparative effectiveness and treatment of 

missing data 

Randomly allocating interventions to trial participants is the best strategy to achieve 

comparability. In order to preserve the benefit from randomisation, the comparative 

analysis should follow the intentiontotreat principle, which is that all study 

participants are retained in the arm to which they were originally randomised and no 

participants are removed from the analyses (Moher et al. 2010). This requires having 

outcome data for all the randomised participants.  

In this study, missing data in the outcome variables were expected as high dropout 

rates were found in previous Internetbased RCTs (see section  2.2). Further missing 

data were expected, both in the outcome and baseline variables, due to participants 

selecting the ‘prefer not to answer’ option present in all questionnaires.   

 An intentiontotreat analysis when participants abandon the study before completing 

postintervention measures requires estimating these measures from other 

information that was collected (Carpenter and Kenward 2008). Estimation of the 

missing data allows the analysis to conform to the intentiontotreat principle but 

requires strong assumptions.  
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If missing data are not estimated or the assumptions are not true, the analysis is likely 

to be biased. In this situation bias occurs when the reasons for abandoning the study 

are related to the intervention, and could lead to an overestimation of the effect of the 

intervention because the results only reflect the effect on completers. 

The analytic strategy described below was selected because it makes the most of the 

available data (i.e. is efficient) and can accommodate varying degrees and types of 

missing data with relatively few assumptions about their nature. 

As a preliminary step, baseline missing data were deterministically imputed using 

mean imputation conditional on other baseline variables. This approach is considered 

valid for baseline data imputation in RCTs because the distribution of baseline 

covariates with missing values is likely balanced across randomised groups 

independently of the missing data mechanism (White and Thompson 2005; Carpenter 

and Kenward 2008, p. 37; Groenwold et al. 2012b). In order to calculate conditional 

means, regression models were fitted and their predicted values were used to impute 

missing values in the corresponding baseline variable, which was the dependent 

variable in each model. The objective of imputing data in the case of baseline variables 

was to improve efficiency by using the observed baseline data for those observations 

with some missing baseline data instead of dropping the participant altogether. 

The main analysis was a complete case analysis adjusted for baseline variables using 

regression modelling. This method is considered valid under the intention to treat 

principle for RCTs with one postintervention outcome measurement point, and as 

efficient as multiple imputation (White and Thompson 2005; Carpenter and Kenward 

2008; White and Carlin 2010; Groenwold et al. 2012a; Groenwold et al. 2012b). A 

binary baseline data indicator variable was included in order to increase efficiency 

(White and Thompson 2005). 

To be considered valid under the intention to treat principle, this method requires that 

missing outcome data are assumed as ‘missing completely at random’ (MCAR) or 

‘missing at random’ (MAR). This is called the MAR assumption.  

Outcome data are MCAR when the reason that caused the data to be missing is 

completely unrelated to any inference we wish to draw about the effect of the 
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intervention (Carpenter and Kenward 2008). These data are as likely to be missing for 

one participant as for another, whatever their characteristics or arm of the trial.  

Therefore, MCAR data does not threaten the intentiontotreat principle. 

Outcome data are MAR when the reason that caused the data to be missing is related 

to the intervention but is also related to the baseline variables that were measured in 

the trial. As an example, MAR data could be generated in a trial if participants with 

poor baseline health are more likely to abandon the study. In a trial with attrition all 

randomised participants complete the baseline measurements, but only a fraction 

completes the outcome measurements. Using baseline information the characteristics 

of those who dropped out can be explored. If the baseline information is capable of 

fully characterising the participants who dropped out (i.e. if missing data are MAR), 

then adjusting by baseline variables in the outcome analysis should level out the 

differences between completers and noncompleters. In other words, MAR data can 

be transformed to MCAR data conditional on adjusting by baseline variables in the 

comparative effectiveness analysis (Carpenter and Kenward 2008). The analytic 

strategy selected for this study implies assuming that missing data are MAR and 

adjusting by baseline variables to transform MAR data to MCAR. 

The MAR assumption implies that the baseline information is capable of fully 

characterising the participants who dropped out. If there are differences between 

completers and noncompleters that could not be captured by baseline variables, it is 

said that data are missing ‘not at random’ (MNAR). This cannot be formally tested 

because by definition MNAR data depend on unknown variables, but it can be 

explored using information from the trial setting. For this purpose, differences 

between completers and noncompleters were calculated and reasons for abandoning 

the study were explored using qualitative analysis.   

All statistical models were fitted manually. After fitting main effects models regression 

diagnostic tests were performed to determine the validity of any model assumptions, 

goodness of fit was assessed and issues with collinearity and influential observations 

were explored. 
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Variable transformation was used as required in order to normalise the distributions. 

However, only the p values were used to interpret analyses comparing differences in 

transformed data because β and confidence intervals may include zero or negative 

values which lose meaning if transformed back (e.g., squaring a negative value in a 

confidence interval will give a positive value, and this may artificially make a difference 

significant). Thus, β and confidence intervals for transformed data were not 

transformed back.  

Subgroup analyses were conducted according to age, gender, education level, financial 

situation and baseline depression. Previous meditation expertise was also included as 

it may be an effect modifier (Baer et al. 2006). In order to conduct the subgroup 

analyses, these predefined variables were incorporated as interaction terms in the 

regression models.  

Changes in outcomes comparing their scores before and after the courses were also 

reported in each group. Ttests and 95% confidence intervals (95%CI) were calculated 

for normally distributed variables or big sample sizes (considered as more than 100 

participants per group) applying the central limit theorem, and Wilcoxon signedrank 

tests and binomial exact 95%CI were used for nonnormal variables with small sample 

sizes. 

5.11.4 Theoretical pathways 

A structural model was developed as described in sections  4.4 and 5.6.2 to investigate 

possible causal pathways from LKM to wellbeing. Structural equation modelling (SEM) 

is a set of statistical procedures that can be applied to quantitative data allowing the 

researcher to test theoretically specified models of the relationships between 

measured variables like questionnaire scores and unmeasured latent variables (Fife

Schaw 2000). This way, in opposition to classic regression and path analysis, there is 

room for latent constructs which are in principle imperfectly measured by the 

questionnaires and SEM takes this error in measurement into account. The objective is 

to determine whether the theoretical model is reflected on the data collected, or in 
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other words, whether the correlations that exist in the dataset are accurately 

described by the theoretical model. If they are it is said that the model fits the data.  

To build the structural model, first each pathway of the model was tested as a sub

model. If convergence could not be achieved, theoretically plausible modifications 

were tested until a modified submodel that fitted the data was achieved. Then, the 

submodels were combined into one global model. Again, some modifications with 

theoretical sense were allowed for if the initial fit was poor.  

Since standard SEM techniques only allow for continuous variables, in order to allow 

for binomial variables like LKM practice and donation, generalised structural equation 

modelling (GSEM) was used. Only postintervention scores were used. Standardised 

regression coefficients (β), factor loadings (λ) and goodness of fit were calculated. 

5.12 Qualitative analysis 

Qualitative data comprised diary and forum entries and openended replies to the trial 

abandonment question. These data, as the quantitative data, were automatically 

stored online using SQL databases. For the analysis these databases were queried and 

imported into Stata, where they were prepared to be imported as spreadsheets with 

time stamped entries into NVivo 10 qualitative analysis software. 

Using thematic analysis, entries were coded and key themes developed which reflect 

the prevalence and reiteration of particular points of view (Braun and Clarke 2006) 

(Bekkers et al. 2010). In that sense, the key themes can be said to reflect emerging 

trends in the data which are interpreted and grouped together as part of the analytic 

process.  

The main coding categories were set out to reflect facilitators and barriers to wellbeing 

and were organised as twin hierarchical node trees, one for each arm of the trial. 

Inside these broad categories coding was conducted at deeper levels, departing from a 

twin structure. One researcher examined and analysed the data, although the coding 

structure was frequently discussed and then finalised in cooperation with a second 
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experienced qualitative researcher. Themes were developed based on the final coding 

categories and presented as a narrative description. 

5.13 Chapter summary 

In this chapter the present study was described as an Internetbased parallel 

randomised controlled trial in which LKM was compared against LE as an active control 

group. Eligibility criteria were broad and at least 240 people from the general public 

were expected to be recruited. The primary outcome was wellbeing, although there 

were several secondary outcomes which were selected to measure the model 

proposed in section  4.4. Process measures and qualitative data were also collected. 

Quantitative and qualitative data analysis strategies were developed. The next chapter 

describes how the website, interventions and recruitment strategy were developed for 

the study. 
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Chapter 6. Methods: Development of 
study materials and 
recruitment strategy 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter explains how the study described in Chapter 5 was conducted. Website 

features, training courses and recruitment strategy preparations will be described. 

6.2 Website 

As the core structure of the study, the website was complex and served multiple 

functions. Participants consented, completed the questionnaires and were randomised 

and trained online. 

The development of the website had to satisfy some key requirements: 

 As the recipient of participant data it had to be secure. 

 As the exclusive interface with participants, it had to be very simple to navigate 

and fast to load in all types of devices (PCs, laptops, netbooks, tablets and 

smartphones) (Fan and Yan 2010; van Gelder et al. 2010).  

 In order to attract prospective participants it had to be visually attractive. 

The website was developed by the researcher and a programmer who was a member 

of the University department where the research took place. It went through several 

stages of development and testing. Testing was internal, with the members of the 

development team acting as testers, and external, with members of the public testing 

the website. Internal testing was performed after every significant development or 

modification, while external testing took place in the pilot studies which are described 

in Chapter 7.  
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6.2.1 Website structure 

A diagram showing the general structure of the website is shown in Figure  6.1. 

Snapshots of all the website pages that will be described in this section are available in 

Appendix 4. The website was hosted by Cardiff University servers, so enrolment 

information, consents, questionnaire responses, and forum and diary data were stored 

securely. The course videos were stored in a third party video hosting website (Vimeo 

2013) and links to them were embedded in the study website. 

Each textbox represents a webpage. Webpages that were available to all visitors (i.e. open-

access) are contained in a solid line textbox. Webpages contained in a dotted line textbox were 

only available after logging in and had an identical structure for the loving-kindness meditation 

and light exercise courses. Log-in was only possible after joining the study and being provided 

with a password. Abbreviations: FAQ: Frequently-asked questions; N&U: News and updates. 

A ‘.co.uk’ website address was bought to make the web address simple to remember 

and type (https://webwellbeingexperience.co.uk). This address served as a portal, 

instantly redirecting traffic to the address where the website was hosted, which was 

Figure  6.1. General structure of the study website.  
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more difficult to remember (https://medic.cardiff.ac.uk/new/wwe/index.asp). The 

landing page was the homepage, which displayed the study name, logo and motto, 

Cardiff University logo, rotating photos extracted from the course videos, a brief 

introduction to the study, and the main menu. Prospective participants could learn 

about all aspects of the trial by visiting the ‘About the study’ and ‘Frequently asked 

questions’ webpages from the main menu. They could also read about the latest 

updates in the ‘News and updates’ tab, and find details about how to contact the study 

team in the ‘Contact us’ tab. The study team could be contacted by email, by mail or 

via a freephone helpline. Calls were received by the Cardiff University Participant 

Resource Centre, a science dedicated call centre which operates to commercial 

standards. Calls were handled by operators trained by the researcher and escalation 

procedures allowed participants to speak to her if required.  

6.2.2 Website dynamics 

Participants had to selfenrol. When ready to join the study, visitors had to click on the 

‘Join’ tab to be taken to the consent webpage where preconsent information was 

displayed. The information consisted of a brief description of the study eligibility 

criteria, confidentiality and withdrawal procedures. Participants consented by clicking 

on an ‘I agree’ button and were then requested to give their name and surname, date 

of birth, email address, postcode and a nickname for the forum. Finally, an automated 

email message was sent to the given email address inviting them to log in for the first 

time.  This email message contained an easy to remember password (e.g., 

dog49jump) unique for each participant to use throughout the study. This email 

message confirmed that the email address was valid and that the user who had signed 

up was the owner. It was not possible to sign up for the study twice with the same e

mail address.  

During the trial, participants had to visit the members’ webpage to log in and be taken 

to their personal dashboard. From their dashboard they had access to different 

features according to the stage of the trial they were at (see Appendix 4).  
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Participants could sign up at any moment during the recruitment period. Course 

starting dates were staggered so that participants could start their training not more 

than 7 days after giving their consent. This meant new training groups were starting 

every week, so recruiting participants and conducting the trial overlapped on an 

ongoing basis. Courses started each Monday. Once participants signed up, they were 

told that they would know about their course assignment after completing the 

questionnaires, and that their course would start the following Monday. Only a ‘Next 

questionnaire’ button was available in their dashboard. Questionnaires were displayed 

in serial order, each finished questionnaire was saved and a new ‘Next questionnaire’ 

button appeared on screen until all the questionnaires were completed.  Participants 

did not have to complete all questionnaires in a single session and could use their 

study username and password to return to the website repeatedly. However, each 

questionnaire had to be completed in a single session in order to be saved. All the 

questions in the study questionnaires needed to be replied in order to progress to 

ensure that none was overlooked. However, all included a ‘Prefer not to answer’ 

option as recommended for Internetbased studies (Mathieu et al. 2012). 

After completing the baseline questionnaires participants had access to the ‘About the 

course’, ‘Course FAQ’, ‘Personal diary’ and ‘Forum’ webpages. The fora were very 

simple to use, with no threads (subpages with topics) and posts ordered from most 

recent to less recent. The personal diary worked like a simple blog where automatically 

dated entries were sequentially recorded and displayed.  

Once the course started participants received an automated email reminding them of 

this, and upon logging in they saw a ‘Week 1 session 1’ button that took them to their 

first session. Each session consisted of a 10minute video. There were 20 sessions in 

total. Each day of the week excluding weekends a new session was made available. If a 

participant missed a session the website would not show any new sessions until the 

participant clicked on the missed session. This meant that participants had to watch all 

the sessions in order to finish the course and access the postintervention 

questionnaires. Participants could also access previous sessions. In addition, written 

summaries of previous sessions were available in printable PDF format. 
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After starting the course participants received automated email reminders only if they 

were one, three, five or ten sessions behind their schedule. The last of these emails, 

when the participant was ten sessions behind, requested them to let the study team 

know why they were quitting the study. Another automated email with the same 

request was sent after two months of inactivity. If participants were five sessions away 

from finishing the course or less, before the last email reminder they would receive 

another email encouraging them to complete the course.  

In addition, all participants received eight automated email messages throughout the 

course triggered by course progression with open questions about their experiences 

encouraging them to write in the forum and personal diary. The text of the all the 

automated email messages and reminders can be seen in Appendix 5. The usage of 

SMS reminders was considered as an option but could not be implemented due to 

limited resources. 

After finishing the course participants were presented with the postintervention 

questionnaires. After completing these questionnaires they were offered 

£10.00/$10.00 and the choice of donating all or half of this to charity, as explained in 

section 5.6.2. In addition, they were entered into a prize draw for £100/$100 in 

Amazon vouchers. 

The study then continued for another three months. Consent included recontacting 

participants for a three months’ followup set of questionnaires. Participants had 

access to course materials, personal diary and forum during this period, although their 

forum entries could only be seen by the other course completers. After completing the 

followup questionnaires participants had access to the alternative course as well. 

Participants who did not complete the course were recontacted and requested to 

complete the followup questionnaires too, although they could not access the 

alternative course. Data on the followup phase is not presented in this thesis because 

this phase was ongoing at the time this document was written. 
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6.3 Training courses 

The general purpose of the courses was to introduce participants to an array of either 

LKM or LE basic techniques with the aim of preparing and encouraging participants to 

start a short daily routine. Both courses were developed for wide audiences at a 

beginner level, starting with simple techniques and gently progressing to include 

slightly more complex exercises. The plan for the delivery of the interventions is 

explained in Table  6.1. 

A substantial advantage of the Internetbased format is that no travel or fixed times 

are required; therefore it was possible to implement frequent sessions, which was 

shown to be beneficial (Schoormans and Nyklicek 2011). Because the courses were 

aimed at beginners and in order to avoid attrition due to extensive sessions it was 

decided to provide short sessions. Sessions consisted of a 10minute video which the 

participant had to play and practise in real time with actors demonstrating the 

exercises. Instructions were in the form of a voiceover and clear enough that videos 

could be followed with eyes closed if desired. The videos used for the LKM course are 

accessible by visiting http://lkmcoursevideos.blogspot.co.uk/ and the videos used for 

the LE course are accessible by visiting http://lecoursevideos.blogspot.co.uk/ 

(password for the videos: ‘phd’). 

Training courses were designed to be as similar as possible between the study arms in 

all aspects unrelated to content. The rationale behind this strategy was to control for 

nonspecific effects. The person who recorded the voiceover, the background settings, 

the typography, the video quality and the actors demonstrating the exercises were the 

same in both courses. In addition, the requirements were similar for both courses (a 

space with some privacy, a chair or cushion, an electronic device connected to the 

Internet and the possibility to listen to a soundtrack). Each course had dedicated 

’About the course’ and ‘Frequently asked questions’ webpages that were similarly 

structured containing information about the course objectives, structure, practicalities, 

background information, answers to common questions and tips to persevere with the 

practice. 
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Meditation and exercise courses are frequently taught in group sessions. In order to 

allow for peer support and to stimulate the sense of a community of practitioners a 

forum was available for each arm where participants could interact with each other 

and with the researcher, who presented herself in the fora as an anonymous member 

of the study team. Peer support has been found to be important by previous studies 

(Boellinghaus 2011; Krusche et al. 2012). In addition, research on Internetbased 

psychotherapeutic interventions has found that minimal therapist contact increases 

motivation in clients (Palmqvist et al. 2007), so it was deemed that offering minimal 

guidance and motivation through the means of the fora would increase participants’ 

adherence. 

Both courses were fully automated except for the fora, which were monitored and 

responded to by the researcher on a daily basis. Contributions were brief and either 

responded to participants’ queries or posed open and reflective questions (e.g., ‘Many 

of you have indicated that the exercises help you to relax. What about energy? Do you 

feel tired or energetic after the sessions?’, or ‘Would you mind telling us a bit more 

about how you manage to make time despite other pressures? Any useful strategies 

you wish to share with us?’). As the fora were dynamic and not automated, they 

constitute the only aspect of the intervention that could be more difficult to replicate 

and to guarantee equal development across arms of the study.  

Table  6.1. Delivery of the interventions. 

 1st week 2nd week 3rd week 4th week 

LKM 

Course 

exercises 

Focused on 

oneself and loved 

ones. 

Incorporation of 

strangers and 

‘difficult people’. 

Incorporation of 

all of humanity. 

Special forms of 

LKM & 

integration. 

LE course 

exercises 

Simple and easy 

to do. 

Slight increase in 

difficulty and 

complexity. 

Slight increase in 

difficulty and 

complexity. 

Integration. 

Interaction One forum per arm of the trial.  

Abbreviations: LE: light exercise, LKM: loving-kindness meditation 
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6.3.1 Loving-kindness meditation course 

This course was designed to be completely secular and did not mention or made 

references to any religion. However, it followed the traditional Buddhist progression in 

LKM: directing caring feelings towards oneself and loved ones, then towards 

acquaintances and strangers, then towards difficult people, and finally to all beings 

without distinction. This was the approach used in most of the studies testing long 

term (i.e. more than one week) LKM training (e.g., Carson et al. 2005; Fredrickson et al. 

2008).  Lovingkindness meditation exercises were preceded by brief introductory 

breathing, concentration and mindfulness exercises to settle the mind. In most of the 

exercises a reference was made about the aim of the exercise. 

The course was designed by the researcher, a meditation practitioner and yoga 

teacher, based on traditional LKM and meditation literature (Sujiva 1991; 

Buddharakkhita 1995; Salzberg 1995; Pilon 2003; Ospina et al. 2007; Salzberg 2011b; 

Wilson and Janson 2011). The main source for the LKM exercises was the book ‘Loving

Kindness: The Revolutionary Art of Happiness’ by Sharon Salzberg (1995) and the main 

source for the introductory exercises was ‘Compassion Focused Mindfulness: 9 Session 

Programme Course Handbook’ by Alistair Wilson et al. (Wilson and Janson 2011). Both 

Sharon Salzberg and Alistair Wilson granted written permission for exercises and 

teachings to be used in this study.  

6.3.2 Light exercise course 

The course presented the participants with a selection of light exercises aimed at 

increasing mobility, reducing stiffness, improving circulation and avoiding pain or 

repetitive strain injuries that may result from sedentary or repetitive jobs. Secondary 

aims were to strengthen key areas of the body and to improve balance.   

They comprised simple procedures such as rotation of the head, shoulders, arms, trunk 

and ankles, stretching of legs, spine, arms and hands, and a few squats and similar 

wholebody slightly aerobic simple exercises. An expert in body posture reeducation 

and lecturer in body techniques for college drama students was in charge of devising 

and selecting the exercises that would comply with these aims. The researcher then 
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put the exercise routines together so that each session exercised a variety of body 

parts and the range and complexity gradually increased throughout the course. In 

most of the exercises the voiceover briefly referred to the aim of the exercise. 

6.4 Recruitment strategy 

A recruitment strategy with a strong online component was designed. This was judged 

to be convenient because the trial itself was Internetbased, with an openaccess 

website (i.e. visible to any visitor on the web) and selfenrolment procedures, so there 

was a special interest in reaching online audiences. Additionally, there was a greater 

chance of promoting the study nationwide at a relatively low cost than with an offline 

campaign. 

6.4.1 Online strategy 

The online strategy promoted the study using the channels set out below. 

6.4.1.1 Search engine optimisation 

Efforts were made to position the website high in the web search engine rankings 

(search engine optimisation techniques). This depends heavily on the number of visits 

to the website, but also involves adapting the website structure to search engines 

requirements and registering the website with them. An interim website was uploaded 

approximately six months before recruitment started in order to gain presence and 

direct queries and expressions of interest to the study’s email address or the social 

media channels.  

6.4.1.2 Social media 

The social media aspect of the recruitment strategy was based on Facebook and 

Twitter online networks. In both cases the intention was to create a virtual community 

around the study, therefore Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/ 

TheWebWellbeingExperience) and Twitter (https://twitter.com/wwe_study) profiles 
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representing the study were created and networking activities started approximately 

six months before recruitment started. 

The Facebook page that represented the study contained brief study details and 

referred visitors to the study website. In turn, the ‘News and updates’ section of the 

study website contained a link back to it. A snapshot of the Facebook page can be seen 

in Appendix 6 Figure 1. 

Contents related to topics such as health, wellbeing, human rights, mental health, 

exercise and kindness were posted every week before the study started recruiting and 

every day during recruitment. In order to avoid generating expectations about the 

study interventions, claims relating to the benefits of meditation, whether evidence

based or not, were not included. Study news and updates were also posted. 

Facebook groups and pages displaying contents or events related to health, wellbeing, 

spirituality, science or volunteering were followed (‘liked’) and contacted to see if a 

post promoting the study could be displayed to their followers. 

A paid advert campaign was maintained during the recruitment period. The campaign 

was automatically run by Facebook, displaying a small advert on the right hand side of 

the screen for Facebook users who described themselves as adults resident in the 

U.K./U.S.A. (see Appendix 6 Figure 2). Those who clicked on the advert were directed 

to the Facebook study page. 

The Twitter profile representing the study contained brief study details and referred 

visitors to the study website. The ‘News and updates’ section of the study website 

contained a link to the Twitter profile and also showed all the Twitter posts (‘tweets’) 

embedded in the page. A snapshot of the Twitter profile can be seen in Appendix 6 

Figure 3. 

Contents were similar to those posted in the Facebook page, and the type of Twitter 

users followed and contacted were similar to those in Facebook. Followers were 

periodically requested to forward (‘retweet’) the study details to their followers. 
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6.4.1.3 Other channels 

A short video showing parts of the online courses was made and uploaded to YouTube 

(Galante 2013). This taster was promoted using the social media platforms and a link 

to it was included in email messages promoting the study. 

More than 130 personal and professional contacts were emailed with the study 

details. They were invited to take part and asked to forward the information to those 

they thought could be interested. 

Websites promoting contents related to health, wellbeing, spirituality, science and 

volunteering, and online freebies listings were contacted to see if they could promote 

the study in any way. Some of them published information about the study (see 

Appendix 6) (British Nordic Walking 2013; Help from Home 2013; I Love Freebies UK 

2013; Whole Science 2013). 

More than 20 radio stations, newspapers, magazines and journalists who had 

published related contents in the past were contacted to see if the study could be 

mentioned. Media alerts were set in order to spot media publishing related contents 

and contact them. UK Health Radio mentioned the study and promoted it on their 

website (see Appendix 6 Figure 7) (UK Health Radio 2013).  

A message was posted on Cardiff University’s main intranet notice board (displayed in 

the intranet homepage) every week for the duration of the recruitment period. This 

message was in English and Welsh and could be seen by all members of staff and 

students throughout the University (see Appendix 6 Figure 8). Other universities and 

large organisations were contacted to see if a message could be posted on their 

intranet notice boards.  

Adverts were posted regularly on Gumtree, a website for free classified adverts in the 

U.K. (see Appendix 6 Figure 9). A paid advert campaign was run during June 2013 

displaying a small advert in varied U.S.A. media websites through Sponsored Listings 

Advertising. 
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6.4.2 Offline strategy 

Cardiff University’s News Centre issued a press release soon after the study started 

recruiting (available in Appendix 6 Figure 10) and disseminated it to their media list. As 

a result of the Centre’s dissemination work, an article about the difference between 

physical and mental exercise was published in the Western Mail (see Appendix 6 Figure 

11 for a snapshot). 

Leaflets with the study details were distributed in public places and events. Appendix 6 

Figure 12 shows a snapshot of a leaflet. Cardiff University’s staff and student support 

service agreed to redistribute further study leaflets. 

6.5 Chapter summary 

This chapter described the characteristics of the complex website that was designed to 

accommodate all the phases of the study. The homepage and information pages were 

openaccess. After participants selfenrolled, they gained access to a members area 

which displayed different links depending on the study phase. Participation was 

encouraged by automated email messages. Online fora stimulated interaction and 

were the only nonautomated feature. 

The chapter also explained how the intervention, a secular LKM course following the 

traditional steps, and the control group, an LE course, were designed for beginners, 

mirroring each other in every aspect except interventionspecific contents.  

Finally, the recruitment strategy was presented, which focused on good positioning in 

search engine results and continued social media presence. Other online and offline 

channels were activated. The next chapter describes the pilot work that was done to 

test many of the features described in this chapter. 
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Chapter 7. Pilot work 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the external testing that was performed on the study materials 

described in Chapter 6. Thorough pilot work was needed, given the innovative 

Internetbased nature of the study and the high degree of automatism in the trial, 

which prevented modifications while the study was running (Fan and Yan 2010; van 

Gelder et al. 2010; Oppenheimer et al. 2011; Mathieu et al. 2012). Two pilot studies 

were conducted.  

7.2 Pre-randomisation pilot 

A first small pilot study tested the trial stages prior to randomisation. The aim was to 

test the readability and suitability of the information pages for prospective 

participants, as well as the consent text and the questionnaires. Participants were 

asked for written feedback. 

A small convenience sample was recruited and asked to read the information pages, go 

through a simulated login procedure and complete the questionnaires. Participants 

were requested to comment on anything they felt was important. A nonexhaustive list 

was suggested to them: 

 Information about the study (clarity, quantity, acceptability) 

 Onscreen instructions 

 Procedures 

 Appearance 

 Speed/responsiveness 

 Navigating the questionnaires 
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They were also requested to report which browser (e.g., Internet Explorer, Firefox) and 

device (e.g., PC, laptop, tablet, smartphone) they had used.  

This pilot study was conducted in February 2012 with three participants not related to 

this project. Overall, they were satisfied with the website as they considered it 

attractive and simple to use. However, they pointed out some typographical errors and 

suggested improvements in some areas. Their main suggestions were: 

 To shorten the blocks of text and to divide them into shorter sections 

  To explain or replace some technical words 

 A list of questions to be included in the FAQ section 

 To add a postal address and a telephone number to the ‘Contact Us’ page to 

increase transparency 

The suggestions were addressed before the second pilot study was conducted. 

7.3 Integrated pilot2 

The three aims of the integrated pilot study were to test:  

 The feasibility and acceptability of the Internetbased LKM course 

 The dynamics of the study (i.e. the way the study components like consent or 

questionnaires followed one another)  

 The website’s functionality  

This study piloted all the stages of the main study with the exception of the 

randomisation and the LE course as all the participants were assigned to the LKM 

course. The LE course was not included because it was being developed at that time. 

                                                      
2
 The results of this pilot study were presented in poster format at the International Symposia for 

Contemplative Studies, 2629 April 2012, Denver, U.S.A., and at the 8th annual congress of the 

International Society for Complementary Medicine Research (ISCMR), 1113 April 2013, London, UK. 
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However, the general format of the courses was identical (e.g., setting, layout, 

voiceover, actors, length) so testing one course would provide information on the 

other too. Testing the LKM course was considered more relevant than testing the LE 

course because there was more uncertainty regarding its feasibility and acceptability. 

Videobased physical exercise instruction is simple and widely accepted. While there 

are several books and CDs which teach simple meditation techniques, LKM is 

traditionally taught in person and in a group format. 

7.3.1 Methods 

A convenience sample was recruited from colleagues and friends not involved in the 

project. Ethical approval from the Medical School Research Ethics Committee was 

obtained (see Appendix 1 Figure 4) and participants consented in person to the 

integrated pilot study. In addition to the £10 they were offered at the end of the 

training, pilot participants received £5 at the beginning of the study as a token of 

appreciation. 

After having consented to take part in the pilot study, participants were given the 

website address and were requested to go online and join the study as if they were 

participants in the main study. They went through the information and consent online 

procedures, completed the baseline questionnaires, and started the LKM course the 

following Monday, echoing the procedures of the main trial. In addition to piloting the 

baseline and postintervention questionnaires, this study piloted administering 

questionnaires on a weekly basis. 

Even though participants were presented with a fully functional course with videos, 

diaries and forum, emails were sent manually because the automatic scheduler had 

not been programmed when the pilot study took place. From the participants’ point of 

view the only functional difference with the final study was that the pilot forum was 

considerably more difficult to access than the fora used in the final study because it 

required a new login with different user data. 

After finishing the course participants were asked to complete the postintervention 

questionnaires. Finally, they took part in a focus group discussion facilitated by an 
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experienced moderator who was a member of the project team (not the main 

researcher). Data from the focus group were qualitatively analysed using thematic 

analysis (Braun and Clarke 2006), with the aim to provide insight into both content 

(how participants experienced the intervention) and process (participants’ impressions 

about how the intervention was delivered). The use of qualitative methodologies to 

develop an intervention for a randomised controlled trial is a well known strategy 

(Lewin et al. 2009). 

7.3.2 Results 

In March 2012 ten people not involved in the project participated and completed the 

integrated pilot study. The age of the participants ranged from 25 to 82 years old, six 

were female and four were male. Almost all of them were new to meditation but were 

interested in the subject. None of them withdrew from the study. Eight people 

attended the focus group. Two people could not attend because of overlapping 

commitments. 

Participants reported they liked the videos but found it difficult to schedule the LKM 

sessions on a daily basis. All of them took more than one month (target time for 

completion) to finish the course but less than five weeks because they had to finish 

before the focus group meeting that took place five weeks after they started the study. 

The main themes that were evident in the focus group discussion are presented in 

Figure  7.1. All the participants agreed that LKM was a deeply personal experience:  

... it reminds you about the world and what place we take within the world and 
what’s the purpose of us being, existing. I think it put into concept the whole 
existence of ourselves, or myself, or everyone around me. (Sacha) 3 

Many participants felt this experience was challenging: 

There was this challenge thrown at you and you practised with it, and you 
played with it and then you felt different after you’ve done it. (Anne) 

                                                      
3
 Participants’ names have been anonymised. 
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However, LKM was felt to be liberating, especially with regards to difficult 

interpersonal relationships: 

I was having work problems with a few colleagues and so the problems were 
very present, but what I found was that it was liberating to send kindness to 
them... (Anne) 

When I thought about someone that I dislike (...) I was working for myself, not 
for that person and I could reach a moment of peacefulness because of this. 
(Ali) 

The Internet-based format was deemed to be a facilitator of intimacy: 

But it is that kind of intimacy, that you are there with your computer and you 
don’t have to kind of worry about anything else really. (Anne) 

I think I liked the idea that it was only me and the computer to be honest. Yeah. 
(Ali) 

 Participants expressed that they would have felt more distracted and more self

conscious if the session had been in person: 

... if it were [with] like different people and then you’d just have that self
consciousness like “okay do I close my eyes, I mean, do I look at this or this 
person”... like distracted. (Dave) 

I think I would have felt more selfconscious really... I don’t know maybe a fit of 
the giggles? But it was just more serious... and relaxing. (Polly) 

I don’t know whether I would be able to switch off as I did being on my own or 
in a class with twenty people, ten people, I don’t know whether I would have 
the same experience to be honest. (Ali) 

As LKM was a deeply personal experience and the Internetbased format facilitated 

intimacy, Internet-based LKM was well received by the focus group participants, who 

enjoyed and valued the course:  

I enjoyed the experience and I think it is something I would like to continue on 
with, afterwards. (Deb) 
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Participants felt that the course had a beneficial impact on their lives, making them 

feel better as they progressed and learnt: 

The fact that you can face it in a different way through meditation, it gave me a 
lot of good... positiveness, that I wouldn’t have had if I hadn’t practised this. 
(Ali) 

I obviously... learned throughout the whole course without realising so I did 
enjoy... and again now I’m looking back and thinking “Oh I think... I have sort of 
improved”. (Amy) 

... as soon as I started doing it in the mornings, I noted a benefit straight away 
in my day. And I found myself coming back to certain parts of the meditation 
during the day, even when I was working. (Ali) 

 

All participants indicated that completing questionnaires every weekend was an 

extremely dull and offputting chore.  

As to the website’s functionality, participants found all the technical aspects satisfying. 

They also found the Internetbased format convenient as they could choose when and 

where to practice: 

Figure  7.1. Focus group main themes. 
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If it was like a taught type of thing like in a classroom, as you’ve got to struggle 
with, okay the timing, is it gonna be 4pm, 6pm... (Dave) 

I could have taken my Ipad to the garden if I had my wireless and I thought “oh 
wouldn’t it be lovely to go and seat outside and do this”, rather than being in a 
small box you are in. (Deb) 

7.3.3 Conclusions 

Internetbased LKM training was found to be feasible and acceptable. Lovingkindness 

meditation practice was a very personal experience and the Internetbased format 

facilitated intimacy, making the whole experience enjoyable and valuable. Therefore, 

no changes were made to the LKM course for the main study.  

The fact that participants took more than a month to finish the course led to the 

decision to allow participants in the final study to moderately run behind their course, 

although they would be encouraged to finish in time. 

Participants experienced weekly questionnaires as tiring and offputting. This led to 

weekly questionnaires being discarded, keeping only the baseline and post

intervention questionnaires. 

Although efforts were made to achieve a diverse sample in terms of gender, age and 

education, the way participants were recruited naturally limited the range to more 

educated people. People recruited from a different source might have found the 

training less acceptable or enjoyable. 

7.4 Chapter summary 

Two pilot studies were conducted exploring different aspects of the trial. The first pilot 

study revealed that the website was functional and it helped in adjusting the size and 

content of text sections. The second pilot study retested the website and tested the 

participation process and the LKM course. Participants were satisfied with the website 

and with Internetbased LKM training. However, it led to adjustments in the time given 

to finish the course and the questionnaire frequency. 
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When the second pilot study finished and the relevant adjustments were made, the 

main study was conducted. Its results will be presented in the next two chapters. 
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Chapter 8. Results and discussion: 
Quantitative analysis4 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the results of the quantitative analysis of the RCT. It starts by 

describing recruitment figures and aspects of trial execution. It then focuses on the 

trial participants, their flow and characteristics, followed by an analysis of retention 

rates and participation, and a description of missing data. Finally, it addresses the 

study hypothesis and discusses the findings. The results of the qualitative analysis will 

be presented in the next chapter. 

The main statistical analyses are presented in Appendix 8. The Stata full log for the 

analysis is presented in an online document, accessible by visiting the following link: 

http://bit.ly/1m9gtMH. 

8.2 Recruitment 

Recruitment began on 07/02/2013 and ended on 01/07/2013. There were 986 valid 

registrations. When participants were asked how they had heard about the study, 316 

(39%) said it was through a link on the Internet, 195 (24%) through social networking 

sites, 124 (15%) from personal contacts, 16 (2%) through a leaflet and 5 (1%) in a 

newspaper. The rest of the participants had found out about the study through other 

means. 

During the study the website could be readily found using Internet search engines such 

as Google or Yahoo. The study page would appear first in the ranking with the search 

‘web wellbeing experience’ ‘web wellbeing study’ or ‘wellbeing experience’ and among 

the first ten results searching for ‘wellbeing’. Snapshots of these results can be seen in 

Appendix 7. 

                                                      
4
 Some sections of this chapter were presented orally at the European Congress of Epidemiology 2013, 

11 14 August 2013, Aarhus, Denmark. 
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The Facebook study page had 559 followers when recruitment ended. Contents of the 

study page were ‘liked’ or shared more than 1,100 times during recruitment, 

generating more than 20,000 views of the contents. The Facebook advert was 

displayed almost 500,000 times. The Twitter study page had 2,343 followers when 

recruitment ended with more than 150 mentions of the study by others in their posts 

(‘tweets’) and over 100 posts forwarded to their followers (‘retweets’). 

Cardiff University notice board posts (see section  6.4.1.3) were a successful 

recruitment strategy. The exact figures are not available because when participants 

were asked how they had heard about the study there was no specific ‘notice board’ 

option (this strategy may be partially represented by the ‘link on the Internet’ and 

‘other means’ options). However, an estimate of the impact of this strategy could be 

obtained by combining registration dates with dates the advert was posted. Figure  8.1 

shows a peak in registration rates every time the advert was displayed in the notice 

board. This graphic only shows the first three months of recruitment, in which the 

effect of the posts was more noticeable. It is possible that saturation was reached after 

the initial months. 

Figure  8.1. Correlation of notice board posts with registration peaks (only first 3 months 

shown). 

 

The adverts posted on Gumtree (see section  6.4.1.3) had 111 email replies, but more 

participants may have discovered the study through the Gumtree advert by clicking on 

the link to the study website instead of replying by email. 
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Unfortunately, during the recruitment period a problem arose with an expired security 

certificate from the Cardiff University School of Medicine domain. This domain hosted 

the study, so the problem caused some visitors to the study website to get a non

trusted site warning depending on the browser version they were using. The problem 

started in March, the study team detected it in May and the problem was fixed by the 

School of Medicine in June. Some potential participants may have been deterred from 

taking part because of this warning. 

The study was opened to participants from the U.S.A. in midMay after reviewing 

retention figures in an attempt to reach the planned sample size. The recruitment 

strategies for the U.S.A. were less successful.  

8.3 Trial execution 

The trial ran successfully apart from a failure in the firing of the automated email 

reminders when participants were one, three, five or ten sessions behind their 

schedule. The firing of these emails had been programmed to be done daily in batches 

of ten email messages at a time. After determining which participants needed to be 

sent reminders each day, an iterative process was programmed to select which 

participants had already been sent the reminder and which ones were due. The failure 

occurred in this iterative process, which after sending the reminder to the first batch 

failed to move to the following batch. Therefore, the programme would show that, for 

instance, 100 email reminders were sent on a single day but in reality only 10 

reminders were sent and the rest were attempts to send the same reminders again 

(which fortunately did not occur). Although the system was thoroughly tested before 

launching the study, tests were performed using eight dummy users when more than 

ten users would have been needed to detect this failure. 

The algorithm that determined who the first ten recipients of the email reminders 

were was complex, therefore it is difficult to have precise data on how many 

participants received none, some, or all reminders, but it is estimated that on the 

whole less than 10% of the participants received reminders from the start of the trial 

on 07/02/2013 until the bug was fixed on 03/07/2013. The last participant to finish the 
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course did so on 30/08/2013, therefore there were five months in which less than 10% 

received the reminders and two months in which 100% received them. 

8.4 Participant support 

The most common channel used by participants and prospective participants to 

contact the study team was by email, with approximately 100 queries received. Some 

prospective participants used Facebook and Twitter. The fora were frequently used to 

ask technical questions (as will be explained in section  9.4.2). Finally, there were three 

phone calls. 

Queries covered a range of topics. The most common were requests for further details 

about the study or the courses, requests about how changes in personal circumstances 

could impact on the course (e.g., holidays, change of email address), and asking for 

technical help with the website. Some prospective participants contacted the team to 

confirm the study’s credentials and there were two complaints: one about the lack of 

warning that the trial might not be suitable for people with severe mental illness and 

the other one about not being able to access the alternative course if the first course 

was not completed. Complaints were resolved by the research team without further 

escalation. The most common requests for technical help were about problems with 

videos not appearing on the screen, not playing or freezing. These were in all cases due 

to limitations at the participants’ end such as low bandwidth, old versions of browsers 

or software (mainly Flash Player), or unawareness of high security settings. Some 

participants needed extra guidance on how to navigate the website to find items such 

as previous sessions or PDF summaries. 

8.5 Flow of participants 

A flowchart of the recruitment and flow of participants can be seen in Figure  8.2. There 

were 986 registrations. Of these, 177 (18%) dropped out before being randomised. Of 

the 809 participants who were automatically randomised, 409 were allocated to LKM 

and 400 to LE. Retention rates were very low with 18% of the randomised participants 

completing the courses, but were similar in both groups (χ2
(1) = 0.00, p = 0.957). Eight 
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hundred participants started their course before the date the email reminder bug was 

fixed and their completion rate was 17%. Nine participants started on 01/07/2013, two 

days before the bug was fixed, and their completion rate was 44% (χ2
(1) = 4.48, p = 

0.034; Fisher's exact p = 0.057). 

 

 

A Kaplan Meier survival curve was plotted (Figure  8.3) to see when participants 

abandoned the course. Randomised participants tended to drop out very early into the 

course: 186 (28% of those who abandoned the study after being randomised) 

withdrew before watching the first video. A further 251 participants (38%) withdrew 

after having played the first video. Three quarters of those who dropped out after 

being randomised did so before the third video session. A multivariate Cox 

proportional hazards model was fitted to find out which variables were related to the 

number of course sessions participants started before abandoning the study. Although 

Figure  8.3 shows that participants in the LKM arm dropped out on average slightly 

later than participants in the LE arm, this difference was not significant in the Cox 

Figure  8.2. Recruitment and flow of participants. 
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model (Hazard Ratio = 0.94, 95%CI 0.82 to 1.08, p = 0.39). Older (Hazard Ratio = 0.99, 

95%CI 0.98 to 0.99, p = 0.017) and more educated (Hazard Ratio = 0.72, 95%CI 0.61 to 

0.84, p = 0.000) participants tended to withdraw significantly later, as did those who 

found out about the study from personal contacts (Hazard Ratio = 0.76, 95%CI 0.63 to 

0.93, p = 0.007). 

Figure  8.3. When participants dropped out: attrition curves according to course session and 

randomised arm. 
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Abbreviations: 95%CI: 95% confidence intervals; LE: light exercise; LKM: loving-kindness 

meditation. 

8.6 Description of the sample 

This section describes the sample of participants who finished the baseline 

questionnaires and were randomised to the arms of the trial. Participants who 

dropped out before being randomised will not be considered further.  
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Table  8.1 and Table  8.2 show the demographic characteristics and baseline variables of 

the randomised participants. The age range was extensive, from 18 to 79 years (see 

Figure  8.4). However, 60% of the sample was under 40, with a peak between 20 and 22 

years probably due to a high number of students signing up. Eighty percent were 

females, this is in line with previous studies (see section  2.2.3.3). Most people were 

from Wales (57%) and white (89%). A very low proportion of North Americans were 

recruited (5%). Most participants (93%) were educated beyond GCSE. Students made 

up to 30%, while the rest mainly worked full or parttime. Most (96%) had fair or 

better health, and 85% were in a sufficient or comfortable financial situation. Half of 

the participants had engaged in regular individual spiritual activity before, mostly 

mindfulness meditation (39%) and prayer (31%). Most were either not spiritual or 

spiritual but not religious (74%). Most (77%) had not meditated regularly in the past 

(more than one hour per month), and almost none (2%) had done LKM before.  

Figure  8.4. Histogram showing the age distribution of the randomised participants. 
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Table  8.1. Demographic characteristics of the sample. 

Characteristic 

 

LKM 

n (%) 

LE 

n (%) 

Total 

n (%) 

Gender     

Females 331 (80.93) 318 (79.50) 649 (80.22) 

Males 77 (18.83) 79 (19.75) 156 (19.28) 

Unknown 1 (0.24) 3 (0.75) 4 (0.49) 

Age    

1839 256 (62.59) 238 (59.50) 494 (61.06) 

4060 121 (29.58) 138 (34.50) 259 (32.01) 

61+ 32 (7.82) 24 (6.00) 56 (6.92) 

Country    

Wales 229 (55.99) 236 (59.00) 465 (57.48) 

Rest of U.K. 158 (38.63) 149 (37.25) 307 (37.95) 

U.S.A 22 (5.38) 15 (3.75) 37 (4.57) 

Race    

White 365 (89.24) 352 (88.00) 717 (88.63) 

Nonwhite 41 (10.02) 45 (11.25) 86 (10.63) 

Unknown 3 (0.73) 3 (0.75) 6 (0.74) 

Marital status    

Married or living as married 202 (49.39) 174 (43.50) 376 (46.48) 

Single 156 (38.14) 170 (42.50) 326 (40.30) 

Other 45 (11.00) 51 (12.75) 96 (11.87) 

Unknown 6 (1.47) 5 (1.25) 11 (1.36) 

Education     

Up to GCSE or equivalent 26 (6.36) 21 (5.25) 47 (5.81) 

Further education 88 (21.52) 84 (21.00) 172 (21.26) 

Bachelor’s degree 155 (37.90) 153 (38.25) 308 (38.07) 

Postgraduate degree 134 (32.76) 138 (34.50) 272 (33.62) 

Unknown 6 (1.47) 4 (1.00) 10 (1.24) 
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Characteristic 

 

LKM 

n (%) 

LE 

n (%) 

Total 

n (%) 

Occupation     

Working fulltime 164 (40.10) 155 (38.75) 319 (39.43) 

Working parttime 58 (14.18) 70 (17.50) 128 (15.82) 

Student 122 (29.83) 128 (32.00) 250 (30.90) 

Not working 59 (14.43) 41 (10.25) 100 (12.36) 

Unknown 6 (1.47) 6 (1.50) 12 (1.48) 

Health*    

Excellent 68 (16.63) 85 (21.25) 153 (18.91) 

Good 219 (53.55) 227 (56.75) 446 (55.13) 

Fair 107 (26.16) 70 (17.50) 177 (21.88) 

Poor 15 (3.67) 15 (3.75) 30 (3.71) 

Unknown 0 3 (0.75) 3 (0.37) 

Financial status    

Living comfortably 83 (20.29) 81 (20.25) 164 (20.27) 

Doing all right 147 (35.94) 151 (37.75) 298 (36.84) 

Just about getting by 112(27.38) 116 (29.00) 228 (28.18) 

Finding it difficult 42 (10.27) 34 (8.50) 76 (9.39) 

Finding it very difficult 22 (5.38) 14 (3.50) 36 (4.45) 

Unknown 3 (0.73) 4 (1.00) 7 (0.87) 

Previous spiritual activity (incl. prayer)    

No 192 (46.94) 176 (44.00) 368 (45.49) 

Yes 216 (52.81) 220 (55.00) 436 (53.89) 

Unknown 1 (0.24) 4 (1.00) 5 (0.62) 

Spiritual identity    

Not spiritual 131 (32.03) 144 (36.00) 275 (33.99) 

Spiritual but not religious 162 (39.61) 160 (40.00) 322 (39.80) 

Spiritual and religious 93 (22.64) 79 (19.75) 172 (21.26) 

Unknown 23 (5.62) 17 (4.25) 40 (4.94) 
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Characteristic 

 

LKM 

n (%) 

LE 

n (%) 

Total 

n (%) 

Previous regular meditation (+1hr/mth)    

No 317 (77.51) 307 (76.75) 624 (77.13) 

Yes 89 (21.76) 88 (22.00) 177 (21.88) 

Unknown 3 (0.73) 5 (1.25) 8 (0.99) 

Previous LKM    

No 397 (97.07) 389 (97.25) 786 (97.16) 

Yes 10 (2.44) 6 (1.50) 16 (1.98) 

Unknown 2 (0.49) 5 (1.25) 7 (0.87) 

* p < 0.05; **p < 0.01. Abbreviations: hr: hour; incl.: including; LE: Light exercise; LKM: loving-

kindness meditation; mth: month. 

Table  8.2. Baseline outcome variables. 

Baseline variable LKM LE Scale range 

Wellbeing (mean, SD) 45.13 (8.78) 46.08 (8.26) 1470 

Pleasant emotions (mean, SD) 15.80 (3.56) 16.04 (3.53) 525 

Unpleasant emotions (mean, SD) 12.42 (3.77) 12.04 (3.78) 525 

Empathic concern (median, 2575C) 22 (1825) 22 (1925) 028 

Perspective taking (median, 2575C) 18 (1522) 19 (1523) * 028 

Perceived stress (mean, SD) 19.69 (7.46) 18.79 (7.21) 040 

Depression (median, 2575C) 5 (37) 4 (36) 015 

Anxiety (mean, SD) 6.60 (3.17) 6.09 (3.24) * 015 

Outward irritability (median, 2575C) 4 (25) 3 (25) * 012 

Inward irritability (median, 2575C) 3 (15) 3 (15) 012 

Satisfaction with life (mean, SD) 21.30 (6.54) 21.71 (6.66)  535 

Symptoms (median, 2575C) 17.5 (931) 18 (829) 079 

* p < 0.05. Abbreviations: 25-75C: 25th to 75th centiles, LE: light exercise, LKM: loving-kindness 

meditation, SD: standard deviation. 
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Histograms showing the distributions of continuous variables can be found in Appendix 

9. Unfortunately, the baseline distributions of the variables empathic concern 

(Appendix 9 Figure 4), inward irritability (Appendix 9 Figure 10) and illness symptoms 

(Appendix 9 Figure 12) show a ceiling/floor effect, meaning that a high proportion of 

participants have maximum/minimum scores. This makes discrimination problematic 

among the participants in the most populated extreme. 

Significance tests in Table  8.1 and Table  8.2 show that there was a slight imbalance 

between arms: participants randomised to the LKM arm were somewhat less healthy, 

less empathic, more irritable and more anxious. There were no significant differences 

in how participants heard about the study. 

8.7 Retention and participation process 

As shown in Figure  8.2, only 18% of randomised participants completed the courses 

and attrition rates were similar in both groups. Table  8.3 shows demographics and 

Table  8.4 baseline variables divided by completion status. Completers were 

significantly older (χ2
(2) = 10.42, p = 0.005) and more educated (χ2

(3) = 17.44, p = 0.001), 

with a higher proportion of Welsh nationals (and of North Americans, but their 

number was very small) (χ2
(2) = 7.18, p = 0.03), and working parttime or not working as 

opposed to working fulltime or being students (χ2
(3) = 15.27, p = 0.002). Completers’ 

baseline wellbeing was higher (t (234) = 2.12, p = 0.035), while perceived stress (t (802) = 

3.08, p = 0.002), irritability (inward: t (800) = 2.1, p = 0.04; outward: t (801) = 2.32, p = 

0.02), and illness symptoms (t (232) = 2.18, p = 0.03) were lower. Participants who heard 

about the study from personal contacts were more likely to complete the study (χ2
(1) = 

11.36, p = 0.001). 
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Table  8.3. Demographics in completers and non-completers. 

Characteristic  

(test for differences between groups) 

Completers 

n (%) 

Non-completers 

n (%) 

Gender (χ2
(1) = 0.16, p = 0.69)   

Females 117 (81.82) 532 (80.36) 

Males 26 (18.18) 130 (19.64) 

Age (χ2
(2) = 10.42, p = 0.005)   

1839 73 (51.05) 421 (63.21) 

4060 53 (37.06) 206 (30.93) 

61+ 17 (11.89) 39 (5.86) 

Country (χ2
(2) = 7.18, p = 0.03)   

Wales 85 (59.44) 380 (57.06) 

Rest of U.K. 46 (32.17) 261 (39.19) 

U.S.A 12 (8.39) 25 (3.75) 

Race (χ2
(1) = 0.15, p = 0.69)   

White 129 (90.21) 588 (89.09) 

Nonwhite 14 (9.79) 72 (10.91) 

Marital status (χ2
(2) = 5.28, p = 0.07)   

Married or living as married 79 (55.63) 297 (45.27) 

Single 47 (33.10) 279 (42.53) 

Other 16 (11.27) 80 (12.20) 

Education (χ2
(3) = 17.44, p = 0.001)   

Up to GCSE or equivalent 6 (4.20) 41 (6.25) 

Further education 15 (10.49) 157 (23.93) 

Bachelor’s degree 57 (39.86) 251 (38.26) 

Postgraduate degree 65 (45.45) 207 (31.55) 

Occupation (χ2
(3) = 15.27, p = 0.002).   

Working fulltime 55 (39.01) 264 (40.24) 

Working parttime 34 (24.11) 94 (14.33) 

Student 29 (20.57) 221 (33.69) 

Not working 23 (16.31) 77 (11.74) 
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Characteristic  

(test for differences between groups) 

Completers 

n (%) 

Non-completers 

n (%) 

Health (χ2
(3) = 6.68, p = 0.08)   

Excellent 31 (21.68) 122 (18.40) 

Good 87 (60.84) 359 (54.15) 

Fair 20 (13.99) 157 (23.68) 

Poor 5 (3.50) 25 (3.77) 

Financial status (χ2
(4) = 5.87, p = 0.21)   

Living comfortably 32 (22.38) 132 (20.03) 

Doing all right 62 (43.36) 236 (35.81) 

Just about getting by 35 (24.48) 193 (29.29) 

Finding it difficult 8 (5.59) 68 (10.32) 

Finding it very difficult 6 (4.20) 30 (4.55) 

Prev. spiritual activity (χ2
(1) = 1.02, p = 0.31)   

No 60 (41.96) 308 (46.60) 

Yes 83 (58.04) 353 (53.40) 

Spiritual identity (χ2
(2) = 0.14, p = 0.93)   

Not spiritual 48 (34.53) 227 (36.03) 

Spiritual but not religious 60 (43.17) 262 (41.59) 

Spiritual and religious 31 (22.30) 141 (22.38) 

Prev. regular meditation (χ2
(1) = 1.05, p = 0.31)   

No 116 (81.12) 508 (77.20) 

Yes 27 (18.88) 150 (22.80) 

Previous LKM (χ2
(1) = 0.57, p = 0.45)   

No 139 (97.20) 647 (98.18) 

Yes 4 (2.80) 12 (1.82) 

Abbreviations: LKM: loving-kindness meditation; prev.: previous. 
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A logistic regression model to predict study completeness adjusted by demographic 

and baseline variables showed similar results to the significance tests conducted for 

individual variables shown in Table  8.3 and Table  8.4: those more likely to complete 

the study were from Wales (β = 0.46, 95%CI 0.02 to 0.90, p = 0.04) and from the U.S.A 

(β = 0.90, 95%CI 0.85 to 1.70, p = 0.03), working parttime (β = 0.70, 95%CI 0.19 to 

1.22, p = 0.007) or not working (β = 0.86, 95%CI 0.25 to 1.46, p = 0.006), with a 

Bachelor’s (β = 1.09, 95%CI 0.06 to 2.11, p = 0.038) or postgraduate degree (β = 1.17, 

95%CI 0.15 to 2.19, p = 0.024), less stressed at baseline (β = 0.03, 95%CI 0.06 to 

0.003, p = 0.027) and heard about the study from personal contacts (β = 0.73, 95%CI 

0.25 to 1.22, p = 0.003). Regarding differences between arms, completers did not 

significantly differ in demographics or baseline variables. 

Table  8.4. Baseline variables in completers and non-completers. 

Baseline variable Completers Non-completers Test for the difference 

Wellbeing 1 46.83 (7.39) 45.33 (8.74) t (234) = 2.12, p = 0.04 

Pleasant emotions 1 16.42 (3.48) 15.81 (3.55) t (803) = 1.86, p = 0.06 

Unpleasant emotions 1 11.89 (3.59) 12.30 (3.82) t (800) = 1.20, p = 0.23 

Empathic concern 2 22 (1925) 22 (1825) t (800) = 0.10, p = 0.92 

Perspective taking 2 19 (1522) 19 (1522) t (798) = 0.14, p = 0.89 

Perceived stress 1 17.53 (7.13) 19.61 (7.35) t (802) = 3.08, p = 0.002 

Depression 2 4 (36) 4 (36) t (793) = 0.99, p = 0.32 

Anxiety 1 5.99 (3.24) 6.43 (3.21) t (801) = 1.49, p = 0.14 

Outward irritability 2 3 (24) 3 (25) t (801) = 2.32, p = 0.02 

Inward irritability 2 2 (15) 3 (15) t (800) = 2.1, p = 0.04 

Satisfaction with life 1 22.29 (6.28) 21.33 (6.66) t (806) = 1.59, p = 0.11 

Symptoms 2 17 (827) 18 (931) t (232) = 2.18, p = 0.03 

1 mean, standard deviation; 2 median, 25th to 75th centiles. 

Of those who completed the study, almost everyone thought that the course 

instructions were clear enough (75%) or mostly clear (24%), and almost everyone 

followed every instruction (49%) or most of the instructions (47%). Most people were 

interested in going on practising what they had learnt in the courses (72%) or at least 
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some of the techniques they had learnt in the courses (22%). There were no significant 

differences between arms in these three outcomes (p > 0.05).  

Given that participants could not continue with the course until they watched missed 

sessions, adherence in terms of percentage of completed sessions was 100% in 

completers. However, time taken to complete the course is a good indicator of how 

frequently participants logged in to practise. The target time for course completion in 

this study was 26 days (20 sessions plus 3 weekends in the middle). The median time 

participants took to complete the courses was 28 days (25th to 75th centiles: 26 to 40) 

with no significant differences between arms (p>0.05).  

8.8 Missing data 

Table  8.5 presents the amounts of missing data attributable to each source by stage of 

the trial. The significant dropout rate was the main source of missing data, responsible 

for almost 83% of the postintervention values being missing (slightly larger than the 

82% that could have been predicted from Figure  8.2 because some people finished the 

course but not all the postintervention questionnaires). Another source of missing 

data was participants choosing the option ‘prefer not to answer’ present in all the 

questionnaires. The last source of missing data was a technical fault by which some 

replies were coded with negative numbers that were not planned in the coding 

system, therefore it was not possible to know what the participant meant to reply. The 

latter two sources combined generated a loss of 0.38% of the baseline values and 

virtually no loss in the postintervention values. 

Table  8.5. Amount and type of data with missing values. 

Mean number of missing values per 

variable (% of all values): 

Baseline data 

  

Post-intervention data 

 

Due to attrition 0 670.67 (82.90%) 

Due to ‘prefer not to answer’  
or technical fault 

3.10 (0.38%) 0.01 (0.001%) 
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8.9 Comparative effectiveness 

The hypothesis of this study was that Internetbased LKM training would increase 

wellbeing (main outcome), pleasant emotions, perspective taking, empathic concern 

and helping behaviour, and decrease irritability, depression and stress compared to an 

active control group (see section  4.5). A complete case analysis adjusting for baseline 

variables and using a missing baseline data indicator was conducted to test this 

hypothesis.  

Results are presented in Table  8.6. Appendix 8 shows model parameters and 

significant baseline predictors. There was no evidence that Internetbased LKM 

training increased wellbeing compared to Internetbased LE training.  Differences were 

not significant for most of the secondary outcomes, although participants who finished 

the LKM course were significantly less anxious than those who completed the LE 

course (β = 0.22, 95%CI 0.43 to 0.02, p = 0.029). They also were 2.6 times more likely 

to donate £5 than the LE participants, with a wide confidence interval but a p that was 

close to significance (Relative Risk = 3.57, 95%CI 0.82 to 15.50, p = 0.089). Subgroup 

analyses did not reveal significant differences, although their power to detect an effect 

is hampered by a suboptimal sample size.  

An exploration of change in outcome variables by comparing scores before and after 

the courses revealed that wellbeing significantly increased in both groups (Table  8.7). 

Secondary outcome scores also improved after the training courses in both groups, 

except for empathic concern, which did not change in either of the arms. The post

intervention distributions of the variables empathic concern, inward irritability and 

illness symptoms showed a ceiling/floor effect which made discrimination difficult 

among the participants in the most populated extreme (see Appendix 9). 

Overall, 38% of the participants donated money from their token. Participants were 

given the option to donate half (£5) or all (£10) of their token. Figure 8.5 shows 

donations by quantity and arm of the trial. In the LE arm 45 participants (67%) did not 

donate their token, 4 (6%) donated half, and 18 (27%) donated all of it. In the LKM arm 

40 participants (56%) did not donate their token, 9 (13%) donated half, and 22 (31%) 

donated all of it. 
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Table  8.6.Complete case regression analysis adjusting for baseline variables and using a 

missing baseline data indicator. 

Outcome Variance explained by  

model (adjusted R2) 

Intervention predictor  

(β, (95%CI)) 

Wellbeing 0.30 0.07 (2.02 to 2.15) 

Pleasant emotions 0.32 0.02 (0.76 to 0.79) 

Unpleasant emotions (log) 0.40 0.003 (0.09 to 0.09) 

Empathic concern 0.48 0.26 (1.25 to 0.73) 

Perspective taking 0.63 0.03 (0.02 to 0.08) 

Perceived stress (sqrt) 0.38 0.051 (0.21 to 0.31) 

Depression (sqrt) 0.30 0.06 (0.25 to 0.13) 

Anxiety (sqrt) 0.51 0.22 (0.43 to 0.02) * 

Outward irritability (sqrt) 0.44 0.05 (0.23 to 0.12) 

Inward irritability (sqrt) 0.47 0.06 (0.28 to 0.17) 

Satisfaction with life 0.46 0.42 (1.92 to 1.08) 

Symptoms (sqrt) 0.38 0.07 (0.49 to 0.36) 

Donation £10 1 0.17 1.45 (0.62 to 3.42) 

Donation £5 1 0.17 3.57 (0.82 to 15.50) † 

*p < 0.05, † p < 0.1. Linear regression models except otherwise stated. The number of 

participants included in each model varied between 135 and 141 due to partially missing 

outcome data (i.e. participants selecting the ‘prefer not to answer’ option). 1  Multinomial 

logistic regression, pseudo R squared and exp(β) (relative risks) reported. Abbreviations: 95%CI: 

95% confidence intervals; log: logarithmic transformation; sqrt: square root transformation.  
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Table  8.7. Outcome variable scores before-and-after comparison per arm. 

Outcome variable LKM 

Post-intervention 

 Difference with baseline 

(95% CI)1 

LE 

Post-intervention 

Difference with baseline 

(95% CI)1 

Wellbeing (mean) 51.68 4.61 (2.75 to 6.48)*** 51.18 4.46 (2.83 to 6.08)*** 

Pleasant emotions (mean) 18.15 1.44 (0.69 to 2.19)*** 17.88 1.60 (0.90 to 2.29)*** 

Unpleasant emotions (median) 9 2 (3 to 1)*** 10 1 (2 to 0)*** 

Empathic concern (median) 23 0 (0 to 1) 23 0 (1 to 2) 

Perspective taking (median)  20 2 (0 to 3)*** 19 1 (0 to 2)** 

Perceived stress (median)  12 3 (5 to 2)*** 14 2.5 (5 to 2)*** 

Depression (median)  3 1 (2 to 1)*** 3 1 (2 to 0)*** 

Anxiety (median)  3 2 (3 to 1)*** 4 1 (2 to 1)*** 

Outward irritability (median)  2 1 (1 to 0)*** 2 0 (1 to 0)* 

Inward irritability (median)  1 1 (1 to 0)*** 2 1 (1 to 0)*** 

Satisfaction with life (median) 26 2 (0 to 4)** 26.5 2 (0 to 3)*** 

Symptoms (median) 10 2 (6 to 1)* 13 3 (7 to 1)** 

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 1 T-tests and 95%CI were calculated for normally distributed variables or big sample sizes (n>100) applying the central limit 

theorem, and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests and binomial exact 95%CI were used for non-normal variables with small sample sizes. Abbreviations: 95%CI: 95% 

confidence intervals; LE: light exercise; LKM: loving-kindness meditation.  
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Figure  8.5. Donations by quantity and trial arm. 
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Abbreviations: LE: light exercise; LKM: loving-kindness meditation. 

8.10 Theoretical pathways 

To explore the theoretical pathways that may be operating in these data a structural 

model was developed. Lovingkindness meditation practice was defined in terms of the 

trial design i.e. as a binary variable in which randomisation to LKM was scored as 1 and 

randomisation to LE was scored as 0. Data from postintervention variable scores were 

used. Helping behaviour (donation or nodonation) was modelled as a binary variable 

as the distribution was highly skewed. All other variables were modelled as scales. In 

order to model scales for the latent variables resources and wellbeing in which a 

greater number indicates an increase instead of a decrease, variables for which a 

positive score implied a worse outcome (e.g., stress) were inverted. For path diagrams, 

in line with convention, latent variables were represented as ovals and observed 

variables as rectangles.  

The initial theoretical model (Figure  8.6) was developed as described in sections  4.4 

(theory development) and 5.6.2 (outcome selection). It integrates two specific 
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pathways comprising pleasant emotions (above the dashed line in Figure  8.6) and 

empathy (below the dotted line in Figure  8.6). Section  5.11.4  described the analytic 

strategy.  Each pathway was tested in turn. 

Figure  8.6. Initial theoretical model. 
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 Rectangle: observed (measured) variable. Oval: latent (not measured) variable. Binary 

variables are explicitly tagged as such, while untagged variables are Gaussian. The sub-model 

above the dashed line represents the pleasant emotions pathway, while the sub-model below 

the dotted line represents the empathy pathway. Abbreviations: LKM: loving-kindness 

meditation; ε: error variables. 
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Convergence for the pleasant emotions pathway was not achieved and theoretically 

plausible alternative models were sought. Convergence was achieved when depression 

was modelled as a resource rather than as an indicator of wellbeing, and when 

symptom reporting was omitted. A justification for moving the variable depression is 

that it may act more as an indicator of an improvement in resilience, a resource, than 

as an indicator of a final state or global assessment of wellbeing. The limited variability 

of the variable illness symptoms, which showed floor effects, could be reducing power 

in the correlations. 

Convergence was not achieved for the empathy pathway. To enable convergence it 

was necessary to omit empathic concern. This may have been due to the lack of 

variance (change) in empathic concern between preand postintervention which could 

in turn be related to the ceiling effect observed for this variable. It was also necessary 

to relate wellbeing to perspective taking rather than to helping behaviour. The 

possibility of wellbeing leading to helping behaviour was tested but the model did not 

converge. Having modified the model as described, the revised model was fitted 

(Figure  8.7).  

The fit of the revised model was poor (χ2 = 1849, df = 121, p < 0.0001, RMSEA = 0.32, 

CFI = 0.25, SRMR = 0.21). The relationship (path) linking LKM to pleasant emotions and 

perspective taking was not statistically significant. This is consistent with both LKM and 

LE having a positive impact on pleasant emotions. Although not significant, LKM in 

comparison with LE had an added but small effect on pleasant emotions (β = 0.27, p = 

0.56, 95%CI 0.65 to 1.20) and a marginally greater effect on perspective taking (β = 

1.3, p = 0.10, 95%CI 0.26 to 2.88). In addition, the effects of pleasant emotions and 

perspective taking on helping behaviour were extremely small and nonsignificant 

(pleasant emotions: β= 0.031, p = 0.63, 95%CI 0.10 to 0.16; perspective taking: β = 

0.003, p = 0.94, 95%CI 0.07 to 0.08).  

Pleasant emotions had a small but significant effect on resources (β = 0.24, p < 0.001, 

95%CI 0.17 to 0.32). Resources is a latent variable mostly defined by a decrease in 

stress levels (λ = 5.4, p < 0.001, 95%CI 4.50 to 6.30) although all the measured 

variables feeding this latent concept contributed a significant part (outward irritability: 

λ constrained to 1; inward irritability: λ = 1.50, p < 0.001, 95%CI 1.17 to 1.80; anxiety: λ 
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= 2.1, p < 0.001, 95%CI 1.74 to 2.53; depression: λ = 1.1, p < 0.001, 95%CI 0.79 to 1.38). 

Wellbeing is a latent variable defined by a wellbeing scale (λ constrained to 1) and by 

satisfaction with life (λ = 0.60, p < 0.001, 95%CI 0.47 to 0.73). The influence of 

resources on wellbeing was strong (β = 5.29, p < 0.001, 95%CI 4.45 to 6.13). The effect 

of perspective taking on wellbeing was smaller but significant (β =0.15, p = 0.045, 

95%CI 0.003 to 0.29). 

Figure  8.7. Revised model. 
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Rectangle: observed (measured)  variable. Oval: latent (not measured) variable. Binary 

variables are explicitly tagged as such, while untagged variables are Gaussian. Abbreviations: 

LKM: loving-kindness meditation; ε: error variables. 

It is theoretically plausible that the capacity to take a perspective on others is a 

resource. On this basis, perspective taking as one extra resource was tested given that 
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this could have been an indirect path to wellbeing. However, when tested perspective 

taking did not make a significant contribution to the resource pathway (λ = 0.47, p = 

0.18, 95%CI 0.21 to 1.16). A path from LKM to anxiety was also tested because of the 

significant difference with LE in the comparative effectiveness tests (section  8.9), but 

was not significant in the model (λ = 0.45, p = 0.16, 95%CI 0.17 to 1.07). 

To reduce the potential impact of LE on wellbeing, and enable the effects of LKM on 

wellbeing to be more clearly detected, high LE compliers were excluded and the 

analysis (revised model) repeated. Although the effect of LKM on pleasant emotions 

was greater, it remained nonsignificant (β = 0.68, p = 0.246, 95%CI 0.47 to 1.84) as 

did the effect of LKM on perspective taking (β = 1.12, p = 0.248, 95%CI 0.79 to 3.03). 

The final model, shown in Figure  8.8, was fitted by constraining to zero all paths that 

were not significant in the full model. This implied omitting LKM. The final model was 

run as SEM instead of GSEM as all variables were continuous. As some of variables 

were nonGaussian the asymptotic distribution free estimation method was used.  

The fit of the final model was moderate (χ2 = 47.51, df = 25, p = 0.004, RMSEA = 0.08, 

CFI = 0.80, SRMR = 0.13). The model shows the pleasant emotions pathway to 

wellbeing (wellbeing: λ constrained to 1; satisfaction with life: λ = 0.44, p < 0.001, 

95%CI 0.33 to 0.55)  through acquisition of resources (pleasant emotions to resources:  

β = 0.29, p < 0.001, 95%CI 0.22 to 0.37; resources to wellbeing: β = 5.13, p < 0.001, 

95%CI 3.94 to 6.32; outward irritability: λ constrained to 1; inward irritability: λ = 0.99, 

p < 0.001, 95%CI 0.76 to 1.22; stress: λ = 4.34, p < 0.001, 95%CI 3.51 to 5.17; anxiety: λ 

= 1.75, p < 0.001, 95%CI 1.37 to 2.12; depression λ = 0.70, p < 0.001, 95%CI 0.42 to 

0.98). Also shown is the empathy pathway to wellbeing, which is direct (β = 0.18, p = 

0.001, 95%CI 0.08 to 0.29) and not through helping behaviour. 

The possibility that wellbeing facilitates donations was tested, but the model did not 

converge. The same result was obtained when a loop was incorporated from wellbeing 

to positive emotions and perspective taking. 
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Figure  8.8. Final model. 
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Rectangle: observed (measured) variable. Oval: latent (not measured) variable. Abbreviations:  

ε: error variables. 

8.11 Discussion 

8.11.1 Successful recruitment, poor completion rate 

Findings suggest that the chosen recruitment strategy was successful in terms of 

numbers recruited. The majority of the participants found out about the study through 

a link on the Internet or through social media. The number of registrations was almost 

five times the minimum sample size required, and social media channels showed 

positive indicators of people’s engagement. 

Cardiff University notice board adverts were the most successful single recruitment 

method. Most participants were from Wales and very few from the U.S.A. In addition, 

those who had heard about the study through personal contacts were more likely to 

complete it or, if abandoning the study, would do so later. This suggests that 
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credentials, trust and familiarity (i.e. knowing the institution that organises the study 

and perceiving it as respectable) are important factors when deciding to take part in a 

study, and may be particularly relevant in an online study because of the lack of face

toface contact. The failure with the University’s security certificates may have 

accentuated the influence of trust because participants who did not know the 

institution may have navigated away from the website after seeing the security 

warning on the screen.  

Almost all participants and prospective participants chose Internetbased channels to 

communicate with the study team. These channels were widely used, showing the 

need for efficient monitoring activity by humans in automated but complex online 

studies. 

In spite of the success of the recruiting strategy, only 18% of randomised participants 

completed the courses so the number of completers did not reach sample size needs 

for achieving a 90% study power. The actual study power was 77%, leaving more room 

for small differences to go undetected.  

However, attrition rates and curves and completers’ demographics were similar in 

both groups. Moreover, three quarters of those who dropped out after being 

randomised did so before the third video session. If there had been a problem with 

LKM training, unequal attrition rates or differences between arms in completers’ 

demographics would have been seen. If there had been issues with adverse effects 

derived from LKM practice attrition would have happened more into the course. 

Completers tended to work parttime or not work at all, suggesting that they probably 

were less busy than noncompleters. 

Patterns therefore suggest that participants mainly withdrew due to contextual 

reasons such as being too busy, not having been randomised to the arm they wanted, 

not having been ‘seduced’ by the first or second videos of the assigned course or 

simply forgetting to continue due to the failure in the sending of reminders. The 

significant difference between completion rates before and after the bug was fixed 

suggests that reminders are important to avoid dropouts. However, this difference is 
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not definitive evidence of the importance of reminders, because completion rates 

could have been different due to other factors such as the time of the year. 

Completers were older and more educated, had higher levels of baseline wellbeing, 

and had more time available. However, there were no differences between arms. This 

may be indicating that although time and a baseline level of education and wellness 

are required to engage in an online course, there are no special characteristics that are 

required to successfully complete basic LKM training in comparison with LE training. 

According to process measures, completers were in general satisfied with the courses. 

They had a median of only two days of delay in completing the courses although 25% 

of the completers took more than two extra weeks to finish. The lack of differences 

between arms suggests that the LKM course was as acceptable and engaging as the LE 

course. 

8.11.2 A sample of beginners with a wide range of 

variation 

The randomised sample shows a degree of variation. Although representative 

population samples are not necessary, heterogeneous samples are desirable in 

comparative studies so that the range of values for an exposure is available to the 

analysis (Galante et al. 2011; Gallacher et al. 2013; Rothman et al. 2013). 

However, people from lower socioeconomic backgrounds were underrepresented. 

Although participants covered a wide age range, they were mostly educated white 

females. These features may be related to the type of intervention. It is common for 

studies involving meditation to have more females than males (see section  2.2.3.3). It 

was explained in section  3.4.2 that the digital divide in the U.K. is not about access to 

the Internet but about patterns of use. It may be that more educated people are 

attracted to these courses. Education also predicted completion and, among non

completers, a later abandonment. 
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Only about one fifth of the sample had done regular (more than one hour per month) 

meditation in the past and it was not lovingkindness meditation. This indicated that 

the sample consisted mostly of beginners.  

There was a slight imbalance between arms of the randomised sample although the 

chance of this happening in trials with more than 200 participants being randomised is 

very low (Lachin et al. 1988). However, the imbalance was not in favour of LKM as LKM 

participants were slightly less healthy, less empathic, more irritable and more anxious 

at baseline than LE participants. Moreover, it did not affect results as they were 

adjusted for baseline values. 

8.11.3 A similar improvement in both arms 

After the training, participants in both groups reported increases in their wellbeing, 

satisfaction with life, pleasant emotions and perspective taking, and decreases in their 

depression, anxiety, stress, irritability, physical symptoms and unpleasant emotions. 

This is an encouraging result but could be due to regression to the mean, a 

phenomenon that occurs when repeated measurements are taken in a sample: one 

measurement may be relatively more extreme, while another may be closer to the 

populations’ true mean (Barnett et al. 2005). For example, participants may have been 

experiencing difficulties in their lives when they started the trial (they might have 

actually signed up looking for help to overcome these difficulties) but then 

experienced a spontaneous improvement in their conditions. 

The improvement in both arms could be also due to nonspecific factors. Experimenter 

demand effects, which refer to changes in behaviour by experimental subjects due to 

cues about what constitutes appropriate behaviour (Nichols and Maner 2008), is likely 

to have been one of the nonspecific factors. Participants were aware that the 

objective of the study was to test the effect of the interventions on wellbeing so they 

might have tried to answer the questionnaires in a way that would help to confirm the 

hypothesis. 

Differences between groups were not significant except for anxiety, which was less in 

the LKM group but with a confidence interval very close to zero, and a close to 
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significant increase in £5 donation in the LKM group.  Given that 14 outcomes were 

tested, these differences which were just above or just below significance could have 

been due to chance. 

In contrast to previous evidence (Fredrickson et al. 2008), LKM reduced unpleasant 

emotions. However, LE training reduced them too. Unpleasant emotions could have 

been reduced due to specific or nonspecific effects in both groups, so no definitive 

conclusions can be drawn from this result. 

Generally speaking, the null hypothesis that there were no differences between groups 

in the measured outcomes could not be rejected by this study. This result could be due 

to a suboptimal sample size. Moreover, in the case of secondary outcomes on which 

sample size calculations were not performed, it could be that differences exist but are 

too small to be reliably detected by this study. The variables for which floor/ceiling 

effects were detected pose an extra challenge for hypothesis testing, because the 

reduced variability reduces power to detect differences. However, if there are real 

differences, they are likely to be small, and the possibility that there are no real 

differences in the measured outcomes between groups could not be ruled out. If there 

was a difference it is likely that it is in favour of LKM as in almost all outcomes LKM 

performed better than LE. 

Although there is no evidence that LKM training is more effective than LE training in 

improving wellbeing, there is no evidence either that LKM is inferior to LE. This is not 

the same as saying that there is evidence that they are equivalent. Saying that the 

groups are equivalent would imply that there is certainty at a 95% level of confidence 

that they are equivalent and this has not been tested by this study. The correct 

interpretation is that there may be differences between the interventions although 

there is no certainty at a 95% level of confidence that there are differences.  

LKM training increased perspective taking.  Although LE training does not explicitly 

stimulate empathic attitudes, participants in the LE group also experienced an increase 

in perspective taking. This could be an indirect effect derived from LE participants’ 

increase in wellbeing since, as mentioned in section  1.3.4, happiness increases 

altruism. Lovingkindness meditation training was expected to increase empathy and 
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helping behaviour significantly more than LE training because of the emphasis LKM 

exercises put on thinking of others and wishing them well. There were greater 

increases in perspective taking and more helping behaviour in the LKM arm, but not 

enough to reach significance. This could be due to low study power, but it could also 

mean that stimulating people to reflect on their relationships with others and have 

kind thoughts towards them not necessarily increases their empathy or stimulates 

them to help more.  

The lack of improvement in empathic concern in both groups is puzzling in light of an 

improvement in perspective taking.  A reasonable explanation is that baseline 

empathic concern showed a ceiling effect, rendering very difficult to detect 

improvements in the postintervention measurements. In addition, since the scale is 

not designed to measure changes over time, it could be that the empathic concern 

scale that has been used is not sensitive to change. 

8.11.4 Pleasant emotions and perspective taking lead 

to wellbeing 

The final structural model suggests that experiencing pleasant emotions helps people 

build personal resources to meet life’s challenges, and that resources are linked to 

wellbeing. It also suggests that perspective taking, the capacity to see things from 

others’ perspective, improves wellbeing too. 

The initial theoretical model had to be revised in order to converge. The resulting 

revised model was further modified to improve fit, eliminating nonsignificant 

relationships between variables. In this step the randomisation was collapsed (i.e. the 

variable LKM practice was removed) as the effects of the courses on pleasant emotions 

and empathy were not significantly different. This is in line with the comparative 

effectiveness analyses which showed a similar improvement in both arms.  

The path from pleasant emotions to wellbeing through personal resources was 

significant, confirming the Broaden and Build theory (Fredrickson 1998). Depression 

resulted to be an indicator of an improvement in resilience, a resource, rather than an 

indicator of a final state of wellbeing as suggested by previous research (Fredrickson et 
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al. 2008). The concept ‘resources’ is convenient to group independent mechanisms 

that aid in coping with life events, but it is not a functional outcome in itself. Future 

studies need to address the need of clarifying the function and limits of this concept. 

The final model suggests that the ability to take another's perspective is linked to 

wellbeing. However, this ability does not necessarily lead to helping others. This 

finding appears not to support the EmpathyAltruism theory (Batson 2011), a solid 

theory which predicts that experiencing empathy is one of the most important 

precursors of altruism, as explained in section  4.4. Given that a close to significant 

tendency was detected for LKM participants to make more £5 donations,  the non

significant relationship between perspective taking and helping behaviour could be a 

problem of insufficient power.  

An alternative explanation to the lack of correlation between perspective taking and 

helping behaviour could be that neither LKM nor LE catalysed participants’ valuing of 

the other’s welfare. In other words, participants in both groups reported after their 

training that they were more able to imagine how others feel, but it could be that this 

was not coupled with increased valuing of others’ welfare. In a previous trial 

participants practicing kindnessbased meditation had more empathic accuracy (the 

ability to infer others’ mental states from facial expressions) than those in the health 

discussion control group, but there was no evidence they had more empathic concern 

(Kleinman 2010; Mascaro et al. 2013a). If this happened, participants did not feel more 

empathy and did not donate more money. Furthermore, even if participants felt 

empathy, they could have still refused to donate the money. One reason may be that 

they preferred to donate the money themselves. Unfortunately, the variable empathic 

concern, which measures increased valuing of others’ welfare, showed ceiling effects 

so the information is not available whether this increased or not compared to baseline, 

whether empathic concern was different between groups, and whether it correlated 

with helping behaviour.  

The model also suggests that helping others is not linked to wellbeing. This finding 

apparently goes against accumulated evidence showing that altruism generates 

wellbeing (see section  1.3.4). However, this may be due to the fact that post

intervention wellbeing was measured before participants were offered the chance to 
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donate. This was done to measure the effect of the intervention on wellbeing without 

the interference of the effect of donating. Therefore, with this study design it is not 

possible to define whether altruism generates wellbeing, but whether wellbeing 

generates altruism. According to existing evidence, an increase in wellbeing could lead 

to helping behaviour (see section  1.3.4). This direction was tested but the model would 

not converge, so feeling better did not lead to more donations. 

8.12 Chapter summary 

This chapter presented the findings from the quantitative analysis. Recruitment was 

successful and the patterns show the importance of credentials and trust. Completion 

rates were poor, although they were similar in both arms and attrition occurred very 

early into the courses, suggesting that reasons for abandoning the study were 

contextual rather than related to the course contents. The sample showed good 

variation with a predominance of educated women beginners in LKM.  

Both arms showed an improvement in almost all outcomes including wellbeing. Loving

kindness meditation performed better but differences were generally nonsignificant 

so the null hypothesis could not be rejected. Reasons could be low power or no real 

differences. If this was the case, stimulating people to have kind thoughts would not 

increase their empathy more than other activities that generate wellbeing such as LE. 

The final pathways model suggests that experiencing pleasant emotions helps people 

build personal resources to meet life’s challenges, and resources are linked to 

wellbeing. It also suggests that perspective taking, the capacity to see things from 

other people’s perspectives, improves wellbeing too. However, perspective taking 

does not necessarily lead to helping behaviour. The qualitative analysis presented in 

the next chapter describes insights into a variety of aspects regarding the content and 

context of the interventions.
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Chapter 9. Results and discussion: 
Qualitative analysis 

9.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the findings derived from the qualitative analysis. First, the 

groups of participants who contributed qualitative data are described. Then, the 

results are presented divided into content and context of the interventions. Finally, 

results are summarised and discussed. 

Each quote is identified with the data source of the quote (f for forum, d for diary and 

a for abandonment questionnaire), the arm to which the participant was randomised 

(LKM or LE), the week of the course in which they posted the quoted entry (e.g., 3rd 

week, abbreviated as 3rd), the participant’s identification number (e.g., 304), their 

gender (F for female or M for male), and their age in years (e.g., 34). In some cases the 

language of quotes was adjusted for readability purposes (e.g., punctuation was 

added). Appendix 11 shows the hierarchical node trees that were used in the analysis. 

9.2 Description of the contributors 

The data used in the qualitative analyses consist of the contributions made by all 

participants who wrote entries in personal diaries and online fora or replied to the 

open question of why they had abandoned the study.  This includes participants who 

did not complete the courses. Diary and forum contributions were grouped together 

for the analysis because they covered similar topics and were both written in narrative 

format. 

9.2.1 Diary and forum contributors 

In total, 320 participants used their personal diary or forum at least once, and 110 

used both at least once. Participants randomised to LKM training used these channels 

significantly more with 44% of them using their personal diary or forum at least once 

compared to 34% of those randomised to LE training (p=0.006).  
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There were 296 participants who used their diary with a median of three diary entries 

per participant. There were 1740 diary entries in total. The fora were used by 134 

participants with a median of two forum entries per participant. There were 675 forum 

entries in total (including staff entries).  

Among randomised participants, diary/forum users were significantly older and a 

higher proportion had taken part in spiritual activities in the past than nonusers. Users 

also had a higher course completion rate, although only 38% of the diary/forum users 

completed their assigned course. Baseline wellbeing was significantly higher in users, 

while differences were not significant for the rest of the baseline variables. 

Diary/forum users were less depressed after completing their course than nonusers 

while differences were not significant for the rest of the outcome variables. Appendix 

10 shows demographic characteristics and baseline and postintervention variable 

scores by diary/forum usage. 

9.2.2 Abandonment question responders 

This small group consisted of participants who abandoned the course and replied 

when they were contacted with a request to explain the reasons for abandoning it (see 

section  6.2.2). Fortythree participants (6% of those who dropped out), 19 from the 

LKM arm and 24 from the LE arm, explained why they had abandoned the course. 

Among noncompleters, participants who explained their reasons contained a greater 

proportion of females and of nonworkers and were older, but there were no 

significant differences in baseline variables. 

9.3 Intervention content 

Participants in both the LKM course and the LE course felt that the training was simple 

and short yet had an impact on their lives: 

I have just finished the 3rd week of the course and am impressed by the effect 
and power of such a small effort on my part. (f, LKM, 3rd, 567, F 34) 

...the light exercises would appear to be so easy yet they are sooooo effective 
and beneficial. (f, LE, 3rd, 271, F 51) 
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The nature of this impact, however, varied greatly between arms. 

9.3.1 Impact of LKM training 

Participants recognised that LKM brought them a rich variety of experiences, which 

was described in both positive and negative terms. Numerically, the mention of 

positive experiences was more frequent than the description of negative experiences. 

In addition, there were experiences that did not neatly fit into the positive/negative 

distribution as participants emphasised the depth or intensity of the experience rather 

than its positive or negative aspects. 

9.3.1.1 Positive experiences with LKM 

Positive experiences had two dimensions: an individual dimension consisting mainly of 

selfreflections and a relational dimension focusing on interactions with others. The 

individual dimension was discussed more often than the relational dimension. 

On an individual level most positive experiences related to LKM generating calm and 

peaceful feelings, LKM increasing selfkindness and acceptance, and LKM being of help 

in difficult situations.  

LKM made participants feel good, calm and less stressed: 

Carrying on with the meditation bought me feelings of joyousness and calm 
when considering a new door opening each day. (d, LKM, 3rd, 472, F 57) 

LKM helped participants be kinder to themselves: 

I seem to have had a delayed understanding of one of the key messages in an 
earlier session: that in order to have compassion for others you need to first 
have compassion for yourself. I was coming home from work on public 
transport today and it just hit me how important that message is. I think that I 
understood its importance before but today it felt like all the cells in my body 
understood it too. I realised that it is OK to experience difficulties; that it is OK 
to feel pressure. I looked at my situations (professional, personal, domestic) 
very objectively and was able to feel compassion towards myself as a human 
being for all of the respective difficulties inherent in each one. (d, LKM, 3rd, 
965, F 32) 
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Many participants reported that LKM helped them getting through difficult situations 

and putting problems into perspective:  

Well, the exercises are having a cumulative effect. I have had an enormous 
amount of stress since the 22nd April when I discovered some shocking and 
damaging news. The exercises have helped me deal with this logically and 
appropriately rather than get so stressed that I need a dozen cups of tea. I 
found the exercises gave me resolve to respond immediately without 
emotional interference and to approach the relevant authorities with 
determination and the belief that the truth will come out. I am now doing these 
exercises every day. (d, LKM, 1st, 463, F 45) 

I have chemo once a week and the meditation helps me a lot with positive 
thoughts and taking away the fear, I love it, thanks. (f, LKM, 2nd, 902, F 48) 

Some people reported other benefits on an individual level, such as connecting LKM 

with their spiritual faith: 

When thinking about a person to send loving words to, several people kept 
popping into my mind with each phrase. It was as though I was 'tailoring' each 
phrase to what I felt a particular person needed at that time. Then I realised 
that what I was doing was praying for a number of people. Once I realised that I 
was able to focus on the general feeling of loving kindness to others. I felt a 
small shift in my perception – a sort of lightening of my soul. The feeling stayed 
with me for a short time after the session was over. (d, LKM, 1st, 755, F 65) 

Some people experienced improvements in concentration and sleep quality. They also 

reported being more motivated, more proactive in other areas of wellbeing, and more 

appreciative of other things as a result of practising LKM: 

I feel more buoyant after starting the LKM. I went to a dance class yesterday for 
the first time in 10 years. (d, LKM, 1st, 678, F 49) 

Regarding the relational dimension of LKM training, which involved participants' 

experiences in relation to others, there were two main effects. First, participants felt 

more connected and kinder to people in general: 

Do I Feel I Am Changing? A little, no great eureka moments but I do find that I 
look around me more when I am out and notice more. As I pass people in the 
street I really look at them and think about their lives. If they look ill I 
wordlessly send them wishes for good health. Or if they look cold I wish them 
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warmth. Because of this I now feel more involved in the local community and 
am beginning to see that I do belong here. (d, LKM, 3rd, 307, F 65) 

I also used some of this week's exercises when I was at the theatre. A group of 
tipsy women were sat in front of us, playing on their phones and being 
generally silly during a very moving play. I used the techniques I learnt this 
week to empathise and send kind thoughts to them which meant that instead 
of me getting irritated and it spoiling the play, I managed to stay calm and 
focused on the stage, rather than what was going on around me. (d, LKM, 2nd, 
17, F 44) 

Second, LKM helped participants to deal with frustrating situations involving others by 

being less judgemental and more empathic: 

I found this really useful but quite hard, especially the bit at the end when 
thinking about an ex colleague I didn't really like as he was a real bully. I did 
however find the exercise quite liberating and found myself gradually letting go 
of the contempt and hatred I have for this person. (d, LKM, 2nd, 935, F 37) 

I was able to accept responsibility for someone at work who I had not 
particularly liked – I didn't give her a chance from day 1. What a shame. And 
she is leaving the company soon. I will make sure I do treat her that way now 
and I really do wish her well. I hope she finds happiness. (d, LKM, 2nd, 139, M 
23) 

Some participants expressed that close relationships improved after receiving LKM 

training: 

So it was very very challenging to find myself literally pulling on the same team 
as him at the tug of war at the weekend. It was a deeply symbolic act and I did 
it for my children and for all of us. I have had to let go of all the arrows from the 
past and stop trying to prove anything. I worry about the concealed truth at the 
heart of the family which my children sort of know but can't discuss because it 
will unleash so much pain if we do discuss it. But I know that yesterday meant a 
lot to my children; to see us all working together for their support. If I held onto 
my hurt and anger I would have blocked this chance for healing. (d, LKM, 4th, 
678, F 49) 

Finally, for some people LKM training helped in coping with suffering in others: 

I know that I tend to be overwhelmed by my compassion and empathy and 
consciously try to remove myself from situations that touch me too much. I 
have been looking for ways to control this and so far only employing the 
rational part of my brain in emotional situations has been somewhat 
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successful. I now think that LK could work too, by focusing on sending LK rather 
than getting overwhelmed by someone else's situation. I will try this out. (d, 
LKM, 4th, 853, F 29) 

9.3.1.2 Negative experiences with LKM 

Negative experiences with LKM can be divided into difficulties when practising LKM, 

which were frequently mentioned, and not liking LKM, of which there are fewer 

entries.  

The most frequent difficulties with LKM practice were concentration problems, 

difficulty to feel lovingkindness, unpleasant feelings brought up by LKM exercises, and 

difficulty finding someone they had an uncomplicated relationship with in order to 

send them lovingkindness. 

Concentration problems were widespread and identified by some participants as 

variable, while others had more permanent problems with concentration: 

Each day has been different both in mood and in practice as my inner dialogue 
seems to go into overdrive some days. (d, LKM, 3rd, 472, F 57) 

Despite being only 10 min I have difficulty switching off and desperately want 
to get up and do something. (d, LKM, 1st, 949, F 30) 

Although wanting to direct feelings of lovingkindness to others, many participants 

expressed how difficult it was to feel that they were doing so. This feeling frequently 

arose when they were required to direct good wishes towards people they had a 

difficult relationship with: 

Bringing up feelings of anger and frustration and then focusing on an old boss 
who caused me a lot of problems in the past was difficult (...) Intellectually I 
already know that we are all the same and are all in the same position and we 
are each equally deserving of love and kindness. Yet I cannot spontaneously 
generate these feelings from a place of anger and frustration. I hope one day 
that I will be able to but I'm not there yet! (d, LKM, 2nd, 9, F 36) 

However, many participants expressed problems with feeling lovingkindness and 

directing it to anyone in general: 
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I'm finding it really hard to summon up a feeling when I visualise people.  I 
don't feel any different, and I don't have the same feeling that I would if saw 
them for real.  Any suggestions? (f, LKM, 1st, 350, F 41)  

I realised today that I have been struggling with [LKM] in part because I was not 
wholly embracing the feelings. I was playing out the scenarios in my mind like a 
movie, watching myself and the other people act. Today I was able to feel the 
light and warmth spread from my chest out to a stranger. It really helped. (d, 
LKM, 2nd, 900, F 41) 

Another difficulty was to radiate feelings of lovingkindness to many beings at the 

same time: 

When the exercise called for me to spread this feeling, I found myself thinking 
in literal geographic terms, imagining this feeling envelop my city, then Europe 
and then to other continents. I had a sensation of physical discomfort in trying 
to stretch my tenderness this far. (d, LKM, 3rd, 709, F 31) 

Many participants reported experiencing feelings of sadness when trying to practise 

LKM: 

Visualising a loved one was... difficult. Most of my loved ones live far away 
since I started uni, so that exercise was sadly rather upsetting for me as I ended 
up feeling longing rather than love. (d, LKM, 1st, 112, M 19) 

Had feelings of sadness as words brought memories of how I felt when my son 
was sent to Afghanistan and the death of my mother. This session has left me 
feeling quite lonely. (d, LKM,3rd, 598, F 51) 

Found it straightforward to wish others well in their success.  However, after a 
while my thoughts were about why I am not successful on a variety of 
measures and that made me feel sad. (d, LKM, 4th, 985, F 60) 

The first LKM exercises of the course requested participants to call to mind a loved one 

they had an uncomplicated relationship with. Many people expressed having problems 

finding such a relationship in order to direct good wishes to them, apart from pets and 

children: 

I find it easy to connect to a feeling of loving kindness by thinking of my 
nephew but when asked to transfer this to another person, every person that 
popped into my head seemed encumbered with some sort of baggage and it 
didn't feel safe to transfer the feeling towards them. I ended up settling on my 
cat! (d, LKM, 1st, 9, F 36) 
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Struggling to find an uncomplicated relationship, found one in the end... but 
struggled to keep this person there, as a “complicated” person kept trying to 
throw this one out ;)  (f, LKM, 1st, 162, F 42) 

Difficulties with practising LKM led some participants to have feelings of failure or to 

feel they were not making any progress: 

Also, trying to imagine a feeling sets off a load of thoughts about not being able 
to do it and not really having the feeling I am meant to be having. (d, LKM, 3rd, 
350, F 41)  

LKM doesn't do any harm, although it does perhaps make me feel bad that I am 
not able to overcome the distasteful feelings that I have towards some 
people... (d, LKM, 4th, 965, F 32) 

Some participants experienced an increased sleepiness that was distracting during the 

exercises: 

Do other people fall asleep during the meditations? How can one improve their 
own attention to stay awake – or is it OK to just let it happen in its own time 
and in its own way? – Is that what being kind to self is? (f, LKM, 2nd, 143, F 50) 

There were some participants who were not satisfied with LKM training. The most 

frequent theme among those who did not like LKM was that they found it funny or 

strange, or were sceptical: 

I do struggle to project beneficial feelings to people in the videos, I feel 
somewhat selfconscious at projecting at total strangers, and being classed as a 
nutter for doing it. (d, LKM, 2nd, 20, M 42) 

Any semisceptics here? I feel I might be. Not badly as I'm being openminded 
and not resisting any of the exercises. Perhaps just doubting my ability! (f, LKM, 
1st, 109, F 20)  
Flic24, I'm pretty much a semisceptic. Sounds like you're thinking like I am: 
that LKM does work for some people but perhaps I'm not particularly good at 
it. (f, LKM, 1st, 35, M 23) 

Some participants felt that LKM clashed with their values and convictions: 

I (...) find the concept of wishing someone well because they, like me, just wish 
to be happy both patronising and naive.  People carry out many actions that are 
harmful to others in the belief it will make them happy. (d, LKM, 2nd, 285, F 63) 
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Find it difficult to focus on my own wish to be happy, seems a little selfish 
almost? (d, LKM, 1st, 606, F 26) 

Other participants were resistant to sending good wishes to strangers or difficult 

people: 

Feeling a little resistant to sending loving kindness out to everyone because my 
immediate thought is that not everyone will return the loving kindness. I guess 
the latter is irrelevant as extending loving kindness to everyone no matter what 
is what's relevant. Well, that's hard. (d, LKM, 2nd, 899, F 33) 

9.3.1.3 Intense experiences with LKM 

LKM training brought an array of intense experiences to participants, generating strong 

emotions and triggering profound reflections about the self and about relationships 

with others. 

LKM sessions were deeply moving to many participants, taking them by surprise as 

they were not expecting to feel such emotional intensity. Moreover, many of these 

experiences took place during the first sessions of the course, where participants 

worked with their emotions toward loved ones and themselves. For some, these 

experiences were uncomfortable:  

 The first video session I did I was mildly shocked to find myself crying at the 
end and didn't really understand why? I was glad it seemed to be over quickly 
as it made me feel quite uncomfortable with the experience. (d, LKM, 1st, 404, 
F 49) 

I have also found that every time we are to imagine a loved one and direct our 
thoughts towards them, I get emotional. This can be distracting, and I don't 
understand why this is happening. (d, LKM, 1st, 853, F 29) 

Others welcomed these moving experiences: 

An incredibly moving session today. I found as usual now that once I started 
thinking about loving kindness I felt my cheeks lifting and a small sincere smile 
seemed to suffuse me. I was delighted to think of my loving kindness spreading 
through Tunbridge Wells and then Kent and then the South East and then 
England. I felt very moved and noticed tears coming to my eyes. I began to 
think about the women in Bangladesh who died in the garment factory and had 
been talking about their children at the last [moment], and I thought of my 
loving kindness reaching those people and their families and the women's 
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children. Tears rolled down my cheeks but as well as the sadness I also felt – 
not happiness, exactly, but a wonderful richness of being. (d, LKM, 2nd, 678, F 
49) 

Well that was different.  I envisaged my late father and the warmth felt like he 
was giving me a hug again.  I could feel the tears flowing down my face. (d, 
LKM, 2nd, 343, F 43) 

Another aspect of the intensity LKM training brought to participants are things they 

discovered about themselves through practising LKM: 

A startling revelation to me is that outside of my close family I do not and have 
not had feelings of love for many people. (d, LKM, 1st, 562, M 47) 

A strange mixture of emotions arose today during my session. I enjoyed feeling 
strong like the mountain but found a lot of angry black clouds were passing 
over me. And when it came to the colours inside the mountain I felt a wave of 
resentment against all the people I love who at one time or another have made 
me feel bad or let me down. I found it hard to give them love and warm 
colours. I feel this session has shocked me into realising how angry I am with 
them and how much hate I feel towards myself. Nevertheless, I am smiling as I 
write this. (d, LKM, 1st, 307, F 65) 

I am learning that I don't have very strong negative feelings. I think I am much 
more positive than I thought I was! (d, LKM, 4th, 992, F 64) 

LKM led to profound reflections on the relationship between giving to others and 

giving to oneself. Some participants were confident that these two actions reinforce 

one another in different ways. Others reflected on whether giving too much away 

limited the amount of lovingkindness available for oneself, and when these reflections 

took place in the forum they sparked some debate: 

I thought about the woman whose entry I read on the forum whose husband 
had told her she would get hurt or walked on if she practised loving kindness 
and I felt sorry for her and for her husband – for her because he wasn't 
supporting her and for him because he didn't seem to trust the world very 
much. There is a distinction between being loving and kind and being weak. I 
think many people mix those two up. (d, LKM, 1st, 678, F 49) 

Other topics that generated intense reflection were reasons to be kind, acceptance of 

others, values and envy: 
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Acceptance is key I guess: not just lip service but genuine acceptance of what I 
cannot change and of other people's choices. (d, LKM, 3rd, 131, F 52) 

Envy and jealousy are the most destructive of emotions. I remembered all the 
friends I had lost because I dared to celebrate some success of my own. And 
also the pain I have caused by ignoring the success of others instead of 
celebrating it. It is so easy to enjoy the success of strangers as during the 
Olympics in London, but if a work colleague is promoted and you are not, it is 
difficult to celebrate with him. This was another intense, thought provoking 
session. (d, LKM, 4th, 307, F 65) 

9.3.2 Impact of LE training 

As with LKM training, the mention of positive experiences during LE training was more 

frequent than that of negative experiences. 

9.3.2.1 Positive experiences with LE 

Many participants expressed how LE training made them feel better, in general. Light 

exercise had an impact at two levels: physically and psychologically. Both levels were 

approximately equally represented in the data. 

The most prominent aspects of the physical impact dimension were improved 

flexibility, learning about one’s own body with an increased awareness of posture, and 

facilitating breaks after long sedentary periods. Many participants reported 

improvements in body flexibility, especially in the form of the release of tension from 

key joints and muscles: 

Well that feels better. Have had a terrible crick in my neck all weekend, and 
could barely stretch it. The shoulder rolls seem to have really helped to free it 
up so that I have been able to stretch it out a bit. (d, LE, 1st, 104, F 45) 

LE training led to participants learning things about their own bodies and being more 

aware of posture: 

I did a 3 hour drive on Wednesday evening and was much more aware of the 
tension gathering in my shoulders than I have been before, I put this down to 
the exercises and being more aware of tension as it develops, so I adjusted my 
sitting position to release it. (f, LE, 3rd, 753, F 48) 
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It was frequently mentioned how LE training constituted a break for the body from 

sedentary occupations: 

Was going to do the session later today but decided to do the session half way 
through doing some elearning as it was making me feel tired and bored with 
the work. Glad I did this as feel more motivated and have more energy to face 
the rest of the computer studies! (d, LE, 2nd, 271, F 51) 

Some participants reported pain relief and sleeping better after LE training: 

Seems to be having a very real effect on the pins and needles I've been 
experiencing in my arms when sleeping at night, pain is reduced. (d, LE, 1st, 
356, F 49) 

In the psychological dimension, the main impact of LE training was that it was calming, 

improved mood, and generated a pleasant feeling of achievement and selfcare, 

motivating people to exercise more. 

Participants found that LE helped them to relax and get into a more positive mood: 

I had a long day with lots of walking and carrying a heavy bag, and I felt quite 
grumpy when I started exercising. Focusing on the exercises helped me to relax 
and I felt in a better mood when I had finished. (d, LE, 1st, 951, F 35) 

I'm blitzing it as I'm about to go and bury my naninlaw's ashes and I've found 
doing these sorts of stretches just lets out a bit of anxiety. It's been a rough 
week, and it's not about to get easier, so one more session should negate any 
need for diazepam! (d, LE, 4th, 104, F 45) 

Many participants were satisfied because LE training made them feel that they were 

doing something for their body and health, and this motivated them to exercise more: 

Just doing those 10minute stretches plus some extras makes you feel as if 
you're doing yourself some good physically and emotionally. (d, LE, 2nd, 145, F 
46) 

I think this has been the gentle nudge that I have needed to get myself sorted 
and on the road to fitness and weight loss. It is as though I am starting to have 
more energy! (d, LE, 3rd, 271, F 51)   

9.3.2.2 Negative experiences with LE 
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Negative experiences with LE can be divided into difficulties when practising LE and 

not liking LE, of which there are fewer entries.  

Participants in the LE arm experienced fewer difficulties than those in the LKM arm. 

Some people found some exercises were not doing them any good. Other participants 

found some exercises too difficult so felt they could not do them properly, but this was 

not seen as an insurmountable hurdle as it happened with isolated exercises only: 

I'm feeling a bit frustrated today – session 3. I can't do the leg bending exercise 
at all. My arms aren't long enough! Instead of improving my wellbeing it's 
starting to make me feel a bit of a failure. I will keep doing all the exercises I 
can though. (f, LE, 1st, 254, F 45) 

In contrast, there were more participants who felt dissatisfied in the LE arm than in the 

LKM arm. Many people found the exercises too easy, therefore not useful or boring: 

The course is a bit light to my liking, as I do yoga every week and these 
stretches are not at the level. (d, LE, 1st, 96, F 32) 

The exercises were very basic and not at all what I expected. Too easy. (d, LE, 
1st,  806, F 50) 

9.4 Intervention context 

This section presents participants’ impressions and experiences of how both the LKM 

and the LE courses were delivered. The first section describes remarks related to the 

study design rather than the courses, as the courses were delivered in the context of a 

research study. The second section describes comments related to the online nature of 

the courses. Then, preferences related to the presentation of the courses such as 

music or instructions are described. Finally, observations about course adherence are 

reported. 

9.4.1 About the study 

The main reason participants gave for joining the study was to improve their wellbeing 

and lower anxiety, tension and stress levels. Other important reasons were to try 
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meditation, to exercise more, to be more focused, to help the researchers, to improve 

interpersonal relationships and to do a structured activity:  

I do find it hard to relax and have a lot of tension in my body and I thought 
participating in this experience would help me ease some of the tension. These 
are the selfish reasons! I also thought it would help the researchers to have a 
higher number of participants, and have also told others about it, one of whom 
I know has already signed up to take part. (d, LE, 1st, 8, F 35) 

I've been going through a tough time lately and I thought a daily activity to add 
a tiny bit of structure into my day and where I sit down and give myself time to 
focus on something would be good. (d, LKM, 1st, 474, F 22) 

Regarding course preferences, some people expressed a clear preference, slightly 

more frequent for the meditation course. However, many participants were happy 

with being randomised to either course, and most of those who wanted the LKM 

course and were randomised to the LE course expressed satisfaction with it: 

I had hoped to get assigned to the meditation group (as I heard that loving 
kindness meditation is very beneficial in lots of ways and I can't access a course 
as I'm stuck indoors due to chronic disease) however I'm finding this exercise 
course enjoyable and interesting – I'll be sorry when it's over – maybe you 
should make it accessible to the nation. (d, LE, 2nd, 941, F 36) 

Some participants commented on having been offered the Amazon voucher at the end 

of the study. They thanked the researchers for it and asked when the voucher would 

be sent to them. Three participants in the LKM arm felt the need to provide an excuse 

for not having donated money and explained that they would still do so but 

independently: 

I have been haunted by the fact that I didn't choose to donate half of my 
voucher to charity at the end of the course so today I am going to give £5 to 
charity or to someone in need. (f, LKM, finished course, 678, F 49)  

9.4.2 About Internet-based delivery 

Participants commented on various aspects of Internetbased delivery.  Comments 

about technical problems were the most frequent. The most valued aspect was that 

the courses gave participants the opportunity to take time apart for themselves. 
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The biggest problems in both arms of the trial were having to deal with technology and 

finding the ideal conditions to practise. Technical shortcomings out of the researcher’s 

control like broadband speed or user’s browser configurations generated problems for 

many participants: 

The session stopped abruptly half way through a leg stretch (inner thigh). I 
wondered if this was deliberate to see what we did (if not, sorry for thinking 
this). (d, LE, 1st, 271, F 51) 

I wish I wasn't distracted by my own problems and by technical difficulties, 
which interrupt the peace and calm. In the last few sessions I have had 
annoying popups on the laptop or the computer has got very low on battery. 
This is really distracting! (d, LKM, 2nd, 544, F 28) 

Apart from the difficulties using the computer, needing a computer to do the exercises 

was seen as a limitation per se by some participants: 

When I get home from work after a day sat in front of a computer, I don't 
always feel like switching my home laptop on! (f, LE, 3rd, 603, F 22) 

One of the main features of online courses is that no dedicated space to practise is 

provided. Some participants expressed difficulties finding the ideal space. This was 

slightly more frequent in the LKM arm: 

... just after I started my house mates started running up and down the stairs 
which really didn't help with feelings of kindness. Things are usually pretty 
quiet in the house in the morning so I'll try getting up earlier tomorrow and do 
the session before everyone else wakes up. (d, LKM, 1st, 319, F 21) 

The ideal thing would be to do them at work as I think they would be a good 
break and help with tiredness from desk work, but I don't really have a good 
place to do them. (d, LE, 1st, 133, F 30)   

However, participants also valued characteristics linked to the online nature of the 

courses, like the possibility of doing the sessions at any time: 

What motivated me to take part in this study was the availability of the course 
online, free and freedom of performing exercises as per my convenience. (d, LE, 
1st,  934, F 28) 
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Moreover, the course as an opportunity to take time apart for themselves was highly 

valued in both groups: 

I think what I'm appreciating most is having time where I have no obligations 
for a little while each day and using it to think about myself and my 
relationships and things that have happened. (d, LKM, 2nd, 109, F 20) 

Some participants expressed satisfaction in that they did not have to travel and that 

the videos could be played on their smartphones. Others identified extra benefits of 

the video format in comparison with a facetoface group class such as being able to 

regulate the volume or being in a more private context.  

9.4.3 About presentation preferences 

In both arms participants extensively commented on many aspects of how the course 

was presented. The most frequently mentioned were instructions (clarity and pace), 

video length, sound (music and voiceover) and images. Although participants broadly 

agreed, opinions on details tended to vary widely. 

In general, participants were satisfied with the instructions. However, there were some 

participants who found some sections confusing. Others commented on the pace of 

the instructions and made suggestions for improvement: 

I found the side stretch on the video didn't allow enough time for me to do it in 
real time as I watched, which is how I like to do it.  Instead I found myself 
continuing to count (I think it was up to 30 on each side) while the next exercise 
was being shown.  I suppose I could have stopped the video, but I would have 
had to interrupt my flow.  I wonder if anyone else is finding this problem 
occasionally?  It's not the first time I've had it.  But generally the pacing seems 
perfect. (f, LE, 1st, 582, F 56) 

Many participants commented on the duration of the videos. There was a general 

agreement in both arms that 10 minutes were just right as they were easy to fit into 

the day. Some people in both groups expressed that sessions felt shorter as the course 

went on, but did not see this as a problem as they could watch sessions more than 

once. 
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Many participants commented on the music and voiceover. Personal preferences 

varied in both arms of the study: 

I've now completed the course! I'll definitely miss the music most of all as I 
think I've almost become conditioned to immediately relax and become calm as 
soon as I hear it start up. (d, LKM, completed the course, 404, F 49) 

Completed first 3 sessions but don't know how many more times I can put up 
with having to listen to that awful background music. Sorry, but it's really quite 
annoying! Curious about the researchers' decision to put it there? (f, LE, 1st, 
684, F 40) 

There were varied comments about images too, but in general participants expressed 

satisfaction with them. 

9.4.4 About course adherence 

Factors related to course adherence such as following the course, time patterns of 

practice, amount of training during the course and training plans for after the course 

were widely reported by participants in both arms. 

9.4.4.1 Obstacles to regular practice 

Reasons for falling behind in the course were frequently reported. The main reasons 

were similar in both arms and consisted of not being able to set time aside (the most 

frequent one) and not feeling well (ill or in pain): 

I must say that the most distressing thing for me has been the fact that I have 
not been able to find 10 minutes of my time a day just for myself! I am either 
too busy or too tired, and the time I have spare I try to spend with my son who 
I do not see as often as I would like due to me travelling a lot lately (to do with 
my job). Can I change it? I will try. (d, LE, completed the course, 932, F 48) 

Forgetting was another important reason in both arms. There were suggestions that 

reminders would have been useful to address this problem: 

I haven't had a reminder from WWE for a week, so I have had to depend on my 
new habits, and I failed. Well, I was away from my computer for a long 
weekend, so my environment, and the tiredness of sitting at a keyboard, did 
not remind me. (d, LE, 2nd, 155, F 68) 
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Being stressed or worried played a more important role as a reason for postponing the 

session in LKM than in LE training: 

I am frustrated with my husband today....the meditation was constantly 
interrupted by my thoughts and feelings of sadness and anger....I tried to bring 
myself back to focus but was not very successful (d, LKM, 2nd, 900, F 41) 

Finally, procrastination was acknowledged as an impeding factor by some participants 

in both groups. 

9.4.4.2 Training more 

 Many participants reported exercising more than the one session per day that was 

requested by the study. This extra training took place by watching videos more than 

once or by doing exercises on their own, and happened in both arms in a similar 

fashion. Some people mentioned introducing exercises at work: 

I realise that I’m gradually introducing more and more exercises into my 
everyday life (at work, when resting at home, or even when waiting for the 
bus!)... (d, LE, 3rd, 21, F 28) 

At work today, I used loving kindness in the clinic session and I felt so much 
more in touch with the patients that I saw. (d, LKM, 3rd, 17, F 44) 

9.4.4.3 Training after the course 

Many participants in both groups expressed their desire or commitment to continue 

exercising after the course finished, although they recognised that the lack of further 

guidance and the discipline required would be challenging. They felt more confident 

integrating exercises and attitudes into their daily life rather than limiting this to 

formal sessions: 

I have really enjoyed the meditation. I am normally a very busy active person 
and the periods of meditation and quiet reflection have been a useful addition 
to my way of life. Will try to fit in time to meditate on a regular, if not daily, 
basis. (f, LKM, completed the course, 992, F 64) 

I do intend to carry on and try and integrate the exercises into my working day 
but I have to admit having the 10minute video has really helped my motivation 
to take time out to spend on stretching. I'm not convinced that I will give the 
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same amount of time each day. Rather I can see myself just doing isolated 
exercises when I think about it. (d, LE, 4th, 44, F 49) 

Some participants highlighted the importance of a community or network in order to 

continue:  

I just finished the last lesson and I am really so happy to have the experience of 
taking this course.  I am wondering if there is any follow up or a way to stay 
involved with a loving kindness type of network. (f, LKM, completed the course, 
890, F 53) 

The course was available to them for three more months after finishing and many of 

them mentioned that they would watch the sessions again: 

I found myself looking ahead to when the course is over – I'm going to try and 
continue with the sessions daily for as long as they remain available. (f, LE, 3rd, 
292, F 49) 

9.5 Reasons for abandoning the courses 

Twenty people in the LKM arm and 25 people in the LE arm provided reasons for 

abandoning their course. Being too busy and forgetting were the most frequent 

reasons in both arms: 

A family member was unwell for several weeks as I had yet to develop a habit 
of undertaking the exercises after two weeks I just forgot to do so. (a, LE, 746, F 
56) 

I found it difficult to find the time for it and found myself looking upon it as 
something else I had to fit in to my day. (a, LKM, 500, F 47) 

Another frequent reason in both arms was having technical problems: 

I really wanted to complete the sessions but I was suffering from bad Internet 
connection. Till the time I regained it I had already lost a week's time. (a, LE, 
934, F 28) 

Other reasons for abandoning the LKM course were not liking the course and having 

mental health issues, whereas a recurrent reason in the LE arm was not finding the 

course useful:  
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I didn't feel I would get much out of completing the exercises, since I already 
exercise fairly regularly. (a, LE, 59, M 24) 

Some participants in both arms noted that they would have continued had they 

received reminders: 

I am very busy and therefore didn't remember to return to the page every 
week. Perhaps email reminders would have been useful as I would have liked 
to have completed it. (a, LE, 429, F 21) 

Been going through a busy/exciting time & I forgot about it. It wasn't a high 
priority for me but I would have completed it if I'd got reminders. (a, LKM, 146, 
F 42) 

9.6 Discussion 

9.6.1 Summary of main findings 

Forty percent of the randomised participants contributed to the diary and fora, posting 

more than 2400 entries that covered a wide variety of aspects related to the content 

and context of the interventions. Diary/forum contributors were older, more engaged 

in past spiritual activities and enjoying a higher wellbeing than noncontributors, 

although they were comparable to noncontributors in all the other variables 

measured at baseline. They also had a higher completion rate than noncontributors, 

but there were 198 noncompleters who still contributed. Only 6% of those who 

dropped out explained their reasons for doing so. 

Participants reported a positive experience overall. Both LKM and LE training were 

generally perceived as simple yet effective. In both arms of the study, training 

increased relaxation. However, this was the only effect the courses had in common.  

LKM training was reported as specifically increasing selfkindness and generating an 

array of positive experiences in the relational domain: a greater connection with 

others and a kinder attitude towards them that also helped in dealing with relational 

difficulties and letting go of resentment. In addition, LKM was described as a moving 
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experience that provoked deep thoughts and reflections about the self, about values, 

and about participants’ relationships with loved ones and strangers. 

In contrast, LE training specifically impacted on the physical sphere, increasing 

flexibility, releasing body tension and improving posture. In addition, it increased 

participants’ awareness of their body and stimulated them to take breaks from 

sedentary tasks. In the psychological dimension, apart from the calming effect, LE 

training generated feelings of achievement and selfcare and stimulated in turn the 

motivation to exercise more.  

Participants also reported negative experiences relating to the contents of the 

interventions, although less frequently than positive experiences. Negative 

experiences consisted slightly more of difficulties when practising in the LKM group 

and slightly more of dissatisfaction with the course in the LE group. Lovingkindness 

meditation participants had to deal with frequent concentration problems, 

unwanted/unexpected emergence of unpleasant emotions, and difficulties feeling 

lovingkindness or finding uncomplicated relationships to focus on. At times, some 

participants found LKM too strange and felt too uncomfortable. Participants on the LE 

course, on the contrary, found few hurdles but some felt that the exercises were too 

simple and therefore boring. 

The main reasons why people joined the study were reported as being the desire to 

reduce anxiety and improve wellbeing. Although many were interested in both 

courses, there were more people exclusively interested in LKM than exclusively 

interested in LE. 

Although participants were not requested to note their thoughts about the online 

nature of the study, they expressed their appreciation for being free to choose when 

to do the sessions and being able to take time off for themselves in the middle of their 

daily routines. Technical problems, however, were common topics in diaries and fora. 

These were most frequently broadband and system configuration issues. Problems 

with finding an ideal space to practise or getting interrupted were also frequent, 

especially in the LKM arm. 
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Format issues such as video length or music were extensively commented upon. There 

was a general agreement on the convenience of the duration of videos and a positive 

appraisal of the variety of the exercises. Clarity and pace were generally judged as 

satisfactory albeit with some suggestions for improvement. 

Participants frequently reported their reasons for falling behind in the course. Missed 

sessions were most often due to being too busy or ill. Stress and tiredness were also 

important factors, slightly more in the LKM group. Forgetting and procrastination were 

frequent and it was mentioned in both groups that receiving reminders (which were 

planned but not sent due to a technical fault, see section  8.3) would have been of help. 

Some people trained more than the minimum requested, this took the form of 

watching videos more than once, or exercising outside formal video sessions.  

The main reason for not completing the course was being too busy. Forgetting was 

another important reason and, again, it was suggested that reminders would have kept 

some participants on track. Other reasons were not being satisfied with the courses 

and having problems with the computer. 

9.6.2 Distinct paths to wellbeing 

In accordance with the way the study was promoted, one of the main reasons why 

people joined the study was to improve their wellbeing. Reducing stress was the other 

main reason. Since this is in line with one of the main benefits perceived by 

participants of both courses, a calming effect, it makes sense that the courses were 

generally viewed as effective, i.e. meeting participants’ expectations.  

Both LE and LKM were perceived as increasing wellbeing. However, a closer look at the 

data revealed that it was mostly very different mechanisms that led to wellbeing in 

each arm. Light exercise was a gentle and stable way to increase wellbeing, with 

expected features and exercises. Instead, LKM had rollercoasterlike trajectory to 

wellbeing. Some individuals may have experienced it as a gentler curve and inter

individual differences may have been large but in general the process appeared to 

have difficult moments for most. The more frequent use of the diary and forum by 

LKM participants reflects a wider array of experiences to be written about. In the LE 
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arm interindividual differences were present but mostly defined by baseline fitness so 

what varied was the starting point without noticeable ups and downs in the trajectory.  

There were a number of factors that made LKM’s path to wellbeing uneven and 

intense. One was the high mental resource that LKM training demanded. Working with 

thoughts, even unemotional thoughts, requires concentration and patience. 

Complaints about concentration issues were widespread in the LKM arm. In addition, 

participants in the LKM arm reported more interruptions, probably reflecting that low 

noises or short interruptions impact more on mental exercises than physical ones. The 

same pattern was seen in the reasons for missing sessions: stress and tiredness were 

more reported in the LKM group, where stress impairs concentration and sleepiness 

increases with static postures. The difference was even more pronounced as the 

physical demand of the LE course was low, so it was possible to do the exercises when 

tired as some participants expressed. 

Another factor that contributed to the more demanding progression to wellbeing in 

the LKM arm was the perceived intensity and depth that characterised LKM training. 

Lovingkindness meditation training stimulated people to work with their emotions 

and thoughts in a deep and recurring way, which led to helpful reflections and self

observation, but also to unpleasant feelings, tearful sessions and shocking self

discoveries. Participants mentioned that they were not expecting this depth and such 

emotional intensity and few listed among their reasons to join that they wished to 

work on their relationship with others. Working with feelings can prove to be difficult 

as the stirring up of emotions is not always viewed as positive in our society. While 

many people welcomed the benefits of having done such work, the difficulties of doing 

so were generally acknowledged, and in some participants it may have had a negative 

impact on their wellbeing. This resonates with one of the systematic review findings 

(see section  2.2.6.2), that initial exposure to LKM may be challenging for some people. 

It is possible that longer training with a more diluted dosing of the intensity would 

have been more beneficial to them. 

However, this intense work on feelings and emotions had beneficial effects on many 

participants. They reported increased selfknowledge and selfkindness, a kinder 

attitude towards others, and an increased capacity for successfully working through 
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frustrations and resentment. Some participants in the LKM arm who did not donate 

money indicated that they would do so independently. This did not happen at all in the 

LE arm and could be linked to LKM’s effect in the relational sphere. 

In contrast, participants in the LE arm experienced a uniform improvement in their 

wellbeing. The factors that generated this wellbeing were very different from those in 

the LKM arm in that there was a strong physical component and the psychological 

aspects were much less intimate and intimidating. The destressing and mood 

improving effects were triggered at least in part by the act of exercising, as they are 

well known effects (Penedo and Dahn 2005). Participants also mentioned the calming 

effect of setting problems aside for a while to just follow instructions, something not 

mentioned in the LKM arm possibly due to the higher complexity of the LKM 

instructions. The satisfaction LE generated for having achieved a goal in line with self

care may have been due to participants being in general very aware of the benefits of 

exercising for health and wellbeing. Finally, because LE training was achievable for 

most people due to the short exercising time and low physical demand, participants 

may have felt they were in control and this possibly contributed to their wellbeing and 

to their motivation to exercise more. 

All in all, LKM training brought valuable benefits in terms of a more considered and 

tangible connection to others, but the intensity of the experience in a short training 

period may have been difficult for some to process, adversely impacting on their 

wellbeing. Light exercise training’s impact on wellbeing may have been more 

superficial, but there were virtually no intense or negative experiences undermining it. 

9.6.3 A successful control group 

Opinions on Internetbased delivery, technology issues and problems with adherence 

were generally similar between groups. This suggests that the intention of controlling 

for nonspecific factors by introducing an LE active control group and the efforts to 

make it as similar as possible to the LKM intervention were successful. 

When the study was advertised LE training was not described as a control group but as 

a parallel intervention equal to LKM. Therefore, the greater proportion of participants 
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exclusively interested in the LKM course rather than the LE course may reflect a 

genuine interest in online meditation training in the population. It may also be that the 

information about the study circulated more extensively among people interested in 

meditation than in other circles. 

9.6.4 Online nature of the study 

The online nature of the study seems acceptable to participants as there were no 

general complaints or negative comments about online consent, confidentiality or 

other aspects. However, few expressed this acceptance explicitly. Technical glitches 

instead were common topics in diaries and fora. Positive comments may have been 

fewer because online activities are accepted and normal nowadays and because 

participants were not prompted to talk about the online nature of the study. Problems, 

however, may have been immediately flagged because they were interfering with the 

experience. 

Judging by the number of entries and the number of participants who contributed, 

diary usage and participation in the fora were high, particularly when compared with 

other online studies, even those which actively encouraged their use (e.g., Bekkers et 

al. 2010). However, active participation in fora was also registered in a trial testing 

online mindfulness training (Thompson et al. 2010). It is likely that the user friendliness 

of the website and the nature of the topics, coupled with anonymity and the lack of 

facetoface contact throughout the study, contributed to participants feeling 

comfortable using these channels of communication in the LKM trial presented here. 

9.7 Chapter summary 

This chapter presented the findings from the qualitative analysis. Participants widely 

engaged in diary and forum usage, generating extensive and rich data. This made it 

possible to gain insight into a variety of aspects regarding the content and context of 

the interventions. Participants mainly joined the course looking to reduce stress. Both 

LKM and LE training led to stress reduction and greater wellbeing in most participants, 

although the paths were very different. Light exercise training was smooth, leading to 
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regular increases in relaxation and physical wellbeing which were expected and 

generated a sense of achievement. Lovingkindness meditation training was an 

emotionally intense experience, generating turmoil but also calmness, deep reflections 

and an increased connectedness with self and others.  

The next chapter will integrate these findings with those of the quantitative analysis, 

and will discuss them in relation to previous evidence. It will also reflect on the 

strengths and limitations of the study as a whole. 
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Chapter 10. Integrated discussion 

10.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the principal findings of this thesis described in Chapter 8 and Chapter 

9 are discussed and placed within the wider context of kindnessbased meditation 

research and online RCTs. Strengths and limitations are discussed, suggestions for 

further research made, and implications for public health explored. 

10.2 Integration of results and previous evidence 

This study began with the intention to address the need to develop and test effective 

interventions to improve individuals’ and communities’ wellbeing. As kindnessbased 

meditation has the potential to address this need by facilitating kindness and empathy, 

this became the focus. A literature review was conducted, including a systematic 

review of RCTs, to discover the extent to which kindnessbased meditation’s potential 

to improve wellbeing has been explored. The studies exposed the need for a large 

kindnessbased meditation RCT.  

An RCT was conducted to investigate the effect of LKM training on wellbeing using an 

active control group. Since an effective Internetbased LKM intervention delivered to 

the general population could be highly costeffective, and the technology to conduct 

an RCT entirely online is available, it was decided that this new study would be an 

online RCT. The study also aimed to improve the understanding of the mechanisms of 

the effect of LKM on wellbeing by testing a theoretical pathways model and by 

exploring the recipients’ perceptions and experiences of the intervention. Loving

kindness meditation training was compared against light exercise as an active control 

group. Both courses were designed for beginners, mirroring each other apart from 

interventionspecific contents. Eligibility criteria were broad and aimed at the general 

public. 

A comprehensive website was designed to accommodate all aspects of the study. The 

recruitment strategy mainly focused on online features like good positioning in search 
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engine results and strong social media presence. After participants selfenrolled online, 

they gained access to a members’ area which displayed different links depending on 

the study phase. Participants could write about their experience in an online diary and 

interact with each other in fora. Two pilot studies were conducted exploring different 

aspects of the trial before conducting the main study.  

Quantitative and qualitative analyses were undertaken. These analyses were 

conducted on slightly different sets of participants. The quantitative analysis was only 

performed for completers (N=143), while the qualitative data was provided by a larger 

set of participants (participants who used their personal diary or forum at least once, 

N=320) and mainly involved noncompleters (62%). Thus, the set of participants who 

provided qualitative data may be more representative of the randomised sample than 

the set used for quantitative analyses, although there may be differences between 

noncompleters who used diary/forum channels and those who did not.  

This section will integrate the study results and discuss them in light of previous 

evidence. First, process measures will be discussed, and then the main results will be 

addressed. 

10.2.1 Process measures 

Process measures related to participation patterns, to the Internet as a mode of 

delivery, and to attrition causes and impact will be discussed. 

10.2.1.1 Participation in the study 

In terms of number of participants signing up or being randomised, this kindness

based meditation RCT has been the largest so far. It achieved a randomised sample 

size four times the size of its biggest predecessor (i.e. over 600 more participants) 

(Fredrickson et al. 2008).  

Contributions to diaries and fora were large and topics were varied, from technical 

issues to deep reflections about participants’ emotional lives. This is consistent with 

evidence showing that some people feel more comfortable and are more honest and 
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open in online studies than in facetoface studies (van Gelder et al. 2010; Mathieu et 

al. 2012). 

The study sample was heterogeneous, confirming that recruiting through the Internet 

is a valid method for populationbased trials, at least in countries where Internet 

access is wellestablished. Results suggest that credentials, familiarity and trust 

influence people’s decision to take part in a study (see section  8.11.1). Although in 

theory it is possible for online studies to recruit people from all over the world, these 

factors may limit geographical reach. 

That participants used Internetbased communication channels widely is consistent 

with the reported need of participants in online trials to feel supported, wellinformed 

and wellunderstood (Mathieu et al. 2012). The forum usage indicates that the 

possibility of communicating with peers was welcomed, as also indicated by previous 

evidence (Morrison et al. 2012).   

Quantitative process measure results suggest that the LKM course was as accepted 

and engaging as the LE course. Qualitative data support this, showing that participants 

in both arms were in general satisfied with the course. 

Insights from the qualitative data reveal that some participants trained more than the 

minimum required, by viewing videos more than once or training outside sessions. 

These participants may have benefitted more from the intervention. 

10.2.1.2 Causes of dropout 

In spite of the number of recruits being much greater than in other studies, due to the 

high dropout rate the number of completers was smaller than its largest predecessors 

(see section  2.2.3). However, given that studies in the field tend to be small, the 

completers sample is still larger than in most previous trials. 

A completion rate of 18% is considered extremely low in traditional offline RCTs. 

However, this is not the case in online trials. The low completion rate confirms 

previous experiences with Internet RCTs, especially with those involving interventions 

that last several days (Eysenbach 2005; Eisen et al. 2008; Owen et al. 2010; Mathieu et 
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al. 2013). Moreover, the fact that the LKM and LE interventions used in this study were 

designed as videobased online courses makes some retention aspects comparable to 

universities’ massive open online courses (McAuley et al. 2010). Completion rate 

estimates for these courses are less than 10% of the enrolled participants (Jordan 

2013).  

It is expected that a high proportion of participants will be lost in trials testing 

behavioural interventions that are neither prescribed nor essential for health such as a 

drug trial on patients, and this is likely to be worse in online trials where signing up and 

dropping out are both easy tasks (Eysenbach 2005). Reasons for dropping out are 

usually different in classical drug trials, for which RCT methodology has been mainly 

developed. There is a case for developing a ‘science of attrition’ in online trials as 

opposed to dismissing results as unreliable (Eysenbach 2005). This involves analysing 

differential dropout rates, usage metrics (such as analysing when participants 

abandoned the trial) and determinants of attrition. 

Reasons for abandoning the study and differences between completers and non

completers were explored quantitatively and qualitatively. Both analyses suggest that 

most participants abandoned their course not because of bad experiences/difficulties 

with LKM or LE, but because of lack of time, forgetting or having technical problems. 

These were also the most frequent reasons for falling behind with the courses. In 

addition, findings from the systematic review suggest that attrition was unrelated to 

course contents in previous kindnessbased meditation studies (see section  2.2.4). 

It could be that people signed up to the trial out of curiosity and without being too 

sure that they would continue. From the participant’s point of view a quick early 

assessment of the balance between effort and benefit may determine abandonment. 

Internet research may not be perceived as being as rigorous as other forms of research 

(Mathieu et al. 2012). This perception may have influenced people’s decision to 

abandon the study because they may have felt less commitment than for a faceto

face study. 

Although we see in the qualitative data that many participants expressed interest in 

both courses, we also know that attrition mainly happened during the first two days of 
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the course. It is possible that participants who were more inclined to do one course 

than the other dropped out when they did not get the desired course before 

contributing to their diary or forum. An examination of the shape of the attrition curve 

(see Figure  8.3) supports this cause of attrition. The curve presented in this study was 

Lshaped, reflecting an initial rapid decline of participants followed by an enduring 

group of ‘hardcore’ trial participants who remained in the trial. Eysenbach suggests 

that this initial rapid weedout process may correspond to enrolled participants being 

the ‘wrong’ user group who lose interest quickly (2005).  

The reasons suggested above may explain abandonment by the three quarters of the 

noncompleters who dropped out before the third video session. The remaining 

quarter may have had reasons that were more related to the content of the 

interventions. Qualitative analyses indicate that some LE participants abandoned the 

study because the LE course was too easy for them, and that some LKM participants 

quit because they did not like/had difficulties with the LKM course. This information 

comes from forum and diary contributors, but it is possible that those who did not 

participate in the fora or used the diary felt at least some of the negative experiences 

mentioned by those who did contribute.  

Participants who were not satisfied with the LKM course are likely to have differed 

from those who were not satisfied with the LE course as the two courses differed in 

nature. If a significant number of participants had abandoned the courses for reasons 

related to course contents, completers in each course would have had different 

profiles.  Quantitative results indicated that there were no differences in completers’ 

demographics and baseline variables between arms. Therefore, reasons for 

abandoning the trial may not have been related to the contents of the interventions in 

the vast majority of cases. An alternative explanation is that baseline measures could 

not capture the differences between completers of each group because they differ in 

unmeasured variables, which, if known, could help to predict who is more likely to 

experience problems with each course. 

Finally, this study’s completer profile is similar to what can be found in both online and 

offline studies. Completers in Influenzanet, one of the largest existing Internetbased 

multicenter cohorts with 30,000 European volunteers per year, are also older and 
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more educated than noncompleters, in both crosscountry and singlecountry 

analyses (Bajardi et al. 2014). This suggests that reasons for abandoning were 

unrelated to course contents. 

10.2.1.3 Exploring the appropriateness of the MAR assumption 

In order to follow the intention to treat principle, comparative effectiveness analyses 

assumed that either missing outcome data occurred completely at random (MCAR) or 

the reason that caused data to be missing was captured by the baseline variables 

(missing at random or MAR) (see section  5.11.3). 

Given that missing outcome data was generated by attrition, in order to explore the 

appropriateness of the MAR assumption it is necessary to look at the reasons for 

abandoning the study found by qualitative analyses (see section  9.5). One of the 

reasons for abandoning the study was not having received email reminders. Most of 

the email reminders were not sent due to a technical fault. Data missing due to this 

reason could be assumed as MCAR because the mechanism that determined which e

mail reminders were sent and which were not sent was independent of the 

interventions and the participants’ characteristics.  

However, not all missing data can be assumed as MCAR because there are differences 

between completers and noncompleters, suggesting that there were aspects of the 

interventions that determined attrition (i.e. that completeness was not at random). 

Qualitative data indicate this too. 

In order to estimate whether the rest of the missing data were MAR as the assumption 

requires, it needs to be determined whether the reasons for abandoning the study 

found by qualitative analyses can be explained by differences between completers and 

noncompleters found by quantitative analyses (see section  8.7). Being too busy was 

among the most frequent reasons for abandoning the study. Employment status could 

be a proxy for how busy people may be, and completers were more likely to work part

time or be unemployed. Therefore, missing data that occurred because participants 

were too busy could be assumed as MAR and thus transformed to MCAR by adjusting 

the analysis by employment status. 
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Yet, some of the missing data are likely to be missing not at random (MNAR) because 

not all the reasons for abandoning the study can be explained by the differences 

between completers and noncompleters that were found. Qualitative data showed 

that some people did not like/had negative experiences with the LKM course. The 

factors that predispose people to dislike or have negative initial experiences with LKM 

are unknown. Despite completers having had lower baseline stress levels than non

completers, it is not sensible to assume that stress predisposes people to dislike LKM. 

Stress might be related to people having initial negative experiences with LKM, but this 

cannot be assumed. Therefore, people abandoning the LKM course due to not liking it 

or due to having had negative experiences with it was source of MNAR data. Similarly, 

some people abandoned the study because they were assigned to the LE course and 

they already exercised in their daily routine. Unfortunately, information about physical 

activity was not collected at baseline so this reason for abandoning the LE course was a 

source of MNAR data.  

Not all missing data can safely be assumed to be MCAR or MAR. Therefore, the analysis 

was subject to attrition bias, so it cannot be said to have followed the intentionto

treat principle. This means that results cannot be assumed to have been the same had 

all the participants completed the postintervention measurements.  

The impact of the attrition bias could be significant because of the high percentage of 

missing data. However, results showed that differences between groups were 

generally not significant. Therefore, it is unlikely that controlling for MNAR data or 

having a 100% completion rate would have changed the results.  

10.2.2 Study main results 

This section will discuss the main themes that emerged from the quantitative and 

qualitative analyses. 

10.2.2.1 Aspects of wellbeing 

Quantitative and qualitative analyses show that wellbeing improved in both arms. The 

sample size, calculated for this outcome, was not achieved but it is unlikely that a 
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bigger sample size would have detected differences because qualitative findings show 

that wellbeing improved in both arms. This improvement may be due to nonspecific 

factors impacting equally in both groups, or to specific factors that improved wellbeing 

through different mechanisms in each arm. 

As discussed in section  8.11.3, experimenter demand effects are likely to have been 

one of the nonspecific factors. Participants were aware that the objective of the study 

was to test the effect of the interventions on wellbeing so they might have tried to 

answer the questionnaires in a way that would confirm the hypothesis. 

Taking time for oneself was probably another important nonspecific factor that 

improved wellbeing in both groups, as evidenced by qualitative results. This may be 

related to a perceived lack of personal time for many participants, who expressed 

surprise to discover how difficult it was for them to find 10 minutes a day and a 

suitable space to do the exercises privately. Doing the courses and being part of a 

research study stimulated them to look for time and space for themselves, which in 

turn may have increased selfefficacy feelings. Selfefficacy was found to be linked to 

selfesteem and life satisfaction (Gallacher et al. 2011). 

According to the structural model, pathways to wellbeing – the pleasant emotions 

pathway through acquiring resources, and the perspective taking pathway leading 

directly to wellbeing – were not significantly different between groups. Still, there may 

be differences in how and what type of wellbeing was achieved that were not captured 

by quantitative analyses. As evident from qualitative findings, LE training’s path to 

wellbeing was smooth, leading to regular increases in relaxation and physical wellbeing 

which were expected and generated a sense of achievement. Lovingkindness 

meditation training was an emotionally intense experience, generating turmoil but also 

deep relaxation, significant reflections and an increased connectedness with self and 

others. These findings suggest that both courses had specific effects on wellbeing and 

that each course affected wellbeing differently. 

Wellbeing was measured using a scale with hedonic, eudaimonic and social 

components. Unfortunately, the scale was not validated to distinguish between them, 

but qualitative data suggests that LKM training specifically stimulated the eudaimonic 
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and social components. Although the hedonic component was also stimulated through 

an increase in pleasant emotions, in some instances these were probably reduced due 

to unpleasant feelings and selfdiscoveries. Light exercise training, in turn, may have 

impacted on eudaimonic and hedonic components more equally, the hedonic 

component being related to physical relaxation, and the eudaimonic component being 

linked to the feeling of achievement in taking care of oneself. Schwartz et al. found 

that meditation (not kindnessbased) reduced more of the cognitive component of 

anxiety (1978), while exercise reduced more of the somatic component of anxiety. 

There is evidence that eudaimonic components may be relatively more predictive of 

general wellbeing and health (Ryff et al. 2004; McMahan and Estes ; Tamir and Ford 

2012; Ryff 2014). For example, one study found that people with more eudaimonic 

wellbeing showed fewer molecular indicators of stress than those with more hedonic 

wellbeing, although selfreported affective correlates were similar in both groups 

(Fredrickson et al. 2013). Interventions that improve eudaimonic wellbeing like LKM 

may bring more health benefits than those which improve hedonic wellbeing. 

10.2.2.2 Empathy and LKM 

Quantitative analyses showed a similar improvement in perspective taking in both 

groups and no improvement in empathic concern, leaving the door open to two 

alternative explanations: that LKM participants felt more empathy but this could not 

be demonstrated due to ceiling effects and low sample size, or that LKM participants 

did not feel more empathy than LE participants. However, qualitative analyses showed 

that LKM participants specifically reported increased kindness and connectedness with 

others.  

The richness in the LKM group’s qualitative reflections about relationships with others 

was not coupled with a specific quantitative rise in empathy. The subgroup effect 

explanation, namely that in the LKM group a subgroup of participants experienced an 

increase in empathy while another subgroup who had highly problematic experiences 

decreased their empathy, is not convincing because it is unlikely that those who had 

very bad experiences completed the study, and the quantitative results come from the 

completers’ sample. 
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The systematic review found significant differences in compassion with moderate size 

effects against passive control groups, but mixed results when kindnessbased 

meditation was compared against active control groups (see section  2.2.6.2). Sub

group analyses could not account for these differences (see section  2.2.6.3). 

By asking questions about empathy, the questionnaires may have generated a demand 

effect, a nonspecific type of effect that may have improved perspective taking in both 

groups. This was probably not observed in the outcome empathic concern due to the 

observed ceiling effect (see section  8.9) or lack of sensitivity to change. Similar results, 

using the same empathic concern scale, were obtained in previous kindnessbased 

meditation trials (see section  2.2.6.2).  

LKM training, which explicitly encouraged people to feel kindness, could have 

generated an additional demand effect. However, this effect should have led LKM 

participants to report that they were feeling kinder not only in diaries and forum but in 

the questionnaires too, which did not happen. It can therefore be assumed that 

comments by LKM diary and forum contributors about feeling kinder were not highly 

influenced by an LKM training demand effect. 

A previous RCT found that eight weeks of LKM did not increase calm compared to 

passive and active controls, yet there was an increased valuing of lowarousal positive 

states like calm (KoopmannHolm et al. 2013). Lovingkindness meditation training 

could have a similar effect on empathy. Participants could increase the valuing of 

empathy even if they did not become more empathic. This may explain that 

contributions to diaries and forum about kindness, which may have reflected how 

participants ideally wanted to feel, were not coupled with increased empathy in the 

questionnaires, which may have reflected how participants were actually feeling. In a 

previous trial kindnessbased meditation increased participants’ ability to infer others’ 

mental states from facial expressions, but there was no evidence they had more 

empathic concern than those in an active control group (Kleinman 2010; Mascaro et al. 

2013a). Diary/forum contributors may have felt changes in some dimensions of 

empathy while other dimensions may have remained unaffected. 
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The nonsignificant effects of LKM on empathy found in this study are in line with 

evidence suggesting that empathy and altruism are stable traits that are defined in 

early childhood (Eisenberg et al. 1999; Peterson and Seligman 2004). Longer training 

may be needed to achieve an effect on empathy. The systematic review compared 

interventions lasting less than a week with others lasting up to two months and did not 

find that longer interventions were more effective (section  2.2.6.3). However, in the 

light of standard LKM practice, two months is an extremely short period of time 

(Salzberg 1995). Studies of experienced practitioners, who have practised LKM for 

years, have found clear indicators of an increased empathy in comparison with 

beginners or nonmeditators (see sections  2.3.2.4 and  2.3.2.6), although the cross

sectional nature of these studies precludes drawing definitive conclusions. Several 

studies found a doseresponse gradient in the kindnessbased meditation arm (Carson 

et al. 2005; Fredrickson et al. 2008; Pace et al. 2009; Jazaieri et al. 2013; Wallmark et 

al. 2013). Changes may start with a heightened idealisation of states of lowarousal 

positivity and empathy and only gradually, with longterm committed training, these 

states are embodied rather than just idealised.  

In sum, given the quantity and depth of LKM diary/forum contributors’ reflections 

about relationships with others, a specific small effect of LKM on empathy that was not 

significant because of low power and ceiling effect cannot be discarded. Alternatively, 

the valuing of empathy increased, the capacity to see things from other people’s 

perspectives increased, and reflections on empathy were generated, but the actual 

level of concern for others’ welfare did not change significantly. More training may be 

needed for gradual changes in the different dimensions of empathy to be seen.  

10.2.2.3 Altruism and LKM 

The helping behaviour outcome results are in line with those of most other kindness

based meditation RCTs: out of four, only one found a significant difference in favour of 

kindnessbased meditation, although the nonsignificant results still favoured LKM. 

Quantitative analyses suggest either that LKM participants were more altruistic but 

this could not be demonstrated due to low sample size, or that helping behaviour after 

LKM training was not different from that after LE training. 
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Results on helping behaviour are displayed in Figure 8.5. Although LKM participants 

were on average 50% more likely to have donated £10, this difference was not 

significant (p=0.4). It is unlikely that this result would have changed had the study had 

greater power. The lack of differential £10 donation may be due to altruism being a 

stable trait (Eisenberg et al. 1999; Peterson and Seligman 2004). However, LKM 

participants were on average 2.6 times (260%) more likely to donate £5 than LE 

participants (p = 0.089). This result could have reached significance had the study had 

greater power. Moreover, qualitative data show that some LKM participants reported 

having donated £5 outside the trial after receiving their token.  

The fact that half was donated and half was kept suggests that fairnessdriven motives 

may be at play, i.e. that participants thought that both a third party and themselves 

deserved the money. However, a previous study found that kindnessbased meditation 

training predicted helping without the possibility for reciprocity, which may have been 

motivated by feelings of compassion, but did not predict helping after having been 

helped, which may rely on a felt obligation to reciprocate cooperation, a fairness

driven prosocial behaviour (Leiberg et al. 2011). Kindnessbased meditation appears 

to stimulate compassiondriven rather than fairnessdriven helping behaviour. 

While £10 donations may have been driven by a stable altruistic trait, donating a 

portion of the token may be an indicator of LKM participants having reflected on their 

usual altruistic behaviour and having decided to start being a little more altruistic. 

However, the specific £5 donations could also be explained by a demand effect 

because LKM stimulates participants to be altruistic. Even if a participant is not 

altruistically motivated to donate the money, not donating anything would go against 

the course message, possibly generating guilt or shame, while donating all the money 

would be against the participant’s genuine desire. Therefore, the compromise of 

keeping half and donating the other half would be attractive. This study was not 

designed to distinguish whether people donated because they felt they should after 

learning LKM, or because they felt the compassionate urge to donate. In both 

scenarios LKM training would be beneficial to society, but in one case the motives 

would be altruistic, while in the other case they would be egoistic (i.e. gaining self

rewards that come from helping, or avoiding selfpunishments that come for failing to 
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help) (Batson 2011). The fact that the donation was done remotely and anonymously 

may have reduced any demand effect, but research indicates that both motives coexist 

in charitable giving (Harbaugh et al. 2007). 

There are potential motives why participants in the LKM arm may have made more £5 

donations than those in the LE arm. Therefore, a lack of power to detect statistically 

significant differences may be a more reasonable explanation than a real equivalence 

between groups. 

10.2.2.4 Initial LKM training 

Qualitative data suggest that some LKM participants had difficulties with the LKM 

course. Many of these difficult experiences took place during the first sessions of the 

course and led some participants to have feelings of failure or no progress. These 

findings are in line with the literature review findings that initial exposure to LKM may 

be difficult for some people (see sections  2.2.6.2 and  2.3.2). 

The most frequent difficulties with LKM practice evident in the qualitative data were 

concentration problems, difficulty feeling lovingkindness, unpleasant feelings like 

sadness brought up by LKM exercises, and difficulty thinking of an uncomplicated 

relationship to send lovingkindness to. Concentration problems are common in 

meditation, especially for beginners (Salzberg 2011b). These lead to frustration, 

although many participants persist as the frustration may be anticipated. Conversely, 

many sessions, including the initial sessions, were unexpectedly emotionally moving to 

many participants, which took them by surprise. Some of these experiences were 

accompanied by sadness, agitation or other unpleasant emotions. Participants were 

also surprised to discover things about themselves (not always positive) through 

practising LKM.  

It is known that it can take some time until meditators reap benefits from their LKM 

practice (Salzberg 1995). One trial found that participants’ pleasant emotions did not 

improve during the first weeks of LKM, and this coincided with a peak in attrition. 

(Fredrickson et al. 2008).  
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Individual differences appear to play an important role in these early experiences. 

Qualitative studies that explored advanced practitioners’ early experiences with LKM 

found that while some participants spoke of LKM as being particularly easy from the 

beginning, others found early practice emotionally overwhelming, difficult to practice 

for self, or simply experienced an absence of response (see section  2.3.2.4). 

The question remains which individuals benefit and which experience difficulties with 

initial LKM practice. Selfcritical and insecure individuals find selfcompassionate 

guided imagery difficult, experiencing it as a threat that generates unpleasant 

emotions such as sadness or grief (Rockliff et al. 2008). This resonates with qualitative 

findings in this study that some people experienced unpleasant emotions with self

compassionate imagery and exercises involving loved ones. It has been speculated that 

these individuals may lack compassionate memories on which to draw (Rockliff et al. 

2008). This may be one of the reasons why some participants had difficulty feeling 

lovingkindness or finding an uncomplicated relationship to send lovingkindness to. 

Mascaro et al. found that a certain baseline empathic responsiveness may be 

important to successfully engage in kindnessbased meditation (2013b). 

Individuals with strong tendencies towards rumination and brooding may find, at least 

initially, the practice of LKM difficult to relate to (Barnhofer et al. 2010). For people 

who find it difficult to engage with new rewarding goals when existing goals are 

challenged (i.e. low in goal reengagement) initial exposure to LKM only worsens this 

lack of flexibility (Crane et al. 2010, p. 212). This could be due to initial LKM 

accentuating their desire to be happy without offering them accessible tools that may 

help them manage the impact of this desire. An initial LKM session may accentuate 

negative feelings a person may be having at the moment by drawing attention to them 

(Law 2011).  

In sum, this study confirms previous evidence that initial LKM training may be difficult 

for some people. It seems that in order to have a successful initial engagement with 

LKM an individual needs to have some degree of selfconfidence, emotional flexibility, 

resilience and empathy, have compassionate memories on which to draw, and not be 

in a negative mood. 
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Although many participants are likely to continue practising in spite of the difficulties 

and thereby obtain benefit from the practice, the impact of initial difficulties, if they 

are severe, may lead to two negative consequences: that participants may see their 

wellbeing reduced rather than improved, and that participants may abandon a practice 

prematurely. Targeting LKM interventions at those more likely to benefit is a solution 

for the former. For the latter, a gentler introduction to LKM could be beneficial.  

Programmes focused on gentle selfcompassion training could be useful for some 

individuals (Gilbert 2009). It has been shown that participants benefited more from a 

selfcompassion intervention to reduce smoking if they were low in readiness to 

change, high in selfcriticism, and had vivid imagery during the intervention exercises 

(Kelly et al. 2010).  

Many mindfulnessbased programmes implicitly stimulate participants to cultivate 

compassion (Feldman and Kuyken 2011), and some are starting to incorporate LKM 

sessions in their programmes (Lee and Bang 2010; Tirch 2010; Salzberg 2011b). It may 

be that these blended programmes with a greater proportion of mindfulness than LKM 

are more suitable for beginners. Barnhofer et al. found that participants who were 

high in ruminative brooding responded more to mindfulness than to loving kindness 

meditation (2010). Introductory courses could then be followed by interventions 

focused on LKM, as it is suggested that mindfulness leads naturally to lovingkindness 

(Salzberg 2011a). Alternatively, LKM could be preceded by introductory talking 

therapy. 

Being in touch with fellow LKM practitioners appears to be helpful when dealing with 

initial difficulties. It has been reported that discussing experiences with other 

participants increased the feeling of support and of a safer engaging with the practice 

(Boellinghaus 2011).Participants’ engagement in the LKM forum may have helped 

them feel supported. 

10.2.2.5 Physical exercise as a control group 

The increase in wellbeing seen in the LE group is likely to be due to a mixture of non

specific and specific effects. A wealth of literature shows that exercising has beneficial 
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effects on physical and mental health (Carlson et al. 1990; Penedo and Dahn 2005; 

Windle et al. 2010; Anokye et al. 2012). In addition, nonspecific effects such as those 

mentioned in section  10.2.2.1 could account for at least some of the improvement in 

wellbeing that was seen in this group.  

The first study comparing meditation to exercise was a nonrandomised trial that 

explored the differential ways in which these practices reduced anxiety (Schwartz et al. 

1978). More recently, two RCTs were published comparing mindfulness training with 

aerobic/moderate exercise and passive controls for anxiety disorders and acute 

respiratory infections (Barrett et al. 2012; Jazaieri et al. 2012). These trials found that 

both interventions were effective in comparison with passive controls.  

The improvement seen in perspective taking could be explained by the demand effect 

explained in section  10.2.2.2. In addition, perspective taking could have increased in LE 

participants as a consequence of their increase in wellbeing, in line with evidence 

showing that happiness increases altruism (see section  1.3.4). However, structural 

models discarded a path from wellbeing to perspective taking. There is some evidence 

pointing at the benefits that exercise has on social skills (Fox et al. 2007; Jackson et al. 

2010), but these studies tested group interventions so group interaction factors may 

explain the improvements.  

10.3 Reflections on intervention development and 

trial design 

A major challenge was standardising a traditionally highly individualised and flexible 

intervention into a form that could be delivered using the Internet. LKM is traditionally 

taught face to face in small groups and although it is structured, there is also a high 

degree of flexibility that allows the teacher to adapt the pace and difficulty to each 

student (Salzberg 1995).  

This work focused on the potential of LKM to improve health and wellbeing in the 

general population. A standardised intervention may not be as effective as an 

individualised intervention, but implementing individualised interventions for a wider 
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public is at present unworkable in terms of resources. Therefore, exploring the 

potential of a standardised LKM intervention to improve the public health is of value.  

Highly individualised interventions are also more difficult to evaluate rigorously. 

Although beyond the scope of this thesis, the development of research methods to 

test the effectiveness of individualised interventions is something that needs to be 

addressed. 

This study adopted a traditional but open definition of LKM (see section  1.3.6), and the 

intervention was designed to follow the structured approach traditionally advocated. 

Although some contents were adapted to achieve a secular version, it was decided to 

dissect the practice as little as possible to avoid misrepresentation, as recommended 

for complementary medicine evaluations (Mason et al. 2002). This approach has been 

adopted by previous LKM trials (e.g., Fredrickson et al. 2008). However, more 

theoretical work prior to designing the trial might have achieved a more precise 

definition of LKM practice; particularly regarding the change from traditional/religious 

to wider/secular contextualisation, what teaching structures are available, and how to 

target wider audiences. This work may have led to improved completion rates, less 

underrepresentation of participants from lower educational backgrounds, and a better 

choice of quantitative outcomes which may have been more sensitive to changes seen 

in qualitative analyses. 

MRC guidelines for developing and evaluating complex interventions highlight the 

importance of initial stages of theory development and multiple piloting and suggest 

suitable strategies (Craig et al. 2008). For instance, in order to define a better 

theoretical basis for LKM and a deeper understanding of the process of change 

triggered by LKM practice, it would have been useful to conduct interviews or even use 

Delphi methods to gain insights from LKM scholars, researchers who conducted LKM 

research in the past, and from people involved in the teaching of LKM in different 

settings.  

The way a kindnessbased meditation intervention is taught may be highly culture

specific. The way of teaching LKM used in this work may not have been the ideal for 

some populations. This, along with different patterns of Internet usage may explain 
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why lower socioeconomic backgrounds were underrepresented in the sample of 

participants as, although they may have discovered the study through social media, 

they may not have been interested in signing up after reading its description (see 

section  8.11.2). Careful intervention development work is needed to devise ways of 

delivering LKM teachings to these populations, exploring language adaptations and the 

use of networks of trust to introduce these teachings.  

Some insights into these topics can be gathered from the extensive qualitative data 

collected in this study. For instance, mixed methods analyses could identify qualitative 

data comparing participants in the lowest socioeconomic categories with those in the 

highest categories. Ultimately, analyses like this can help devise more inclusive LKM 

interventions or interventions targeted at particular populations. 

The systematic review (see section  2.2.6.3) has shown that in most studies with sub

group analyses, benefits were restricted to participants who practiced more 

frequently. Therefore, studies which have shown most overall benefits may have been 

more successful in stimulating participants to practice (Herbert and Bo 2005). A more 

detailed analysis of the differences between interventions might have been able to 

uncover the intervention components most likely to generate higher engagement. 

One characteristic of traditional LKM teaching is that it is done in small groups. This 

stimulates peer support and a sense of belonging to a community of practitioners. As 

explained in section  6.3, the fora tried to stimulate this support. However, it is likely 

that the group effect is much greater than an individual intervention with a forum, and 

so group, facetoface LKM training may be more effective. This said, the integrated 

pilot showed that the online LKM format had some advantages over the group faceto

face format in terms of privacy and convenience (see section  7.3.2). 

Privacy was appreciated as LKM was perceived to be emotionally demanding. The 

effort required may imply intense and prolonged levels of emotional processing, 

therefore some time may be needed to see the benefits of LKM. The trial was designed 

to collect questionnaire data immediately after the course in order to maximise 

response rates, but this timing may have been unsuitable for the detection of delayed 

benefits of emotional processing. Participants were requested to complete another set 
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of questionnaires at threemonth followup, but the analysis of these data could not 

be included in this thesis. However, a greater loss to followup is to be expected at this 

stage, implying less power to detect differences. 

Pragmatic trials, mixed methods analyses, and the use of ‘treatment as usual’ active 

control groups are desirable approaches when testing complex interventions, 

particularly in the area of complementary medicine (Mason et al. 2002). These were 

the criteria followed when designing the trial presented in this thesis (see section  5.2). 

The systematic review had identified results that were positive against passive control 

groups but the extent of the influence of nonspecific effects was unknown (see 

section  2.2.6.4). A control group that could be the closest equivalent to a ‘treatment as 

usual’ group in treatment trials was sought, in this case a usual activity people may 

choose to improve their wellbeing. Light exercise was deemed to be the best available 

option for the reasons explained in section  5.3, among them, that it lacks a cognitive 

component that could overlap with LKM practice. However, choosing a group that has 

a positive effect on wellbeing inevitably raises the bar for the intervention of interest, 

which needs to show not only that it is beneficial, but also better than the usual 

option, in order to detect an effect. 

10.4 Study strengths 

This was an unconventional and innovative study. Its most valuable aspects are 

presented below. 

10.4.1 Integration of different analytic strategies  

One of the main strengths of this study is the use of distinct analytic strategies to 

uncover the different facets and consequences that a complex intervention like LKM 

may have. Each strategy – comparative effectiveness analysis, structural modelling and 

qualitative analysis – looked into varied outcomes and aspects of the process 

contributing specific insights, adding validity, depth and breadth to the final picture. 
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10.4.2 Highly structured and reproducible 

interventions 

It is recommended that procedures are standardised in order to be reproducible and 

reduce unwanted variance across interventions (Mohr et al. 2009). In this study, 

interventions were highly structured, developed on a platform that is immediately 

scalable, and similar in all aspects except content. In addition, both courses were fully 

automated except for the fora. However, the fora were managed by the same person, 

thus reducing variability. 

10.4.3 Adherence to standard procedures 

Adherence to ordered, transparent and widely consented procedures was 

implemented throughout this study. Steps recommended for the development of 

complex interventions were followed (Craig et al. 2008). Existing evidence was collated 

in a systematic review. Piloting and feasibility work was conducted before the trial. . 

Process evaluation measures were included. 

In order to increase the transparency of the analyses, systematic review and RCT 

protocols were made prospectively available by registering them in official public 

databases (Galante 2012; Galante et al. 2012a). The systematic review was reported 

according to PRISMA guidelines (Moher et al. 2009), while CONSORT and CONSORT E

HEALTH checklists were used to report the trial (Moher et al. 2010; Eysenbach 2011). 

This way, methodological quality and key study details can be fully assessed by 

readers. 

10.4.4 Avoidance of common methodological 

shortcomings 

This study avoided several methodological shortcomings that the literature review 

found to be common in kindnessbased meditation research (see section  2.2.4) and in 

online RCTs (Mathieu et al. 2013) including inadequate randomisation, lack of 
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allocation concealment, lack of sample size calculations and inadequate treatment of 

missing values. 

10.4.5 Objective and real-life helping behaviour 

measurement 

An objective and reallife measurement of helping behaviour was included in the trial 

to increase the reliability of the results avoiding biases resulting from selfreporting on 

sensitive issues. However, this measurement was not designed to distinguish altruistic 

from egoistic motives for donating money to charity. In addition, there may have been 

false negatives: participants could have felt an urge to help but preferred to donate 

the money themselves. Qualitative data showed evidence of this happening for some 

participants. 

10.4.6 Rich qualitative data 

The high degree of participation and the freedom to write as often and as liberally as 

participants wished meant that diary and fora data were unusually rich in detail and 

expression. The presentation of negative views in the data along with the degree of 

intimacy that prevailed throughout suggests that participants felt comfortable enough 

to voice concerns and complaints. However, other participants with negative views 

may not have invested time into writing and may have simply abandoned the course. 

Although there is no postrandomisation quantitative data on noncompleters, there is 

qualitative data about them since 62% of those who used their diary or forum did not 

complete the study. This increases the value of the qualitative analyses because they 

reflect a sample that is closer to the randomised participants than the sample used for 

the quantitative analyses. Moreover, the qualitative data includes reports on why 

participants dropped out. 
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10.5 Study limitations 

This study has several limitations. Some are due to time and financial constraints, 

some are consequences of technical difficulties experienced during the conduct of the 

study, and some are intrinsic to this area of research. The most relevant limitations are 

listed below. The most important limitation was the high dropout rate because it has 

multiple adverse consequences. 

10.5.1 High dropout rate 

The high dropout rate imposes three limitations on the study results: it diminishes the 

power to detect statistical differences between arms, it reduces comparability by 

counteracting the protective effect of randomisation, and it compromises the external 

validity of the findings, which are only valid for the segment of the population who 

would complete the courses. 

The failure in the firing of automated email reminders is probably the single most 

significant modifiable factor to have impacted negatively on retention rates. 

Completion rates went from 17% to 44% after the bug was fixed. Participants felt the 

need for reminders and flagged this as a reason for leaving the study (see section  9.5). 

Moreover, the use of email reminders has been shown to increase response rates in 

previous studies as well (Oppenheimer et al. 2011; Mathieu et al. 2012). 

10.5.2 MAR assumption needed for comparative 

effectiveness analysis 

Data were assumed to be MAR for the comparative effectiveness analyses. Where the 

proportion of missing data is large sensitivity analyses should be conducted to explore 

the robustness of the results under alternative scenarios in which data cannot be 

assumed as MAR (i.e. where data are MNAR because the reason why data are missing 

is related to unseen variables).  
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The MAR assumption was discussed in section  10.2.1.3 and it was concluded that not 

all missing data can safely be assumed to be MCAR or MAR. However, formal 

sensitivity analyses on the robustness of the MAR assumption were not carried out 

because differences between groups were not significant. In this situation, running a 

sensitivity analysis under an alternative scenario, for example one in which all the 

dropouts are assumed to have neutral outcomes, would only diminish the power to 

detect differences, diluting them even more.  

A worstcase alternative scenario would be to assign negative outcomes (i.e. a 

worsening in their wellbeing) to participants with low baseline wellbeing who 

abandoned the LKM course after doing at least one session, assuming that they were 

persons atrisk who were traumatised by their initial LKM experience. However, 

operationalising this scenario would prove extremely difficult because evidence is 

lacking regarding the level of trauma to assume (i.e. how much worse their wellbeing 

could be), what type of participant would be at risk and at what point in their training 

they would abandon the course. 

10.5.3 No post-intervention data from those who 

abandoned the courses 

The study collected three months followup data from those who abandoned the 

courses (data not presented in this thesis), but postintervention data were not 

collected as it would have required considering all who had not finished the course 

after a month (which was the target time for completion) as dropouts. Instead, 

preference was for participants who required more time to be given the option of 

finishing the course. 

Postintervention data from course dropouts would have reduced the amount of 

missing data, increasing the internal validity of the comparative effectiveness analyses. 

However, it is unlikely that this extra information would have changed the non

significant findings, as LKM course dropouts are less likely to have improved, diluting 

the effect even more. 
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10.5.4 Cross-sectional structural path analysis with 

moderate fit 

Although this is a longitudinal study, the analysis in the structural models was cross

sectional, using postintervention data only. Therefore, causal inference must be 

tentative.  

The fit of the final model was moderate. Model testing was constrained by what the 

researcher thought was theoretically possible. Further testing to achieve a good fit 

would have required ‘mining’ the data but this was not considered a valid strategy as it 

would have required a post hoc search for theoretical justification. A review of the 

theory could be of help in devising new constructs to be included in theoretical 

pathways models which could be then tested to see if they fit the empirical data better 

(see section  10.3). 

10.5.5 Limitations of qualitative analysis 

The concept of statistical inference does not apply to qualitative data because it makes 

no formal claims of representativeness nor uses any form of statistical analysis. 

Insights from qualitative data are suggestive and not conclusive. However, its value lies 

in the depth and richness of the insights that are obtained this way and would be, at 

best, very difficult to obtain following statistical analyses. 

Qualitative analysis did not distinguish between diary and forum samples and did not 

analyse completers and noncompleters separately due to time constraints. For the 

same reason additional themes were not presented. In addition, there is unexplored 

potential in the data to get more insights on subgroups, for instance on those who had 

difficulties with LKM. Finally, analyses did not take potential time dependent changes 

in views into account.  

10.5.6 Self-reported measurements 

Almost all the measurements were selfreported. Selfreport is inherently prone to 

bias, in particular social desirability bias (the tendency of participants to give answers 
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that they think will be viewed favourably by others) and recall bias (the tendency of 

participants to recall some events with more accuracy or completeness than others). A 

study comparing weight and height online selfreport with offline selfreport and 

objective measurements found that there was a slight underreporting of weight and 

overreporting of height in selfreport (Lassale et al. 2013). However, correlations with 

objective measurement were high with intraclass correlation coefficients ranging from 

0.94 for height to 0.99 for weight, and no significant differences were found between 

webbased and facetoface selfreports.  

In this RCT most of the questions were not particularly subject to social desirability 

bias, although some of them were sensitive topics, comparable to asking about weight, 

and thus subject to a high risk of bias. Having more objective measures would have 

increased the internal validity of the results. 

10.5.7 No blinding 

Blinding was not possible because of the nature of the interventions, but participants 

were not told which arm acted as a control and which was the intervention of interest. 

Outcome assessment was blind due to outcomes having been automatically collected. 

Data analysis was not blind (i.e. the researcher was aware of which arm outcome data 

corresponded to). 

10.5.8 Experimenter demand effects induced by LKM 

Participants were aware that the objective of the study was to test the effect of the 

interventions on wellbeing. However, this was a bias that was controlled by 

introducing an active control group because it would impact on both groups to the 

same degree. The same was true for the demand effect other questionnaires could 

have generated in participants. 

However, the demand effects of the LKM course (which stimulated participants to feel 

kindness) only impacted on those assigned to the LKM training, introducing bias in the 

replies to the questionnaires. This bias is very difficult to avoid when testing kindness

based meditation interventions. However, it should affect the objective helping 
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behaviour measure much less than the questionnaires. In any case, because 

differences between groups were nonsignificant, it is unlikely that controlling for this 

bias would have changed the results of this study. 

10.5.9 No passive control group 

This study did not have a passive control group. In studies without passive control 

groups the regression to the mean effect (see section  8.11.3) cannot be discounted 

(White et al. 2012). Participants indicated that one of the main reasons for joining the 

trial was to reduce stress so it might have happened that willingness to join was 

greater during stressful moments. If a passive control group gets better, the only 

possible explanation is the regression to the mean effect. Therefore, having a passive 

control group might have provided information on how large this effect was likely to 

be in the LKM and LE arms, and so how much of the seen effects could be attributed to 

regression to the mean. This is one of the reasons why improvements seen in each arm 

are subject to bias. However, because the regression to the mean effect was present in 

both arms, the differences between LKM and LE cannot be attributed to regression to 

the mean. Therefore, this limitation does not have a significant impact in the 

comparative effectiveness results. 

10.5.10 No offline LKM training control group 

This study did not compare LKM online training versus the traditional mode of delivery 

which is offline. It cannot be assumed that the mode of delivery does not affect the 

impact of the intervention, and a comparison of online versus offline modes would 

have been ideal to determine the differences. It has been noted that RCTs evaluating 

Internetbased interventions should conduct more onlineoffline comparisons 

(Ritterband et al. 2003).  

Limited resources prevented the researcher from including an offline arm. However, 

some studies compared online meditation interventions versus an offline version and 

found no significant differences (Eisen et al. 2008; Thompson et al. 2010). In addition, 
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metaanalyses have shown that effect sizes of online and offline psychological 

interventions are comparable (Wantland et al. 2004; Barak et al. 2008).  

10.5.11 Limited sample 

Although this study aimed to recruit members of the general public, recruitment was 

limited by Internet access, technology literacy, patterns of Internet usage (see section 

 3.4.2), language used and volunteer bias. Needing computer access to do the study 

was seen as burdensome for some participants (see section  9.4.2). This is in line with 

previous reports (Mathieu et al. 2012). Accessing the Internet for wellbeing purposes 

may be less frequent in populations with a lower socioeconomical background (White 

and Selwyn 2011). The wording of the questionnaires and the language used in the 

interventions may have been too high level for engaging these populations. Volunteer 

bias may have contributed to the ceiling/floor effect shown by some variables, as 

people interested in an intervention which stimulates kindness may have already had 

higher baseline empathy levels and less irritability and illness symptoms than those 

who were not interested. All these issues limit the external validity of the findings, 

10.5.12 Other minor limitations 

No identity checks were undertaken. The only formal deterrents to multiple 

registrations (i.e. the same person registering more than once as if they were different 

persons) were the need to use a valid email address (i.e. a real address that the 

participant had access to) for registration and the impossibility to register twice using 

the same email address. These measures made multiple registrations more difficult, 

but did not avoid them completely. Thus, there was a chance that people who were 

not randomised to the desired group signed up again using another email address. 

However, in order to discover which intervention they were assigned to they would 

have had to go through the baseline questionnaires again. This could have acted as an 

informal barrier. As a consequence of the mentioned deterrents, and as showed by 

previous evidence (Gosling et al. 2004; Gallacher et al. 2013), multiple registrations are 

not likely to have significantly impacted on the study results. 
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Distancebased studies could suffer from contamination between arms. This may 

happen if members of the same household sign up for a study and are randomised to 

different arms. In order to minimise this, participants in this study were requested to 

practice privately.  

There was no objective practice monitoring. The only objective indicator the 

researcher had that participants were doing the course was that they clicked the link 

to each video session. There was no system in place to tell whether participants were 

playing the entire videos, whether they were watching the videos while played and 

whether they were doing the exercises while they watched the videos. However, 

compliance was measured by selfreport by asking the question ‘To what extent did 

you follow the course instructions?’ to participants who finished the course. 

Finally, there are three months followup data available which could not be included in 

this thesis. This was analysed in more detail in section  10.3.  

10.6 Suggestions for future research 

Lovingkindness meditation has been demonstrated to be a rich experience. Therefore, 

it should not be surprising that an intervention consisting of LKM training is complex to 

evaluate and that both the systematic review and the RCT show that its effects are 

difficult to define. Effect sizes are moderate and in many cases small or nonsignificant. 

For many outcomes results are inconclusive. There appear to be subgroups in which 

the intervention works better, and subgroups in which the impact of the first contact 

with LKM may be negative. This complex landscape needs new research initiatives to 

better characterise the effects on health and wellbeing of kindnessbased meditation 

in general and LKM in particular. 

The systematic review showed that larger and better designed RCTs were needed. The 

RCT conducted in this study tried to address these issues. Despite using a robust RCT 

design to avoid bias and employing an online platform to recruit many participants 

using limited resources, the high dropout rate meant that adequate sample size was 

not reached for analysis. This may be one of the reasons why mainly nonsignificant 

improvements were seen in comparison with the control intervention. Participation 
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rates, communication channels usage rates and contributions to diary and forum, 

suggest that LKM online trials are a viable option, however completion rates need to 

be studied and improved. Future online studies should ensure email reminders are in 

place and if possible add the option of receiving reminders via SMS, as previous 

evidence showed they increase adherence (Webb et al. 2010). Incorporating 

qualitative analyses in this RCT has shown to be essential to learn how LKM and LE 

courses were experienced and why participants abandoned the study. Future trials 

should include a qualitative component. 

Given the incredible expansion Internetbased research has been experiencing in the 

last decades and the opportunities it offers, limitations need to be worked around. 

Identity protection issues are likely to be improved as mechanisms of online 

participation in public affairs evolve. For instance, legally binding smart cards used in 

remote evoting (Krimmer et al. 2007) could be used in Internet studies too. Future 

kindnessbased meditation online studies could use selftracking devices, cameras and 

smartphone applications to measure objective outcomes or monitor adherence (Swan 

2009; Paton et al. 2012). Testing helping behaviour using a computer prosocial game 

may reduce the demand effect (Leiberg et al. 2011). 

But it is fundamentally the big data revolution that will likely be most helpful in 

overcoming some of the limitations of Internetbased studies. Manfreda et al. found 

that samples consisting of panel members yield higher response rates in web surveys 

than samples with respondents recruited just for one single study (2008). Nesting RCTs 

in longterm large cohort studies may substantially improve completion rates as 

participants are already part of a study and would see the trial as an extension of it. 

These participants would probably be more used and willing to take part in research, 

and trust would have already been established. Data safety procedures and an online 

platform may already be in place making it easier to set up a trial. Moreover, baseline 

demographic (even genetic) data could be rich and already collected, allowing for 

selections of particular groups or for predetermined subgroup analyses. This would 

facilitate a deeper exploration of characteristics that predict greater benefit from LKM 

training or difficulties with early LKM practice. Such a study would also allow for easy 

and costeffective longterm followup. Finally, it would facilitate testing longer LKM 
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interventions and making longitudinal comparisons between longterm practitioners 

and nonmeditators to study effects of longterm practice.  

Finally, data from the present study has not yet been fully exploited. Further analyses 

are planned on the three months follow up data and the qualitative data. Mixed 

methods analyses are planned to explore which people are more likely to experience 

difficulties with initial LKM training by looking at the baseline characteristics of those 

who expressed having problems. Analyses are also planned to see how LKM training 

was experienced by participants from different socioeconomical backgrounds. 

Furthermore, the qualitative data contain rich comment on individual exercises which 

could be useful for the design of future interventions, for example, to devise more 

gentle introductions to LKM in order to reduce the negative impact of initial training, 

or to devise interventions for wider audiences. Insights from qualitative data could also 

inform future trials, aiding in the selection of outcomes and the inclusion of pre

defined subgroup analyses in the study protocol. 

10.7 Implications for public health 

The LKM online training platform used in this study is immediately scalable for 

implementation as an inexpensive public health intervention. Evidence from this study 

suggests that LKM improves pleasant emotions, psychological resources and wellbeing 

to the same extent as light physical exercise, and that it stimulates people to value and 

reflect on empathy and altruism. However, the evidence presented by this study is not 

conclusive so further research is needed to confirm the population impact that LKM 

could have on wellbeing. Furthermore, formal costeffectiveness analyses and research 

on the negative impact of initial LKM sessions should be conducted before 

implementing an online LKM intervention on a larger scale. After knowing who are 

likely to benefit most, the option of offering longer training should be explored as it 

may generate more benefits. 

More generally, for online courses that have been shown to improve wellbeing or 

health, the public would benefit from these courses being provided by the National 

Health Service. Although such courses would require initial investment, they have the 
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potential of being highly costeffective as delivery costs would be very low in 

comparison with courses offered in person. Moreover, millions of Internet users every 

day look for educational videos in highly popular media sharing websites like YouTube 

whose quality is most cases highly questionable, at best with untraceable evidence and 

unknown sources (Desai et al. 2013). Evidencebased openaccess educational videos 

on health topics produced by a public organisation are likely to be more trusted by 

members of the public and could be used by millions if adequately disseminated. 

Thinking beyond the online world, stimulating members of the public to reflect on 

empathy and altruism by introducing kindnessbased meditation training in schools, 

organisations, and clinical settings could have a high societal impact (Leiberg et al. 

2011; Moffitt et al. 2011). A movement in public health could be sparked that focuses 

on civic engagement (Post 2005). These interventions could be part of a wider set of 

populationbased preventive psychology interventions that could be delivered offline 

and online tackling the high and rising mental health burden of disease (World Health 

Organization 2001). It has been predicted that this type of interventions may well be in 

the forefront of health and social reforms in the coming decades (Huppert 2004). 

10.8 Conclusions 

This thesis presented the development and thorough testing of an online LKM 

intervention in an Internetbased RCT. Lovingkindness meditation was compared 

against LE, an active control group without a cognitive component. Both courses led to 

stress reduction and greater wellbeing in the 143 participants who completed the 

study, although the paths were different. Light exercise training led to regular 

increases in relaxation and physical wellbeing which were expected and generated a 

sense of achievement. Lovingkindness meditation training was an emotionally intense 

experience, generating turmoil but also calmness, deep reflections and an increased 

connectedness with self and others. Lovingkindness meditation made a bigger impact 

on eudaimonic dimensions of wellbeing and impacted on at least some dimensions of 

empathy, like perspective taking and valuing empathic attitudes. The LKM group gave 

more £5 donations than the LE group. Some participants had difficulties with LKM 

practice. Individual differences play an important role. It is suggested that successful 
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initial engagement with LKM practice requires a baseline degree of selfconfidence, 

emotional flexibility, empathy and positive mood. The structural path model suggested 

that experiencing pleasant emotions helps people build personal resources to meet 

life’s challenges, and resources are linked to wellbeing. It also suggests that 

perspective taking, the capacity to see things from others’ perspective, improves 

wellbeing too. 

In sum, there is indicative if not conclusive evidence that lovingkindness meditation 

improves pleasant emotions, psychological resources and wellbeing as much as light 

physical exercise, and that it specifically stimulates empathy and altruism. 
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Appendix 1 Figure 3. Ethical approval letter for the main study. 
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Appendix 2 Table 1. Search strategy. 

Database Strategy 

Medline 

AMED 

PsycINFO 

Embase  

(via 

OVID) 

((love or loving or kindness or lovingkindness or lovingkindness or compassi* or 

forgiv* or empath* or maitri or metta or mettha or mudita or karuna or upekkha 

or upeksa or chesed or "sympathetic joy" or equanimity) and (meditati* or self

inducti*)) or "compassion train*" or "compassion cultivati*" or "christian 

contemplati*" or "christian meditati*" + Cochrane Collaboration sensitive RCT 

filter for OVID (Higgins et al. 2011). 

CENTRAL ((love or loving or kindness or lovingkindness or lovingkindness or compassi* or 

forgiv* or empath* or maitri or metta or mettha or mudita or karuna or upekkha 

or upeksa or chesed or "sympathetic joy" or equanimity) and (meditati* or self

inducti*)) or "compassion train*" or "compassion cultivati*" or "christian 

contemplati*" or "christian meditati*" 

ASSIA (((love OR loving OR kindness OR lovingkindness OR lovingkindness OR compassi* 

OR forgiv* OR empath* OR maitri OR metta OR mettha OR mudita OR karuna OR 

upekkha OR upeksa OR chesed OR "sympathetic joy" OR equanimity) AND 

(meditati* OR selfinducti*)) OR "compassion train*" OR "compassion cultivati*" 

OR "christian contemplati*" OR "christian meditati*") AND ab(randomized OR 

randomised OR random OR trial OR groups OR randomly OR controlled) 

CINAHL ((love or loving or kindness or lovingkindness or lovingkindness or compassi* or 

forgiv* or empath* or maitri or metta or mettha or mudita or karuna or upekkha 

or upeksa or chesed or "sympathetic joy" or equanimity) and (meditati* or self

inducti*)) or "compassion train*" or "compassion cultivati*" or "christian 

contemplati*" or "christian meditati*" + Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines 

Network’s sensitive RCT filter (2013). 

Google 

Scholar 1 

("loving kindness meditation" OR "metta meditation" OR "compassion meditation" 

OR "forgiveness meditation" OR "empathy meditation" OR “compassion training” 

OR “compassion cultivation” OR “christian meditation”) AND (randomised OR 

randomized) 

1 Google Scholar increases search sensitivity by a less structured crawling of the web. However, 

it does not allow for complex search strategies (parenthesis and character restrictions and no 

truncation allowed) and it retrieves results by relevance. Therefore, it was agreed to stop 

scanning results from Google Scholar after reaching a results page where no more potentially 

eligible titles could be found. This happened in page 4 of the search results, so only results from 

pages 1 to 4 were retrieved. 
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Appendix 2 Table 2. Excluded records that were close to meeting the eligibility criteria. 

Reason Study(s) 

Not adults (Pace et al. 2013; Reddy et al. 2013) 

Not a RCT (Sweet and Johnson 1990; Lutz 2004; Walker 2006; Lutz et al. 

2008; Johnson et al. 2009; Lutz et al. 2009; Sears and Kraus 2009; 

Engstrom 2010; Pace et al. 2010; Boellinghaus 2011; Brewer et al. 

2011; Johnson et al. 2011; Leiberg et al. 2011; Leppma 2011; May 

et al. ; Pryor 2011; Sears et al. 2011; Wong 2011; Colzato et al. 

2012; Johnson 2012; Lee et al. 2012; Klimecki et al. 2013b; Leung 

et al. 2013; Tonelli 2014) 

Studies effects on 

recipient of kindness

based meditation, not 

practitioner 

(Kemper and Shaltout 2011; Shaltout et al. 2012) 

Meditation but not 

predominantly  kindness

based  

(Carlson et al. 1988; Oman et al. 2008; Oman et al. 2010; Lo 2011; 

Richards and Martin Jr 2012, March) 

Kindnessbased 

intervention but not 

predominantly meditation 

(Rein et al. 1995; Standard 2004; May 2005; Kelly et al. 2010; 

Kelly 2012; Lincoln et al. 2013) 

No outcomes related to 

health or wellbeing 

(Barnhofer et al. 2010) 

 

 



 

 

Appendix 2 Table 3. Risk of bias assessment. 

Study (main 
publication) 

Random sequence 
generation 

Allocation 
concealment 

Blinding of 
participants and 
staff 

Blinding of 
outcome 
assessment (all 
outcomes) 

Incomplete outcome 
data (all outcomes) 

Selective 
reporting 

Other sources of 
bias 

(Humphrey 
1999) 

Low risk Low risk High risk/unclear 
risk 

High risk Unclear risk Unclear risk Unclear risk 

"Thirteen slips of 
paper with "NOW' 
written on each, and 
13 slips of paper with 
"LATE" written on 
each were put into a 
coffee can and mixed 
up thoroughly.  Each 
participant attending 
the meeting drew 
from the can." 

"Thirteen slips of 
paper with "NOW' 
written on each, and 
13 slips of paper with 
"LATE" written on 
each were put into a 
coffee can and mixed 
up thoroughly.  Each 
participant attending 
the meeting drew 
from the can." 

Participants & 
intervention 
providers: nature 
of intervention 
impairs blinding. 
Staff: not specified. 

Selfreported 
outcomes by 
unblinded 
participants. 

Unbalanced attrition 
(18% in intervention 
group & 8% in waitlist), 
reasons not given. 

All outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
no study 
protocol was 
found. 

No ITT analysis. No 
baseline measures 
comparison 
between the 
intervention and 
control groups. 

(Carson et 
al. 2005) 

Low risk Low risk High risk/Low risk High risk Unclear risk Unclear risk Unclear risk 

"Assignments were 
generated by an 
individual not 
involved in the study 
using a random 
number table." 

"Assignments were 
concealed in 
envelopes that were 
not opened until the 
patient was 
randomized". 
Envelopes were 

Participants & 
intervention 
providers: nature 
of intervention 
impairs blinding. 
Staff: "The research 
assistant collecting 

Selfreported 
outcomes by 
unblinded 
participants. 

Unbalanced attrition 
(42% in the 
intervention group, 
17% in standard care). 
Reasons unavailable 
due to an 
administrative error. * 

All outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
there is no 
publicly 

No ITT analysis. 
Baseline 
imbalance present 
but post hoc 
analyses indicated 
that it was not 
related to study 



 

 

Study (main 
publication) 

Random sequence 
generation 

Allocation 
concealment 

Blinding of 
participants and 
staff 

Blinding of 
outcome 
assessment (all 
outcomes) 

Incomplete outcome 
data (all outcomes) 

Selective 
reporting 

Other sources of 
bias 

opaque, sealed and 
sequentially 
numbered. * 

battery data was 
kept blind with 
regard to patient 
condition 
assignments". 

available 
study 
protocol. * 

results. 

(Williams et 
al. 2005a) 

Low risk Unclear risk High risk/Low risk High risk Low risk/Unclear risk Unclear risk High risk 

"SAS version 8.2 ... 
assigned participants 
to a balanced 
randomization" "The 
participants were 
blocked randomized 
using sequential 
numbers" * 

Not specified. Participants & 
intervention 
providers: nature 
of intervention 
impairs blinding. 
Staff: "A research 
associate who was 
blinded to 
intervention 
assignment and 
who had no other 
contact with the 
residents 
administered the 
MVQOLI". 

 Selfreported 
outcomes by 
unblinded 
participants. 

Unbalanced attrition 
(46% LKM, 0% 
combined group 44% 
massage and 25% 
control group) but 
combined group had 
significantly better 
baseline health. "There 
were no adverse 
events associated with 
any of the 
interventions." Greater 
unknown attrition for 
followup. 

All outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
no study 
protocol was 
found. 

ITT analysis with 
last observation 
carried forward, a 
potentially biased 
method for the 
terminally ill. Block 
randomisation. 
Unbalanced 
distribution of 
baseline variables 
probably due to 
small numbers. 

(Templeton Unclear risk Unclear risk Unclear risk Unclear risk Low risk High risk Unclear risk 



 

 

Study (main 
publication) 

Random sequence 
generation 

Allocation 
concealment 

Blinding of 
participants and 
staff 

Blinding of 
outcome 
assessment (all 
outcomes) 

Incomplete outcome 
data (all outcomes) 

Selective 
reporting 

Other sources of 
bias 

2007) "Participants were 
tested in groups of 
four and were 
randomly assigned to 
individual rooms 
corresponding to one 
of four conditions..." 

Not specified. Participants with 
no previous 
contact with 
meditation could 
have been blinded 
due to short 
intervention and 
similarity to 
control. Staff: not 
specified. 

Selfreported 
outcomes by 
potentially blinded 
participants. 

No missing outcome 
data. 

Not all 
outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 
section are 
reported. No 
study 
protocol was 
found. 

ITT analysis. No 
baseline measures 
comparison 
between the 
intervention and 
control groups. 

(Weibel 
2007) 

Low risk Low risk High risk/unclear 
risk 

High risk Unclear risk Unclear risk Unclear risk 

"As each participant 
handed in their 
surveys they were 
handed a randomly 
sorted card which 
indicated whether 
they were in the 
intervention or 
control group." 

"I randomly assigned 
them to groups by 
giving them 1 of 2 
numbers, that I could 
not see. After they 
were in the group, I 
recorded group, so I 
was not blind 
anymore." * 

Participants & 
intervention 
providers: nature 
of intervention 
impairs blinding. 
Staff: not specified.  

Selfreported 
outcomes by 
unblinded 
participants. 

Moderate attrition 
(LKM: 8% ctrl: 15%, 
follow up: LKM: 11%  
ctrl: 21%), reasons 
unknown. Dropouts 
nonsignificantly 
different from 
completers on baseline 
measures. * 

All outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
there is no 
publicly 
available 
study 
protocol. * 

No ITT analysis. No 
significant 
differences in 
baseline measures 
between the 
intervention and 
control groups. 

(Fredrickson Unclear risk Unclear risk High risk/unclear High risk Unclear risk Unclear risk Unclear risk 



 

 

Study (main 
publication) 

Random sequence 
generation 

Allocation 
concealment 

Blinding of 
participants and 
staff 

Blinding of 
outcome 
assessment (all 
outcomes) 

Incomplete outcome 
data (all outcomes) 

Selective 
reporting 

Other sources of 
bias 

et al. 2008) risk  

Not specified Not specified Participants & 
intervention 
providers: nature 
of intervention 
impairs blinding.  
Staff: not specified. 

Selfreported 
outcomes by 
unblinded 
participants. 

High but balanced 
attrition (33% in LKM 
& 29% in waitlist). 
Reasons partially 
addressed. Male 
participants were 
disproportionately lost 
to attrition but equally 
distributed between 
arms. 

All outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
no study 
protocol was 
found. 

ITT analysis but 
missing data 
management was 
not addressed. No 
baseline measures 
comparison 
between the 
intervention and 
control groups. 

(Hutcherson 
et al. 2008) 

Unclear risk Unclear risk Unclear risk Unclear risk Low risk Unclear risk Unclear risk 

Not specified. Not specified. Participants with 
no previous 
contact with 
meditation could 
have been blinded 
due to short 
intervention and 
similarity to 
control. Staff: not 
specified. 

Not specified. Self
reported outcomes 
by potentially 
blinded 
participants. 

No missing outcome 
data. 

All outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
no study 
protocol was 
found. 

ITT analysis. No 
baseline measures 
comparison 
between the 
intervention and 
control groups. 

(Pace et al. Low risk Low risk High risk/Low risk Low risk/High risk Unclear risk Unclear risk Unclear risk 



 

 

Study (main 
publication) 

Random sequence 
generation 

Allocation 
concealment 

Blinding of 
participants and 
staff 

Blinding of 
outcome 
assessment (all 
outcomes) 

Incomplete outcome 
data (all outcomes) 

Selective 
reporting 

Other sources of 
bias 

2009) "Randomization was 
accomplished through 
the use of separate 
computer generated 
randomization lists 
for males and 
females." 

"statistician provides 
research personnel 
with a series of 
sequentially 
numbered, sealed 
envelopes ..., each 
containing a unique 
assignment slot. 
These envelopes are 
opened in numerical 
order ... providing 
both subjects and the 
study coordinator 
with knowledge about 
group assignment at 
that time." * 

Participants & 
intervention 
providers: nature 
of intervention 
impairs blinding. 
Staff: "We 
endeavour to blind 
all personnel 
involved in the 
postintervention 
TSST", "All 
personnel involved 
in blood processing 
and conducting/ 
interpreting 
laboratory assays 
are blinded to 
group assignment."  
* 

"We endeavour to 
blind all personnel 
involved in the 
postintervention 
TSST", "All 
personnel involved 
in blood 
processing and 
conducting/ 
interpreting 
laboratory assays 
are blinded to 
group 
assignment."  
Some outcomes 
are selfreported 
by unblinded 
participants. * 

High but balanced 
attrition (27% in CM & 
36% in control). 
Reasons partially 
addressed. Dropouts 
nonsignificantly 
different from 
completers on baseline 
measures. 

All outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
there is no 
publicly 
available 
study 
protocol. * 

No ITT analysis. No 
significant 
differences in 
baseline measures 
between the 
intervention and 
control groups. 

(Crane et al. 
2010) 

Low risk Low risk High risk/unclear 
risk 

High risk Low risk Unclear risk Unclear risk 

"allocation picked at 
random from the 
envelope for each 

"Randomization to 
groups was 
conducted through 

Participants & 
intervention 
providers: nature 

Selfreported 
outcomes by 
unblinded 

No missing outcome 
data. 

All outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 

ITT analysis. No 
baseline measures 
comparison 



 

 

Study (main 
publication) 

Random sequence 
generation 

Allocation 
concealment 

Blinding of 
participants and 
staff 

Blinding of 
outcome 
assessment (all 
outcomes) 

Incomplete outcome 
data (all outcomes) 

Selective 
reporting 

Other sources of 
bias 

consecutive 
participant." 

the use of pre
prepared envelopes 
containing 
allocations" 
Participants were 
from the general 
public and results 
were contrary to 
expectations. 

of intervention 
impairs blinding. 
Staff: not specified.  

participants. section are 
reported, but 
there is no 
publicly 
available 
study 
protocol. * 

between the 
intervention and 
control groups. 

(Feldman et 
al. 2010) 

High risk High risk Unclear risk Unclear risk Low risk Unclear risk Low risk 

All the participants 
attending to a session 
would be assigned to 
the same condition. 
Decision based on 
running enrolment 
totals, number of 
participants in that 
session and time of 
day. * 

All the participants 
attending to a session 
would be assigned to 
the same condition. 
Decision based on 
running enrolment 
totals, number of 
participants in that 
session and time of 
day. * 

Participants with 
no previous 
contact with 
meditation could 
have been blinded 
due to short 
intervention and 
similarity to 
control. Staff: not 
specified. 

Selfreported 
outcomes by 
potentially blinded 
participants. 

No missing outcome 
data. 

All outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
there is no 
publicly 
available 
study 
protocol. * 

ITT analysis. No 
significant 
differences in 
baseline measures 
between the 
intervention and 
control groups. 

(Kleinman 
2010) 

Low risk Low risk High risk/Low risk High risk Low risk Unclear risk High risk 

"Randomization was 
accomplished through 

"statistician provides 
research personnel 

Participants & 
intervention 

Selfreported 
outcomes by 

No missing outcome 
data. 

All outcomes 
listed in the 

No ITT analysis. 
Baseline variables 



 

 

Study (main 
publication) 

Random sequence 
generation 

Allocation 
concealment 

Blinding of 
participants and 
staff 

Blinding of 
outcome 
assessment (all 
outcomes) 

Incomplete outcome 
data (all outcomes) 

Selective 
reporting 

Other sources of 
bias 

the use of separate 
computer generated 
randomization lists 
for males and 
females." 

with a series of 
sequentially 
numbered, sealed 
envelopes ..., each 
containing a unique 
assignment slot. 
These envelopes are 
opened in numerical 
order ... providing 
both subjects and the 
study coordinator 
with knowledge about 
group assignment at 
that time." * 

providers: nature 
of intervention 
impairs blinding. 
Staff: not specified 
but likely to have 
been done as part 
of bigger study. 

unblinded 
participants. 

'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
there is no 
publicly 
available 
study 
protocol. * 

were not balanced 
among groups. 
Two outliers were 
dropped from the 
data. 

(Desbordes 
et al. 2012a) 

Low risk Low risk High risk/Low risk Low risk/High risk Unclear risk Low risk Unclear risk 

"Randomization was 
accomplished through 
the use of separate 
computer generated 
randomization lists 
for males and 
females." 

"statistician provides 
research personnel 
with a series of 
sequentially 
numbered, sealed 
envelopes ..., each 
containing a unique 
assignment slot. 
These envelopes are 

Participants & 
intervention 
providers: nature 
of intervention 
impairs blinding. 
Staff: "We 
endeavour to blind 
all personnel 
involved in the 

"We endeavour to 
blind all personnel 
involved in the 
postintervention 
TSST", "All 
personnel involved 
in blood 
processing and 
conducting/ 

Unbalanced attrition 
(CBCT 5%, MAT 27%, 
health discussion 
27%). Reasons for 
dropping out not yet 
available: "These data 
are currently under 
review and should be 
available in by the end 

Protocol was 
found. Not all 
the outcomes 
mentioned in 
the protocol 
are reported 
but more 
publications 
are on the 

No ITT analysis. No 
significant 
differences in 
baseline measures 
between the 
intervention and 
control groups. 



 

 

Study (main 
publication) 

Random sequence 
generation 

Allocation 
concealment 

Blinding of 
participants and 
staff 

Blinding of 
outcome 
assessment (all 
outcomes) 

Incomplete outcome 
data (all outcomes) 

Selective 
reporting 

Other sources of 
bias 

opened in numerical 
order ... providing 
both subjects and the 
study coordinator 
with knowledge about 
group assignment at 
that time." * 

postintervention 
TSST", "All 
personnel involved 
in blood processing 
and conducting/ 
interpreting 
laboratory assays 
are blinded to 
group assignment."  
* 

interpreting 
laboratory assays 
are blinded to 
group 
assignment."  
Some outcomes 
are selfreported 
by unblinded 
participants. * 

of Summer 2013" * way. 

(Hunsinger 
et al. 2013) 

High risk High risk High risk High risk Low risk Unclear risk Unclear risk 

"Participants were 
assigned to conditions 
in blocks in terms of 
who signed up for 
particular time slots.  
We varied the time of 
day and day of the 
week during which 
data were collected 
for each block. For 
example, on Monday 
from 12pm anyone 
who signed up to 

"Participants were 
assigned to conditions 
in blocks in terms of 
who signed up for 
particular time slots.  
We varied the time of 
day and day of the 
week during which 
data were collected 
for each block. For 
example, on Monday 
from 12pm anyone 
who signed up to 

Participants & 
intervention 
providers: nature 
of intervention 
impairs blinding. 
Staff: "The people 
collecting data 
were not blinded to 
group allocation."  

Selfreported 
outcomes by 
unblinded 
participants. * 

Low attrition (0.2% 
LKM). Reasons not 
specified. 

All outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
there is no 
publicly 
available 
study 
protocol. * 

No ITT analysis. No 
baseline measures 
comparison 
between the 
intervention and 
control groups. 



 

 

Study (main 
publication) 

Random sequence 
generation 

Allocation 
concealment 

Blinding of 
participants and 
staff 

Blinding of 
outcome 
assessment (all 
outcomes) 

Incomplete outcome 
data (all outcomes) 

Selective 
reporting 

Other sources of 
bias 

participate in the 
experiment was 
assigned to 
meditation condition 
and from 23pm 
anyone who signed 
up was assigned to 
the control 
condition." * 

participate in the 
experiment was 
assigned to 
meditation condition 
and from 23pm 
anyone who signed 
up was assigned to 
the control 
condition." * 

(Jazaieri et 
al. 2013) 

Low risk Unclear risk High risk/unclear 
risk 

High risk low risk Unclear risk Low risk 

"Participants were 
randomized with a 60 
% probability of CCT 
or 40 % probability for 
WL using a random 
number generator". 

Not specified. Participants & 
intervention 
providers: nature 
of intervention 
impairs blinding. 
Staff: not specified.  

Selfreported 
outcomes by 
unblinded 
participants. 

Moderate attrition 
(CCT 15%, waitlist 
25%), similar reasons 
across groups, last 
observation carried 
forward. 

All outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
no study 
protocol was 
found. 

ITT analysis (last 
observation 
carried forward). 
No significant 
differences in 
baseline measures 
between the 
intervention and 
control groups. 

(Law 2011) Unclear risk Unclear risk Unclear risk Unclear risk Low risk Unclear risk Unclear risk 

Not specified. Not specified. Participants with 
no previous 

Selfreported 
outcomes by 

Intention to volunteer 
was not assessed in 6 

All outcomes 
listed in the 

No ITT analysis.  
No significant 



 

 

Study (main 
publication) 

Random sequence 
generation 

Allocation 
concealment 

Blinding of 
participants and 
staff 

Blinding of 
outcome 
assessment (all 
outcomes) 

Incomplete outcome 
data (all outcomes) 

Selective 
reporting 

Other sources of 
bias 

contact with 
meditation could 
have been blinded 
due to short 
intervention and 
similarity to 
control. Staff: not 
specified. 

potentially blinded 
participants. 

participants due to 
admin error 

'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
no study 
protocol was 
found. 

differences in 
baseline measures 
between the 
intervention and 
control groups. 
Three outliers 
excluded from 
some analyses. 

(Mascaro et 
al. 2013a) 

Low risk Low risk High risk/Low risk Low risk/High risk Low risk Unclear risk Unclear risk 

"Generated a random 
number list" * 

Not specified but 
likely to have been 
done as part of bigger 
study. 

Participants & 
intervention 
providers: nature 
of intervention 
impairs blinding. 
Staff: "all 
experimenters 
were blind 
throughout the 
entire data 
collection, data 
entry and fMRI 
preprocessing 
phases."  

"all experimenters 
were blind 
throughout the 
entire data 
collection, data 
entry and fMRI 
preprocessing 
phases." Some 
outcomes are self
reported by 
unblinded 
participants. 

Unbalanced attrition 
(19% in intervention 
group & 38% in control 
group) but similar 
reasons for missing 
data across groups. 
Dropouts not 
significantly different 
from completers on 
baseline measures. 

All outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
no there is no 
publicly 
available 
study 
protocol. * 

No ITT analysis. No 
significant 
differences in 
baseline measures 
between the 
intervention and 
control groups. 



 

 

Study (main 
publication) 

Random sequence 
generation 

Allocation 
concealment 

Blinding of 
participants and 
staff 

Blinding of 
outcome 
assessment (all 
outcomes) 

Incomplete outcome 
data (all outcomes) 

Selective 
reporting 

Other sources of 
bias 

(May et al. 
2012) 

Unclear risk Unclear risk High risk/unclear 
risk 

High risk Low risk Unclear risk High risk 

Not specified. Not specified. Participants & 
intervention 
providers: nature 
of intervention 
impairs blinding. 
Staff: not specified.  

Selfreported 
outcomes by 
unblinded 
participants 

Low and balanced 
attrition  (6%). Reasons 
not specified. 

All outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
no study 
protocol was 
found. 

No ITT analysis. 
Baseline variables 
were not balanced 
among groups: 
"those in the LKM 
condition started 
the study with 
higher positive 
affect". 

(Wallmark 
et al. 2013) 

Low risk High risk High risk/unclear 
risk 

High risk Unclear risk Unclear risk High risk 

"(P)articipants were 
stratified by gender 
and randomly 
assigned to either the 
intervention or 
control group using 
the webbased tool 
Research 
Randomizer" 

Researchers who re
screened participants 
for inclusion were 
aware of the 
participant's 
assignment although 
the participant was 
not.* 

Participants & 
intervention 
providers: nature 
of intervention 
impairs blinding. 
Staff: not specified.  

Selfreported 
outcomes by 
unblinded 
participants. 

Unbalanced attrition 
(32% in intervention 
group, 14% waitlist). 
Reasons partially 
addressed. * 

All outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
no study 
protocol was 
found. 

No ITT analysis. 
Participants were 
aware of their 
assignment when 
completing 
baseline 
measures. 
Intervention and 
control groups 
differ in baseline 



 

 

Study (main 
publication) 

Random sequence 
generation 

Allocation 
concealment 

Blinding of 
participants and 
staff 

Blinding of 
outcome 
assessment (all 
outcomes) 

Incomplete outcome 
data (all outcomes) 

Selective 
reporting 

Other sources of 
bias 

scores, direction 
favoring control 
group. Outliers 
excluded from 
analyses.* 

(Weng et al. 
2012) 

Unclear risk Unclear risk High risk/unclear 
risk 

Unclear risk Low risk Unclear risk High risk 

Not specified. Not specified. Participants & 
intervention 
providers: nature 
of intervention 
impairs blinding. 
Staff: not specified.  

Not specified. Incomplete data (39% 
compassion, 30% 
reappraisal) due to 
attrition, problems 
during imaging and 
disbelief in 
manipulation. Reasons 
unrelated to 
intervention.  
"Believers of the 
redistribution 
paradigm did not 
significantly differ from 
NonBelievers of the 
paradigm." 

All outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
no study 
protocol was 
found. 

No ITT analysis. No 
significant 
differences in 
baseline measures 
between the 
intervention and 
control groups. 
Participants were 
aware of their 
assignment when 
completing 
baseline 
measures.  

(Neff and Low risk High risk High risk/unclear High risk Low risk Unclear risk Unclear risk 



 

 

Study (main 
publication) 

Random sequence 
generation 

Allocation 
concealment 

Blinding of 
participants and 
staff 

Blinding of 
outcome 
assessment (all 
outcomes) 

Incomplete outcome 
data (all outcomes) 

Selective 
reporting 

Other sources of 
bias 

Germer 
2013) 

risk 

"We used a random 
number generator" * 

No strategy in place 
to conceal random 
allocations. * 

Participants & 
intervention 
providers: nature 
of intervention 
impairs blinding. 
Staff: not specified.  

Selfreported 
outcomes by 
unblinded 
participants. 

Unbalanced attrition 
(11% in intervention 
group & 0% in control 
group) but reasons 
unrelated to 
intervention. 

All outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
no there is no 
publicly 
available 
study 
protocol. * 

No ITT analysis. No 
significant 
differences in 
baseline measures 
between the 
intervention and 
control groups. 

(Condon et 
al. 2013) 

High risk High risk High risk/Low risk Low risk High risk Unclear risk Unclear risk 

“(P)articipants were 
randomly assigned a 
condition among the 
three options... If the 
schedule of that 
option did not fit a 
participant's 
schedule, he or she 
was randomly 
assigned to one of the 
other two options.” * 

“(P)articipants were 
randomly assigned a 
condition among the 
three options... If the 
schedule of that 
option did not fit a 
participant's 
schedule, he or she 
was randomly 
assigned to one of the 
other two options.” * 

Participants & 
intervention 
providers: nature 
of intervention 
impairs blinding. 
Staff: 
"confederates were 
blind both to the 
hypothesis of the 
experiment and to 
each participant’s 

“Confederates 
blind to the 
hypotheses and 
condition 
assignments 
reported the 
outcomes” * 

High and unbalanced 
attrition (56% 
compassion, 59% 
mindfulness, 5% 
control).  Reasons not 
specified. * 

All outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
no there is no 
publicly 
available 
study 
protocol. * 

No ITT analysis. No 
baseline measures 
comparison 
between the 
intervention and 
control groups. 



 

 

Study (main 
publication) 

Random sequence 
generation 

Allocation 
concealment 

Blinding of 
participants and 
staff 

Blinding of 
outcome 
assessment (all 
outcomes) 

Incomplete outcome 
data (all outcomes) 

Selective 
reporting 

Other sources of 
bias 

experimental 
condition" 

(Koopmann
Holm et al. 
2013) 

Low risk Low risk High risk High risk Unclear risk Unclear risk Unclear risk 

“The project manager 
used a random 
number generator” * 

“The project manager 
did not know which 
classes would be held 
at these class times 
(…) She only assigned 
participants to class 
TIMES, not types of 
classes.” * 

Participants & 
intervention 
providers: nature 
of intervention 
impairs blinding. 
“The classes (…) 
were taught by 
three men who 
were (…) blind to 
study hypotheses.” 

Selfreported 
outcomes by 
unblinded 
participants. 

Moderate attrition 
(30% compassion, 20% 
mindfulness, 33% 
theater, 8% control). 
“There were no 
significant differences 
in the percentage of 
participants who 
dropped out by 
condition” Reasons not 
specified. 

All outcomes 
listed in the 
'methods' 
section are 
reported, but 
no there is no 
publicly 
available 
study 
protocol. * 

No ITT analysis. No 
baseline measures 
comparison 
between the 
intervention and 
control groups. 

*Information completed with author’s communication. Abbreviations: CBCT: Cognitively-based compassion training; CCT: Compassion cultivation training; CM: 

Compassion meditation; Ctrl: control group; ITT: intention-to-treat; LKM: Loving-kindness meditation; MAT: Mindful attention training; TSST: Trier Social Stress 

Test. 



 

 

Appendix 2 Table 4. Summary of outcomes for comparison versus passive control groups. 

Concept Outcome Result Significance Study 

Affective 
learning 
 

Susceptibility to affective conditioning paradigm – 
negative associations 

"control M=0.85. SD= 1.41, meditation 
M=0.78 SD=1.38, p> .20" 

NS (int) (Hunsinger et al. 2013) 

Susceptibility to affective conditioning paradigm – positive 
associations 

"control M=0.84. SD= I.49, meditation 
M=1.41 SD= 1.47, t(95)=2.56, p=.01" 

S (int) (Hunsinger et al. 2013) 

Anger 
 

StateTrait Anger Expression Inventory  control in (B) MD 2.80 [0.28, 5.88] NS (int) (Carson et al. 2005) * 

StateTrait Anger Expression Inventory  control out (B) MD 2.96 [0.14, 5.78] S (int) (Carson et al. 2005) * 

StateTrait Anger Expression Inventory  expression in (B) MD 0.54 [2.28, 3.36] NS (ctrl) (Carson et al. 2005) * 

StateTrait Anger Expression Inventory  expression out (B) MD 2.41 [3.96, 0.86] S (int) (Carson et al. 2005) * 

StateTrait Anger Expression Inventory  state (B) MD 0.24 [3.08, 3.56] NS (ctrl) (Carson et al. 2005) * 

StateTrait Anger Expression Inventory  trait (B) MD 2.85 [5.45, 0.25] S (int) (Carson et al. 2005) * 

Anxiety 
 

StateTrait Anxiety Inventory MD 1.74 [6.98, 3.50] NS (int) MA (Figure  2.4 , 
subgroup) 

StateTrait Anxiety Inventory  F=10.88, p<.01, effect size 0.76 S (int) (Neff and Germer 2013)  

StateTrait Anxiety Inventory  2 months followup F(1, 56) = 4.40, p < .05 S (int) (Weibel 2007)  

Avoidance Avoidance subscale of the Impact of Event – Revised F=4.48, p<.05, effect size 0.5 S (int) (Neff and Germer 2013)  

Cognitive control 
 

Stroop test  compatible trials "control M=440 ms SD=131, meditation: 
M=398 ms, SD=73, t(95)=2.01 p<.05" 

S (int) (Hunsinger et al. 2013) 



 

 

Stroop test  incompatible trials "control: M=496 ms, SD=171, 
meditation: M=421 ms SD=111, 
t(95)=2.65 p<.01" 

S (int) (Hunsinger et al. 2013) 

Compassion 
 

Compassion scales SMD 0.61 [0.24, 0.99] S (int) MA (Figure  2.6) 

Compassionate Love 2 months followup F(1, 56) = 1.42, p > .05 NS (int) (Weibel 2007)  

Fears of Compassion Scale   for others Significant interaction of time x group 
(F1,78=9.12,p<.003 effect size =.10) 

S (int) (Jazaieri et al. 2013)  

Fears of Compassion Scale  for self Significant interaction of time x group 
(F1,78=7.0, p<.007, effect size=.09) 

S (int) (Jazaieri et al. 2013) 

Fears of Compassion Scale   from others Significant interaction of time x group 
(F1,78=4.24,p<.04, effect size=.05) 

S (int) (Jazaieri et al. 2013) 

Modified Differential Emotions Scale   compassion single 
item 

(B) "Interaction of experimental 
condition and time b 0.021,SE 0.016, p 
.21" 

NS (Fredrickson et al. 2008) 

SelfCompassion Scale – different versions SMD 0.45 [0.15, 0.75] S (int) (stable 
in SA) 

MA (Figure  2.7 & 
Appendix 2 Figure 2, 
subgroup) 

SelfCompassion Scale F=31.79, p<.01, effect size 1.67 S (int) (Neff and Germer 2013)  

SelfCompassion Scale  2 months followup F(1, 56) = 5.85, p = .02 S (int) (Weibel 2007)  

Connectedness 
 

Social Connectedness Scale F=.38, p>0.05, effect size .13 NS (int) (Neff and Germer 2013)  

Depression 
 

Beck Depression Inventory  – different versions SMD 0.61 [1.08, 0.14] S (int) MA (Figure  2.5) 



 

 

Emotions 
 

DRM  negative emotions (B) "Experimental condition b  0.082,SE 
0.048,ns" 

NS (Fredrickson et al. 2008) 

DRM  positive emotions (B) "Experimental condition b 0.067, SE 
0.118, ns" 

NS (Fredrickson et al. 2008) 

Modified Differential Emotions Scale  negative emotions (B) "Interaction of experimental 
condition and time b 0.011,SE 0.011,p 
.28" 

NS (Fredrickson et al. 2008) 

Modified Differential Emotions Scale  positive emotions (B) (C) "Interaction of experimental 
condition and time b 0.041, SE 0.011, p 
.0004" 

S (int) (Fredrickson et al. 2008) 

High arousal positive affect (D) F(1,68)= .66, p > .05 NS (KoopmannHolm et al. 
2013) 

Low arousal positive affect (D) F(1,68)= .33, p > .05 NS (KoopmannHolm et al. 
2013) 

High arousal negative affect (D) F(1,66)= 3.49, p > .05 NS (KoopmannHolm et al. 
2013) 

Low arousal negative affect (D) F(1,67)= 1.21, p > .05 NS (KoopmannHolm et al. 
2013) 

High arousal positive ideal affect (D) F(1,68)= 1.05, p > .05 NS (KoopmannHolm et al. 
2013) 

Low arousal positive ideal affect (D) F(1,68)= 7.28, p < .01 S (int) (KoopmannHolm et al. 
2013) 

High arousal negative ideal affect (D) F(1,66)= .09, p > .05 NS (KoopmannHolm et al. 
2013) 

Low arousal negative ideal affect (D) F(1,68)= .80, p > .05 NS (KoopmannHolm et al. 



 

 

2013) 

Empathy 
 

Interpersonal Reactivity Index  Empathic concern F=.95, p>0.34, effect size .02 NS (ctrl) (Wallmark et al. 2013)  

Interpersonal Reactivity Index  Personal distress F=3.07, p=0.09, effect size .07 NS (ctrl) (Wallmark et al. 2013)  

Interpersonal Reactivity Index  Perspective taking F=4.88, p=0.03, effect size .11 S (int) (Wallmark et al. 2013)  

Forgiveness Enright Forgiveness Inventory MD 35.80 [32.32, 103.92] NS (int) (Humphrey 1999) * 

Goals Conditional Goal Setting MD 13.00 [5.02, 20.98] S (ctrl) (Crane et al. 2010) * 

Happiness Subjective Happiness Scale F=.62, p>0.05, effect size .15 NS (int) (Neff and Germer 2013)  

Helping behavior Offer a chair (C) RR 2.91 [0.92, 9.22] NS (int) (Condon et al. 2013) * 

Mindfulness Mindfulness scales SMD 0.63 [0.22, 1.05] S (int) MA (Figure  2.8) 

Pain 
 

Brief Pain Inventory   Usual Pain (B) MD 0.28 [1.46, 0.90] NS (int) (Carson et al. 2005) * 

Brief Pain Inventory  Worst Pain (B) MD 0.30 [0.99, 1.59] NS (ctrl) (Carson et al. 2005) * 

McGill Pain Questionnaire  Pain Intensity (B) MD 0.22 [0.25, 0.69] NS (ctrl) (Carson et al. 2005) * 

McGill Pain Questionnaire  Pain Rating Index  (B) MD 4.06 [4.32, 12.44] NS (ctrl) (Carson et al. 2005) * 

Quality of life 
 

MissoulaVilas QOL Index 1 month follow up MD 2.35 [0.23, 4.93] NS (int) (Williams et al. 2005a) * 

MissoulaVilas QOL Index 64 weeks followup MD 2.16 [1.58, 5.90] NS (int) (Williams et al. 2005a) * 

Satisfaction 
 

Satisfaction with life scale MD 0.19 [0.83, 1.21] NS (int) MA (Figure  2.2) 



 

 

Stress Stress scales SMD 0.46 [0.82, 0.10] S (int) 
(unstable in 
SA) 

MA (Figure  2.3 & 
Appendix 2 Figure 1) 

All the outcomes are post-intervention unless otherwise specified. * Re-analyses using means and standard deviations reported in study (Z-test as that used in 

meta-analyses) because no direct test was reported. Abbreviations: Ctrl: control; Int: intervention; MA: meta-analysis; MD: mean difference; NS: non-significant; 

QOL: Quality of life; S: Significant; SA: sensitivity analysis; SMD: standard mean difference. 

 (A): Data on adherents sample (50% + sessions attended). "The impact of experimental condition over time on positive emotions was not significant in either the 

intent-to-treat, t(1380) 1.37,p .17, or per-protocol samples, t(1380) 1.58,p .11" 

(B): Results must be interpreted carefully: "Because the multiple effects of a small pilot sample, accumulated attrition, and the need to control for baseline 

differences would have resulted in very limited power for between-groups repeated measures analyses of outcomes, analyses of variance were performed 

separately within each group" 

(C): Results were re-analyzed because study only reported mindfulness meditation and compassion meditation together versus the control group or compassion 

versus mindfulness, but not compassion meditation versus control group. 

(D): Results are for compassion and mindfulness meditation groups combined against improvisational theater and no intervention groups combined. They are 

displayed in this table rather than in Supplemental Table 10 in order to provide conservative estimates. 



 

 

Appendix 2 Table 5. Summary of outcomes for comparison versus progressive relaxation. 

Concept Outcome Result (measure [CI95%]) Signific
ance 

Study 

Compassion 
(MA heterogeneous, 
Figure  2.10) 
 

Modified Differential Emotions Scale  compassion 
subscale 

"the LK group reported more (...) compassion than the PR 
group F(1,65) = 13.95; p=.000 

S (int) (Templeton 
2007) 

Positive and Negative Affect Schedule   
compassion subscale added ad hoc 

(B) MD 0.49 [0.86, 1.84] NS (int) (Feldman et al. 
2010) * 

Decentering Toronto mindfulness subscale  Decentering (B) MD 0.47 [2.11, 1.17] NS (ctrl) (Feldman et al. 
2010) * 

Judgment Moral Transgressions Scale  (A) "Interaction of the two experimental conditions, 
F(1,62) = 3.51; p=.066." 

 NS (int) (Templeton 
2007) 

Emotions 
 

Positive and Negative Affect Schedule   change in 
negative emotions 

(B) MD 0.70 [0.62, 2.02] NS (ctrl) (Feldman et al. 
2010) * 

Positive emotions scales SMD 0.42 [0.10, 0.75] S (int) MA (Figure  2.9) 

Repetitive thoughts 
 

Frequency of repetitive thoughts (B) MD 1.25 [0.54, 3.04] NS (Feldman et al. 
2010) * 

Negative reaction to repetitive thoughts (B) MD 0.32 [0.60, 1.24] NS (ctrl) (Feldman et al. 
2010) * 

Spirituality Spiritual Transcendence Scale "The groups did not differ on spiritual transcendence, 
F(1,79) = .045; p=.832"  

NS (Templeton 
2007) 

All the outcomes are post-intervention unless otherwise specified. * Re-analyses using means and standard deviations reported in study (Z-test as that used in 

meta-analyses) because no direct test was reported. Abbreviations: Ctrl: control; Int: intervention; MA: meta-analysis; MD: mean difference; NS: non-significant; S: 

Significant; SMD: standard mean difference. 



 

 

 (A): Only subgroups of LKM and progressive relaxation were analyzed here (factorial trial) so the interpretation should be: "Participants who were made aware of 

their own death and who then listened to a guided loving-kindness meditation judged moral transgressors less harshly than those who listed to a progressive 

relaxation exercise following death awareness." and "death awareness may serve as a gateway to expand one's circle of moral concern when participants are 

given an alternative tool (i.e., loving-kindness meditation) for resolving  their death anxiety". 

(B) Results are re-analyses because study only reported mindfulness meditation versus progressive relaxation or LKM but not progressive relaxation versus LKM. 



 

 

Appendix 2 Table 6. Summary of outcomes for comparison versus mindfulness/concentrative meditation. 

Concept Outcome Result (measure [CI95%]) Signific
ance 

Study 

Anxiety Beck Anxiety Inventory “The group × time interaction was not statistically significant for 
BAI scores [F(2,38) =2.41,p=0.10]” 

NS (Desbordes et 
al. 2012a)  

Attachment 
 

Experiences in Close Relationships Questionnaire 
revised   attachmentrelated anxiety 

"Repeated Measures ANOVAS showed that there were no 
significant main effects or interactions for attachment anxiety" 

NS (Kleinman 
2010) 

Experiences in Close Relationships Questionnaire 
revised   attachmentrelated avoidance 

" There was a trend for a main effect of time for attachment 
avoidance... but no significant interaction” 

NS (int) (Kleinman 
2010) 

Compassion 
 

Compassion (nonvalidated ad hoc scale) "ANOVA using a changeincompassion variable revealed that all 
groups increased by the same approximate amount." 

NS (Kleinman 
2010) 

Positive and Negative Affect Schedule   
compassion subscale added ad hoc 

(C) MD 1.13 [0.21, 2.47] NS (int) (Feldman et 
al. 2010) * 

Connected- 
Ness  

Perceived Relationship Quality Component  F(2, 56)= 2.57, p = .09, effect size= .09. (significant in the original 
because significance level was set at p=0.1.) 

NS (int) (Kleinman 
2010) 

Coping 
 

Brief COPE  No direct comparisons were made and descriptive data are not 
available.  

? (Kleinman 
2010) 

Decentering Toronto mindfulness subscale  Decentering (C) MD 2.03 [3.64, 0.42] S (ctrl) (Feldman et 
al. 2010) * 

Depression Beck Depression Inventory “The group × time interaction was not statistically significant ... 
for BDI scores [F(2,38) =2.42,p=0.10]” 

NS (Desbordes et 
al. 2012a)  

Emotion 
regulation 

Emotion Regulation Questionnaire  No direct comparisons were made and descriptive data are not 
available.  

? (Kleinman 
2010) 



 

 

Empathy Interpersonal Reactivity Index No direct comparisons were made and descriptive data are not 
available.  

? (Kleinman 
2010) 

Goals Conditional Goal Setting MD 14.75 [7.83, 21.67] S (ctrl) (Crane et al. 
2010) * 

Helping 
behavior 

Offer a chair (D) RR 1.23 [0.49, 3.04] NS (int) (Condon et al. 
2013) * 

Mindfulness Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory "the slope for the LKM group was not significantly different 
from the CM slope" 

NS (May et al. 
2012) 

Emotions 
 

Positive and Negative Affect Schedule   negative 
emotions 

(C) MD 0.28 [1.59, 1.03] NS (int) (Feldman et 
al. 2010) * 

Positive and Negative Affect Schedule   negative 
emotions 

“With regard to negative affect, there were no significant 
differences between conditions” 

NS (May et al. 
2012) 

Positive and Negative Affect Schedule   positive 
emotions 

(C) MD 3.10 [0.23, 5.97] S (int) (Feldman et 
al. 2010) * 

Positive and Negative Affect Schedule   positive 
emotions 

 "the LKM group did not significantly differ from the CM group" NS (May et al. 
2012) 

High arousal positive affect “no differences (…) between the two meditation groups (all ps 
>.26)” 

NS (Koopmann
Holm et al. 
2013) 

Low arousal positive affect “no differences (…) between the two meditation groups (all ps 
>.26)” 

NS (Koopmann
Holm et al. 
2013) 

High arousal negative affect “no differences (…) between the two meditation groups (all ps 
>.26)” 

NS (Koopmann
Holm et al. 
2013) 



 

 

Low arousal negative affect “no differences (…) between the two meditation groups (all ps 
>.26)” 

NS (Koopmann
Holm et al. 
2013) 

High arousal positive ideal affect “no differences (…) between the two meditation groups (all ps 
>.26)” 

NS (Koopmann
Holm et al. 
2013) 

Low arousal positive ideal affect “no differences (…) between the two meditation groups (all ps 
>.26)” 

NS (Koopmann
Holm et al. 
2013) 

High arousal negative ideal affect “no differences (…) between the two meditation groups (all ps 
>.26)” 

NS (Koopmann
Holm et al. 
2013) 

Low arousal negative ideal affect “no differences (…) between the two meditation groups (all ps 
>.26)” 

NS (Koopmann
Holm et al. 
2013) 

Forgiveness 
 

TransgressionRelated Interpersonal Motivations 
scale  

No direct comparisons were made and descriptive data are not 
available.  

? (Kleinman 
2010) 

Repetitive 
thoughts 
 

Frequency of repetitive thoughts (C) MD 0.92 [2.67, 0.83] NS (Feldman et 
al. 2010) * 

Negative reaction to repetitive thoughts (C) MD 0.31 [0.50, 1.12] NS 
(ctrl) 

(Feldman et 
al. 2010) * 

Satisfaction Satisfaction with life scale MD 0.41 [0.94, 0.12] NS 
(ctrl) 

(Koopmann
Holm et al. 
2013)* 



 

 

All the outcomes are post-intervention unless otherwise specified. * Re-analyses using means and standard deviations reported in study (Z-test as that used in 

meta-analyses) because no direct test was reported.  Abbreviations: Ctrl: control; Int: intervention; MA: meta-analysis; MD: mean difference; NS: non-significant; S: 

Significant; SMD: standard mean difference.  

(C) Results are re-analyses because study only reported mindfulness meditation versus progressive relaxation or LKM but not progressive relaxation versus LKM. 

(D): Results are re-analyses because study only reported mindfulness meditation and compassion meditation together versus the control group or compassion 

versus mindfulness, but not compassion meditation versus control group. 



 

 

Appendix 2 Table 7. Summary of outcomes for comparison versus health discussion group. 

Concept Outcome Result (measure [CI95%]) Significanc
e 

Study 

Anxiety 
 

Beck Anxiety Inventory  “The group × time interaction was not 
statistically significant for BAI scores [F(2,38) 
=2.41,p=0.10]” 

NS (Desbordes et al. 
2012a)  

Depression Anxiety Stress Scale  anxiety subscale "There were no other selfreport measures (state 
or trait) that showed an interaction effect." 

NS (Mascaro 2011) 

Attachmen
t 
 

Experiences in Close Relationships Questionnaire 
revised   attachmentrelated anxiety 

"Repeated Measures ANOVAS showed that there 
were no significant main effects or interactions 
for attachment anxiety" 

NS (Kleinman 2010)  

Experiences in Close Relationships Questionnaire 
revised   attachmentrelated avoidance 

" There was a trend for a main effect of time for 
attachment avoidance... but no significant 
interaction” 

NS (int) (Kleinman 2010)  

Aversion 
to pain 

aversion to others pain MD 0.31 [1.05, 0.43] NS (int) (Mascaro et al. 2013b) 
* 

aversion to selfpain  MD 0.02 [1.04, 1.00] NS (int) (Mascaro et al. 2013b) 
* 

Body 
image 
 

BodySelfRelations Questionnaire  Appearance 
Evaluation 

(A) MD 0.01 [0.31, 0.33] NS (Lipizzi 2011) * 

BodySelfRelations Questionnaire  Appearance 
Orientation 

(A) MD 0.04 [0.35, 0.43] NS (Lipizzi 2011) * 

BodySelfRelations Questionnaire  Bodyareas 
Satisfaction 

(A) MD 0.08 [0.39, 0.23] NS (Lipizzi 2011) * 



 

 

BodySelfRelations Questionnaire  Fitness Evaluation (A) MD 0.09 [0.31, 0.49] NS (Lipizzi 2011) * 

BodySelfRelations Questionnaire  Fitness 
Orientation 

(A) MD 0.19 [0.21, 0.59] NS (int) (Lipizzi 2011) * 

BodySelfRelations Questionnaire  Health Evaluation (A) MD 0.18 [0.15, 0.51] NS (int) (Lipizzi 2011) * 

BodySelfRelations Questionnaire  Health 
Orientation 

(A) MD 0.23 [0.10, 0.56] NS (int) (Lipizzi 2011) * 

BodySelfRelations Questionnaire  Illness 
Orientation 

(A) MD 0.03 [0.44, 0.38] NS (Lipizzi 2011) * 

BodySelfRelations Questionnaire  Overweight 
Preoccupation 

(A) MD 0.03 [0.31, 0.25] NS (Lipizzi 2011) * 

BodySelfRelations Questionnaire  Selfclassified 
Weight 

(A) MD 0.07 [0.51, 0.37] NS (Lipizzi 2011) * 

Compassio
n 

Compassion (nonvalidated ad hoc scale) "ANOVA using a changeincompassion variable 
revealed that all groups increased by the same 
approximate amount." 

NS (Kleinman 2010)  

Connected
ness  

Perceived Relationship Quality Component F(2, 56)= 2.57, p = .09, effect size= .09. 
(significant in the original because significance 
level was set at p=0.1.) 

NS (int) (Kleinman 2010)  

Coping 
 

Brief COPE  Acceptance MD 0.14 [0.73, 1.01] NS (Kleinman 2010) * 

Brief COPE  Active Coping MD 0.13 [0.81, 0.55] NS (Kleinman 2010) * 

Brief COPE  Behavioral Disengagement   MD 0.37 [0.13, 0.87] NS (Kleinman 2010) * 

Brief COPE  Denial MD 0.37 [1.25, 0.51] NS (Kleinman 2010) * 

Brief COPE  Humor MD 0.73 [0.06, 1.52] NS (Kleinman 2010) * 



 

 

Brief COPE  Planning MD 0.10 [0.75, 0.95] NS (Kleinman 2010) * 

Brief COPE  Positive Reframing MD 0.07 [1.07, 0.93] NS (Kleinman 2010) * 

Brief COPE  Religion MD 0.64 [0.61, 1.89] NS (Kleinman 2010) * 

Brief COPE  Self Distraction MD 0.47 [1.47, 0.53] NS (Kleinman 2010) * 

Brief COPE  SelfBlame MD 0.06 [1.23, 1.11] NS (Kleinman 2010) * 

Brief COPE  Substance Use MD 0.50 [0.00, 1.00] NS (Kleinman 2010) * 

Brief COPE  Use of Emotional Support   MD 0.00 [1.24, 1.24] NS (Kleinman 2010) * 

Brief COPE  Use of Instrumental Support MD 0.13 [1.31, 1.05] NS (Kleinman 2010) * 

Brief COPE  Venting MD 0.27 [0.63, 1.17] NS (Kleinman 2010) * 

Depression 
 

Beck Depression Inventory “The group × time interaction was not 
statistically significant ... for BDI scores [F(2,38) 
=2.42,p=0.10]” 

NS (Desbordes et al. 
2012a)  

Depression Anxiety Stress Scale  depression subscale "a strong trend for depression (F(19) = 4.28, p = 
0.05)" & "the meditation group endorsed a 
greater increase  in symptoms compared to the 
control group." 

NS (ctrl) (Mascaro 2011) 

Emotion 
regulation 
 

Emotion Regulation Questionnaire  appraisal  No direct comparisons were made and 
descriptive data are not available.  

? (Kleinman 2010) 

Emotion Regulation Questionnaire   suppression  No direct comparisons were made and 
descriptive data are not available.  

? (Kleinman 2010) 

Empathic 
accuracy 

RMET  empathic accuracy t(19)=2.31, P=0.03 S (int) (Mascaro et al. 2013a)  

RMET  reaction time t(19)=1.62, P=0.12 NS (int) (Mascaro et al. 2013a)  



 

 

Empathy 
 

Interpersonal Reactivity Index  empathic concern “no differences were observed between those 
randomized to CBCT vs. the control condition” 

NS (Mascaro et al. 2013b)  

Interpersonal Reactivity Index  empathic concern MD 0.43 [2.12, 2.98] NS (int) (Kleinman 2010) * 

Helping 
behavior 

Donation “Independent samples ttests indicated that 
there was no group difference in terms of 
compassionate behavior during the donation 
induction." 

NS (Mascaro 2011) 

Physiologic
al 
measures 

Response to TSST  cortisol F[1, 59] = 0.22,p= 0.638 NS (Pace et al. 2009) 

Response to TSST  IL6 F[1, 59] = 0.89, p= 0.351 NS (Pace et al. 2009) 

Physical 
activity 
 

SelfReported Exercise Inventory No data comparing randomised groups ? (Lipizzi 2011) 

Stanford Usual Activity Questionnaire No data comparing randomised groups ? (Lipizzi 2011) 

Reaction to 
transgress
or 
 

TransgressionRelated Interpersonal Motivations 
scale   Avoidance 

MD 0.36 [1.03, 0.31] NS (int) (Kleinman 2010) * 

TransgressionRelated Interpersonal Motivations 
scale   Positive behaviors 

MD 0.16 [0.78, 0.46] NS (ctrl) (Kleinman 2010) * 

TransgressionRelated Interpersonal Motivations 
scale   Revenge 

MD 0.30 [0.85, 0.25] NS (int) (Kleinman 2010) * 

Stress 
 

Depression Anxiety Stress Scale  stress subscale "significant interaction (group by time) effect for 
stress (F(19) = 5.49, p = 0.03)" & "the meditation 
group endorsed a greater increase  in symptoms 
compared to the control group." 

S (ctrl) (Mascaro 2011) 

Response to TSST  Profile of Mood State F[1, 58] = 1.26,p= 0.66 NS (Pace et al. 2009) 



 

 

All the outcomes are post-intervention unless otherwise specified. * Re-analyses using means and standard deviations reported in study (Z-test as that used in 

meta-analyses) because no direct test was reported. Abbreviations: Ctrl: control; Int: intervention; MA: meta-analysis; MD: mean difference; NS: non-significant; S: 

Significant; SMD: standard mean difference; TSST: Trier Social Stress Test.  

(A): Results were re-analyzed because study only reported meditation group divided into low practice and high practice. 



 

 

Appendix 2 Table 8. Summary of outcomes for comparison versus neutral visualization. 

Concept Outcome Result (measure [CI95%]) Signific
ance 

Study 

Anger About experience during SST  anger “none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  

Arousal About experience during SST  affective 
arousal 

“none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  

Attitude 
 

Explicit evaluative response  composite F(5, 87) = 2.42, p< 0.04 S (int) (Hutcherson et al. 
2008) 

Implicit evaluative response  composite F(5, 81) = 2.31, p < 0.04 S (int) (Hutcherson et al. 
2008) 

Implicit positivity towards others “none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  

Implicit positivity towards the self “none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p = .052)” 

NS (int)  (Law 2011)  

Belonging About experience during SST  belonging “none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  

Cognitive 
control 
 

Stroop test accuracy “none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  

Stroop test interference “none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  

Stroop test reaction time “none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  



 

 

Control About experience during SST  control “none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  

Emotions 
 

About experience during SST  Positive 
affective Valence 

“none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  

Mood assessment questionnaire (ad hoc)  
negative mood 

“marginal interaction for negative mood, F(1, 82) 
3.46,p=.07, effect size=.04” 

NS (int) (Hutcherson et al. 
2008) 

Mood assessment questionnaire (ad hoc)  
positive mood 

“significant group x time interaction for positive mood, 
�F(1,82) 11.17,p=.001, effect size=.12” 

S (int) (Hutcherson et al. 
2008) 

Helping 
behavior 

Volunteer to studies “none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  

Meaning About experience during SST  meaningful 
existence 

“none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  

Physiological 
measures 
 

Heart rate after intervention “none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  

Heart rate during intervention “none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  

Respiratory rate during intervention MD 3.07 [4.38, 1.76] S (int) (Law 2011) * 

Respiratory sinus arrhythmia after 
intervention 

MD 0.21 [0.20, 0.62] NS (int) (Law 2011) * 

Respiratory sinus arrhythmia during 
intervention 

MD 0.56 [0.18, 0.94] S (int) (Law 2011) * 

Skin conductance after intervention “none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  



 

 

Skin conductance during intervention “none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  

Rejection About experience during SST  feelings of 
negative evaluation 

“none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  

Savoring About experience during SST  enjoyment “none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  

Self-esteem About experience during SST  selfesteem “none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  

Stress About experience during SST  stress “none of these variables was significantly different between 
LKM and control groups (p > .05)” 

NS  (Law 2011)  

All the outcomes are post-intervention unless otherwise specified. * Re-analyses using means and standard deviations reported in study (Z-test as that used in 

meta-analyses) because no direct test was reported. Abbreviations: Ctrl: control; Int: intervention; MA: meta-analysis; MD: mean difference; NS: non-significant; S: 

Significant; SMD: standard mean difference; SST: Social Stress Test.  
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Appendix 2 Table 9. Summary of outcomes for comparison versus cognitive reappraisal. 

Concept Outcome Result (measure [CI95%]) Significan
ce 

Study 

Helping 
behavior 
 

Charitable 
donations 

No data comparing randomised groups No data (Weng 
et al. 
2012) 

Redistribution 
in game 

"Compassion trainees ... increased the 
distribution between the dictator and the 
victim by 57%. In contrast, reappraisal 
trainees increased the distribution by only 
31%" & "there was a significant difference 
between groups (p< .05)" 

S (int) (Weng 
et al. 
2013) 

All the outcomes are post-intervention unless otherwise specified. Abbreviations: int: 

intervention S: Significant;. 
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Appendix 2 Table 10. Summary of outcomes for comparison versus massage. 

Concept Outcome Result (measure 
[CI95%]) 

Significance Study 

Quality of 
life 
 

MissoulaVilas QOL Index 64 
weeks followup 

MD 0.51 [3.56, 
2.54] 

NS (ctrl) (Williams et 
al. 2005a) * 

MissoulaVilas QOL Index 1 
month follow up 

MD 0.35 [3.32, 
4.02] 

NS (int) (Williams et 
al. 2005a) * 

All the outcomes are post-intervention unless otherwise specified. * Re-analyses using means 

and standard deviations reported in study (Z-test as that used in meta-analyses) because no 

direct test was reported. Abbreviations: Ctrl: control; Int: intervention; MA: meta-analysis; MD: 

mean difference; NS: non-significant; QOL: Quality of life; S: Significant; SMD: standard mean 

difference.  
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Appendix 2 Table 11. Summary of outcomes for comparison versus improvisational theatre. 

Concept Outcome Result (measure 
[CI95%]) 

Significance Study 

Satisfaction Satisfaction with life scale MD 0.23 [0.78, 
0.32] 

NS (ctrl) (Koopmann
Holm et al. 
2013) * 

All the outcomes are post-intervention unless otherwise specified. * Re-analyses using means 

and standard deviations reported in study (Z-test as that used in meta-analyses) because no 

direct test was reported. Abbreviations: Ctrl: control; Int: intervention; MA: meta-analysis; MD: 

mean difference; NS: non-significant; QOL: Quality of life; S: Significant; SMD: standard mean 

difference.  
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Appendix 2 Figure 1. Sensitivity analysis: standardized mean difference. Comparison: passive 

control group. Outcome: Stress. 

Study or Subgroup

1.4.1 long, general, others

Wallmark 2012 (1)
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Not applicable

1.4.2 long, patients, others

Carson 2005 (2)
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.72 (P = 0.47)

1.4.3 long, general, self

Neff 2013 (3)
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.23 (P = 0.22)

Total (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.00; Chi² = 0.09, df = 1 (P = 0.77); I² = 0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.40 (P = 0.16)

Test for subgroup differences: Chi² = 0.09, df = 1 (P = 0.77), I² = 0%

Mean

34.4

0.57

2.8

SD

5.57

0.61

0.7

Total

20
0

18
18

24
24

42

Mean

40.59

0.7

3.03

SD

8.27

0.54

0.6

Total

22
0

25
25

27
27

52

Weight

0.0%

45.4%
45.4%

54.6%
54.6%

100.0%

IV, Random, 95% CI

-0.85 [-1.49, -0.22]
Not estimable

-0.22 [-0.83, 0.38]
-0.22 [-0.83, 0.38]

-0.35 [-0.90, 0.21]
-0.35 [-0.90, 0.21]

-0.29 [-0.70, 0.12]

Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference

(1) Perceived Stress Scale 14-item

(2) Brief Symptom Inventory

(3) Perceived Stress Scale 10-item

Std. Mean Difference

IV, Random, 95% CI

-2 -1 0 1 2
Favours [experimental] Favours [control]

 

Subgroups: Long/short: Intervention lasting more/less than one week; General/patients: participants 

belonging to general population or students / participants being patients; Others/self: Kindness-

based meditation directed mainly to others / mainly to self. Abbreviations: 95% CI:  95% confidence 

interval; IV: Inverse variance; SD: standard deviation; Std.: standard. 
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Appendix 2 Figure 2. Sensitivity analysis: standardized mean difference. Comparison: passive 

control group. Outcome: Self-compassion. 

Study or Subgroup

1.2.1 long, general, others

Jazaieri 2012 (1)

Wallmark 2012 (2)

Weibel 2007 (3)
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.00; Chi² = 0.21, df = 1 (P = 0.65); I² = 0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.54 (P = 0.01)

1.2.2 long, general, self

Neff 2013 (4)
Subtotal (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Not applicable

Test for overall effect: Z = 4.21 (P < 0.0001)

Total (95% CI)

Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.15; Chi² = 6.22, df = 2 (P = 0.04); I² = 68%

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.57 (P = 0.01)

Test for subgroup differences: Chi² = 6.01, df = 1 (P = 0.01), I² = 83.3%

Mean

3.29

88.2

88.09

3.78

SD

0.82

13.15

17.37

0.6

Total

50

20

35
85

24
24

109

Mean

2.89

80.32

81.68

2.93

SD

0.69

18.38

18.71

0.67

Total

30

22

28
58

27
27

85

Weight

36.0%

0.0%

34.2%
70.2%

29.8%
29.8%

100.0%

IV, Random, 95% CI

0.51 [0.05, 0.97]

0.48 [-0.14, 1.10]

0.35 [-0.15, 0.85]
0.44 [0.10, 0.78]

1.31 [0.70, 1.92]
1.31 [0.70, 1.92]

0.70 [0.17, 1.23]

Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference

(1) Self-Compassion Scale 26-item

(2) Self-Compassion Scale 26-item

(3) Self-Compassion Scale 26-item

(4) Self-Compassion Scale 12-item

Std. Mean Difference

IV, Random, 95% CI

-4 -2 0 2 4
Favours [control] Favours [experimental]

 

Subgroups: Long/short: Intervention lasting more/less than one week; General/patients: 

participants belonging to general population or students / participants being patients; 

Others/self: Kindness-based meditation directed mainly to others / mainly to self. 

Abbreviations: 95% CI:  95% confidence interval; IV: Inverse variance; SD: standard deviation; 

Std.: standard.  
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Appendix 3. Questionnaires 
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Appendix 3. Table 1. General questions. 

Q Nr Stem Responses1 

1 What is your gender?  Male                                

 Female                                

2 What is your ethnic background? 

 

 White 

 Mixed 

 Asian/British Asian 

 Black/Black British 

 Other 

3 Please indicate your marital status  Married/Civil partner/Living as married 

 Single 

 Separated/Divorced 

 Widowed 

 Other 

4 What is your education level? 

 

 Up to GCSE/GCE ‘O’ level/CSE 

  Further education (e.g. ‘A’ levels, tertiary 

colleges, specialist colleges) 

 Higher education: Bachelor's Degree 

 Higher education: Postgraduate Degree 

5 Select one answer which best 

represents your employment status: 

 

 Working fulltime 

 Working parttime 

 Student 

 Retired 

 Houseperson 

 Unemployed jobseeker 

 Unemployed due to ill health 

6 In general, you would say your 

health is: 

 Excellent 

 Good 

 Fair 

 Poor 

7 How well do you feel you are 

managing financially these days? 

 

 Living comfortably 

 Doing all right 

 Just about getting by 
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 Finding it difficult to make ends meet 

 Finding it very difficult to make ends meet 

8 Where did you hear about this 

study? 

 

 Personal contacts 

 Social networking sites (e.g., Facebook, 

Twitter) 

 Link on the Internet 

 Newspaper 

 Leaflet 

 Other 

1 All the questions included a ‘Prefer not to answer’ option. Abbreviations: Q Nr: Question 

number. 
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Appendix 3. Table 2. Previous individual spiritual activity. 

Q Nr Stem Responses1 

1 Have you engaged in meditation, 

prayer, or regular individual spiritual 

activity before? 

 

 Yes                           

 No 

2 (ONLY if they answered YES to 

question nr.1) What kind of activity? 

(Check all that apply) 

  prayer 

   lovingkindness meditation 

  mindfulness meditation 

  a different kind of meditation 

  other  please specify (open text) 

3 (ONLY if they answered YES to 

question nr.1) With what frequency? 

 

 More than 1 hour per week in total 

  Less than that, but more than 1 hour per 

month in total 

 Less than 12 hours a year 

4 (ONLY if they answered YES to 

question nr.1) Have you practised 

the reported individual spiritual 

activities during the last 5 years? 

 Yes                           

 No 

5 What is your spiritual identity? 

 

 Spiritual and religious 

 Spiritual, not religious 

 Not spiritual 

1 All the questions included a ‘Prefer not to answer’ option. Abbreviations: Q Nr: Question 

number. 
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Appendix 3. Table 3. Satisfaction with life scale. 

Q Nr Stem Responses1 

Intro Next are five statements that you may agree or 

disagree with. Indicate your agreement with each 

item. Please be open and honest in your responding. 

 Strongly Agree 

 Agree 

 Slightly Agree 

 Neither Agree nor Disagree 

 Slightly Disagree 

 Disagree 

  Strongly Disagree 

 

1 In most ways my life is close to my ideal. 

2 The conditions of my life are excellent. 

3 I am satisfied with my life. 

4 So far I have gotten the important things I want in life. 

5 If I could live my life over, I would change almost 

nothing. 

1 All the questions included a ‘Prefer not to answer’ option. Abbreviations: Q Nr: Question 

number. 
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Appendix 3. Table 4. Warwick-Edinburgh mental wellbeing scale. 

Q Nr Stem Responses1 

Intro This section will contain some statements about feelings 

and thoughts. Please select the option which best 

describes your experience of each over the PAST WEEK. 

  None of the time 

  Rarely 

  Some of the time 

  Often 

  All of the time 

1 I've been feeling optimistic about the future. 

2 I've been feeling useful. 

3 I've been feeling relaxed. 

4 I've been feeling interested in other people. 

5 I've had energy to spare 

6 I've been dealing with problems well. 

7 I've been thinking clearly. 

8 I've been feeling good about myself. 

9 I've been feeling close to other people. 

10 I've been feeling confident. 

11 I've been able to make up my own mind about things. 

12 I've been feeling loved. 

13 I've been interested in new things. 

14 I've been feeling cheerful. 

1 All the questions included a ‘Prefer not to answer’ option. Abbreviations: Q Nr: Question 

number. 
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Appendix 3. Table 5. International positive and negative affect schedule short form. 

Q Nr Stem Responses1 

Intro Thinking about yourself and how you 

felt during the PAST WEEK, to what 

extent did you feel: 

 

 (1) Never 

 (2) 

 (3) 

 (4) 

 (5) Always 1 Upset  

2 Hostile 

3 Alert 

4 Ashamed 

5 Inspired 

6 Nervous 

7 Determined 

8 Attentive 

9 Afraid 

10 Active 

1 All the questions included a ‘Prefer not to answer’ option. Abbreviations: Q Nr: Question 

number. 
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Appendix 3. Table 6. Perceived stress scale. 

Q Nr Stem Responses1 

Intro The questions in this scale ask you about your feelings and 

thoughts during the PAST WEEK. In each case, you will be asked 

to indicate how often you felt or thought a certain way. 

Although some of the questions may seem similar, there are 

differences between them and you should treat each one as a 

separate question. The best approach is to answer each 

question fairly quickly. That is, don't try to count up the number 

of times you felt a particular way, but provide a reasonable 

estimate. 

  Never 

  Almost never 

  Sometimes 

  Fairly often 

  Very often 

1 In the last week, how often have you been upset because of 

something that happened unexpectedly? 

2 In the last week, how often have you felt that you were unable 

to control the important things in your life? 

3 In the last week, how often have you felt nervous and stressed? 

4 In the last week, how often have you felt confident about your 

ability to handle your personal problems? 

5 In the last week, how often have you felt that things were going 

your way? 

6 In the last week, how often have you found that you could not 

cope with all the things that you had to do? 

7 In the last week, how often have you been able to control 

irritations in your life? 

8 In the last week, how often have you felt that you were on top 

of things? 

9 In the last week, how often have you been angered because of 

things that happened which were outside of your control? 

10 In the last week, how often have you felt difficulties were piling 

up so high that you could not overcome them? 

1 All the questions included a ‘Prefer not to answer’ option. Abbreviations: Q Nr: Question 

number. 
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Appendix 3. Table 7. Irritability, anxiety and depression scale. 

Q Nr Stem Responses1 

Intro This questionnaire is designed to help us to know how 

you feel. Read each item and choose the reply which best 

shows how you have been feeling in the PAST WEEK. 

 

1 (D) I feel cheerful: 

 

 Yes, definitely                                           

 Yes, sometimes                                       

 No, not much                                  

 No, not at all 

2 (A) I can sit down and relax quite easily. 

 

 Yes, definitely                                           

 Yes, sometimes                                 

 No, not much                                  

 No, not at all 

3 (D) My appetite is: 

 

 Very poor 

 Fairly good 

 Quite good 

 Very good 

4 (OI) I lose my temper and shout or snap at others. 

 

 Yes, definitely                                           

 Yes, sometimes                                       

 Not very often                                  

 Not at all 

5 (A) I feel tense or 'wound up': 

 

 Yes, definitely                                           

 Yes, sometimes                                       

 No, not much                                  

 No, not at all 

6 (II) feel like harming myself. 

 

 Yes, definitely                                           

 Yes, sometimes                                       

 No, not much                                 

 No, not at all 

7 (D) I have kept up my old interests. 

 

 Yes, most of them 

 Yes, some of them 

 No, not many of them 

 No, none of them 
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8 (OI) I am patient with other people. 

 

 All of the time 

 Most of the time 

 Some of the time 

 Hardly ever 

9 (A) I get scared or panicky for no very good reason. 

 

 Yes, definitely                                           

 Yes, sometimes                                       

 No, not much                                  

 No, not at all 

10 (II) I get angry with myself or call myself names. 

 

 Yes, definitely                                           

 Sometimes                                       

 Not often                              

 No, not at all 

11 (D) I can laugh and feel amused. 

 

 Yes, definitely                              

 Yes, sometimes                                      

 No, not much                                  

 No, not at all 

12 (OI) I feel I might lose control and hit or hurt someone. 

 

 Sometimes 

 Occasionally                                      

 Rarely                                   

 Never 

13 (A) I have an uncomfortable feeling like butterflies in the 

stomach. 

 

 Yes, definitely                                           

 Yes, sometimes                                       

 Not very often                             

 Not at all 

14 (II) The thought of hurting myself occurs to me: 

 

 ) Sometimes 

 Not very often                                     

 Hardly ever                                 

 Not at all 

15 (D) I'm awake before I need to get up: 

 

 For 2 hours of more 

 For about 1 hour 

 For less than an hour 

 Not at all, I sleep until it 

is time to get up 

16 (OI) People upset me so that I feel like slamming doors or  Yes, often                                                 
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banging about. 

 

 Yes, sometimes                                        

 Only occasionally                                           

 Not at all                                             

17 (A) I can go out on my own without feeling anxious. 

 

 Yes, always                                   

 Yes, sometimes                                       

 No, not often                             

 No, I never can 

18 (II) Lately I have been getting annoyed with myself. 

 

 Very much so 

 Rather a lot 

 Not much 

 Not at all 

1 All the questions included a ‘Prefer not to answer’ option. Abbreviations: (A): Anxiety sub-

scale; (D): Depression sub-scale; (II): Inward irritability sub-scale; (OI): Outward irritability 

subscale; Q Nr: Question number. 
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Appendix 3. Table 8. Empathic concern scale. 

Q Nr Stem Responses1 

Intro The following statements ask about your 

thoughts and feelings in a variety of situations 

that may have happened to you during the 

PAST WEEK. For each item, show how well it 

describes your experiences during the last 

week by choosing the appropriate number on 

the scale. Read each item carefully before 

responding. Answer as honestly and as 

accurately as you can. 

 (1) Does not describe me very well 

 (2) 

 (3) 

 (4) 

 (5) Describes me very well 

1 I often have tender, concerned feelings for 

people less fortunate than me. 

2 Sometimes I don’t feel very sorry for other 

people when they are having problems. 

3 When I see someone being taken advantage 

of, I feel kind of protective towards them. 

4 Other people’s misfortunes do not usually 

disturb me a great deal. 

5 When I see someone being treated unfairly, I 

sometimes don’t feel very much pity for them. 

6 I am often quite touched by things I see 

happen. 

7 I would describe myself as a pretty soft

hearted person. 

1 All the questions included a ‘Prefer not to answer’ option. Abbreviations: Q Nr: Question 

number. 
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Appendix 3. Table 9. Perspective taking scale. 

Q Nr Stem Responses1 

Intro The following statements ask about your 

thoughts and feelings in a variety of 

situations that may have happened to you 

during the PAST WEEK. For each item, show 

how well it describes your experiences 

during the last week by choosing the 

appropriate number on the scale. Read each 

item carefully before responding. Answer as 

honestly and as accurately as you can. 

 (1) Does not describe me very well 

 (2) 

 (3) 

 (4) 

 (5) Describes me very well 

1 I sometimes find it difficult to see things 

from the ‘other guy’s’ point of view. 

2 I try to look at everybody’s side of a 

disagreement before I make a decision. 

3 I sometimes try to understand my friends 

better by imagining how things look from 

their perspective. 

4 If I’m sure I’m right about something, I don’t 

waste much time listening to other people’s 

arguments. 

5 I believe that there are two sides to every 

question and try to look at them both. 

6 When I’m upset at someone, I usually try to 

‘put myself in his shoes’ for a while. 

7 Before criticizing somebody, I try to imagine 

how I would feel if I were in their place. 

1 All the questions included a ‘Prefer not to answer’ option. Abbreviations: Q Nr: Question 

number. 
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Appendix 3. Table 10. Illness symptoms. 

Q Nr Stem Responses1 

Intro How often have you experienced each of 

these symptoms during the PAST WEEK? 

 

 (1) Not at all 

 (2) 

 (3) 

 (4) 

 (5) 

 (6) 

 (7) Very frequently 

1 Headaches 

2 Coughing or sore throat 

3 Shortness of breath  

4 Stiff or sore muscles  

5 Chest of heart pain 

6 Faintness or dizziness  

7 Acne or pimples 

8 Stomach ache or pain  

9 Runny or congested nose 

10 Hot or cold spells  

11 Numbness or tingling in parts of your body 

12 Nausea or upset stomach 

13 Feeling weak in parts of your body 

1 All the questions included a ‘Prefer not to answer’ option. Abbreviations: Q Nr: Question 

number. 
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Appendix 3. Table 11. Final questions. 

Q Nr Stem Responses1 

1 To what extent did you feel that the 

course instructions were clear 

enough for you to understand what 

you were being asked to do? 

 Clear enough 

 Mostly clear 

 More or less 

 Mostly not clear 

 Not clear at all 

2 2. To what extent did you follow 
the course instructions? 
 

 I followed every instruction 

 I followed most of the instructions 

 I followed half of the instructions 

 I did not follow most of the instructions 

 I did not follow any instructions at all 

3 3. Are you interested in going on 
practising what you have learnt? 
 

 Yes 

 No 

 Some of the things that I learnt 

1 All the questions included a ‘Prefer not to answer’ option. Abbreviations: Q Nr: Question 

number. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 1. Study homepage. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 2. 'About the study’ section. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 3. 'Frequently asked questions' section. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 4. 'Join' section. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 5. 'Members' section. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 6. 'News and updates' section. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 7. 'Contact us' section. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 8. Consent and registration process webpages. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 9. Participant's dashboard before completing baseline questionnaires. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 10. Questionnaire - sample question. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 11. Participant's dashboard during the course. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 12. Access to previous sessions. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 13. PDF summary sample - LKM course. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 14. PDF summary sample - LE course. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 15. 'About this course' section - LKM course. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 16. 'FAQ and help' section - LKM course. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 17. 'About this course' section - LE course. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 18. 'FAQ and help' section - LE course. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 19 . Personal diary. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 20. Forum. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 21. Participant's dashboard before completing post-intervention 

questionnaires. 
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Appendix 4. Figure 22. Helping behaviour measure. 
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Appendix 5 Table 1. Registration email and reminders. 

Trigger Content1 

Registration Subject: Web Wellbeing Experience confirmation 

Thank you for joining the Web Wellbeing Experience. 

To sign in, go to: 

https://medic.cardiff.ac.uk/new/wwe/Members/dashboard.asp 

Your password is: jump42bat 

Please keep this password handy because you will be asked for it every time 

you log into the website. 

First day of 

the course 

Subject: Your course starts today! 

Your Web Wellbeing Experience course starts today. 

Please log in to watch the first video: 

https://medic.cardiff.ac.uk/new/wwe/Members/dashboard.asp 

All participants who finish the questionnaires following the course will be 

entered into a prize draw for 100 pounds/dollars in high street vouchers. 

Also, the first 200 of these participants will each be offered a 10 

pounds/dollars Amazon voucher.  

One day 

behind with 

the course 

Subject: Web Wellbeing Experience reminder 

Our records show that you are a day behind with your course. Please try to 

catch up with your sessions as soon as possible by logging in to the website: 

https://medic.cardiff.ac.uk/new/wwe/Members/dashboard.asp 

Your participation in this study is of great importance to us. 

All participants who finish the questionnaires following the course will be 

entered into a prize draw for 100 pounds/dollars in high street vouchers. 

Also, the first 200 of these participants will each be offered a 10 

pounds/dollars Amazon voucher.  

Three days 

behind with 

the course 

Subject: Web Wellbeing Experience reminder  

Our records show that you are three days behind with your course. Please try 

to catch up with your sessions as soon as possible by logging in to the 

website: 

https://medic.cardiff.ac.uk/new/wwe/Members/dashboard.asp 

Your participation in this study is of great importance to us. 

If you have decided to abandon the course, we would really appreciate if you 

could you let us know what caused you to do so. You can email us at 
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wwe@cardiff.ac.uk, or leave a note in your online diary if you wish to remain 

anonymous. 

All participants who finish the questionnaires following the course will be 

entered into a prize draw for 100 pounds/dollars in high street vouchers. 

Also, the first 200 of these participants will each be offered a 10 

pounds/dollars Amazon voucher. 

Five days 

behind with 

the course 

Subject: Web Wellbeing Experience reminder  

Our records show that you are five days behind with your course. Please try 

to catch up with your sessions as soon as possible by logging in to the 

website: 

https://medic.cardiff.ac.uk/new/wwe/Members/dashboard.asp 

Your participation in this study is of great importance to us. 

If you have decided to abandon the course, we would really appreciate if you 

could you let us know what caused you to do so. You can email us at 

wwe@cardiff.ac.uk, or leave a note in your online diary if you wish to remain 

anonymous. 

All participants who finish the questionnaires following the course will be 

entered into a prize draw for 100 pounds/dollars in high street vouchers. 

Also, the first 200 of these participants will each be offered a 10 

pounds/dollars Amazon voucher.  

Ten days 

behind with 

the course 

Subject: Web Wellbeing Experience reminder  

Our records show that you are ten days behind with your course. Please try to 

catch up with your sessions as soon as possible by logging in to the website: 

https://medic.cardiff.ac.uk/new/wwe/Members/dashboard.asp 

If you do not access the videos in the next 3 days we will have to assume you 

abandoned the course. Unfortunately, if this happens we will not be able to 

include you in the study. 

If you have decided to abandon the course, we would really appreciate if you 

could you let us know what caused you to do so. You can email us at 

wwe@cardiff.ac.uk, or leave a note in your online diary if you wish to remain 

anonymous. 

All participants who finish the questionnaires following the course will be 

entered into a prize draw for 100 pounds/dollars in high street vouchers. 

Also, the first 200 of these participants will each be offered a 10 

pounds/dollars Amazon voucher.  
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Five days 

behind with 

the course but 

five or fewer 

sessions away 

from finishing 

the course 

Subject: Web Wellbeing Experience postcourse questionnaire 

As you draw close to completing the course, we would like to encourage you 

to complete the final set of questions. These questionnaires are important as 

they enable us to evaluate the benefits of the study. We would also like to 

remind you of the prize draw entry for £100/$100 of shopping vouchers and a 

£10/$10 Amazon voucher (for the first 200) that can be claimed on 

completion of the last questionnaire. 

1 Header for all e-mails: ‘Dear participant,’ Signature for all e-mails: ‘Kind regards, The Web 

Wellbeing Experience Team, webwellbeingexperience.co.uk, wwe@cardiff.ac.uk.’ 
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Appendix 5 Table 2. Emails prompting participants to write in diary and forum. 

Trigger Content1 

Upon 

completion of 

baseline 

questionnaires   

Subject: Personal diary and forum   

Welcome! Throughout the course we will email you with some open 

questions and reflections. We would like you to tell us more about your 

experiences. You may do so in the forum and/or in your personal diary.  

What you write in the forum can be seen by the other participants and they 

can react to what you have written. What you write in the diary, however, is 

only available to you and the research team and will not be commented 

upon. 

Your participation in this study is invaluable to us. Thank you! 

Upon 

completion of 

Session 2 

week 1 

Subject: Purpose in engaging in this course  

It is important to remind ourselves of why we are doing this in the first place 

and what our intentions are as this can provide a sense of direction and 

purpose. If you write a few notes about your motivation for joining this 

course it may help you to reflect on your intentions later on. 

Upon 

completion of 

Session 5 

week 1   

Subject: First week impressions 

At the end of this first week, please tell us about your experiences with the 

sessions so far. 

Upon 

completion of 

Session 5 

week 2  

Subject: What am I learning?  

We are in the middle of the course now. Perhaps you can tell us a bit about 

what you have been learning so far. 

Upon 

completion of 

Session 5 

week 3 

Subject: Do I feel I am changing?   

You are now well into the course, so perhaps it is a good moment to reflect 

on the impact that this training is having on your life. Do you feel that what 

you have been learning generated changes in your everyday life? Was there 

any event in particular that made you realise this?  

Upon 

completion of 

Session 3 

week 4 

Subject: Ending & Continuing 

You are about to complete this course now. Are you willing to go on 

practising what you learnt beyond this course? What are your biggest 

obstacles to continuing? What strategies might help you not to get stuck and 

to keep practising?  
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Your participation in this study is invaluable to us. Thank you! 

Upon 

completion of 

Session 5 

week 4 

Subject: Keeping practice going 

Thank you for completing the course. We hope you enjoyed it.  

At this stage, it may feel that your practice is still fairly new and you may not 

all feel ready to “go it alone”. This is entirely normal but it is also an 

opportunity to truly make these practices your own and to integrate them 

more fully into your life. 

We hope that you can use the course materials as a resource to assist you. 

You will have access to the video sessions for 3 more months. You can 

download the written summaries and keep them. You can also find some tips 

to keep practice going in the FAQ and help tab of the member’s section of the 

website.  

Your diary and the forum will still be open for another 3 months and we 

invite you to write notes about your practice and feelings at any time.  

1 Header for all e-mails: ‘Dear participant,’ Signature for all e-mails: ‘Kind regards, The Web 

Wellbeing Experience Team, webwellbeingexperience.co.uk, wwe@cardiff.ac.uk.’ 
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Appendix 6 Figure 1. Facebook study page (excerpt). 
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Appendix 6 Figure 2. Facebook study advert. 
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Appendix 6 Figure 3. Twitter study page (excerpt). 
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Appendix 6 Figure 4. Help from Home website promoting the study. 
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Appendix 6 Figure 5. Wholescience featuring the study. 
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Appendix 6 Figure 6. British Nordic Walking website promoting the study. 
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Appendix 6 Figure 7. UK health radio promoting the study on their website. 
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Appendix 6 Figure 8. Cardiff University notice board advert. 
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Appendix 6 Figure 9. Gumtree advert. 
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Appendix 6 Figure 10. Cardiff University press release. 
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Appendix 6 Figure 11. Printed version of article related to the study in the Western Mail 

(excerpt). 
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Appendix 6 Figure 12. Study leaflet. 
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Appendix 7 Figure 1. Study page Google ranking searching ‘wellbeing’ from the United 

Kingdom. 
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Appendix 7 Figure 2. Study page Google ranking searching ‘web wellbeing experience’ from 

the United Kingdom. 
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Sample size calculations 
 
 

 
Sample size calculation 
 
 
power twomeans 50 54, sd(8.79) power(0.9) 
 
Performing iteration ... 
 
Estimated sample sizes for a two-sample means test 
t test assuming sd1 = sd2 = sd 
Ho: m2 = m1  versus  Ha: m2 != m1 
 
Study parameters: 
 
        alpha =    0.0500 
        power =    0.9000 
        delta =    4.0000 
           m1 =   50.0000 
           m2 =   54.0000 
           sd =    8.7900 
 
Estimated sample sizes: 
 
            N =       206 
  N per group =       103 
 
 
 
 

Power with completers’ sample 
 
. power twomeans 50 54, sd(8.79) n1(71) n2(72) 
 
Estimated power for a two-sample means test 
t test assuming sd1 = sd2 = sd 
Ho: m2 = m1  versus  Ha: m2 != m1 
 
Study parameters: 
 
        alpha =    0.0500 
            N =       143 
           N1 =        71 
           N2 =        72 
        N2/N1 =    1.0141 
        delta =    4.0000 
           m1 =   50.0000 
           m2 =   54.0000 
           sd =    8.7900 
 
Estimated power: 
 
        power =    0.7710 
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Recruitment analysis 
 
 
. tab attrition randomisation, row col chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
|  row percentage   | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 6:  enumerations = 1 
stage 5:  enumerations = 3 
stage 4:  enumerations = 8 
stage 3:  enumerations = 71 
stage 2:  enumerations = 487 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                      |     randomisation 
            attrition |        LE        LKM |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
post-intervention com |        32         33 |        65  
                      |     49.23      50.77 |    100.00  
                      |      6.50       6.68 |      6.59  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
randomised course non |       327        337 |       664  
                      |     49.25      50.75 |    100.00  
                      |     66.46      68.22 |     67.34  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
non-randomised non-co |        92         85 |       177  
                      |     51.98      48.02 |    100.00  
                      |     18.70      17.21 |     17.95  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
post-intervention & f |        35         38 |        73  
                      |     47.95      52.05 |    100.00  
                      |      7.11       7.69 |      7.40  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
randomised course non |         2          0 |         2  
                      |    100.00       0.00 |    100.00  
                      |      0.41       0.00 |      0.20  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
randomised course-com |         4          1 |         5  
                      |     80.00      20.00 |    100.00  
                      |      0.81       0.20 |      0.51  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |       492        494 |       986  
                      |     49.90      50.10 |    100.00  
                      |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(5) =   4.3621   Pr = 0.499 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.584 
 
 
 
. cs completer randomisation 
 
                 | randomisation          | 
                 |   Exposed   Unexposed  |      Total 
-----------------+------------------------+------------ 
           Cases |        72          71  |        143 
        Noncases |       337         329  |        666 
-----------------+------------------------+------------ 
           Total |       409         400  |        809 
                 |                        | 
            Risk |  .1760391       .1775  |   .1767614 
                 |                        | 
                 |      Point estimate    |    [95% Conf. Interval] 
                 |------------------------+------------------------ 
 Risk difference |        -.0014609       |   -.0540387    .0511169  
      Risk ratio |         .9917697       |    .7366141    1.335309  
 Prev. frac. ex. |         .0082303       |   -.3353086    .2633859  
 Prev. frac. pop |         .0041609       | 
                 +------------------------------------------------- 
                               chi2(1) =     0.00  Pr>chi2 = 0.9566 
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Cox regression to model attrition hazard risk predictors  
 
. stcox randomisation age highered contacts 
 
         failure _d:  1 (meaning all fail) 
   analysis time _t:  dropbeforesession 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood =   -4770.23 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -4755.6257 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -4755.5421 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -4755.5421 
Refining estimates: 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -4755.5421 
 
Cox regression -- Breslow method for ties 
 
No. of subjects =          798                     Number of obs   =       798 
No. of failures =          798 
Time at risk    =         5123 
                                                   LR chi2(4)      =     29.38 
Log likelihood  =   -4755.5421                     Prob > chi2     =    0.0000 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
           _t | Haz. Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
--------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
randomisation |   .9403058   .0668354    -0.87   0.387      .818026    1.080864 
          age |   .9936436   .0026466    -2.39   0.017     .9884698    .9988445 
     highered |   .7162076    .057861    -4.13   0.000     .6113249    .8390847 
     contacts |    .763584   .0759107    -2.71   0.007     .6283992    .9278504 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Randomised sample descriptive 
statistics 
 
 
 

Demographics 
 
. tab gender randomisation, col miss chi2 exact  
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 3 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                  |     randomisation 
           gender |        LE        LKM |     Total 
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
           female |       318        331 |       649  
                  |     79.50      80.93 |     80.22  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
             male |        79         77 |       156  
                  |     19.75      18.83 |     19.28  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                . |         3          1 |         4  
                  |      0.75       0.24 |      0.49  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
            Total |       400        409 |       809  
                  |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =   1.1861   Pr = 0.553 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.591 
 
. tab agerange randomisation, col miss chi2 exact  
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 12 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
             |     randomisation 
    agerange |        LE        LKM |     Total 
-------------+----------------------+---------- 
less than 40 |       238        256 |       494  
             |     59.50      62.59 |     61.06  
-------------+----------------------+---------- 
    40 to 60 |       138        121 |       259  
             |     34.50      29.58 |     32.01  
-------------+----------------------+---------- 
         +60 |        24         32 |        56  
             |      6.00       7.82 |      6.92  
-------------+----------------------+---------- 
       Total |       400        409 |       809  
             |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =   2.8148   Pr = 0.245 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.244 
 
. tab country2 randomisation, col miss chi2 exact  
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
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|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 8 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
           |     randomisation 
  country2 |        LE        LKM |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
   England |       149        158 |       307  
           |     37.25      38.63 |     37.95  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Wales |       236        229 |       465  
           |     59.00      55.99 |     57.48  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
       USA |        15         22 |        37  
           |      3.75       5.38 |      4.57  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |       400        409 |       809  
           |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =   1.5936   Pr = 0.451 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.457 
 
. tab white randomisation, col miss chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 1 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
           |     randomisation 
     white |        LE        LKM |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         0 |        45         41 |        86  
           |     11.25      10.02 |     10.63  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         1 |       352        365 |       717  
           |     88.00      89.24 |     88.63  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         . |         3          3 |         6  
           |      0.75       0.73 |      0.74  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |       400        409 |       809  
           |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =   0.3217   Pr = 0.851 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.890 
 
. tab marital2 randomisation, col miss chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 4:  enumerations = 1 
stage 3:  enumerations = 6 
stage 2:  enumerations = 77 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                     |     randomisation 
            marital2 |        LE        LKM |     Total 
---------------------+----------------------+---------- 
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married or living as |       174        202 |       376  
                     |     43.50      49.39 |     46.48  
---------------------+----------------------+---------- 
              single |       170        156 |       326  
                     |     42.50      38.14 |     40.30  
---------------------+----------------------+---------- 
               other |        51         45 |        96  
                     |     12.75      11.00 |     11.87  
---------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                   . |         5          6 |        11  
                     |      1.25       1.47 |      1.36  
---------------------+----------------------+---------- 
               Total |       400        409 |       809  
                     |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(3) =   3.0525   Pr = 0.384 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.373 
 
. tab education randomisation, col miss chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 5:  enumerations = 1 
stage 4:  enumerations = 3 
stage 3:  enumerations = 17 
stage 2:  enumerations = 121 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                      |     randomisation 
            education |        LE        LKM |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Up to GCSE/GCE 'O'lev |        21         26 |        47  
                      |      5.25       6.36 |      5.81  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Further education (e. |        84         88 |       172  
                      |     21.00      21.52 |     21.26  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Higher education: Bac |       153        155 |       308  
                      |     38.25      37.90 |     38.07  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Higher education: Pos |       138        134 |       272  
                      |     34.50      32.76 |     33.62  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                    . |         4          6 |        10  
                      |      1.00       1.47 |      1.24  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |       400        409 |       809  
                      |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(4) =   0.9967   Pr = 0.910 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.912 
 
. tab employment2 randomisation, col miss chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 5:  enumerations = 1 
stage 4:  enumerations = 7 
stage 3:  enumerations = 116 
stage 2:  enumerations = 1608 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                  |     randomisation 
      employment2 |        LE        LKM |     Total 
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Working full-time |       155        164 |       319  
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                  |     38.75      40.10 |     39.43  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Working part-time |        70         58 |       128  
                  |     17.50      14.18 |     15.82  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
          student |       128        122 |       250  
                  |     32.00      29.83 |     30.90  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
      Not working |        41         59 |       100  
                  |     10.25      14.43 |     12.36  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                . |         6          6 |        12  
                  |      1.50       1.47 |      1.48  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
            Total |       400        409 |       809  
                  |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(4) =   4.6634   Pr = 0.324 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.318 
 
. tab health randomisation, col miss chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 5:  enumerations = 1 
stage 4:  enumerations = 4 
stage 3:  enumerations = 70 
stage 2:  enumerations = 1819 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                  |     randomisation 
           health |        LE        LKM |     Total 
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
        excellent |        85         68 |       153  
                  |     21.25      16.63 |     18.91  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
             good |       227        219 |       446  
                  |     56.75      53.55 |     55.13  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
             fair |        70        107 |       177  
                  |     17.50      26.16 |     21.88  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
             poor |        15         15 |        30  
                  |      3.75       3.67 |      3.71  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                . |         3          0 |         3  
                  |      0.75       0.00 |      0.37  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
            Total |       400        409 |       809  
                  |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(4) =  12.6683   Pr = 0.013 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.011 
 
. tab finances randomisation, col miss chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 6:  enumerations = 1 
stage 5:  enumerations = 4 
stage 4:  enumerations = 32 
stage 3:  enumerations = 296 
stage 2:  enumerations = 2703 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                      |     randomisation 
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   financial_position |        LE        LKM |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
   Living comfortably |        81         83 |       164  
                      |     20.25      20.29 |     20.27  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
      Doing all right |       151        147 |       298  
                      |     37.75      35.94 |     36.84  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Just about getting by |       116        112 |       228  
                      |     29.00      27.38 |     28.18  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Finding it difficult  |        34         42 |        76  
                      |      8.50      10.27 |      9.39  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Finding it very diffi |        14         22 |        36  
                      |      3.50       5.38 |      4.45  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                    . |         4          3 |         7  
                      |      1.00       0.73 |      0.87  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |       400        409 |       809  
                      |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(5) =   2.8112   Pr = 0.729 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.729 
 
 
 

Spiritual activity 
 
. tab pisa_q010 randomisation, col miss chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 4 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
         previous | 
       individual | 
        spiritual |     randomisation 
         activity |        LE        LKM |     Total 
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
               No |       176        192 |       368  
                  |     44.00      46.94 |     45.49  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
              Yes |       220        216 |       436  
                  |     55.00      52.81 |     53.89  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                . |         4          1 |         5  
                  |      1.00       0.24 |      0.62  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
            Total |       400        409 |       809  
                  |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =   2.4325   Pr = 0.296 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.296 
 
. *type of activity 
. tab pisa_q020 randomisation, col miss chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 6:  enumerations = 1 
stage 5:  enumerations = 5 
stage 4:  enumerations = 21 
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stage 3:  enumerations = 134 
stage 2:  enumerations = 718 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                      |     randomisation 
     type of activity |        LE        LKM |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
               Prayer |        70         67 |       137  
                      |     17.50      16.38 |     16.93  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Loving-kindness medit |         6         10 |        16  
                      |      1.50       2.44 |      1.98  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Mindfulness meditatio |        87         84 |       171  
                      |     21.75      20.54 |     21.14  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
A different kind of m |        47         45 |        92  
                      |     11.75      11.00 |     11.37  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Other - please specif |         9         10 |        19  
                      |      2.25       2.44 |      2.35  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                    . |       181        193 |       374  
                      |     45.25      47.19 |     46.23  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |       400        409 |       809  
                      |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(5) =   1.4995   Pr = 0.913 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.918 
 
. *other - please specify 
. tab pisa_q02o0 randomisation 
 
       other - please |     randomisation 
              specify |        LE        LKM |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Christian Prayer, M.. |         0          1 |         1  
             Holosync |         0          1 |         1  
LKM, mindfulness & .. |         1          0 |         1  
Relaxation-focussed.. |         1          0 |         1  
Transcendental Medi.. |         0          1 |         1  
Vipassana,Kriya & B.. |         0          1 |         1  
                 Yoga |         4          1 |         5  
Yoga, Pilates, heal.. |         1          0 |         1  
   autogenic training |         0          1 |         1  
      joga meditation |         0          1 |         1  
    mantra and object |         0          1 |         1  
meditation, self hy.. |         0          1 |         1  
prayer yoga and med.. |         1          0 |         1  
prayer, mindfulness.. |         1          0 |         1  
                 yoga |         0          1 |         1  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |         9         10 |        19  
 
 
. *Frequency 
. tab pisa_q030 randomisation 
 
                      |     randomisation 
            Frequency |        LE        LKM |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Less than 12 hours a  |        63         66 |       129  
Less than that, but m |        89         82 |       171  
More than 1 hour per  |        66         65 |       131  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |       218        213 |       431  
 
 
. *Practised in last 5 years 
. tab pisa_q040 randomisation, col miss chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
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Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 7 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
Practised in last |     randomisation 
          5 years |        LE        LKM |     Total 
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
              Yes |       148        145 |       293  
                  |     37.00      35.45 |     36.22  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
               No |        70         68 |       138  
                  |     17.50      16.63 |     17.06  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                . |       182        196 |       378  
                  |     45.50      47.92 |     46.72  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
            Total |       400        409 |       809  
                  |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =   0.4782   Pr = 0.787 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.797 
 
. *Spiritual identity 
. tab pisa_q050 randomisation, col miss chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 4:  enumerations = 1 
stage 3:  enumerations = 10 
stage 2:  enumerations = 140 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                      |     randomisation 
   Spiritual identity |        LE        LKM |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
        Not spiritual |       144        131 |       275  
                      |     36.00      32.03 |     33.99  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Spiritual, not religi |       160        162 |       322  
                      |     40.00      39.61 |     39.80  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Spiritual and religio |        79         93 |       172  
                      |     19.75      22.74 |     21.26  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                    . |        17         23 |        40  
                      |      4.25       5.62 |      4.94  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |       400        409 |       809  
                      |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(3) =   2.5667   Pr = 0.463 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.465 
 
. * Previous serious meditation (more than 1hr per month): 
. tab previntmedit randomisation, col miss chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 3 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
previntmed |     randomisation 
        it |        LE        LKM |     Total 
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-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         0 |       307        317 |       624  
           |     76.75      77.51 |     77.13  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         1 |        88         89 |       177  
           |     22.00      21.76 |     21.88  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         . |         5          3 |         8  
           |      1.25       0.73 |      0.99  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |       400        409 |       809  
           |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =   0.5659   Pr = 0.754 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.787 
 
. *previous LKM 
. tab prevlkm randomisation, col miss chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 4 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
           |     randomisation 
   prevlkm |        LE        LKM |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         0 |       389        397 |       786  
           |     97.25      97.07 |     97.16  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         1 |         6         10 |        16  
           |      1.50       2.44 |      1.98  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         . |         5          2 |         7  
           |      1.25       0.49 |      0.87  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |       400        409 |       809  
           |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =   2.2673   Pr = 0.322 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.363 
 
  
 

Baseline variables 
 
 
. **IPANAS positive_affect 
. ttest positive_affect0, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      LE |     399     16.0401    .1765057    3.525698     15.6931     16.3871 
     LKM |     406    15.80296    .1768076    3.562575    15.45538    16.15053 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     805     15.9205    .1249141    3.544127     15.6753    16.16569 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |            .2371446     .249853               -.2532975    .7275866 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(LE) - mean(LKM)                                   t =   0.9491 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      803 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.8286         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.3428          Pr(T > t) = 0.1714 
 
.  
. **IPANAS negative affect 
. ttest negative_affect0, by (randomisation) 
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Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      LE |     396     12.0404    .1899763    3.780481    11.66691     12.4139 
     LKM |     406    12.42118    .1872442    3.772865    12.05309    12.78927 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     802    12.23317    .1334437    3.779073    11.97123    12.49511 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |           -.3807782    .2667354               -.9043622    .1428058 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(LE) - mean(LKM)                                   t =  -1.4276 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      800 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.0769         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.1538          Pr(T > t) = 0.9231 
 
.  
. **EMPATHIC CONCERN** 
. ttest empathic_concern0, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      LE |     396    21.70202    .2234043    4.445689    21.26281    22.14123 
     LKM |     406    21.31773    .2408454    4.852901    20.84427     21.7912 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     802    21.50748    .1644569    4.657355    21.18466     21.8303 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |            .3842862    .3288644               -.2612528    1.029825 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(LE) - mean(LKM)                                   t =   1.1685 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      800 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.8785         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.2429          Pr(T > t) = 0.1215 
 
.  
. **PERSPECTIVE TAKING** 
. ttest perspective_taking0, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      LE |     394    18.96954     .273513    5.429079    18.43181    19.50727 
     LKM |     406    18.09113    .2602357    5.243604    17.57955    18.60271 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     800    18.52375    .1891683    5.350488    18.15242    18.89508 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |            .8784101    .3773371                .1377196    1.619101 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(LE) - mean(LKM)                                   t =   2.3279 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      798 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.9899         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0202          Pr(T > t) = 0.0101 
 
.  
. **WELLBEING** 
. ttest wemwbs0, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      LE |     399    46.07769    .4136543    8.262738    45.26447    46.89091 
     LKM |     406    45.12808    .4357478    8.780076    44.27147    45.98469 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     805    45.59876    .3008373    8.535512    45.00824    46.18928 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |            .9496154    .6011385                -.230373    2.129604 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(LE) - mean(LKM)                                   t =   1.5797 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      803 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
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 Pr(T < t) = 0.9427         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.1146          Pr(T > t) = 0.0573 
 
.  
. **PERCEIVED STRESS** 
 
. ttest stress0, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      LE |     396    18.78788    .3625672    7.214995    18.07508    19.50068 
     LKM |     408    19.68627    .3692569    7.458623    18.96039    20.41216 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     804    19.24378    .2591731    7.348827    18.73504    19.75252 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |           -.8983957    .5177562               -1.914713    .1179215 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(LE) - mean(LKM)                                   t =  -1.7352 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      802 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.0415         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0831          Pr(T > t) = 0.9585 
 
.  
. **IRRITABILITY DEPRESSION AND ANXIETY** 
.  
 
. ttest depression0, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      LE |     394    4.548223    .1388578    2.756248    4.275226     4.82122 
     LKM |     401    4.900249    .1387963    2.779393    4.627388    5.173111 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     795    4.725786    .0983058    2.771804    4.532816    4.918756 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |            -.352026    .1963455               -.7374445    .0333924 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(LE) - mean(LKM)                                   t =  -1.7929 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      793 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.0367         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0734          Pr(T > t) = 0.9633 
 
.  
 
. ttest anxiety0, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      LE |     397     6.09068    .1628393    3.244551    5.770542    6.410818 
     LKM |     406    6.600985    .1573159    3.169827    6.291728    6.910243 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     803    6.348692    .1134598    3.215138    6.125979    6.571406 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |           -.5103051    .2263584               -.9546309   -.0659794 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(LE) - mean(LKM)                                   t =  -2.2544 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      801 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.0122         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0244          Pr(T > t) = 0.9878 
 
.  
. ttest outward_irritability0, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      LE |     397    3.486146    .1177883    2.346916    3.254577    3.717715 
     LKM |     406    3.852217    .1243149    2.504876    3.607834      4.0966 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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combined |     803    3.671233    .0858748    2.433455    3.502667    3.839799 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |           -.3660707    .1713801               -.7024778   -.0296635 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(LE) - mean(LKM)                                   t =  -2.1360 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      801 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.0165         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0330          Pr(T > t) = 0.9835 
 
.  
. ttest inward_irritability0, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      LE |     396    3.244949    .1471991    2.929224    2.955558    3.534341 
     LKM |     406    3.623153    .1449623    2.920909     3.33818    3.908125 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     802    3.436409    .1034375    2.929308    3.233368    3.639449 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |           -.3782032     .206588               -.7837217    .0273153 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(LE) - mean(LKM)                                   t =  -1.8307 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      800 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.0338         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0675          Pr(T > t) = 0.9662 
 
.  
. ** SATISFACTION WITH LIFE ** 
. ttest satisfaction0, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      LE |     399    21.70677    .3333336    6.658333    21.05145    22.36208 
     LKM |     409    21.29584    .3234414    6.541197    20.66002    21.93166 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     808    21.49876    .2321313    6.598411    21.04311    21.95441 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |            .4109234    .4643606               -.5005754    1.322422 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(LE) - mean(LKM)                                   t =   0.8849 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      806 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.8118         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.3765          Pr(T > t) = 0.1882 
 
.  
. ** SYMPTOMS ** 
. ttest symptoms0, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      LE |     398    20.15327    .7473425    14.90944    18.68402    21.62251 
     LKM |     404    20.77475    .7113611    14.29818    19.37631    22.17319 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     802    20.46633    .5155053    14.59891    19.45443    21.47824 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |           -.6214861     1.03145               -2.646154    1.403181 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(LE) - mean(LKM)                                   t =  -0.6025 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      800 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.2735         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.5470          Pr(T > t) = 0.7265 
 
 
 

Adherence 
 
. tab courserev_q011 randomisation, col  chi2 exact  
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+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 1 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
            course | 
instructions clear |     randomisation 
            enough |        LE        LKM |     Total 
-------------------+----------------------+---------- 
      Clear enough |        50         54 |       104  
                   |     74.63      76.06 |     75.36  
-------------------+----------------------+---------- 
      Mostly clear |        17         16 |        33  
                   |     25.37      22.54 |     23.91  
-------------------+----------------------+---------- 
More or less clear |         0          1 |         1  
                   |      0.00       1.41 |      0.72  
-------------------+----------------------+---------- 
             Total |        67         71 |       138  
                   |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =   1.0691   Pr = 0.586 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.919 
 
. tab courserev_q021 randomisation, col  chi2 exact  
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 4:  enumerations = 1 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 1 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
      followed course |     randomisation 
         instructions |        LE        LKM |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
I followed every inst |        33         34 |        67  
                      |     49.25      47.89 |     48.55  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
I followed most of th |        31         34 |        65  
                      |     46.27      47.89 |     47.10  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
I followed half of th |         2          2 |         4  
                      |      2.99       2.82 |      2.90  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
I did not follow most |         1          1 |         2  
                      |      1.49       1.41 |      1.45  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |        67         71 |       138  
                      |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(3) =   0.0375   Pr = 0.998 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.974 
 
. tab courserev_q031 randomisation, col  chi2 exact  
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
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stage 2:  enumerations = 5 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
  interested in going |     randomisation 
        on practising |        LE        LKM |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                  Yes |        48         51 |        99  
                      |     71.64      71.83 |     71.74  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                   No |         6          2 |         8  
                      |      8.96       2.82 |      5.80  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Some of the things th |        13         18 |        31  
                      |     19.40      25.35 |     22.46  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |        67         71 |       138  
                      |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =   2.7838   Pr = 0.249 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.272 
 
 
 

Course length 
 
 
. ranksum coursedays, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test 
 
randomisat~n |      obs    rank sum    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
          LE |       71      4944.5        5112 
         LKM |       72      5351.5        5184 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    combined |      143       10296       10296 
 
unadjusted variance    61344.00 
adjustment for ties    -1829.58 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      59514.42 
 
Ho: course~s(random~n==LE) = course~s(random~n==LKM) 
             z =  -0.687 
    Prob > |z| =   0.4923 
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Baseline differences between completers 
and non-completers 
 
 
. tab completer, m 
 
  completer |      Freq.     Percent        Cum. 
------------+----------------------------------- 
          0 |        666       82.32       82.32 
          1 |        143       17.68      100.00 
------------+----------------------------------- 
      Total |        809      100.00 
 
.  
. *completion rate before versus startdate 1/7 (date email remminder bug was fixed) 
 
. tab bug completer, row chi2 exact 
 
+----------------+ 
| Key            | 
|----------------| 
|   frequency    | 
| row percentage | 
+----------------+ 
 
           |       completer 
       bug |         0          1 |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         0 |         5          4 |         9  
           |     55.56      44.44 |    100.00  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         1 |       661        139 |       800  
           |     82.63      17.38 |    100.00  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |       666        143 |       809  
           |     82.32      17.68 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(1) =   4.4816   Pr = 0.034 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.057 
   1-sided Fisher's exact =                 0.057 
 
 
 

Demographics 
 
 
. tab gender completer, col  chi2 exact  
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
                  |       completer 
           gender |         0          1 |     Total 
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
           female |       532        117 |       649  
                  |     80.36      81.82 |     80.62  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
             male |       130         26 |       156  
                  |     19.64      18.18 |     19.38  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
            Total |       662        143 |       805  
                  |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(1) =   0.1595   Pr = 0.690 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.728 
   1-sided Fisher's exact =                 0.394 
 
. tab agerange completer, col  chi2 exact  
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
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|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 18 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
             |       completer 
    agerange |         0          1 |     Total 
-------------+----------------------+---------- 
less than 40 |       421         73 |       494  
             |     63.21      51.05 |     61.06  
-------------+----------------------+---------- 
    40 to 60 |       206         53 |       259  
             |     30.93      37.06 |     32.01  
-------------+----------------------+---------- 
         +60 |        39         17 |        56  
             |      5.86      11.89 |      6.92  
-------------+----------------------+---------- 
       Total |       666        143 |       809  
             |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =  10.4238   Pr = 0.005 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.006 
 
. tab country2 completer, col  chi2 exact  
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 11 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
           |       completer 
  country2 |         0          1 |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
   England |       261         46 |       307  
           |     39.19      32.17 |     37.95  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Wales |       380         85 |       465  
           |     57.06      59.44 |     57.48  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
       USA |        25         12 |        37  
           |      3.75       8.39 |      4.57  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |       666        143 |       809  
           |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =   7.1823   Pr = 0.028 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.034 
 
. tab white completer, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
           |       completer 
     white |         0          1 |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         0 |        72         14 |        86  
           |     10.91       9.79 |     10.71  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         1 |       588        129 |       717  
           |     89.09      90.21 |     89.29  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
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     Total |       660        143 |       803  
           |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(1) =   0.1539   Pr = 0.695 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.767 
   1-sided Fisher's exact =                 0.413 
 
. tab marital2 completer, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 16 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                     |       completer 
            marital2 |         0          1 |     Total 
---------------------+----------------------+---------- 
married or living as |       297         79 |       376  
                     |     45.27      55.63 |     47.12  
---------------------+----------------------+---------- 
              single |       279         47 |       326  
                     |     42.53      33.10 |     40.85  
---------------------+----------------------+---------- 
               other |        80         16 |        96  
                     |     12.20      11.27 |     12.03  
---------------------+----------------------+---------- 
               Total |       656        142 |       798  
                     |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =   5.2842   Pr = 0.071 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.072 
 
. tab education completer, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 4:  enumerations = 1 
stage 3:  enumerations = 21 
stage 2:  enumerations = 624 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                      |       completer 
            education |         0          1 |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Up to GCSE/GCE 'O'lev |        41          6 |        47  
                      |      6.25       4.20 |      5.88  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Further education (e. |       157         15 |       172  
                      |     23.93      10.49 |     21.53  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Higher education: Bac |       251         57 |       308  
                      |     38.26      39.86 |     38.55  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Higher education: Pos |       207         65 |       272  
                      |     31.55      45.45 |     34.04  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |       656        143 |       799  
                      |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(3) =  17.4398   Pr = 0.001 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.000 
 
. tab employment2 completer, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
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| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 4:  enumerations = 1 
stage 3:  enumerations = 27 
stage 2:  enumerations = 652 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                  |       completer 
      employment2 |         0          1 |     Total 
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Working full-time |       264         55 |       319  
                  |     40.24      39.01 |     40.03  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Working part-time |        94         34 |       128  
                  |     14.33      24.11 |     16.06  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
          student |       221         29 |       250  
                  |     33.69      20.57 |     31.37  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
      Not working |        77         23 |       100  
                  |     11.74      16.31 |     12.55  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
            Total |       656        141 |       797  
                  |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(3) =  15.2678   Pr = 0.002 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.002 
 
. tab health completer, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 4:  enumerations = 1 
stage 3:  enumerations = 11 
stage 2:  enumerations = 193 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                  |       completer 
           health |         0          1 |     Total 
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
        excellent |       122         31 |       153  
                  |     18.40      21.68 |     18.98  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
             good |       359         87 |       446  
                  |     54.15      60.84 |     55.33  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
             fair |       157         20 |       177  
                  |     23.68      13.99 |     21.96  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
             poor |        25          5 |        30  
                  |      3.77       3.50 |      3.72  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
            Total |       663        143 |       806  
                  |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(3) =   6.6749   Pr = 0.083 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.068 
 
. tab finances completer, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
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Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 5:  enumerations = 1 
stage 4:  enumerations = 11 
stage 3:  enumerations = 134 
stage 2:  enumerations = 1803 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                      |       completer 
   financial_position |         0          1 |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
   Living comfortably |       132         32 |       164  
                      |     20.03      22.38 |     20.45  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
      Doing all right |       236         62 |       298  
                      |     35.81      43.36 |     37.16  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Just about getting by |       193         35 |       228  
                      |     29.29      24.48 |     28.43  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Finding it difficult  |        68          8 |        76  
                      |     10.32       5.59 |      9.48  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Finding it very diffi |        30          6 |        36  
                      |      4.55       4.20 |      4.49  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |       659        143 |       802  
                      |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(4) =   5.8742   Pr = 0.209 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.207 
 
. tab contacts completer, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
           |       completer 
  contacts |         0          1 |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         0 |       575        107 |       682  
           |     86.60      75.35 |     84.62  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         1 |        89         35 |       124  
           |     13.40      24.65 |     15.38  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |       664        142 |       806  
           |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(1) =  11.3618   Pr = 0.001 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.001 
   1-sided Fisher's exact =                 0.001 
 
  
 

Spiritual activity 
 
 
. tab pisa_q010 completer, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
         previous | 
       individual | 
        spiritual |       completer 
         activity |         0          1 |     Total 
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
               No |       308         60 |       368  
                  |     46.60      41.96 |     45.77  
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------------------+----------------------+---------- 
              Yes |       353         83 |       436  
                  |     53.40      58.04 |     54.23  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
            Total |       661        143 |       804  
                  |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(1) =   1.0189   Pr = 0.313 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.355 
   1-sided Fisher's exact =                 0.180 
 
. *type of activity 
. tab pisa_q020 completer, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 5:  enumerations = 1 
stage 4:  enumerations = 7 
stage 3:  enumerations = 39 
stage 2:  enumerations = 381 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                      |       completer 
     type of activity |         0          1 |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
               Prayer |       107         30 |       137  
                      |     30.48      35.71 |     31.49  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Loving-kindness medit |        12          4 |        16  
                      |      3.42       4.76 |      3.68  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Mindfulness meditatio |       140         31 |       171  
                      |     39.89      36.90 |     39.31  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
A different kind of m |        79         13 |        92  
                      |     22.51      15.48 |     21.15  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Other - please specif |        13          6 |        19  
                      |      3.70       7.14 |      4.37  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |       351         84 |       435  
                      |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(4) =   4.4940   Pr = 0.343 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.303 
 
. *other - please specify 
. tab pisa_q02o0 completer 
 
       other - please |       completer 
              specify |         0          1 |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Christian Prayer, M.. |         1          0 |         1  
             Holosync |         1          0 |         1  
LKM, mindfulness & .. |         0          1 |         1  
Relaxation-focussed.. |         1          0 |         1  
Transcendental Medi.. |         1          0 |         1  
Vipassana,Kriya & B.. |         1          0 |         1  
                 Yoga |         3          2 |         5  
Yoga, Pilates, heal.. |         1          0 |         1  
   autogenic training |         1          0 |         1  
      joga meditation |         0          1 |         1  
    mantra and object |         0          1 |         1  
meditation, self hy.. |         1          0 |         1  
prayer yoga and med.. |         1          0 |         1  
prayer, mindfulness.. |         1          0 |         1  
                 yoga |         0          1 |         1  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |        13          6 |        19  
 
 
. *Frequency 
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. tab pisa_q030 completer 
 
                      |       completer 
            Frequency |         0          1 |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Less than 12 hours a  |        99         30 |       129  
Less than that, but m |       142         29 |       171  
More than 1 hour per  |       107         24 |       131  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |       348         83 |       431  
 
 
. *Practised in last 5 years 
. tab pisa_q040 completer, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Practised in last |       completer 
          5 years |         0          1 |     Total 
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
              Yes |       229         64 |       293  
                  |     65.62      78.05 |     67.98  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
               No |       120         18 |       138  
                  |     34.38      21.95 |     32.02  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
            Total |       349         82 |       431  
                  |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(1) =   4.7152   Pr = 0.030 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.035 
   1-sided Fisher's exact =                 0.019 
 
. *Spiritual identity 
. tab pisa_q050 completer, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 3 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                      |       completer 
   Spiritual identity |         0          1 |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
        Not spiritual |       227         48 |       275  
                      |     36.03      34.53 |     35.76  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Spiritual, not religi |       262         60 |       322  
                      |     41.59      43.17 |     41.87  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Spiritual and religio |       141         31 |       172  
                      |     22.38      22.30 |     22.37  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |       630        139 |       769  
                      |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =   0.1396   Pr = 0.933 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.934 
 
. * Previous serious meditation (more than 1hr per month): 
. tab previntmedit completer, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
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| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
previntmed |       completer 
        it |         0          1 |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         0 |       508        116 |       624  
           |     77.20      81.12 |     77.90  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         1 |       150         27 |       177  
           |     22.80      18.88 |     22.10  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |       658        143 |       801  
           |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(1) =   1.0460   Pr = 0.306 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.374 
   1-sided Fisher's exact =                 0.182 
 
. *previous LKM 
. tab prevlkm completer, col chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
           |       completer 
   prevlkm |         0          1 |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         0 |       647        139 |       786  
           |     98.18      97.20 |     98.00  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         1 |        12          4 |        16  
           |      1.82       2.80 |      2.00  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |       659        143 |       802  
           |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(1) =   0.5728   Pr = 0.449 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.505 
   1-sided Fisher's exact =                 0.315 
 
 
 

Baseline variables 
 
  
. **IPANAS positive_affect 
 
 
. ttest positive_affect0, by (completer) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       0 |     662    15.81269    .1380618    3.552241     15.5416    16.08378 
       1 |     143    16.41958    .2906014    3.475088    15.84512    16.99404 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     805     15.9205    .1249141    3.544127     15.6753    16.16569 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |           -.6068916    .3263226               -1.247438    .0336544 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =  -1.8598 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      803 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.0316         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0633          Pr(T > t) = 0.9684 
 
.  
. **IPANAS negative affect 
 
. ttest negative_affect0, by (completer) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       0 |     661    12.30711    .1484857    3.817554    12.01555    12.59867 
       1 |     141    11.88652    .3019847    3.585869    11.28948    12.48356 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     802    12.23317    .1334437    3.779073    11.97123    12.49511 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |            .4205856    .3504636               -.2673512    1.108522 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =   1.2001 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      800 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.8848         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.2305          Pr(T > t) = 0.1152 
 
.  
. **EMPATHIC CONCERN** 
. sort completer 
. ttest empathic_concern0, by (completer) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       0 |     660    21.51515    .1845086    4.740112    21.15286    21.87745 
       1 |     142    21.47183    .3580898    4.267133    20.76391    22.17975 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     802    21.50748    .1644569    4.657355    21.18466     21.8303 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |            .0433205    .4311009               -.8029019     .889543 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =   0.1005 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      800 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.5400         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.9200          Pr(T > t) = 0.4600 
 
.  
. **PERSPECTIVE TAKING** 
. ttest perspective_taking0, by (completer) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       0 |     657    18.51142    .2110438    5.409477    18.09701    18.92582 
       1 |     143    18.58042    .4255242     5.08853    17.73924     19.4216 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     800    18.52375    .1891683    5.350488    18.15242    18.89508 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |           -.0690041    .4940311               -1.038758      .90075 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =  -0.1397 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      798 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.4445         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.8890          Pr(T > t) = 0.5555 
 
.  
. **WELLBEING** 
. 
. ttest wemwbs0, by (completer) unequal 
 
Two-sample t test with unequal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       0 |     663    45.33484    .3396183    8.744758    44.66798     46.0017 
       1 |     142    46.83099    .6197376    7.385026    45.60581    48.05616 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     805    45.59876    .3008373    8.535512    45.00824    46.18928 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |           -1.496144    .7066932               -2.888441   -.1038473 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =  -2.1171 
Ho: diff = 0                     Satterthwaite's degrees of freedom =   233.91 
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    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.0177         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0353          Pr(T > t) = 0.9823 
 
.  
. **PERCEIVED STRESS** 
 
 
. ttest stress0, by (completer) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       0 |     662    19.61178    .2855953    7.348184      19.051    20.17257 
       1 |     142    17.52817    .5983106    7.129694    16.34535    18.71099 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     804    19.24378    .2591731    7.348827    18.73504    19.75252 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |            2.083613    .6760623                .7565529    3.410674 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =   3.0820 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      802 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.9989         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0021          Pr(T > t) = 0.0011 
 
.  
. **IRRITABILITY DEPRESSION AND ANXIETY** 
.  
. ttest depression0, by (completer) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       0 |     655    4.770992    .1105121    2.828332    4.553991    4.987994 
       1 |     140    4.514286    .2103405    2.488783    4.098405    4.930166 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     795    4.725786    .0983058    2.771804    4.532816    4.918756 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |            .2567067    .2580859               -.2499057     .763319 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =   0.9947 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      793 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.8399         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.3202          Pr(T > t) = 0.1601 
 
.  
 
. ttest anxiety0, by (completer) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       0 |     660    6.427273    .1248488    3.207424    6.182123    6.672422 
       1 |     143    5.986014    .2706981    3.237078    5.450895    6.521133 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     803    6.348692    .1134598    3.215138    6.125979    6.571406 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |            .4412587    .2963385               -.1404331    1.022951 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =   1.4890 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      801 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.9316         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.1369          Pr(T > t) = 0.0684 
 
.  
. ttest outward_irritability0, by (completer) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       0 |     660    3.763636    .0964149    2.476943    3.574319    3.952954 
       1 |     143    3.244755    .1822457    2.179342     2.88449    3.605021 
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---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     803    3.671233    .0858748    2.433455    3.502667    3.839799 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |            .5188811    .2238516                 .079476    .9582862 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =   2.3180 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      801 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.9896         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0207          Pr(T > t) = 0.0104 
 
. ttest inward_irritability0, by (completer) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       0 |     659    3.537178    .1154522    2.963773    3.310478    3.763877 
       1 |     143    2.972028    .2280325    2.726872    2.521251    3.422805 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     802    3.436409    .1034375    2.929308    3.233368    3.639449 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |            .5651496    .2696645                 .035816    1.094483 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =   2.0958 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      800 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.9818         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0364          Pr(T > t) = 0.0182 
 
.  
. ** SATISFACTION WITH LIFE ** 
. ttest satisfaction0, by (completer) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       0 |     665    21.32782    .2581252    6.656428    20.82098    21.83466 
       1 |     143    22.29371    .5254137    6.283033    21.25506    23.33235 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     808    21.49876    .2321313    6.598411    21.04311    21.95441 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |           -.9658867    .6076533               -2.158656    .2268829 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =  -1.5895 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      806 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.0562         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.1123          Pr(T > t) = 0.9438 
 
.  
. ** SYMPTOMS ** 
 
. ttest symptoms0, by (completer) unequal 
 
Two-sample t test with unequal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       0 |     659    20.94234    .5809046     14.9124    19.80169    22.08299 
       1 |     143    18.27273    1.076974    12.87873    16.14375     20.4017 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     802    20.46633    .5155053    14.59891    19.45443    21.47824 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |             2.66961    1.223651                .2587425    5.080477 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =   2.1817 
Ho: diff = 0                     Satterthwaite's degrees of freedom =  232.401 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.9849         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0301          Pr(T > t) = 0.0151 
 
 
 
 

Predictors of completeness 
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. logit completer i.country2 i.employment2 i.education stress0 contacts 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -368.26162   
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -340.83082   
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -339.09052   
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -339.08226   
Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -339.08226   
 
Logistic regression                               Number of obs   =        786 
                                                  LR chi2(10)     =      58.36 
                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000 
Log likelihood = -339.08226                       Pseudo R2       =     0.0792 
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Baseline differences between LE and LKM 
completers 
 
 
 

Demographics 
 
 
. tab gender randomisation if completer==1, col  chi2 exact  
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
                  |     randomisation 
           gender |        LE        LKM |     Total 
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
           female |        59         58 |       117  
                  |     83.10      80.56 |     81.82  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
             male |        12         14 |        26  
                  |     16.90      19.44 |     18.18  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
            Total |        71         72 |       143  
                  |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(1) =   0.1554   Pr = 0.693 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.829 
   1-sided Fisher's exact =                 0.430 
 
. tab agerange randomisation if completer==1, col  chi2 exact  
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 7 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
             |     randomisation 
    agerange |        LE        LKM |     Total 
-------------+----------------------+---------- 
less than 40 |        34         39 |        73  
             |     47.89      54.17 |     51.05  
-------------+----------------------+---------- 
    40 to 60 |        31         22 |        53  
             |     43.66      30.56 |     37.06  
-------------+----------------------+---------- 
         +60 |         6         11 |        17  
             |      8.45      15.28 |     11.89  
-------------+----------------------+---------- 
       Total |        71         72 |       143  
             |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =   3.3345   Pr = 0.189 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.206 
 
. tab country2 randomisation if completer==1, col  chi2 exact  
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
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stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 9 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
           |     randomisation 
  country2 |        LE        LKM |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
   England |        28         18 |        46  
           |     39.44      25.00 |     32.17  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Wales |        41         44 |        85  
           |     57.75      61.11 |     59.44  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
       USA |         2         10 |        12  
           |      2.82      13.89 |      8.39  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |        71         72 |       143  
           |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =   7.6065   Pr = 0.022 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.022 
 
. tab white randomisation if completer==1, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
           |     randomisation 
     white |        LE        LKM |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         0 |         7          7 |        14  
           |      9.86       9.72 |      9.79  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         1 |        64         65 |       129  
           |     90.14      90.28 |     90.21  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |        71         72 |       143  
           |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(1) =   0.0008   Pr = 0.978 
           Fisher's exact =                 1.000 
   1-sided Fisher's exact =                 0.599 
 
. tab marital2 randomisation if completer==1, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 3 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                     |     randomisation 
            marital2 |        LE        LKM |     Total 
---------------------+----------------------+---------- 
married or living as |        37         42 |        79  
                     |     52.86      58.33 |     55.63  
---------------------+----------------------+---------- 
              single |        24         23 |        47  
                     |     34.29      31.94 |     33.10  
---------------------+----------------------+---------- 
               other |         9          7 |        16  
                     |     12.86       9.72 |     11.27  
---------------------+----------------------+---------- 
               Total |        70         72 |       142  
                     |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =   0.5597   Pr = 0.756 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.737 
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. tab education randomisation if completer==1, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 4:  enumerations = 1 
stage 3:  enumerations = 5 
stage 2:  enumerations = 33 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                      |     randomisation 
            education |        LE        LKM |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Up to GCSE/GCE 'O'lev |         2          4 |         6  
                      |      2.82       5.56 |      4.20  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Further education (e. |         5         10 |        15  
                      |      7.04      13.89 |     10.49  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Higher education: Bac |        34         23 |        57  
                      |     47.89      31.94 |     39.86  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Higher education: Pos |        30         35 |        65  
                      |     42.25      48.61 |     45.45  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |        71         72 |       143  
                      |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(3) =   4.8340   Pr = 0.184 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.174 
 
. tab employment2 randomisation if completer==1, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 4:  enumerations = 1 
stage 3:  enumerations = 13 
stage 2:  enumerations = 121 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                  |     randomisation 
      employment2 |        LE        LKM |     Total 
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Working full-time |        28         27 |        55  
                  |     40.58      37.50 |     39.01  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Working part-time |        20         14 |        34  
                  |     28.99      19.44 |     24.11  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
          student |        16         13 |        29  
                  |     23.19      18.06 |     20.57  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
      Not working |         5         18 |        23  
                  |      7.25      25.00 |     16.31  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
            Total |        69         72 |       141  
                  |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(3) =   8.6753   Pr = 0.034 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.032 
 
. tab health randomisation if completer==1, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
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|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 4:  enumerations = 1 
stage 3:  enumerations = 2 
stage 2:  enumerations = 2 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                  |     randomisation 
           health |        LE        LKM |     Total 
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
        excellent |        16         15 |        31  
                  |     22.54      20.83 |     21.68  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
             good |        42         45 |        87  
                  |     59.15      62.50 |     60.84  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
             fair |        10         10 |        20  
                  |     14.08      13.89 |     13.99  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
             poor |         3          2 |         5  
                  |      4.23       2.78 |      3.50  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
            Total |        71         72 |       143  
                  |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(3) =   0.3287   Pr = 0.955 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.970 
 
. tab finances randomisation if completer==1, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 5:  enumerations = 1 
stage 4:  enumerations = 6 
stage 3:  enumerations = 28 
stage 2:  enumerations = 213 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                      |     randomisation 
   financial_position |        LE        LKM |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
   Living comfortably |        12         20 |        32  
                      |     16.90      27.78 |     22.38  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
      Doing all right |        32         30 |        62  
                      |     45.07      41.67 |     43.36  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Just about getting by |        21         14 |        35  
                      |     29.58      19.44 |     24.48  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Finding it difficult  |         5          3 |         8  
                      |      7.04       4.17 |      5.59  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Finding it very diffi |         1          5 |         6  
                      |      1.41       6.94 |      4.20  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |        71         72 |       143  
                      |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(4) =   6.6245   Pr = 0.157 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.166 
 
 
 

Spiritual activity 
 
 
. tab pisa_q010 randomisation if completer==1, col  chi2 exact 
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+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
         previous | 
       individual | 
        spiritual |     randomisation 
         activity |        LE        LKM |     Total 
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
               No |        33         27 |        60  
                  |     46.48      37.50 |     41.96  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
              Yes |        38         45 |        83  
                  |     53.52      62.50 |     58.04  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
            Total |        71         72 |       143  
                  |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(1) =   1.1834   Pr = 0.277 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.312 
   1-sided Fisher's exact =                 0.179 
 
. *type of activity 
. tab pisa_q020 randomisation if completer==1, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 5:  enumerations = 1 
stage 4:  enumerations = 5 
stage 3:  enumerations = 21 
stage 2:  enumerations = 82 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                      |     randomisation 
     type of activity |        LE        LKM |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
               Prayer |        13         17 |        30  
                      |     34.21      36.96 |     35.71  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Loving-kindness medit |         0          4 |         4  
                      |      0.00       8.70 |      4.76  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Mindfulness meditatio |        18         13 |        31  
                      |     47.37      28.26 |     36.90  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
A different kind of m |         5          8 |        13  
                      |     13.16      17.39 |     15.48  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Other - please specif |         2          4 |         6  
                      |      5.26       8.70 |      7.14  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |        38         46 |        84  
                      |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(4) =   5.9912   Pr = 0.200 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.223 
 
. *other - please specify 
. tab pisa_q02o0 randomisation if completer==1 
 
       other - please |     randomisation 
              specify |        LE        LKM |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
LKM, mindfulness & .. |         1          0 |         1  
                 Yoga |         1          1 |         2  
      joga meditation |         0          1 |         1  
    mantra and object |         0          1 |         1  
                 yoga |         0          1 |         1  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
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                Total |         2          4 |         6  
 
 
. *Frequency 
. tab pisa_q030 randomisation if completer==1 
 
                      |     randomisation 
            Frequency |        LE        LKM |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Less than 12 hours a  |        15         15 |        30  
Less than that, but m |        14         15 |        29  
More than 1 hour per  |         9         15 |        24  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |        38         45 |        83  
 
 
. *Practised in last 5 years 
. tab pisa_q040 randomisation if completer==1, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Practised in last |     randomisation 
          5 years |        LE        LKM |     Total 
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
              Yes |        31         33 |        64  
                  |     83.78      73.33 |     78.05  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
               No |         6         12 |        18  
                  |     16.22      26.67 |     21.95  
------------------+----------------------+---------- 
            Total |        37         45 |        82  
                  |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(1) =   1.2943   Pr = 0.255 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.294 
   1-sided Fisher's exact =                 0.193 
 
. *Spiritual identity 
. tab pisa_q050 randomisation if completer==1, col  chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 10 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
                      |     randomisation 
   Spiritual identity |        LE        LKM |     Total 
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
        Not spiritual |        30         18 |        48  
                      |     42.86      26.09 |     34.53  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Spiritual, not religi |        28         32 |        60  
                      |     40.00      46.38 |     43.17  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
Spiritual and religio |        12         19 |        31  
                      |     17.14      27.54 |     22.30  
----------------------+----------------------+---------- 
                Total |        70         69 |       139  
                      |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =   4.8404   Pr = 0.089 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.093 
 
. * Previous serious meditation (more than 1hr per month): 
. tab previntmedit randomisation if completer==1, col  chi2 exact 
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+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
previntmed |     randomisation 
        it |        LE        LKM |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         0 |        59         57 |       116  
           |     83.10      79.17 |     81.12  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         1 |        12         15 |        27  
           |     16.90      20.83 |     18.88  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |        71         72 |       143  
           |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(1) =   0.3608   Pr = 0.548 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.670 
   1-sided Fisher's exact =                 0.350 
 
. *previous LKM 
. tab prevlkm randomisation if completer==1, col chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
           |     randomisation 
   prevlkm |        LE        LKM |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         0 |        71         68 |       139  
           |    100.00      94.44 |     97.20  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         1 |         0          4 |         4  
           |      0.00       5.56 |      2.80  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |        71         72 |       143  
           |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(1) =   4.0580   Pr = 0.044 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.120 
   1-sided Fisher's exact =                 0.062 
 
 
 

Baseline variables 
  
 
. **IPANAS positive_affect 
 
. ttest positive_affect0 if completer==1, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      LE |      71    16.14085    .4018547    3.386088    15.33937    16.94232 
     LKM |      72    16.69444    .4198884    3.562871    15.85721    17.53168 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     143    16.41958    .2906014    3.475088    15.84512    16.99404 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |           -.5535994    .5814082               -1.703004    .5958049 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(LE) - mean(LKM)                                   t =  -0.9522 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      141 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.1713         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.3426          Pr(T > t) = 0.8287 
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. **IPANAS negative affect 
 
. ttest negative_affect0 if completer==1, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      LE |      70    12.04286    .4366424    3.653213    11.17178    12.91393 
     LKM |      71    11.73239    .4198101    3.537383    10.89511    12.56968 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     141    11.88652    .3019847    3.585869    11.28948    12.48356 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |            .3104628     .605581               -.8868785    1.507804 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(LE) - mean(LKM)                                   t =   0.5127 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      139 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.6955         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.6090          Pr(T > t) = 0.3045 
 
.  
 
 
. **EMPATHIC CONCERN** 
 
 
. ranksum empathic_concern0 if completer==1, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test 
 
randomisat~n |      obs    rank sum    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
          LE |       70      4851.5        5005 
         LKM |       72      5301.5        5148 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    combined |      142       10153       10153 
 
unadjusted variance    60060.00 
adjustment for ties     -362.36 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      59697.64 
 
Ho: empath~0(random~n==LE) = empath~0(random~n==LKM) 
             z =  -0.628 
    Prob > |z| =   0.5298 
 
.  
 
. **PERSPECTIVE TAKING** 
 
. ranksum perspective_taking0 if completer==1, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test 
 
randomisat~n |      obs    rank sum    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
          LE |       71        4916        5112 
         LKM |       72        5380        5184 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    combined |      143       10296       10296 
 
unadjusted variance    61344.00 
adjustment for ties     -258.42 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      61085.58 
 
Ho: perspe~0(random~n==LE) = perspe~0(random~n==LKM) 
             z =  -0.793 
    Prob > |z| =   0.4278 
 
 
.  
. **WELLBEING** 
. ttest wemwbs0 if completer==1, by (randomisation) unequal 
 
Two-sample t test with unequal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      LE |      71     46.5493     .841286    7.088801     44.8714    48.22719 
     LKM |      71    47.11268    .9150099    7.710011    45.28775    48.93761 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     142    46.83099    .6197376    7.385026    45.60581    48.05616 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |           -.5633803    1.242982               -3.020974    1.894213 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(LE) - mean(LKM)                                   t =  -0.4532 
Ho: diff = 0                     Satterthwaite's degrees of freedom =  139.024 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.3255         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.6511          Pr(T > t) = 0.6745 
 
.  
 
. **PERCEIVED STRESS** 
. ttest stress0 if completer==1, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      LE |      70    17.45714    .8297486    6.942175    15.80184    19.11245 
     LKM |      72    17.59722    .8668517     7.35548    15.86877    19.32568 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     142    17.52817    .5983106    7.129694    16.34535    18.71099 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |           -.1400794    1.200948               -2.514418    2.234259 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(LE) - mean(LKM)                                   t =  -0.1166 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      140 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.4537         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.9073          Pr(T > t) = 0.5463 
 
.  
. **IRRITABILITY DEPRESSION AND ANXIETY** 
.  
. ranksum depression0 if completer==1, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test 
 
randomisat~n |      obs    rank sum    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
          LE |       69      4838.5      4864.5 
         LKM |       71      5031.5      5005.5 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    combined |      140        9870        9870 
 
unadjusted variance    57563.25 
adjustment for ties     -957.90 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      56605.35 
 
Ho: depres~0(random~n==LE) = depres~0(random~n==LKM) 
             z =  -0.109 
    Prob > |z| =   0.9130 
 
.  
. ttest anxiety0 if completer==1, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      LE |      71    6.028169    .4174136     3.51719    5.195664    6.860674 
     LKM |      72    5.944444    .3487564    2.959296    5.249044    6.639845 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     143    5.986014    .2706981    3.237078    5.450895    6.521133 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |            .0837246    .5432802               -.9903031    1.157752 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(LE) - mean(LKM)                                   t =   0.1541 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      141 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
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 Pr(T < t) = 0.5611         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.8777          Pr(T > t) = 0.4389 
 
.  
. ranksum outward_irritability0 if completer==1, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test 
 
randomisat~n |      obs    rank sum    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
          LE |       71        5268        5112 
         LKM |       72        5028        5184 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    combined |      143       10296       10296 
 
unadjusted variance    61344.00 
adjustment for ties    -1482.42 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      59861.58 
 
Ho: outwar~0(random~n==LE) = outwar~0(random~n==LKM) 
             z =   0.638 
    Prob > |z| =   0.5237 
 
.  
. ranksum inward_irritability0 if completer==1, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test 
 
randomisat~n |      obs    rank sum    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
          LE |       71      5298.5        5112 
         LKM |       72      4997.5        5184 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    combined |      143       10296       10296 
 
unadjusted variance    61344.00 
adjustment for ties    -1253.58 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      60090.42 
 
Ho: inward~0(random~n==LE) = inward~0(random~n==LKM) 
             z =   0.761 
    Prob > |z| =   0.4468 
 
 
.  
. ** SATISFACTION WITH LIFE ** 
 
. ttest satisfaction0 if completer==1, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample t test with equal variances 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   Group |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      LE |      71    22.04225    .7616134    6.417469    20.52326    23.56124 
     LKM |      72    22.54167    .7286173    6.182523    21.08884    23.99449 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
combined |     143    22.29371    .5254137    6.283033    21.25506    23.33235 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |           -.4994131    1.053734               -2.582573    1.583746 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    diff = mean(LE) - mean(LKM)                                   t =  -0.4739 
Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      141 
 
    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.3181         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.6363          Pr(T > t) = 0.6819 
 
.  
 
. ** SYMPTOMS ** 
 
. ranksum symptoms0 if completer==1, by (randomisation) 
 
Two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test 
 
randomisat~n |      obs    rank sum    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
          LE |       71        5385        5112 
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         LKM |       72        4911        5184 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    combined |      143       10296       10296 
 
unadjusted variance    61344.00 
adjustment for ties      -63.69 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      61280.31 
 
Ho: sympto~0(random~n==LE) = sympto~0(random~n==LKM) 
             z =   1.103 
    Prob > |z| =   0.2701 
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Pre-post analyses 
 
 
 
 
. **IPANAS positive_affect 
 
. by randomisation: ttest positive_affect1=positive_affect0 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
Paired t test 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Variable |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
positi~1 |      67     17.8806    .3655955    2.992528    17.15066    18.61053 
positi~0 |      67    16.28358    .3902973    3.194721    15.50433    17.06284 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |      67    1.597015    .3494906    2.860704    .8992344    2.294795 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
     mean(diff) = mean(positive_affect1 - positive_affect0)       t =   4.5696 
 Ho: mean(diff) = 0                              degrees of freedom =       66 
 
 Ha: mean(diff) < 0           Ha: mean(diff) != 0           Ha: mean(diff) > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 1.0000         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0000          Pr(T > t) = 0.0000 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
Paired t test 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Variable |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
positi~1 |      71    18.15493    .3039961    2.561517    17.54863    18.76123 
positi~0 |      71    16.71831    .4251562     3.58243    15.87036    17.56626 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |      71     1.43662     .376221    3.170094    .6862707    2.186969 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
     mean(diff) = mean(positive_affect1 - positive_affect0)       t =   3.8186 
 Ho: mean(diff) = 0                              degrees of freedom =       70 
 
 Ha: mean(diff) < 0           Ha: mean(diff) != 0           Ha: mean(diff) > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 0.9999         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0003          Pr(T > t) = 0.0001 
 
.  
. **IPANAS negative affect 
 
. by randomisation: signrank negative_affect0=negative_affect1 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       38      1597.5      1045.5 
    negative |       13       493.5      1045.5 
        zero |       15         120         120 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       66        2211        2211 
 
unadjusted variance    24505.25 
adjustment for ties     -120.13 
adjustment for zeros    -310.00 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      24075.13 
 
Ho: negative_affect0 = negative_affect1 
             z =   3.558 
    Prob > |z| =   0.0004 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       48        1968      1224.5 
    negative |       14         481      1224.5 
        zero |        8          36          36 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       70        2485        2485 
 
unadjusted variance    29198.75 
adjustment for ties     -189.63 
adjustment for zeros     -51.00 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      28958.13 
 
Ho: negative_affect0 = negative_affect1 
             z =   4.369 
    Prob > |z| =   0.0000 
 
. gen negative_affectdiff=negative_affect1-negative_affect0 
(673 missing values generated) 
 
. by randomisation:centile negative_affectdiff, cci 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
negative_a~f |      66         50            -1              -2           0 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
negative_a~f |      70         50            -2              -3          -1 
 
.  
. **EMPATHIC CONCERN** 
 
. by randomisation: signrank empathic_concern0=empathic_concern1 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       28       866.5      1091.5 
    negative |       31      1316.5      1091.5 
        zero |        7          28          28 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       66        2211        2211 
 
unadjusted variance    24505.25 
adjustment for ties     -193.25 
adjustment for zeros     -35.00 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      24277.00 
 
Ho: empathic_concern0 = empathic_concern1 
             z =  -1.444 
    Prob > |z| =   0.1487 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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-> randomisation = LKM 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       25        1027        1210 
    negative |       30        1393        1210 
        zero |       16         136         136 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       71        2556        2556 
 
unadjusted variance    30459.00 
adjustment for ties     -228.13 
adjustment for zeros    -374.00 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      29856.88 
 
Ho: empathic_concern0 = empathic_concern1 
             z =  -1.059 
    Prob > |z| =   0.2896 
 
. gen empathic_concerndiff=empathic_concern1-empathic_concern0 
(672 missing values generated) 
 
. by randomisation:centile empathic_concerndiff, cci 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
empathic_c~f |      66         50             0              -1           2 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
empathic_c~f |      71         50             0               0           1 
 
.  
. **PERSPECTIVE TAKING** 
. by randomisation: signrank perspective_taking0=perspective_taking1 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       18       667.5        1121 
    negative |       41      1574.5        1121 
        zero |        8          36          36 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       67        2278        2278 
 
unadjusted variance    25627.50 
adjustment for ties     -229.25 
adjustment for zeros     -51.00 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      25347.25 
 
Ho: perspective_taking0 = perspective_taking1 
             z =  -2.848 
    Prob > |z| =   0.0044 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
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        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       21       663.5      1267.5 
    negative |       44      1871.5      1267.5 
        zero |        6          21          21 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       71        2556        2556 
 
unadjusted variance    30459.00 
adjustment for ties     -210.75 
adjustment for zeros     -22.75 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      30225.50 
 
Ho: perspective_taking0 = perspective_taking1 
             z =  -3.474 
    Prob > |z| =   0.0005 
 
. gen perspective_takingdiff=perspective_taking1-perspective_taking0 
(671 missing values generated) 
 
. by randomisation:centile perspective_takingdiff, cci 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
perspectiv~f |      67         50             1               0           2 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
perspectiv~f |      71         50             2               0           3 
 
.  
. **WELLBEING** 
 
. by randomisation: ttest wemwbs1=wemwbs0 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
Paired t test 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Variable |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 wemwbs1 |      68    51.17647    .9251963    7.629364    49.32977    53.02317 
 wemwbs0 |      68    46.72059    .8643372    7.127507    44.99536    48.44581 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |      68    4.455882    .8126615    6.701378    2.833803    6.077961 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
     mean(diff) = mean(wemwbs1 - wemwbs0)                         t =   5.4831 
 Ho: mean(diff) = 0                              degrees of freedom =       67 
 
 Ha: mean(diff) < 0           Ha: mean(diff) != 0           Ha: mean(diff) > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 1.0000         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0000          Pr(T > t) = 0.0000 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
Paired t test 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Variable |     Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 wemwbs1 |      70    51.77143    .8451962    7.071419    50.08531    53.45755 
 wemwbs0 |      70    47.15714    .9270795    7.756504    45.30767    49.00662 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    diff |      70    4.614286    .9365575    7.835802    2.745905    6.482667 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
     mean(diff) = mean(wemwbs1 - wemwbs0)                         t =   4.9269 
 Ho: mean(diff) = 0                              degrees of freedom =       69 
 
 Ha: mean(diff) < 0           Ha: mean(diff) != 0           Ha: mean(diff) > 0 
 Pr(T < t) = 1.0000         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0000          Pr(T > t) = 0.0000 
 
.  
. **PERCEIVED STRESS** 
 
. by randomisation: signrank stress0=stress1 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       45      1776.5      1100.5 
    negative |       17       424.5      1100.5 
        zero |        4          10          10 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       66        2211        2211 
 
unadjusted variance    24505.25 
adjustment for ties      -62.75 
adjustment for zeros      -7.50 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      24435.00 
 
Ho: stress0 = stress1 
             z =   4.325 
    Prob > |z| =   0.0000 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       47      1989.5      1267.5 
    negative |       18       545.5      1267.5 
        zero |        6          21          21 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       71        2556        2556 
 
unadjusted variance    30459.00 
adjustment for ties      -45.75 
adjustment for zeros     -22.75 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      30390.50 
 
Ho: stress0 = stress1 
             z =   4.142 
    Prob > |z| =   0.0000 
 
. gen stressdiff=stress1-stress0 
(672 missing values generated) 
 
. by randomisation:centile stressdiff, cci 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
  stressdiff |      66         50          -2.5              -5          -2 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
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                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
  stressdiff |      71         50            -3              -5          -2 
 
.  
. **IRRITABILITY DEPRESSION AND ANXIETY** 
.  
. by randomisation: signrank depression0=depression1 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       38      1562.5        1045 
    negative |       17       527.5        1045 
        zero |       10          55          55 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       65        2145        2145 
 
unadjusted variance    23416.25 
adjustment for ties     -341.63 
adjustment for zeros     -96.25 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      22978.38 
 
Ho: depression0 = depression1 
             z =   3.414 
    Prob > |z| =   0.0006 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       44        1907        1197 
    negative |       13         487        1197 
        zero |       13          91          91 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       70        2485        2485 
 
unadjusted variance    29198.75 
adjustment for ties     -259.88 
adjustment for zeros    -204.75 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      28734.13 
 
Ho: depression0 = depression1 
             z =   4.189 
    Prob > |z| =   0.0000 
 
. gen depressiondiff=depression1-depression0 
(674 missing values generated) 
 
. by randomisation:centile depressiondiff, cci 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
depression~f |      65         50            -1              -2           0 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
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-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
depression~f |      70         50            -1              -2          -1 
 
.  
 
. by randomisation: signrank anxiety0=anxiety1 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       48        1950      1111.5 
    negative |        9         273      1111.5 
        zero |       10          55          55 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       67        2278        2278 
 
unadjusted variance    25627.50 
adjustment for ties     -252.50 
adjustment for zeros     -96.25 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      25278.75 
 
Ho: anxiety0 = anxiety1 
             z =   5.274 
    Prob > |z| =   0.0000 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       52        2180      1255.5 
    negative |       10         331      1255.5 
        zero |        9          45          45 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       71        2556        2556 
 
unadjusted variance    30459.00 
adjustment for ties     -174.75 
adjustment for zeros     -71.25 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      30213.00 
 
Ho: anxiety0 = anxiety1 
             z =   5.319 
    Prob > |z| =   0.0000 
 
. gen anxietydiff=anxiety1-anxiety0 
(671 missing values generated) 
 
. by randomisation:centile anxietydiff, cci 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
 anxietydiff |      67         50            -1              -2          -1 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
 anxietydiff |      71         50            -2              -3          -1 
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.  
 
. by randomisation: signrank outward_irritability0=outward_irritability1 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       30      1422.5        1034 
    negative |       17       645.5        1034 
        zero |       20         210         210 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       67        2278        2278 
 
unadjusted variance    25627.50 
adjustment for ties     -404.00 
adjustment for zeros    -717.50 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      24506.00 
 
Ho: outward_irritability0 = outward_irritability1 
             z =   2.482 
    Prob > |z| =   0.0131 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       38      1833.5      1162.5 
    negative |       12       491.5      1162.5 
        zero |       21         231         231 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       71        2556        2556 
 
unadjusted variance    30459.00 
adjustment for ties     -580.75 
adjustment for zeros    -827.75 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      29050.50 
 
Ho: outward_irritability0 = outward_irritability1 
             z =   3.937 
    Prob > |z| =   0.0001 
 
. gen outward_irritabilitydiff=outward_irritability1-outward_irritability0 
(671 missing values generated) 
 
. by randomisation:centile outward_irritabilitydiff, cci 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
outward_ir~f |      67         50             0              -1           0 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
outward_ir~f |      71         50            -1              -1           0 
 
.  
. by randomisation: signrank inward_irritability0=inward_irritability1 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       34        1621         989 
    negative |        9         357         989 
        zero |       24         300         300 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       67        2278        2278 
 
unadjusted variance    25627.50 
adjustment for ties     -151.38 
adjustment for zeros   -1225.00 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      24251.13 
 
Ho: inward_irritability0 = inward_irritability1 
             z =   4.058 
    Prob > |z| =   0.0000 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       41        1922        1183 
    negative |       11         444        1183 
        zero |       19         190         190 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       71        2556        2556 
 
unadjusted variance    30459.00 
adjustment for ties     -435.88 
adjustment for zeros    -617.50 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      29405.63 
 
Ho: inward_irritability0 = inward_irritability1 
             z =   4.310 
    Prob > |z| =   0.0000 
 
. gen inward_irritabilitydiff=inward_irritability1-inward_irritability0 
(671 missing values generated) 
 
. by randomisation:centile inward_irritabilitydiff, cci 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
inward_irr~f |      67         50            -1              -1           0 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
inward_irr~f |      71         50            -1              -1           0 
 
.  
. ** SATISFACTION WITH LIFE ** 
 
. by randomisation: signrank satisfaction0=satisfaction1 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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-> randomisation = LE 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       17       580.5        1215 
    negative |       43      1849.5        1215 
        zero |       10          55          55 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       70        2485        2485 
 
unadjusted variance    29198.75 
adjustment for ties      -86.75 
adjustment for zeros     -96.25 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      29015.75 
 
Ho: satisfaction0 = satisfaction1 
             z =  -3.725 
    Prob > |z| =   0.0002 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       22         735        1264 
    negative |       42        1793        1264 
        zero |        7          28          28 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       71        2556        2556 
 
unadjusted variance    30459.00 
adjustment for ties      -81.88 
adjustment for zeros     -35.00 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      30342.13 
 
Ho: satisfaction0 = satisfaction1 
             z =  -3.037 
    Prob > |z| =   0.0024 
 
. gen satisfactiondiff=satisfaction1-satisfaction0 
(668 missing values generated) 
 
. by randomisation:centile satisfactiondiff, cci 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
satisfacti~f |      70         50             2               0           3 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
satisfacti~f |      71         50             2               0           4 
 
.  
. ** SYMPTOMS ** 
 
. by randomisation: signrank symptoms0=symptoms1 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
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Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       44      1664.5        1136 
    negative |       20       607.5        1136 
        zero |        3           6           6 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       67        2278        2278 
 
unadjusted variance    25627.50 
adjustment for ties      -37.50 
adjustment for zeros      -3.50 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      25586.50 
 
Ho: symptoms0 = symptoms1 
             z =   3.304 
    Prob > |z| =   0.0010 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 
        sign |      obs   sum ranks    expected 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
    positive |       38        1598      1267.5 
    negative |       27         937      1267.5 
        zero |        6          21          21 
-------------+--------------------------------- 
         all |       71        2556        2556 
 
unadjusted variance    30459.00 
adjustment for ties      -32.88 
adjustment for zeros     -22.75 
                     ---------- 
adjusted variance      30403.38 
 
Ho: symptoms0 = symptoms1 
             z =   1.895 
    Prob > |z| =   0.0580 
 
. gen symptomsdiff=symptoms1-symptoms0 
(671 missing values generated) 
 
. by randomisation:centile symptomsdiff, cci 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LE 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
symptomsdiff |      67         50            -3              -7          -1 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-> randomisation = LKM 
 
                                                       -- Binomial Exact -- 
    Variable |     Obs  Percentile      Centile        [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------------- 
symptomsdiff |      71         50            -2              -6           1 
 
.  
. **DoNATION** 
. *donation by quantity and by arm 
. tab donated1 randomisation, col chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
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Enumerating sample-space combinations: 
stage 3:  enumerations = 1 
stage 2:  enumerations = 6 
stage 1:  enumerations = 0 
 
  donation |     randomisation 
 in pounds |        LE        LKM |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         0 |        45         40 |        85  
           |     67.16      56.34 |     61.59  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         5 |         4          9 |        13  
           |      5.97      12.68 |      9.42  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
        10 |        18         22 |        40  
           |     26.87      30.99 |     28.99  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |        67         71 |       138  
           |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(2) =   2.5034   Pr = 0.286 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.294 
 
. *overall donation: 
. tab anydonation randomisation, col chi2 exact 
 
+-------------------+ 
| Key               | 
|-------------------| 
|     frequency     | 
| column percentage | 
+-------------------+ 
 
anydonatio |     randomisation 
         n |        LE        LKM |     Total 
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         0 |        45         40 |        85  
           |     67.16      56.34 |     61.59  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
         1 |        22         31 |        53  
           |     32.84      43.66 |     38.41  
-----------+----------------------+---------- 
     Total |        67         71 |       138  
           |    100.00     100.00 |    100.00  
 
          Pearson chi2(1) =   1.7079   Pr = 0.191 
           Fisher's exact =                 0.222 
   1-sided Fisher's exact =                 0.129 
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Complete case analysis adjusting for 
baseline variables and missing 
indicator 
 

 
Wellbeing 
 
 
regress wemwbs1 randomisation missindic symptoms0_sqrt 7.employment_imp wemwbs0_imp 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     139 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  5,   133) =   12.69 
       Model |  2390.92316     5  478.184633           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  5013.17756   133  37.6930643           R-squared     =  0.3229 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.2975 
       Total |  7404.10072   138  53.6529038           Root MSE      =  6.1395 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
         wemwbs1 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
   randomisation |   .0649555   1.052369     0.06   0.951    -2.016589      2.1465 
       missindic |  -1.178174   2.132853    -0.55   0.582    -5.396875    3.040526 
  symptoms0_sqrt |  -.9371667   .3499242    -2.68   0.008    -1.629303   -.2450302 
7.employment_imp |  -8.144935   3.677443    -2.21   0.028    -15.41878   -.8710953 
     wemwbs0_imp |   .4046748   .0771403     5.25   0.000     .2520942    .5572554 
           _cons |   36.37997   4.398193     8.27   0.000     27.68051    45.07942 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 

Pleasant emotions 
 
 
regress positive_affect1 randomisation missindic i.health positive_affect0 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     138 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  6,   131) =   11.89 
       Model |  371.248926     6   61.874821           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  681.685857   131  5.20370883           R-squared     =  0.3526 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.3229 
       Total |  1052.93478   137  7.68565535           Root MSE      =  2.2812 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
positive_affect1 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
   randomisation |   .0165177   .3916446     0.04   0.966    -.7582488    .7912843 
       missindic |  -.2877344       .797    -0.36   0.719    -1.864391    1.288922 
                 | 
          health | 
           good  |  -.0151693   .5085591    -0.03   0.976    -1.021221     .990882 
           fair  |   -1.01378   .6821087    -1.49   0.140    -2.363153    .3355938 
           poor  |  -3.312382   1.127951    -2.94   0.004    -5.543739   -1.081025 
                 | 
positive_affect0 |   .4168811    .059194     7.04   0.000     .2997812     .533981 
           _cons |   11.42673   1.153545     9.91   0.000     9.144743    13.70872 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 

Unpleasant emotions 
 
 
regress negative_affect1_log  randomisation missindic goodhealth 5.race 2.finances 
negative_affect0_imp outward_irritability0_trans_sqrt 
 
 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     138 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  7,   130) =   13.79 
       Model |   6.7935005     7  .970500072           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  9.15163271   130  .070397175           R-squared     =  0.4261 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.3952 
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       Total |  15.9451332   137  .116387834           Root MSE      =  .26532 
 

 
 
 
  

Empathic concern 
 
 
regress empathic_concern1 randomisation missindic 4.employment_imp 1.education 
empathic_concern0_imp 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     137 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  5,   131) =   26.57 
       Model |  1110.64754     5  222.129508           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  1095.32326   131  8.36124627           R-squared     =  0.5035 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.4845 
       Total |   2205.9708   136  16.2203736           Root MSE      =  2.8916 
 

 
 
 
 

Perspective taking 
 
 
regress perspective_taking1_log randomisation missindic 4.heard5_imp 5.race 
perspective_taking0 pisa_q010 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     138 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  6,   131) =   39.53 
       Model |  5.74744635     6  .957907726           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  3.17465799   131   .02423403           R-squared     =  0.6442 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.6279 
       Total |  8.92210435   137  .065124849           Root MSE      =  .15567 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
perspective_takin~g |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
--------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      randomisation |   .0291389   .0269114     1.08   0.281    -.0240982     .082376 
          missindic |  -.0596278   .0556433    -1.07   0.286    -.1697034    .0504478 
       4.heard5_imp |  -.1167353   .0350696    -3.33   0.001    -.1861113   -.0473593 
                    | 
               race | 
             Other  |   .2437194   .0800805     3.04   0.003     .0853011    .4021377 
perspective_taking0 |   .0375147   .0026495    14.16   0.000     .0322733     .042756 
          pisa_q010 |   .0706247   .0274494     2.57   0.011     .0163232    .1249263 
              _cons |   2.231144   .0537951    41.47   0.000     2.124724    2.337564 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 

Perceived stress 
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regress stress1_sqrt randomisation missindic outward_irritability0_trans_sqrt 
stress0_imp age 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     138 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  5,   132) =   17.63 
       Model |  52.7525384     5  10.5505077           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  79.0082919   132  .598547666           R-squared     =  0.4004 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.3777 
       Total |   131.76083   137  .961757885           Root MSE      =  .77366 
 

 
 
 
 

Depression  
 
 
regress depression1_sqrt randomisation missindic depression0_imp_sqrt 4.marital4_imp 
7.employment_imp 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     137 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  5,   131) =   12.83 
       Model |  19.7486829     5  3.94973657           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  40.3165788   131  .307760144           R-squared     =  0.3288 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.3032 
       Total |  60.0652617   136  .441656336           Root MSE      =  .55476 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    depression1_sqrt |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
---------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       randomisation |  -.0603836    .095974    -0.63   0.530    -.2502431    .1294759 
           missindic |   .4560048    .204142     2.23   0.027     .0521632    .8598464 
depression0_imp_sqrt |   .5043232   .0753496     6.69   0.000     .3552637    .6533827 
      4.marital4_imp |  -.8590858   .3987561    -2.15   0.033     -1.64792    -.070251 
    7.employment_imp |   .6500959   .3250207     2.00   0.048     .0071274    1.293064 
               _cons |   .6706872   .1675726     4.00   0.000     .3391887    1.002186 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 
Outward irritability 
 
 
regress outward_irritability1_sqrt randomisation missindic 
outward_irritability0_trans_sqrt goodhealth 
 

 
 

 
Inward irritability 
 
  
regress inward_irritability1_sqrt randomisation missindic inward_irritability0_sqrt 
anxiety0 goodhealth 
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Satisfaction with life 
 
 
regress satisfaction1 randomisation missindic satisfaction0_sqrt 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     141 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  3,   137) =   40.16 
       Model |  2411.22667     3  803.742222           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  2741.80879   137  20.0132029           R-squared     =  0.4679 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.4563 
       Total |  5153.03546   140  36.8073961           Root MSE      =  4.4736 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
     satisfaction1 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     randomisation |  -.4174585   .7574954    -0.55   0.582    -1.915354    1.080437 
         missindic |  -3.508752   1.548925    -2.27   0.025    -6.571644   -.4458597 
satisfaction0_sqrt |   5.758578   .5316908    10.83   0.000     4.707196    6.809959 
             _cons |  -1.983597    2.51873    -0.79   0.432    -6.964213    2.997018 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
 

Illness symptoms 
 
 
regress symptoms1_sqrt randomisation missindic symptoms0_sqrt positive_affect0 i.health  
white contacts_imp prevmedit 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     138 
-------------+------------------------------           F( 10,   127) =    9.53 
       Model |  147.561612    10  14.7561612           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  196.622647   127  1.54820982           R-squared     =  0.4287 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.3837 
       Total |   344.18426   137  2.51229387           Root MSE      =  1.2443 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  symptoms1_sqrt |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-----------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
   randomisation |   -.066283   .2159841    -0.31   0.759    -.4936765    .3611105 
       missindic |   .0052247   .4451149     0.01   0.991    -.8755774    .8860268 
  symptoms0_sqrt |   .4473834   .0751069     5.96   0.000     .2987604    .5960064 
positive_affect0 |  -.0729322   .0332222    -2.20   0.030     -.138673   -.0071914 
                 | 
          health | 
           good  |   .3039087   .2940445     1.03   0.303    -.2779522    .8857696 
           fair  |   .5606336   .3949921     1.42   0.158    -.2209844    1.342252 
           poor  |    1.73672   .6452462     2.69   0.008     .4598943    3.013546 
                 | 
           white |   1.002536   .3591612     2.79   0.006     .2918212    1.713252 
    contacts_imp |   .7388806   .2552571     2.89   0.004     .2337728    1.243988 
       prevmedit |  -.4699968   .2357873    -1.99   0.048    -.9365773   -.0034163 
           _cons |     1.6502   .7867659     2.10   0.038     .0933323    3.207068 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 

Helping behaviour 
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mlogit donated1 randomisation missindic age fulltime satisfaction0 married, rrr 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood =  -119.9616   
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -101.96613   
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -100.24792   
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -100.18168   
Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -100.16725   
Iteration 5:   log likelihood = -100.16385   
Iteration 6:   log likelihood = -100.16314   
Iteration 7:   log likelihood = -100.16303   
Iteration 8:   log likelihood = -100.16301   
Iteration 9:   log likelihood = -100.16301   
 
Multinomial logistic regression                   Number of obs   =        135 
                                                  LR chi2(12)     =      39.60 
                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0001 
Log likelihood = -100.16301                       Pseudo R2       =     0.1650 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     donated1 |        RRR   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
--------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
0             |  (base outcome) 
--------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
5             | 
randomisation |   3.573126   2.674828     1.70   0.089     .8238387    15.49724 
    missindic |   1.63e-06    .002148    -0.01   0.992            0           . 
          age |    .968578   .0267321    -1.16   0.247     .9175759    1.022415 
     fulltime |   .4099581   .3119611    -1.17   0.241     .0922594    1.821665 
satisfaction0 |   .9116356   .0513088    -1.64   0.100     .8164203    1.017955 
      married |   7.306138   6.234759     2.33   0.020     1.371852    38.91064 
        _cons |   .6434959   1.001475    -0.28   0.777     .0304662     13.5917 
--------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
10            | 
randomisation |   1.451921   .6352956     0.85   0.394     .6158792    3.422872 
    missindic |   .3258089   .3738028    -0.98   0.328     .0343853    3.087113 
          age |   1.054836    .019323     2.91   0.004     1.017635    1.093396 
     fulltime |   4.151345    2.01763     2.93   0.003     1.601361    10.76189 
satisfaction0 |   1.142771   .0468443     3.26   0.001     1.054549    1.238373 
      married |   .5695239   .2917893    -1.10   0.272     .2086451    1.554589 
        _cons |   .0014872   .0021484    -4.51   0.000     .0000877    .0252333 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Structural equation modelling 
 
 
Revised model 
 
gsem (Resources -> outward_irritability1n, ) (Resources -> inward_irritability1n, ) 
(Resources -> stress1n, ) (Resources -> anxiety1n, ) (Resources -> d 
> epression1n, ) (Resources -> Wellbeing, ) (lkm2 -> perspective_taking1, ) (lkm2 -> 
positive_affect1, ) (perspective_taking1 -> anydonation, family(binom 
> ial) link(logit)) (perspective_taking1 -> Wellbeing, ) (positive_affect1 -> Resources, 
) (positive_affect1 -> anydonation, family(binomial) link(logit)) 
>  (Wellbeing -> wemwbs1, ) (Wellbeing -> satisfaction1, ), latent(Resources Wellbeing ) 
nocapslatent 
 
Fitting fixed-effects model: 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -3465.1062   
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -3464.9715   
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -3464.9714   
 
Refining starting values: 
 
Grid node 0:   log likelihood = -3653.3819 
 
Fitting full model: 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -3653.3819  (not concave) 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -3585.7533  (not concave) 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -3255.9761  (not concave) 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -3219.6636  (not concave) 
Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -3199.2587  (not concave) 
Iteration 5:   log likelihood = -3196.2236  (not concave) 
Iteration 6:   log likelihood = -3193.2982  (not concave) 
Iteration 7:   log likelihood = -3192.0502  (not concave) 
Iteration 8:   log likelihood =  -3191.536  (not concave) 
Iteration 9:   log likelihood = -3191.2486  (not concave) 
Iteration 10:  log likelihood = -3190.9982  (not concave) 
Iteration 11:  log likelihood = -3190.7754  (not concave) 
Iteration 12:  log likelihood =  -3190.566  (not concave) 
Iteration 13:  log likelihood = -3190.3534  (not concave) 
Iteration 14:  log likelihood = -3190.1567  (not concave) 
Iteration 15:  log likelihood = -3189.9972  (not concave) 
Iteration 16:  log likelihood = -3189.8148  (not concave) 
Iteration 17:  log likelihood = -3189.6517  (not concave) 
Iteration 18:  log likelihood = -3188.6727  (not concave) 
Iteration 19:  log likelihood = -3187.8228  (not concave) 
Iteration 20:  log likelihood = -3187.5497   
Iteration 21:  log likelihood = -3179.3984  (not concave) 
Iteration 22:  log likelihood = -3176.0207  (not concave) 
Iteration 23:  log likelihood = -3175.5529  (not concave) 
Iteration 24:  log likelihood =  -3175.391   
Iteration 25:  log likelihood = -3169.3582  (not concave) 
Iteration 26:  log likelihood = -3168.9877   
Iteration 27:  log likelihood = -3167.9397   
Iteration 28:  log likelihood = -3167.9248   
Iteration 29:  log likelihood = -3167.8434   
Iteration 30:  log likelihood = -3167.8401   
Iteration 31:  log likelihood = -3167.8388   
Iteration 32:  log likelihood = -3167.8383   
Iteration 33:  log likelihood = -3167.8381   
Iteration 34:  log likelihood =  -3167.838   
Iteration 35:  log likelihood =  -3167.838   
Iteration 36:  log likelihood =  -3167.838   
 
Generalized structural equation model             Number of obs   =        138 
Log likelihood =  -3167.838 
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Final model 
 
sem (Resources -> outward_irritability1n, ) (Resources -> inward_irritability1n, ) 
(Resources -> stress1n, ) (Resources -> anxiety1n, ) (Resources -> de 
> pression1n, ) (Resources -> Wellbeing, ) (perspective_taking1 -> Wellbeing, ) 
(positive_affect1 -> Resources, ) (Wellbeing -> wemwbs1, ) (Wellbeing -> s 
> atisfaction1, ), method(adf) latent(Resources Wellbeing ) nocapslatent 
(672 observations with missing values excluded) 
 
Endogenous variables 
 
Measurement:  outward_irritability1n inward_irritability1n stress1n anxiety1n 
depression1n wemwbs1 satisfaction1 
Latent:       Resources Wellbeing 
 
Exogenous variables 
 
Observed:     perspective_taking1 positive_affect1 
 
Fitting baseline model: 
 
Iteration 0:   discrepancy =  40.885384   
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Iteration 1:   discrepancy =  1.0867888   
Iteration 2:   discrepancy =  1.0867888   
 
Fitting target model: 
 
Iteration 0:   discrepancy =  58.853407  (not concave) 
Iteration 1:   discrepancy =  3.1881166  (not concave) 
Iteration 2:   discrepancy =  .97332094  (not concave) 
Iteration 3:   discrepancy =  .84901707  (not concave) 
Iteration 4:   discrepancy =  .83340265  (not concave) 
Iteration 5:   discrepancy =  .67700676  (not concave) 
Iteration 6:   discrepancy =  .56284014  (not concave) 
Iteration 7:   discrepancy =  .48158335  (not concave) 
Iteration 8:   discrepancy =  .45711729  (not concave) 
Iteration 9:   discrepancy =  .41571991  (not concave) 
Iteration 10:  discrepancy =  .39112765   
Iteration 11:  discrepancy =  .38105423   
Iteration 12:  discrepancy =  .36834848  (not concave) 
Iteration 13:  discrepancy =  .36181135   
Iteration 14:  discrepancy =  .35087846   
Iteration 15:  discrepancy =  .34794749   
Iteration 16:  discrepancy =  .34684736   
Iteration 17:  discrepancy =  .34678367   
Iteration 18:  discrepancy =  .34678292   
Iteration 19:  discrepancy =  .34678292   
 
Structural equation model                       Number of obs      =       137 
Estimation method  = adf 
Discrepancy        =  .34678292 
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Appendix 9 Figure 1. Baseline and post-intervention distributions of the variable wellbeing. 
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Appendix 9 Figure 2. Baseline and post-intervention distributions of the variable pleasant 

emotions. 
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Appendix 9 Figure 3. Baseline and post-intervention distributions of the variable unpleasant 

emotions. 
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Appendix 9 Figure 4. Baseline and post-intervention distributions of the variable empathic 

concern. 
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Appendix 9 Figure 5. Baseline and post-intervention distributions of the variable perspective 

taking. 
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Appendix 9 Figure 6. Baseline and post-intervention distributions of the variable perceived 

stress. 
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Appendix 9 Figure 7. Baseline and post-intervention distributions of the variable depression. 
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Appendix 9 Figure 8. Baseline and post-intervention distributions of the variable anxiety. 
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Appendix 9 Figure 9. Baseline and post-intervention distributions of the variable outward 

irritability. 
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Appendix 9 Figure 10. Baseline and post-intervention distributions of the variable inward 

irritability. 
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Appendix 9 Figure 11. Baseline and post-intervention distributions of the variable 

satisfaction with life. 
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Appendix 9 Figure 12. Baseline and post-intervention distributions of the variable illness 

symptoms. 
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Appendix 10 Table 1. Demographic characteristics comparing users versus non-users of diary 

or fora. 

Characteristic 

 

Users of diary or fora 

(320) 

n (%) 

Non-users of diary or fora 

(489) 

n (%) 

Gender    

Females 263 (82.19) 386 (78.94) 

Males 55 (17.19) 101 (20.65) 

Age *   

1839 180 (56.25) 314 (64.21) 

4060 112 (35.00) 147 (30.06) 

61+ 28 (8.75) 28 (5.73) 

Country    

Wales 177 (55.31) 288 (58.90) 

Rest of U.K. 127 (39.69) 180 (36.81) 

U.S.A 16 (5.00) 21 ( 4.29) 

Race   

White 283 (88.44) 434 (88.75) 

Nonwhite 34 (10.63) 52 (10.63) 

Marital status   

Married or living as married 165 (51.56) 211 (43.15) 

Single 113 (35.31) 213 (43.56) 

Other 37 (11.56) 59 (12.07) 

Education    

Up to GCSE or equivalent 16 (5.00) 31 (6.34) 

Further education 64 (20.00) 108 (22.09) 

Bachelor’s degree 120 (37.50) 188 (38.45) 

Postgraduate degree 117 (36.56) 155 (31.70) 

Occupation    

Working fulltime 127 (39.69) 192 (39.26) 

Working parttime 57 (17.81) 71 (14.52) 

Student 87 (27.19) 163 (33.33) 

Not working 43 (13.44) 57 (11.66) 

Health   

Excellent 60 (18.75) 93 (19.02) 
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Good 192 (60.00) 254 (51.94) 

Fair 59 (18.44) 118 (24.13) 

Poor 9 (2.81) 21 (4.29) 

Financial status   

Living comfortably 70 (21.88) 94 (19.22) 

Doing all right 118 (36.88) 180 (36.81) 

Just about getting by 88 (27.50) 140 (28.63) 

Finding it difficult 29 (9.06) 47 (9.61) 

Finding it very difficult 13 (4.06) 23 (4.70) 

Previous spiritual activity (incl. 

prayer) ** 

  

No 124 (38.75) 244 (49.90) 

Yes 195 (60.94) 241 (49.28) 

Spiritual identity   

Not spiritual 106 (33.13) 169 (34.56) 

Spiritual but not religious 128 (40.00) 194 (39.67) 

Spiritual and religious 71 (22.19) 101 (20.65) 

Previous regular meditation 

(+1hr/mth) 

  

No 244 ( 76.25) 380 (77.71) 

Yes 74 (23.13) 103 (21.06) 

Previous LKM   

No 313 (97.81) 473 (96.73) 

Yes 5 (1.56) 11 (2.25) 

Course completer**   

No 197 (61.56) 469 (95.91) 

Yes 123 (38.44) 20 (4.09) 

* p < 0.05, **p < 0.0. Abbreviations: hr: hour; incl.: including; LE: Light exercise; LKM: loving-

kindness meditation; mth: month. 
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Appendix 10 Table 2. Baseline variables comparing users versus non-users of diary or fora. 

Baseline variable Users of diary or 

fora 

Non-users of diary 

or fora 

Wellbeing (mean, SD)* 46.34, 8.15 45.11, 8.75 

Positive affect (mean, SD) 15.97, 3.49 15.89, 3.58 

Negative affect (mean, SD) 12.21, 3.71 12.25, 3.82 

Empathic concern (median, 2575C) 21, 1925 22, 1825 

Perspective taking (median, 2575C)  18, 1522.5 19, 1522 

Perceived stress (mean, SD) 18.87, 7.35 19.49, 7.35 

Depression (median, 2575C)  4, 36 4.5, 37 

Anxiety (mean, SD)  6.23, 3.22 6.42, 3.21 

Outward irritability (median, 2575C)  3, 25 3, 25 

Inward irritability (median, 2575C) 3, 15 3, 15 

Satisfaction with life (mean, SD) 21.84, 6.50 21.27, 6.66 

Symptoms (median, 2575C) 16, 828 19, 931 

* p < 0.05. Abbreviations: 25-75C: 25th to 75th centiles, SD: standard deviation. 
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Appendix 10 Table 3. Outcomes comparing users versus non-users of diary or fora. 

Outcome variable Users of diary or 

fora 

Non-users of diary 

or fora 

Wellbeing (mean, SD) 51.66, 7.24 50.10, 7.90 

Positive affect (mean, SD) 18.10, 2.77 17.55, 2.82 

Negative affect (mean, SD) 10.25, 3.78 9.95, 3.25 

Empathic concern (median, 2575C) 23, 1925 21.5, 1824 

Perspective taking (median, 2575C)  20, 1624 19, 1823.5 

Perceived stress (mean, SD) 13.63, 7.33 14.9, 5.57 

Depression (median, 2575C) * 3, 24 4, 35.5 

Anxiety (mean, SD)  3.99, 3.04 4.55, 3.17 

Outward irritability (median, 2575C)  2, 14 2, 13.5 

Inward irritability (median, 2575C) 1.5, 03 1, 02.5 

Satisfaction with life (mean, SD) 24.63, 5.85 23.4, 7.33 

Symptoms (median, 2575C) 12, 521 12.5, 620.5 

* p < 0.05. Abbreviations: 25-75C: 25th to 75th centiles, SD: standard deviation. 
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Appendix 11. Qualitative data node trees 
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Appendix 11 Figure 1. LKM arm hierarchical node tree. 
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Appendix 11 Figure 2. LE arm hierarchical node tree. 
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